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Preface
The evolution of this guidebook began twenty years ago as a reference document for
forestry short courses. The audience was professional foresters with a bachelor of
science degree from an Society of American Foresters (SAF) accredited college or
university and one to twenty years practical experience on a working forest.
The objective was to provide a set of methods and computer software tools to facilitate
the workload for forest inventory, growth projection, estimating silvicultural effects and
long-term forest planning. It was the mid 1990s and the forest economy had shrunk over
the past fifteen years. Personal computers, relational databases, geographic information
systems (GIS) and forestry software tools (cruise compilers, growth models, harvest
schedulers) were available from multiple resources. Forestry staff sizes were smaller and
demands were greater with the evolution of outside pressure from environmentallycorrect organizations about watersheds, wildlife and wilderness asthetics.
The expectation for the workshop was that the professional foresters knew their job and
how to go about their workload on a monthly and annual basis. The workshops would
only serve to introduce a set of integrated methods and software tools to facilitate what
was already being done through individual in-house combinations of manual and
automated steps. The forestry staff on each working forest had evolved into individually
unique and sometimes complex receipes for year-end inventory reporting and harvest
planning.
The almost immediate and unexpected result was a public comment at the conclusion of
an early workshop by two experienced foresters from a large corporate forest ownership.
The comment was “We asked for approval to come to this workshop. Now that we have,
we are afraid to go home to tell our manager that we have been doing it wrong!”. What
was happening was that active forest management requirements were changing rapidly
and forestry staff neither had the depth of understanding nor the tools to stay ahead of
these changes.
Two significant factors contributing to this situation were: 1) the emergence of spatiallyexplicit restrictions on the kind of silviculture which could practiced in relation to
wildlife sites and water courses; and 2) a complete lack of training, experience or tools
for the forester to draw upon to quantitatively analyze and mitigate these emerging
constraints. Senior management was (as still is) left with little factual advice on what
changes, if any, had to be made in the management style and expectations from each
working forest. Clearcutting was one silvicultural prescription that came under
immediate attack from outside oversight groups. Many Forest Managers simply retired
that option without knowledge of the impact which it may inflict. They made this
decision because their staff had no resources (experience, tools or research) to quantify
the magnitude of the impact. Meanwhile, some outside “forestry experts” were actually
preaching that there would be no impact. They stated that the working forest would
supply the same annual harvest levels whether applying clearcutting or selection
harvesting methods. That preaching continues twenty years later and is labeled as
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preaching here because no quantifiable forestry research has yet to confirm their
assumption.
These outside influences started a planetary-shift in both professional and public
undersanding of forest management. Major decisions and regulations are being made
based on opinion rather than fact. Most decision-makers, “stake-holder” groups, and
foresters are still using knowledge and experience from even-aged forestry research in the
past to make decisions about forests which are now being managed as multi-aged
structures with no final harvest. Forestry research from US Experiment Stations and
Forestry Schools depends on funding. That funding has moved away from research about
the dynamics of trees, stands and forests. This is especially true for the evolving stand
structures resulting from multiple re-entries into each acre on the single-tree or group
selection basis being forced on the forest industry. Without new field research, the
practicing forester is left with the only experience and research available, which is based
on even-aged management.
We return to the objective for this guidebook given these twenty years of observation and
over forty workshops conducted with 12 – 40 participants per workshop. The objective is
still to provide a set of methods and computer software tools to facilitate the forester’s
workload. The software has evolved to version 7 which has transitioned through 26
releases in twenty years.
However, the expectation for the current knowledge and experience of the professional
forester has declined. The workshops must start at the sophomore level of college
education, not the graduate level. As a result, this guidebook has much more detail about
measuring the tree, stand and forest than should be necessary. This has much more to do
with the current college curriculum than the dedication of the practicing forester.
The guidebook provides methods, sequences of activities and software tools to assist the
Inventory Forester, the Silvicultural Forester and the Planning Forester. However, it has
become much more demanding to carefully detail the importance of some (seemingly
minor) steps necessary to manage a dynamic, working forest. It has become abundantly
clear to this author that many professional foresters will take home the workshop
experience and tutorials, but they will only invoke those components which they can
explain and defend to the Forest Manager. This results in the Forest Manager not being
fully informed of the consequences of various internal decisions which are based on and
rely on staff input. These decisions are non-trival and many become pivotal to forest
health, company financial health and community stability.
As a result, the Forester’s Guidebook is an odd mix of cookbook steps and insights into
mensurational foundations about quantifying a dynamic forest resource. In spite of the
length of this document, it has only scratched the surface of the knowledge base required
to quantitatively manage a working forest.
It also needs to be stated clearly, that regardless of the mission and goals for managing a
forest ownership (timber, wildlife, watershed, recreation, cultural, asthetics), the methods
and tools presented in this guidebook should be applied and provide a quantifiable,
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repeatable and defendable basis for long-term decision making. Otherwise decisionmaking is occurring based on faith, not fact.
Twenty years ago when this author was asked in a workshop what training was expected
of an SAF-certified forestry school graduate, the following was provided:
Completion of Sophmore year
 Forestry sampling (stands), Stand sampling (Plots), Sub-sampling (Trees, Shrubs,
Snags)
 Inventory maintenance (relational
adjustments for roads and buffers

databases),

PC-based

GIS,

Acreage

 Annual sampling frequency and intensity
 Site distribution and means to validate
 Habitat classification and updating methods
Completion of Junior year
 Inventory growth projection methods
o Applications, Constraints, Validation
 Silvicultural systems and yield differences
o Clearcut regimes, preferred species and densities
o Seed-tree regimes, regeneration systems
o Shelterwood regimes, habitat implications
o Selection regimes, single tree versus group select
 Forest health, vigor, regeneration, tolerance, genetics
Completion of Senior year
 Harvest scheduling methods linked to GIS
o Hydro, Wildlife, Watershed and Neighbors
 Planning for 100 years versus 10 years
 Impact and Silviculture of 2nd and 3rd rotations on planning
 Standards of merchandizing and valuation
 Regulation by Area, Volume, Value or Net Present Value
 Harvest polygons versus Stand polygons
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Forest Biometrics Software License Agreement
This is a legal agreement between you, the end user, and Forest Biometrics Research
Institute. The enclosed forestry software program package, “Forest Projection and
Planning System (FPS)” is licensed by Forest Biometrics Research Institute for use only
on the terms set forth herein. Please read this license agreement. Installing the CD-ROM
package indicates that you accept these terms.
Agreement
Forest Biometrics Research Institute grants and you, the end user, accepts a non-transferable
license to use the Forest Projection System (FPS) subject to the following terms and conditions:
1) FPS may be used only in one office at a time, but may be transferred from one computer to
another and installed and used on multiple machines, so long as it is not copied outside
of the office.
2) The FPS CD_ROM may not be copied except for backup purposes and all copies must bear
the copyright notices contained in the original. The FPS documentation, users guides
and manuals may not be duplicated or copied without written permission.
3) FPS may be used only for your use in your own business office or establishment, you may
not resell or rent or impose a charge for using, or loan or give all or part of FPS to
other parties.
4) You may not reverse engineer, decompile, or disassemble anything on the FPS software
diskettes.
5) Purchase of this license does not transfer any right, title or interest in FPS, except as
specifically set forth in this license agreement.
6) You are on notice that FPS is protected under copyright and trademark laws.
7) You agree to pay all costs and expenses of enforcing this agreement, including but limited
to time spent by Forest Biometrics Research Institute officers and employees valued at
$150/hour and reasonable attorneys’ fees.

Limited Warranty
Forest Biometrics Research Institute warrants the physical CD_ROMs and physical
documentation to be free from defects in materials and workmanship for a period of sixty days
from the date of purchase. If notified within the warranty period, Forest Biometrics Research
Institute will replace any returned defective CD-ROM or documentation at no charge within the
U.S and Canada. The sole remedy for breach of this warranty shall be limited to replacement or
refund, at Forest Biometric Research Institute’s option.

Disclaimer
FOREST BIOMETRICS RESEARCH INSTITUTE MAKES NO OTHER WARRANTIES,
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED AND SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ANY IMPLIED WARRANTS
OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, IN NO EVENT
WILL FOREST BIOMETRICS BE RESPONSIBLE FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF USE, OR
DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
WHETHER BASED ON WARRANTY, CONTRACT, TORT OR ANY OTHER LEGAL
THEORY.
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Introduction to Quantitative Forest Management Methods
This book is structured and written to assist the forest manager in all practical aspects of
managing a “working forest” in perpetuity. The term “working forest” is used here to
emphasize the dynamics inherent in the spatial and temporal nature of the landscape
defined as a forest. A forest under active management is a working forest. A working
forest is too large, complex and co-dependent between resources to be fully visualized in
the eye of a decision-maker. Therefore, the decision-maker must rely on a fully
integrated, dynamic and current forest inventory database, regardless of the management
objectives (e.g., timber, ecological, watershed, wildlife, health, recreation, asthetics or
carbon sequestration). A working forest is a forest under management to achieve a goal
or objective (usually at a sustainable capacity level).
There are essentially four professional positions required to manage a working forest.
This book refers to these positions from time to time based on the kind of experience,
methods and tools expected to be applied. These positions are:
Forest Manager – Policy maker and manager of the goals, objectives and mission
associated with this forest ownership.
Inventory Forester – Builds and maintains a current stand-based forest inventory
including cruise methods, intensity and frequency; harvest depletions, attribute and
spatial constraints, GIS databases for ownership, roads, streams, topography, soils,
etc.; and annual year-end reporting of standing inventory, growth, depletions and
ownership changes. The “Master” inventory database resides with the Inventory
Forester as well as maintenance of all past year-end reports and archived FPS and
GIS databases.
Silviculture Forester – Insures that every acre within the ownership is silviculturally
on (or nearly on) schedule as identified in the most recent Forest Plan approved by
the Forest Manager. This includes actual site preparation, planting stock species and
planting densities, vegetation and pest management, precommercial thinnings,
commercial thinnings and fertilizations. The silvicultural focus is on the residual
stand condition (i.e., health, vigor and structure) relative to the goals identified for
each stand in the Forest Plan.
Forest Planner – Annually takes a copy of the year-end Master Inventory Database
to update the long-term sustained yield plan for the forest. This update takes into
account the goals, objectives and mission for this working forest; current expectations
of per unit item revenue returns expected (such as delivered log values); current
operating and harvesting costs (such as silvicultural costs, road maintenance, harvest
costs, staff costs, facilities costs and anticipated net returns to ownership); current
regulatory constraints on landuse, access, silvicultural applications and harvesting
methods; and the long-term planning horizon necessary to determine the level, kind
and intensity of silvicultural management necessary to achieve the mission identified
at the outset. In the western United States, this typically would be a planning analysis
encompassing about a 100-year planning horizon broken down into five-year steps.
The final “Forest Manager-approved” Forest Plan would provide everyone on staff
1

with an action plan for the upcoming five-year period. This five-year action plan
identifies the level of harvesting and silvicultural activities necessary within this time
frame to maximize the focus on the long-term mission and minimize the magnitude of
fluctuations around that goal (such as changes in markets, environmental and wildlife
management restrictions, physical access, contractor and equipment availability and
budget thresholds). A new rolling five-year action plan should be produced annually
based on actual actions taken the previous year.
Obviously there are other duties essential to managing a working forest other than
these four positions (such as road and harvesting engineers, accountants and
attorneys). However, these positions are the ones which are directly involved with
the biometrics of managing a working forest and therefore must be directly
knowledgeable of the methods and tools presented in this book.
If these four
positions are not well experienced and educated in managing a working forest to the
levels identified in this book, then all other positions combined cannot make up the
difference. The number of professionals required to fill these four positions is
dependent on the size and dynamics of the working forest. It may be one person or it
may be a dozen, but the skills and services to be provided are essential to the longterm health of the organization. In turn, the health of the forest is dependent on the
health of the organization.
The first axiom about forests is that they are biologically-based and thus dynamic over
time. It makes no difference how the management goal is defined – whether timber,
ecological, watershed, wildlife, health, recreation, asthetics or carbon sequestration – the
forest is not static in time nor spatially uniform in soils, topography, climate or
vegetation. Thus the phases “desired future condition” and “save a tree” demonstrate a
lack of knowledge about the basic characteristics of a forest. Simple logic along with
only a few years of observation will provide any observer with sufficient knowledge that
these phases have no merit in describing or defining a forest.
Some apparently popular silvicultural prescriptions have been put forward with the stated
goal of achieving a “desired future condition”. The forest manager should be aware of
the consequences of acting on these goals. An example from central Oregon is a current
prescription to reduce all acres to approximately 4 – 6 large ponderosa pine trees per acre
and burn all other vegetation. The published goal is “habitat restoration to a fire-resistant
ecosystem”. However, these residual trees were established and grew to these
dimensions in closed-canopy stands. Due to their size and vigor, these residual trees have
little capacity for future growth or stabilization from wind stress. As a result, exposure to
winds has caused some residual trees to uproot or break even before the harvesting
contractors have left the site. A second prescription to periodically burn these stands to
prevent wildfire will assure that there will never be a forest at this location in the future
once the existing overstory of residual trees die and fall down.
It has also become popular among non-forest corporations (utilities, service, retail, etc.)
to fly the motto “Save a tree” in all public relations as a demonstration of their
commitment to preserving nature. Again, simple logic and a few years observation will
demonstrate that this is no more correct than “Save a tomato”, “Save a chicken” or “Save

2
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a cow”. These are all biologic life forms which grow, decline and die. None can be
saved. A healthy plant or animal is young. Eventually each will decline and die. It is the
forest that should be the focus, not the tree.
The second axiom about forests is to apply management prescriptions based on what is
“known” rather than what is “believed” to be true. To “know” is to have measured and
recorded observations about significant parameters of the forest. To “believe” is to
assume faith is sufficient without further measurements. Much of the current social and
regulatory constraints in forest management are based on “belief” rather than knowledge.
Examples are the necessity for biodiversity within each and every stand, ecosystem
damage by even-aged management regimes and the perceived fragile wildlife dependence
that requires a static forest condition.
The methods and tools presented in this book are based on the need to measure the forest,
its components and its dynamics. Regardless of the management objective – whether
timber, ecological, watershed, wildlife, health, recreation or asthetics – direct
observations (measurements) are essential to informed decision-making. Decisionmaking is commonly invoked in either a pro-active or re-active nature. In the late 1960s,
pro-active Operations Research methods became popular. By its nature, operations
research is concerned with the welfare of the entire organization (or forest) rather than
that of only certain of its components (Hiller and Lieberman, 1968). Thus, a pro-active
operations research approach to forest management seeks information and solutions that
are optimal for the whole forest rather than sub-optimal solutions that are best for only
one component. Therefore, the measurements and objectives that are formulated should
ideally be those collected and required for the whole forest, respectively.
Forest management on public forests since the mid 1990s has transitioned to re-active
decision-making after a wildfire has occurred or a potentially threatened species is
identified. Forest-wide inventories have given way to “project-level” sampling of that
component of the forest currently under review. Restoration of a burned area or
quantification of a specific species in a targeted drainage has become the standard data
collection and decision-making approach. It is no wonder that classification of
operations research methods have coined the term “the fire-fighting” method for re-active
management styles when nothing is anticipated until an event happens to invoke the need
for a decision. Only then does the data collection begin and the formulation of best
residual solutions (other solutions may have been lost due to the previous in-action).
Operations Research textbooks use this label to define the most inefficient management
style.
The methods and tools presented in this book are formulated to provide quantitative
information to support informed, pro-active decision-making on the whole forest, and not
just one or two components. These first few paragraphs are provided to emphasize and
re-focus attention on the whole forest in its current state and its future dynamics under
alternative silvicultural strategies and management goals. Again, regardless of the
management goal, maintaining current forest-wide information is essential to ongoing
pro-active and informed decision-making.
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Since a forest is geographically large and measurement of its components requires
significant investments in time and energy, almost all forest inventories utilize various
statistical sampling designs and procedures. One of the most important parameters of
decision-making on a forest is an accurate quantification of the number of acres in each
and every classification of site productivity, species composition, stocking, growth,
mortality, yields, access and operability. These forest-wide statistics provide a ranking of
the relative importance of each parameter, alternative and constraint applicable to
informed decision-making.
Since much of the decision-making in the past twenty years has evolved to include spatial
parameters such as proximity to streams, dens and nesting sites, the forest inventory has
become highly dependent on the use of geographic information systems (GIS). These
spatial systems provide the ability to tie spatial parameters to stand attributes on a
location by location basis. Thus, the total number of acres in a given class (volume,
value, habitat, etc.) is no longer adequate when some portion may exist within the buffer
of a nesting site or riparian zone.
The combination of attribute (size, age, volume, value, etc.) and spatial parameters being
required in the decision-making process has resulted in the transition from traditional
linear programming algorithums (1970 – 1990) to binary search methods (1990 – present)
for operational forest planning. These unique combinations of attributes have focused
and identified the dependence and use of the stand as the primary decision unit in forest
planning. The time-specific volume or value of a stand depends on its unique growth
capacity (soils), silviculture and freedom from various spatial operating constraints
(which may also vary over time). The stand is the primary sampling unit in forest
inventory and it is the primary decision-making unit in forest planning.
A Stand-based Forest Inventory
A forest “Stand” is a geographically contiguous irregular polygon of unspecified size
usually defined by the similarity of the vegetation within the polygon as opposed to the
nature (species, size, stocking or structure) of the vegetation outside of the polygon. A
recent article by O’Hara and Nagel (2013) re-emphasized that “the stand is the logical
landscape unit for forestry for both ecological and operational useage” regardless of the
management objective. These polygons are usually from 5 to 120 acres in size in the
Western United States and Canada. Their average size is usually governed by the type of
silviculture, topography and physical access of the region. In this workbook, the reader
may substitute “polygon” for all references to a “stand” and visa versa. The stand
(polygon) is the smallest geographic unit that is continuously reported, grown and tracked
through time. Each stand (polygon) is assumed to be geographically contiguous and
uniquely identified by a stand (polygon) number within the database. This unique
number is a primary key for database efficiency and tracking of stands spatially and
temporally.
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A Stand-based Inventory versus a Continuous Forest Inventory (CFI)
Before spatial locations of stands was significant to forest planning, foresters could lay
out a systematic series of plots across a forest and derive summary statistics about that
forest as well as establish a reasonable long-term sustained yield plan for the forest. It
was not necessary to define individual “Stand” polygons except at the time of harvest.
These polygons would be defined by the boundaries of the harvest settings as they were
laid out. This was a standard procedure known as a Continuous Forest Inventory (CFI)
design. Trees in these plots were usually permanently tagged so that re-measurement
could provide estimates of rates of growth and mortality for the forest as a whole and in
various classes of attributes such as age and site.
However, this CFI approach was very weak in providing details about specific
geographic areas (stands) as now required by regulatory agencies for management of
hydrologic buffers, wildlife corridors and green-up delays from neighboring harvest
areas.
A stand-based inventory is also commonly referred to as an “In-Place” inventory. Each
stand (polygon) in the inventory database has its own attributes, such as species
composition, stand table, age, site index, proximity to streams and proximity to wildlife
nesting sites, etc. This ‘site-specific’ kind of detail is not possible with a CFI-based
inventory. However, a subset of these CFI permanent plots is useful in localizing,
calibrating and verifying a regional growth model (like the Forest Projection System).
Growth statistics are then provided from the projections of each stand in the inventory.
This pairing of the “In-Place” forest inventory with a CFI-calibrated growth model
provides local growth and mortality projections that are applied to each polygon (stand)
in the inventory independently based on its own observed species, size, age, site, density,
hydrologic and wildlife parameters. This is exactly what is now required to meet the
current forestry regulations which are overlaid on all forest land owners and managers.
Basic Principals which determine the Growth and Health of a Forest Landbase
1) Sustainable Capacity – The highest annual sustainable harvest levels will be achieved
when the entire forest landbase becomes well-stocked and equally-distributed
geographically in all age/site classes. This may require as much as a full rotation
length into the future to achieve a stable operating capacity. The magnitude of this
capacity is determined from the native soil-site capacity and from the intensity and
kind of silvicultural investment on an on-going basis.
2) Silviculture – The highest sustainable growth capacity and value returned on any
given forest acre is from a series of repeated clearcut harvests and plantations.
Conversion to a series of partial cuts or selection thinning will only remove an equal
volume of timber to the clearcut regime, at best. Any partial cut regime series causes
more logging costs, road maintenance and damage to the residual (or regenerated)
forest than a clearcut regime. A given acre managed on a partial cut regime will be
entered from two to four times to achieve the same harvest volume as one entry of a
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clearcut regime. A partial cut regime has little control on tree species selection or
stocking density and it typically transitions into more shade-tolerance, less valued
timber species. A clearcut plantation regime asigns tree species, stocking and
uniformity of the tree spatial distribution across a stand.
3) Regulations and Restrictions – Habitat Conservation Plans and State regulations,
which invoke mandatory maintenance of riparian buffers, nest site buffers, maximum
clearcut sizes, green-up harvest scheduling delays, minimum forest cover constraints
by watershed and exclusion of clearcut regimes, create a complex and intense
constraint in annual growth and harvest capacities for at least one full rotation of
stands or until the forest has evolved into the conditions in Item (1). The forest
inventory must track these acreage constraints through time and by the kind of
silviculture applied within each constraint classification.
4) Growth Capacity – Only native growth capacity (macro-site) of the operational acres
has significance to the sustainable harvest capacity of a tree farm. Rates of forest
growth within the restricted acres identified in Item (3) have no bearing on the
justification of harvest levels in the operational acres (i.e., the argument that harvest
does not exceed growth). A parallel example is checking account withdrawals which
cannot be offset with transfers from a locked savings account. Growth in the locked
savings account has no bearing on the capacity of the checking account to sustain
repeated withdrawals. This situation is sometimes missed.
5) Residual Inventory – A working forest inventory will evolve to an average age of
one-half the harvest age and a total standing inventory equal to the total net acres
times the volume per acre of a stand at one-half harvest age of the average site
capacity of the tree farm.
6) Forest Health – The maintenance of forest health and minimization of risk to insects,
disease and wildfire is best achieved through active silvicultural regimes based on
even-aged clearcut final harvests. This is contrary to public perception, but well
documented and demonstrated in science. A young forest is a healthy forest and a
healthy forest is resistant to insects, disease and catastophic wildfire.
Impact of Watershed and Wildlife Regulations on Polygon Definition
Much of the emphasis of recent regulatory restrictions has to do with the management of
watershed and wildlife resources. As such, these regulations are defined by spatial
attributes rather than attributes of the forest itself (age, species, size, stocking). These
regulations result in stream buffers and wildlife corridors of varying dimensions and
patterns across the landscape. These buffers and corridors most often do not conform in
practice with the polygon boundaries as defined by the distribution of vegetation in the
forest. Since the regulations (and resulting boundaries) may change from time to time, it
is not good practice to imbed these boundaries into the vegetative stratification of the
forest into “Stands”. It is also not recommended to break homogeneous “Stand”
polygons along legal boundaries, such as Section lines, when the forest is a contiguous
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ownership and practical experience shows that these legal boundaries are ignored in
defining harvest settings, silvicultural treatments and sample designs.
Impact of Long-range Planning and Harvest Settings on Polygon Definition
A stand (polygon) may be quite large when defined using the vegetation species, size and
stocking stratification criteria alone. These larger polygons (greater than 120 acres) are
usually broken down into smaller polygons by such boundaries as roads, streams, ridge
lines and physical access for purposes of economical and efficient management practices.
These forest polygons are the stands that become the basis for all silvicultural and longrange planning for the forest. The delineation of these stands provides the forest planner
with the ability to provide realistic estimates of achievable sustained harvest levels while
correctly and specifically applying spatially defined watershed and wildlife restrictions
within the forest on a stand by stand basis. Any other long-range planning method which
treats the forest as a series of time-steps of acres to be allocated does not provide direct
spatial linkages among vegetation, regulation, silviculture, topography and access. The
nature of the newer regulations (1990 – 2010) is that they specify spatial relationships.
Understanding the Difference between Inventory Cruising and Pre-harvest Cruising
This distinction is important and it is based on how soon the cruise information is to be
applied. For a pre-harvest cruise, it most often will be used in the next 1 month to 3
years. An inventory cruise will be maintained and grown for 10-20 years or longer. The
important considerations for a pre-harvest cruise are:
 Tally of merchantable trees by species and size class
 Volume and tree size for logging engineering planning
 Access and restrictions for scheduling and harvest setting designs
 Grade / Sorts / Products for marketing planning
 Value / Profitability for business planning
The important considerations for an inventory cruise are:
 Tally of all trees by species and size class regardless of current merchantability
 Classification of crown ratios for past competitive stress effects on current growth
 Determination of site index for growth potential
 Distribution of trees within the “Stand” polygon for effects of clumpiness on growth
 Damage assessment for future estimates of defect, vigor and growth reduction
Impact of using Diameter Limit Thresholds in Sampling and Reporting
Attempting to apply a pre-harvest cruise to an In-place forest inventory may have severe
consequences. A true example was a tree farm where all polygons were cruised with tree
tallies down to 9-inches at diameter breast high (Dbh). This cruise gave a very good
assessment of the currently merchantable timber volume by species and size. The forest
manager could tell immediately what the species mix, log size and market value for any
stand.
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However, this tree farm is in a region of California where only selection harvest
silvicultural practices are allowed. Therefore, the residual tree stocking by species and
size after selection harvest would determine the number of years and volumes that might
be grown on each stand in future. Since no trees were tallied in the pre-harvest cruise
under 9-inches Dbh, there was no merchantable volume in-growth projected to occur
over the next thirty years! To develop a sustained yield assessment from this database
would be worse than useless. It would be totally in error. (Unless, by chance, there
actually were no existing trees less than 9-inches on the entire forest) The message is,
“Tally all species and size classes if you expect to use this cruise for inventory and longterm planning.”
Forest Biometrics Inventory Database Structure
The structure of the Forest Projection and Planning System (FPS) inventory database
assumes that each forest polygon (e.g., timber stand or unique, contiguous vegetative
type) is identified by a unique polygon number within the database. All plot and tree
datasets, input forms and reports assume that the forest polygon is the basic observational
element in the database. All administrative, topographic, planimetric and vegetative
parameters are indexed by the forest polygon number. There are sixteen tables described
here that are associated with each unique polygon. There are seventeen background
tables that define various constraints, labels and sorts used by the compiler, growth model
and scheduler when accessing the database. Once the user sets the values in these
background tables, all applications of the software will conform to these standards.
The objective of providing this Forest Projection and Planning System (FPS) software
package is to provide timber inventory information that is consistent, accurate and timely
for both operational and strategic forest management planning. Every cruise, growth and
planning activity is compiled and reported to standard sets of criteria for later analysis
and reporting. Significant advantages for using FPS include:
1) the entire inventory database may reside on a standard desk-top micro-computer in
the forestry office;
2) no special environment, space, manpower or electrical power is required in addition
to normal office facilities;
3) most fixed and variable radius sampling systems are acceptable to the Forest
Compiler including - regeneration surveys with any plot size
- sub sampling for height, age, taper, defect, grade
- automatic regression and ratio estimators
for all sub-samples with graphical display
- stand and stock tables by species
- statistical precision and cruise intensity report
- timber cruising for harvest;
4) once loaded, any or all stand volumes may be re-compiled as often as necessary to
evaluate alternative merchantability conditions;
5) any or all stands may be "grown" using the Forest Projection System (FPS);
6) all attributes are available to be used for special select/sort reporting and analysis;
8
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7) all species-specific coefficients for site, taper, volume, value, biomass, carbon and
growth computations reside in an external library easily updated and verified by the
forest manager; and
8) the FPS software uses only standard micro-computer hardware and software
functionality based on Microsoft's MS-Windows operating systems, Fortran and C
languages and Microsoft Open Database Connectivity standards (Level II).
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Overview of Inventory Database Design
To get maximum efficiency for cruise updates, annual reporting, harvest scheduling,
growth projection, cash flow analysis, strategic planning and long-range planning the
inventory database should reside within a commercial database system with direct access
by all updating, reporting and planning software utilities. This can be done very
efficiently on a micro-computer located at each forestry office using common software
systems. A commercial relational database utility (such as Microsoft's Access) is
recommended because it is powerful, well supported, directly interfaces to other utilities
and is economical. Unfortunately, most current (and all older) cruise packages, growth
models and harvest schedulers have not been designed to interface to a relational forest
inventory database. These packages are inefficient to use, require high support levels
from the vendor and do not provide interfaces to other forestry utilities.
At the most fundamental level, all forestry software tools should be well-designed,
compatible with other utilities and well-supported with technical help and essential
updates. It is not cost-effective for each forest land manager to maintain permanent
technical staff to design and maintain software systems for forest inventory and planning.
The Forest Projection and Planning System (FPS) from the Forest Biometrics Research
Institute (FBRI) provides a standardized cruise package, inventory database system,
growth model and harvest scheduling model. It is a simple chore to use the forms and
report wizards in Microsoft Access to create additional analyses and reports from the
forest inventory. Critical additional components are adequate site productivity
stratification methods, growth models for all species, localized tree taper functions and
full compatibility for direct linkages to geographic-based databases such as MapInfo or
ArcMap geographic information systems.
Defining Acreage within a Polygon
There are a few stumbling blocks involved when attempting to determine the amount of
standing volume available for harvest both now and in the future. One of the most often
mis-represented parameters in determining that volume is the number of acres in the
forest from which the per-acre volume statistics are expanded to totals. The GIS database
systems are very good at calculating gross area in polygons (GIS polygon acres).
However, all permanent roads, landings, gravel pits and right-of-ways that may be
detailed in the GIS database as planimetric points and lines are, in fact, removing acres
from the productive forest land base. Therefore, the forester must determine a reasonable
buffer width for each of these points and lines and then subtract these acres from the
affected forest polygons to create a “net-of-roads” forested area for each polygon. This
affects both current and future standing volume estimates. This is a real, directly
observed reduction in forested acres which typically impacts approximately 3 – 8 percent
of the total ownership.
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Matching the Growth Model to the Inventory
More subtle than the net-of-roads area is the effect of uniformity of stocking throughout
the forested polygon. The degree of concern is in direct proportion to the minimum
polygon size used in setting up the initial forest inventory. The larger the minimum size,
then the greater the concern in determining net forested acres in each polygon. This may
not affect current standing volume estimates depending on the methods of cruise
compilation applied; but, it will most certainly affect future standing volume estimates as
a result of growth model updates. There are two approaches to follow:
1)

All Distant-Independent growth models (Monro, 1973) in the West have been
calibrated from permanent research plots without significant openings. Therefore,
a stand with 200 trees per acre is projected assuming that all trees are uniformly
distributed across each acre. If, in fact, the forest polygons include small openings
(for example, 0-3 acres), then a cruise showing approximately 200 trees per acre
may actually have all trees located on only a portion of each acre. The effect is
that the stand density for growth projection purposes is really somewhat greater.
This effect may have a 5 – 35% reduction in final yields at rotation. To correctly
use a distant-independent growth model, the inventory database must carry:
a) A net-forested acreage value that has removed all of the non-stocked openings;
and,
b) The cruise compiler had to have computed the average stand density for the
stocked portion of the polygon only. If both of these conditions are not met,
the linkage between inventory and growth model is flawed and will lead to
biased projections. Initial standing volume and stocking will be correct but
growth projections will be in error.
c) Early analyses of this effect were classified as “fall-down” in yield
expectations from research observations to practical applications. However,
this effect was never quantified in an objective way in the development of
these types of growth models. It was set aside as trivial or unknown without
further investigation. It was assumed that all stands would be managed as
fully-stocked acres.

2)

Use of a Distant-Dependent growth model using a clumpiness index from the
inventory polygon cruise compilation will result in a range of yield expectations
depending on the degree of clumpiness in each stand. Use this model architecture
to apply the 200 trees per acre in the previous example to a portion of the polygon
as observed from a tally of cruise plots systematically distributed throughout the
polygon. Thus, if the trees are really found in clumps covering one-half of the
polygon (clumpiness = 0.50), then the stand density is effectively 400 trees per
acre for purposes of growth projections and mortality estimation. This has a nontrivial impact on future growth and yield. It is especially true if you have greentree retention from the previous rotation, use natural regeneration practices or plan
to utilize selection forest regimes as part of a silvicultural plan.
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The Forest Projection System (FPS) is a distance-dependent growth model. The USFS
Prognosis model (Stage, 1976) and all variants, California CRYPTOS and CACTOS
models (Wensel et al, 1986), Oregon State ORGANON model (Hann et al, 1993) and
MB&G SPS model (Arney, 1981) are all distance-independent growth models. These
distance-independent models assume that every acre is uniformly stocked within each
polygon and that uniform stand density exists throughout the polygon. This is not the
case in almost every forest inventory database on this continent. These models were built
assuming even-aged silviculture only.
To be complete in addressing model types, the USFS DFSIM model (Curtis et al, 1981)
was a whole-stand, Douglas-fir only growth model. It assumed perfect uniformity of
stocking of only a single species and all merchantability specifications were pre-set to 32foot logs as in traditional yield tables. It would have been useful in the early 1970s, but
the design architecture was far too limiting for stand-based silvicultural planning by the
early 1980s when it was released.
This ‘polygon-stocking-uniformity’ situation was not as critical when foresters were only
concerned with single-species, even-aged stands (1960 - 1990). However, forest planners
must now project mixed-species, mixed age-class stand structures through rotations
which include selection harvest regimes with multiple entries. These types of stand
treatment conditions produce highly clumped, irregularly-stocked polygons. The average
stand density from a conventional cruise compilation may not represent the average
growing space dynamics that actually exist within a polygon. Therefore the growth
model methods of calibration and application must build these mixed size and spatial
impacts into the growth and yield projections.
The typical forest polygon in the West is 15-45 acres in size. The polygons are
traditionally drawn using aerial photographs (or perhaps digital imagery or LIDAR) with
an attempt to identify similar species, size and stocking conditions within each polygon.
If similar vegetation conditions are found the polygon expands in size. If dissimilar
vegetation conditions are found, the polygon is broken along the division in forest
conditions creating multiple polygons. The minimum polygon usually defined is about
five acres. This means that small holes (0-5 acres) in the crown canopy are usually
incorporated into the forested polygon. The result is less than uniformly stocked forested
polygons. Managing for wildlife, stream buffers, natural regeneration and selection
forest regimes increases the magnitude of irregular stocking within a given forested
polygon. This makes the linkage between the growth model and the inventory database
of critical concern. The forest manager must either map each polygon down to one acre
units or utilize growth models that can account for irregular stocking within the polygon.
More robust growth models are the obvious solution.
Identifying the “Master” GIS/Forest Inventory database
There is an ongoing push to maintain the “Master” copy of the forest inventory at the
main office with duplicates sent out to each local forestry office for query, reporting and
local analysis. However, the best quality control occurs at the local office if the local
forestry staff understands how to query and use the forest inventory database. There has
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also been a very real trend to reduce staff in corporate technical groups as an economic
measure. As a result, annual updates for depletion and growth, year-end reports and
periodic sustained yield analyses tend not to occur in a timely manner. If each field
forestry office which is responsible for setting timber harvests, regeneration surveys,
inventory cruises and logging compliance is also responsible for their portion of the
forest inventory, then the corporation will have a more dynamic, reliable and up-to-date
inventory. This is accomplished by each field office being responsible for its own
“Master” database. The corporate office then gathers copies at the end of each year for
integration into a common database for corporate planning and reporting across the entire
working forest. It is well documented over the past thirty years that maintaining the
“Master” inventory at the corporate level has cost many organizations delays in annual
reporting, reductions in confidence of technical reports and less-than-optimal resulting
decision-making.
Working with Conventional Forest Mensuration
Trees are large living organisms which are obviously too massive to use direct volume
measurement techniques such as water displacement and individually too valuable for
destructive sampling to be used as a common practice. Thus, we are left to some method
of non-destructive volume-parameter estimation that is hopefully highly correlated with
actual tree volume and value. The selection of these parameters has become standardized
around a diameter at breast height (dbh), total tree height and some intermediate
diameter/height pair to assess the degree of tree taper. As the requirement for precision
goes up, foresters usually change field procedures from:
a) tallies by species and dbh class; to,
b) direct dbh measurements; to,
c) dbh and height measurements; and finally to,
d) dbh, height and taper measurements.
This assumes that the forester has available a local tree volume table – options (a) and (b)
- one parameter; a regional tree volume table – option (c) - two parameters; and a tree
taper table – option (d) – three parameters. The selection of which set of parameters to
use is dependent on the level of precision the forester requires and the volume tables
available. Later discussions in this book will help to determine both the level of precision
desired depending on the application and how to evaluate the volume tables currently
available.
How to Select Samples and How to Measure Them
Contrary to common practice, determination of editing and precision of tree data begins
before going to the field, not after returning with measurements in hand. It is extremely
worthwhile both analytically and economically to review what constitutes good
measurements. A good measurement is one that, not only, can be repeated by you at a
later date with confidence; but also, one that any other knowledgeable forester may repeat
through his/her own independent observations. Most importantly be aware of the relative
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precision of the field instruments which are being used. This is especially true for
estimating heights and upper-stem diameters.
Height measurements are almost exclusively observed using some form of a clinometer
in the Northwest (other than height poles for small trees in research trials). This is most
efficient since most stands will develop well beyond the reach of height poles and most
foresters. By thirty years of age most stands are 60 feet (18 meters) or more in height in
most Northwest forests. In spite of perceived differences in precision, the clinometer,
abney level, relaskop and various laser instruments all rely on the steady hand of the
forester to balance a pendulum or bubble. Their only individual improvement in real
precision from the others is obtained if mounted on a tripod or staff. Artificial support of
this type is almost never used (even on permanent research plots) due to the extreme loss
of efficiency in moving through the forest. As a result, foresters typically can observe
individual heights within about +/- 3 percent in a sixty-foot tall tree. This also assumes
that we have determined a sighting distance from the tree to within about one percent of
the total distance using either a tape or rangefinder.
Therefore for forest inventory sampling, record the tree species for every sample tree, but
only record tree diameter-at-breast-height to the nearest 1-inch (or 2-cm) and tree total
height to the nearest 1-foot. Additional precision by the recorder is perceived but not
repeatable in either diameter or height. To take more time for diameter measurements is
only warranted if the point of measurement is marked (tree tag, nail or paint) on each tree
(such as a permanent research plot). Diameter tape measurements will always error by
over-estimating the actual diameter due to position on the stem relative to whorls and
precision of a clean placement around the complete circumference of the stem.
Therefore, a good standard with diameter tapes is to always truncate the observed 1-inch
observed diameter class, never round up using a diameter tape. More precision of the
total stand structure is gained by using this time to observe more plots and trees across
the geographic range of the stand. Remember that the inventory objective is to
characterize the “stand”. To take additional time to measure each tree to 0.1-inch is not
the most efficient use of the cruiser’s time or the landowner’s budget.
Indirect Measurements - Dbh/Height Curves, Frequency Estimators
When to Trade Height Measurements for Plots
Contrary to some forester’s opinions, it is most often more robust to trade measuring
every tree height on an inventory plot for establishing more plots by applying a height
sub-sample. Why is this true? Review your objectives for taking these measurements in
each stand. If your objective is a reliable stand volume estimate by dbh-class and/or a
reliable log dib-class volume estimate for value, then a strong sample of the dbh-class
frequency is critical to those estimates. The constraint is that a good cruiser can establish
twice the number of plots per day if only one-third of the heights are to be measured.
The critical requirement is to tally every sample tree by both species and dbh class. A
sample of trees from the plots may then be taken for obtaining measured tree heights.
Estimated heights for all other trees on the plots may be obtained from a regression
estimator based on the measured height sample trees. The forester then obtains a reliable
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height estimate for every tree while covering more of the stand with plots achieving a
good dbh-class frequency distribution of the whole stand.
Using Measures of Stand Density
It is always interesting to talk to foresters from different regions about the density and
stocking of the species which they manage. For example, if you’re dealing only with
even-aged Douglas-fir stands on a moderate site, then reference to a given basal area
level as a criterium to initiate thinning is adequate. It is even acceptable to specify the
number of trees or basal area to remove and still provide an adequate definition of
stocking. However, these are not transferable standards as stocking levels to other
species and/or site classes. The absolute indices of stand density and stocking such as
trees per acre, basal area and standing volume are only useful in a localized application.
In fact, in many instances, the use of absolute indices has clouded a forester’s ability to
transfer his/her knowledge to other regions and species. Therefore, it is recommended
that these absolute indices be used only as parameters to enter into the calculation of
relative measures of density. In this way the forester may utilize the experience and
knowledge gained elsewhere to better determine the appropriate stocking levels for
management of the current property under consideration.
Forest biometricians through the years have been famous in dreaming up variations on
the theme of characterizing available growing space among trees in a stand. In many
cases these variations tend to confuse more than inform other foresters trying to apply
them.
Density measures are useful in providing a general characterization of stand density.
These indicies are most useful when applied to existing stands or residual stands after
thinning. They are often used as a residual target level in a thinning prescription. Some
foresters fall into the mistake of defining a thinning prescription in terms of removals,
such as “remove 30% of basal area. Silviculture is about the residual stand. Never
describe a thinning target in terms of removals. Always describe a thinning target in
terms of the residual stand. The expected growth response is correlated with the residual
stand density, not the amount of stocking removed. As mentioned earlier, relative density
indicies are more transferable among differing stand conditions than absolute indicies.
Some of these relative indices are discussed on the following pages in more detail.
Stand Density Index (SDI)
SDI was first described by Reineke (1933) to display the relationship between average
stand dbh and the number of trees per acre (or per hectare). The usual method of
graphical display was on log-log paper in order to allow a maximum density line to be
represented by a straight line. See the Figure “Stand Density Index”. The equation is
SDI = N * (10/Dbh)-1.5 is such that the forester could utilize local information to
determine a maximum SDI and then calculate all trees/acre (N) and Dbh values along that
maximum density line. The value of 10 in the equation serves to reference all trees/acre
to the number of trees if the average Dbh were ten inches.
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No distinction between species is made. No stand structure detail is used. Visualize a
single species stand of uniform age with all trees in a normal distribution and all greater
than 0-inch Dbh. Zero diameter trees have no influence in defining the level of this
index. These methods are based on the assumption that all trees are single-species, evenaged, of uniform structure and uniformily distributed across the stand.
Relative Density Index (Rd)
This index was recently defined by Curtis (1982) where Relative Density = Basal Area /
Square root (Dbh). This index looks exactly like SDI. In fact, the forester may convert
from Rd to SDI by multiplying by 5.80. See the Figure “Relative Density Index” and
compare it to SDI. Its advantage is probably the ease of computing from just two
parameters (stand basal area and quadratic mean Dbh).
Again, no distinction between species is made. No stand structure detail is used.
Visualize a single species stand of uniform age with all trees in a normal distribution and
all greater than 0-inch Dbh. Zero diameter trees have no influence in defining the level
of this index. These methods are based on the assumption that all trees are singlespecies, even-aged, of uniform structure and uniformily distributed across the stand.
Crown Competition Factor (CCF)
In 1961, Krajicek, Brinkman and Gingrich published another index of stand density based
on measured open-grown crown widths predicted from observed tree dbh. Their
introduction is interesting in that it could be used today as easily as 50 years ago:
“The measurement of stand density has been one of the most trying problems in forestry.
Many measures have been proposed but a completely satisfactory one has not yet been
found. In an effort to help solve the problem, a new measure of stand density, developed
at the Central States Forest Experiment Station, is presented here.”
Their attempt is noteworthy in that ‘growing space’ needed by a single tree became an
important ingredient to defining stand density. They found that tree growing space across
a wide range of species, sites and ages could be estimated from the open grown crown
width of that species. On page 37 of their report, they state, “Since such a close
relationship exists between the crown diameter and dbh of open-grown trees, and this
relationship is nearly constant within a species, it may be inferred that the crown of a
tree of given dbh cannot occupy more than a certain area even with unlimited growing
space.”
With this concept in mind, it is possible to sum the amount of crown area required by any
group of trees on an acre and determine the amount of crowding, if any. Since the opengrown crown area can be expressed as a function of dbh, any list of trees of varying dbh
may be evaluated. The equations (Arney, 1973) are as follows using Douglas-fir crown
relationships as an example:
CWi = 4.02 + 2.12 * dbhi - 0.02 * (dbhi)2
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CCF = π * 100. * (CWi)2 / (4. * 43560.)
where

CWi = competing crown width for the ith tree
dbhi = diameter at breast height for the ith tree
summed over all trees on an acre. Coefficients obviously may be adjusted to a per hectare
basis as well.
CCF produces an index of 100 when all open-grown tree crowns are just touching. See
the Figure “Crown Competition Factor” displayed in the same format as SDI for
comparison. The added benefit of CCF is that the index is sensitive to the stand table
distribution of tree diameters. CCF may be calculated as the sum of areas estimated
from each tree or only from knowing the quadratic mean dbh and total number of trees.
CCF also, unlike SDI or Rd, allows for a zero-inch dbh tree to have crown area and thus
contribute to the total stand density. The CCF index ranges up to about 400-500 for fully
stocked Douglas-fir and western hemlock stands, respectively.
Maximum Density & Density Diagrams
There are a large number of other authors and other indices of stand density that have
been published in the forestry literature. The developers of density management
diagrams have essentially taken SDI and placed the log-log graph on its side and
displayed the mirror image in reverse order from the conventional SDI graph. Size on the
graph is displayed as tree volume rather than dbh. In addition, trends in stand top height
have sometimes been overlaid on these graphs to imply more information for
management planning. The general result is a log-log graph of three to six parameters
generally offering more confusion than information.
The actual limitation of all of these techniques is that the concepts are designed for
single-species, even-aged stands. In fact, if the density management diagram is used to
determine time of thinning, the underlying assumption is that thinning does not change
the quadratic mean dbh of the residual stand. Actually the CCF approach applied to a list
of trees rather than the quadratic mean dbh provides the most useful index of current
competition.
In summary, both SDI and Rd assume even-aged, single-species stands. They also
assume that zero dbh trees add nothing to stand density. Variation in tree dbh is not
considered. Use of CCF provides both for zero dbh trees and for variation in tree size.
Irregular frequency by size distributions in a stand have an effect on the CCF
computation but not on the SDI or Rd computations.
Once again, all (SDI, Rd, CCF) of these stand-indices of density assume uniform spatial
distributions within a fully-occupied acre. All trees are assumed to have equal growing
space regardless of spatial irregularity (clumpiness) in the stand.
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Figure 1. Stand Density Index developed by Reineke (1933).
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Figure 2. Relative Density Index (Rd) developed by Curtis (1982).
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Figure 3. Crown Competition Factor (CCF) developed by Krajicek et al (1961).
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Competitive Stress Index (CSI)
This index (Arney, 1973) was developed for estimating the competition around individual
trees in irregularly spaced stands. It uses the same principle of crown width to define
growing space as CCF used in the earlier discussion. The difference is that the
competition estimated for each tree is a function of its relative size and the distance to
and size of its competitors. The individual tree estimates (CSI) are then averaged to
provide an index for the entire stand. Since we use computers for all of these
calculations, easy of computing is no longer a necessary criterium for a good measure of
density.
Tree
A

Dbh
12” – Subject Tree

B
C
D

10” – Competitor
7” – Competitor
5” – Competitor

D
B
C

A

This index of competition equals the sum
of overlap from
each competitor divided by the area of the subject tree. This value is then multiplied by
100 to place it on a scale equal to the Crown Competition Factor index.
CWi = 4.02 + 2.12 * dbhi - 0.02 * (dbhi)2 with dbh in inches and CW in feet
1000)
where

CSIi = 100 * [1 + ∑CAOij / ((π/4) * (CWi)2 ) ] with CSI on a relative scale (100 –

CWi = competing crown width for the ith or jth tree in feet
dbhi = diameter at breast height for the ith or jth tree in inches
CAOij = crown area overlap between the ith and jth trees in square feet
CSIi = Competitive Stress Index as percent occupancy of the subject tree
and its neighbors within the crown area of the ith subject tree.

The minimum value is always 100 due to the occupancy of the subject tree itself.
Coefficients obviously may be adjusted to a per hectare basis as well. If a tree occupies
an area without competition from neighbors the Competitive Stress Index equals 100. In
this example the CSI equals 135% since competitors are overlapping 35% of the area of
the subject tree. The CSI of 135 for this tree is the same density scale as a CCF of 135
for an entire acre.
CSI provides the additional benefits of crown differences between species, impact of
zero-diameter trees, multi-structual (age, size) stands and irregular (clumpy) spatial
distributions which are not accounted for in the “stand-level only” measures of relative
density. Thinning to a CSI target level allows priorty to be placed on spacing over tree
frequency; whereas thinning to a basal area, trees/acre, SDI, Rd or CCF target level
emphasizes tree frequency alone. Since CSI is a tree-based parameter, it will cause trees
to be selected from clumps rather than openings for removal.
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Field Guides and How to Use Them
Any one or all of the graphics presented with this discussion for SDI, Rd, CCF and CSI
may be used as field guides for defining and managing stand density. However, you
should be aware of the assumptions with each approach. Once again, if we were only
concerned with single-species, even-aged stands then any index would be acceptable.
However, the trends in wildlife and watershed regulations are mandating the retention of
residual trees, mixed species, mixed size classes and natural regeneration. Each of these
factors causes irregular variations in size distributions and in spatial distribution. The
SDI and Rd indices become over-simplified estimates under these conditions and may
provide biased estimates if used as a basis for growth projection or silvicultural
treatments. These conditions place an overlay of complexity on traditional even-aged
stand density estimators and growth models. These traditional models have limited
usefulness and introduce biases into forest planning if the user is not aware.
If the cruise compiler which you are using can compute the CCF at each plot, then the
variance among plots may be used as an index of stand clumpiness. The FPS cruise
compiler includes this computation resulting in an index of stand clumpiness. This index
along with the average CCF for all plots provides an indication of spatial regularity,
randomness or aggregation. This information has a major impact on projected future
growth and mortality if used in a distance-dependent growth model which has the
functionality built in to it to utilize this information. Through the use of both CCF and a
clumpiness index, the impacts of retention of residual trees, mixed species, mixed size
classes and natural regeneration may be utilized in yield projection and forest planning
models.
Usefulness of Live Crown Ratio
Live crown ratio is your most obvious indicator of the impact on growing stock to
growing space relationships in your stand. This is true for any stand, whether even-aged
or mixed-aged, whether single-species or mixed-species, whether uniform spacing or
clumpy spacing.
Here are some rules of thumb to follow:
a) If your dominant or crop trees are suffering from crown ratios of less than 40
percent then the stand is likely losing growth relative to mortality.
b) If your dominant or crop trees are suffering from crown ratios of less than 30
percent then the stand may not survive a single thinning as discussed earlier
without sunscald and/or a significant setback in height growth. Fertilizing
immediately after thinning in this type of stand may cause severe windthrow
in the following few years from top-loading crown density more quickly than
essential root stabilization.
c) If your stand is a plantation or a stand of uniform size structure, then without at
least one thinning entry it will develop into condition (a) followed by
condition (b) likely prior to your anticipated final harvest age or expected size.
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d) Natural stands with mixed size classes will lose growth as they approach
condition (a), but will also self-thin and thus avoid condition (b).
Crown ratio is inversely proportional to suppression mortality. It is a universal indicator
of stand vigor regardless of species, site, age, stocking or uniformity of stand structure.
Individual tree growth (diameter and height) is best achieved with a full vigorous crown
while trees are less than 30 feet (10-meters) tall. The minimum 30 percent condition in
item (b) may also be stated as a minimum of 30 feet of vigorous live crown as a threshold
on each tree in order to maintain a healthy stand.
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Forest Inventory Design
The sampling strategy at the forest level may be grouped into two classes. These classes
are commonly referred to as stratified and un-stratified inventory designs.
An example of an un-stratified forest inventory is the conventional Continuous Forest
Inventory (CFI) usually consisting of a systematic series of plots across the entire forest.
As previously presented, this approach gives a reliable estimate of tree and stand
parameters for the forest as a whole. However, as discussed earlier, it is very weak in
providing details about specific geographic areas as now required by State and Provincial
regulations.
An example of a Stratified forest inventory is one that uses easily observed vegetative
characteristics of the forest to allocate portions of the forest into different classes.
Typically classes are grouped by Species (3-6 species groups), Size (3-5 diameter
classes) and Stocking (3-4 density classes). This stratification is most commonly applied
from a remote platform such as aerial photography or satellite imagery. In this process,
contiguous polygons are delineated which exhibit homogeneous characteristics within
each polygon. This stratification may be established either before or after the
establishment of a series of plots across the entire forest. Optimum efficiency in the
allocation of field plots is usually achieved if a pre-cruise stratification is used. Postcruise stratifications are equally useful, but some efficiency and accuracy may be lost if
not all strata are adequately sampled.
Pre-Cruise Mapping and Stratification
A vegetative (timber type) classification system should be structured so that 100 percent
of the forest can be grouped into a few (12-48) strata which represent all forested and
non-forested areas. Each contiguous area (polygon) is classified into one of these strata.
This classification process does not provide a forest inventory on its own, but provides
the basis for recording in-place attributes of individual polygons and for extrapolating to
other polygons of the same vegetative type.
A stratified inventory of stand polygons provides economy to forest inventory
management. Based on available funds, staffing, topography and/or access it may only
be possible to sample a subset of all stand polygons in the forest in a given year.
However, it is still possible to make a reasonable estimate of the standing inventory on
the entire forest at year-end by extrapolating from sampled stands to un-sampled stands
within the same stratum. As funding and time continues, the entire list of polygons in all
strata may be sampled. At this point in time the stratification labels are no longer
necessary or used in sampling selections. Operational details of this concept will be
addressed later in this book.
A vegetative classification map may be produced entirely from aerial photos or remote
imagery without any field checking. However, field checking is usually done prior to
classification to provide calibration and training for the interpreter, to pick up certain
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classes that cannot be recognized on the photos, and to assign and/or adjust the number
and range of classes. Vegetative mapping is essentially a subjective process and the
map's usefulness is largely dependent on the interpreter’s ability and experience. It is not
an easy task to distinguish between real type differences and apparent differences caused
by variations in the angle of view, date of photography or resolution of the imagery.
Doing the classification under the stereoscope helps, but there is no substitute for
previous experience. It is easiest to begin by outlining the most definitive types first and
then gradually working toward the more difficult separations. Minimum areas and
widths to be mapped are related to your objectives as well as to photo scale and the scale
of the resulting map base. A reasonable minimum area standard for 1:12,000-scale
photography is usually 5 to 10 acres (Paine, 1981).
A reasonable maximum polygon size is less than one hundred acres. The best
recommendation is to maintain no polygon in the inventory database with an area greater
than the maximum clearcut opening size allowed by legal or conservation constraints.
This guideline will significantly improve forest harvest scheduling reliability (later in this
book) when wildlife and neighbor green-up constraints must be applied over extended
periods of time.
Another vegetation mapping consideration is to always limit digitizing boundaries of
polygons to observable forest characteristics from an aerial platform. Never modify the
stand polygon boundary or vegetation label from observations on the ground while
walking through the stand. Stratifying vegetation from the ground is a completely
independent approach from aerial stratification. It is also very subjective and rarely
repeatable by the same or different observers. These two approaches should never be
mixed. To do so, renders the entire stratification effort to become biased. The only
reason for stratifying stand polygons into groups is to facilitate sampling only a few and
then extrapolating to the remainder (within each stratum).
With the trend toward uneven-aged silvicultural management, has emerged a residual
stand condition where every acre begins to look the same. The same tree species and
stand structure variability is repeated on all acres. It appears that identifying individual
stands has little merit. However, to grow the inventory forward in time requires a
measure of the macro-site (site index). This alone gives emphasis to localized differences
across acres. The position, elevation and aspect of the stand on the hillside will also
impact the early silvicultural response characteristics. This especially important in an allaged stand which is relying on an accurate forecast of the species and abundance which
will regenerate at that location.
Along with uneven-aged silvicultural regimes has developed a desire to replace
individual-tree selection treatments with group-selection treatments. This is partly driven
by observations that the shade intolerant tree species preferred in plantations are not
achievable as natural regeneration under closed forest canopies. The abundance of
regeneration is reduced and the species tend to be the more shade tolerant when
observing silvicultural results from uneven-age silvicultural regimes. To mitigate this
outcome without going back to even-aged silviculture, some parties are proposing and
adopting group-selection thinning treatments. However, to get the desired un-shaded
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growing space for intolerant species, the size of the group opening must be significant.
In other words, the opening must be 2 – 5 acres in size to minimize the boarder effects
along the parimeter of the opening. Here is where the problem begins to occur. The
opening must be significant (3 – 5 acres) to achieve the desired un-shaded growing space.
An opening of three acres will have shading and humidity influences at least one-half
chain (33-feet) into the opening from the edge. This reduces the effective opening size to
2.11 acres. Therefore, at best, approximately 70 percent of the anticipated opening will
be established at the desired silvicultural goal.
If a group-selection opening is expanded beyond three-acres in size, it becomes an
independently mapable and tractable polygon. Openings in a stand smaller than three
acres may be considered as non-mappable and therefore contribute to the within stand
clumpiness classification. The Forest Manager must then consider the acreage in roads
that will be required to access a series of group-selection openings in a stand – in both the
initial entry and all subsequent entries through the life of the stand as the group-selection
treatment is applied in future years in other parts of the original stand. This road network
will further detract from the level of sustainable capacity which this stand may be capable
of achieving. In other words, the Forest Manager must decide which silviculture regimes
are going to be best suited to achieve the goals for this forest. The difference between
three-acre group-selection openings everywhere and 25-acre clearcuts will be substantial
in both volume and net value levels. These differences will be addressed in the section
on forest harvest scheduling applying alternative silvicultural regimes.
On the previous page was mentioned that mapping and stratifying vegetation should be
based only on observable forest characteristics. These observable characteristics are what
may be recognized by the cruiser and/or silviculturist when passing through the stand.
Typically these are the major species, size and density of trees in the stand. Differences
among stands are observable as one moves from one to another. Unfortunately for the
forest land owner, many GIS analysts create their own stand polygons not realizing the
definition of a stand polygon or how it is to be applied. The perfect example is the buffer
zone along a stream or around a wildlife nesting site. The GIS analysts, often on their
own initative, create a separate stand polygon for each of these buffer zones. Too
frequently these new polygons are also re-labeled with a generic identifier such as
“RMZ”. Now the Forest Planner has no identity as to the type of vegetation which exists
there; or after growth updates, will have no idea what to expect in the future. This is
significant in a major way and it is not easy to correct at year-end when the long-term
planning begins.
Maintaining riparian and wildlife buffers as independent stand polygons has multiple
shortcomings. In the forest, the cruiser cannot observe this regulatory boundary when
establishing plots. The cruiser relies on observing the vegetation changing when walking
from one stand to another. There is no such demarcation on a regulatory boundary,
especially one which may change in width along different classes of stream, but within
the same stand. The cruiser should be collecting data on the vegetative polygon as
mapped and observed. The regulatory boundary is arbitrary and may change at any time
by administrative decree or under alternative rules and agreements. Under many wildlife
regulations a certain proportion of mature forest cover must be maintained through the
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full planning horizon (50 – 100 years) before any additional acres may be harvested.
This constitutes anywhere from 6 – 20 percent of the working forest acreage. This is a
significant impact on the Forest Manager’s expectations. If the GIS analyst left the acres
in these regulatory buffers as attributes of each stand, rather than as separate stands, then
the Forest Planner knows the contribution of buffer acres in each time period to the total
acres in mature forest cover. If the GIS analyst changed the label to “RMZ” and
subsequently left these acres out of the database for the forest planning analysis, then the
Forest Planner is still required to subtract additional forested acres from harvest to
mitigate the requirement of mature forest cover in each time period. The 6 – 20 percent
reduction now potentially increased to 12 – 40 percent of the working forest land base.
Having observed this scenario multiple times in different ownerships and in different
States causes one to inquire as to what changes in forest planning are typically invoked to
mitigate this impact. There is only one alternative which has been invoked in every case.
That is to convert all even-aged regimes (clearcuts, seed-tree and shelterwood) to
selection harvest regimes. The objective is to cause each and every acre to provide a
portion of the mature forest cover mandated by the riparian and wildlife acreage
constraints. This impact will be quantified in the section on forest planning and
alternative silvicultural systems.
Vegetation Mapping Systems
In reviewing potential vegetative classification systems, you may consider the PNW
Forest Type Mapping System (USDA Forest Service, 1962), the PNW Eco-class
Identification System (Hall, 1974, 1975) and the US Forest Service Region Six National
Forest Classification developed by Pacific Meridian Resources (among others).
The PNW Forest Type Mapping System stratifies on the basis of forest versus non-forest,
species composition, stand size class and degree of stocking. Non-forest polygons are
subdivided into agriculture, brush, grass, water and other non-vegetative (barren, urban,
etc.). Species composition is determined on the basis of predominant species as indicated
by stand volume for older stands or numbers of trees for young stands. Stand size is
commonly based on tree diameter class as estimated from crown diameter and height on
the aerial photography. Crown closure is the most common measure of stocking from
remote imagery. It is usually an ocular estimate into broad classes with occasional
reference to a stereogram template. When stocking is less than ten percent the area is
classified as non-stocked. All species present are considered in the stocking
classification. This system conventionally and most efficiently results in about four
species groups, four size classes and three stocking classes (48 types). The stratum label
is typically defined as:
Species - The primary species call is given to that species: a) having the greatest volume
in the sawtimber size classes; b) having the greatest basal area in pole timber size classes;
and, c) having the greatest number of trees in the seedling/sapling size classes. A twodigit alpha species code is recommended. Non-forest types may be coded with any
alpha/numeric code. Recommended non-forest codes are:
XC – Clearcut / Non-stocked forest land
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XB - Brush / non-timber species
XG - Grass, native / alpine meadow
XS - Soil, exposed / rock / desert
XF - Farmland / plowed field
XH - Open water / lakes / rivers / bays
XW - Wetlands / swamps
XR - Right of way / power-lines / railroads / highways
XU - Urban / residential
XX - Unknown

Size Class - Codes for forest types having at least ten percent stocking. This classifies
that component of the stand containing the greatest proportion of volume or basal area.
Diameter thresholds refer to the quadratic mean diameter (QDbh) at breast height of all
trees in the stand. Recommended codes and groupings are:
0 - less than 10% stocked or less than 75 trees/acre
1 - dbh 0 - 5 inches (seedlings / saplings)
2 - dbh 6 - 11 inches (pole timber)
3 - dbh 12 - 21 inches (small saw timber)
4 - dbh 22 inches plus (large saw timber)
Stocking Class - Crown closure of the specified component of the stand used for the size
class code. Thus for a size class "3" code, the stocking is based on the crown closure of
trees twelve inches and larger. Recommended Stocking Class codes are:
0 - bar (0)
1 - bar (-)
2 - bar (=)
3 - bar (=)

<10% crown closure or 75 trees/acre
10- 39% crown closure ( 75-149 trees/acre)
40 -69% crown closure (150-349 trees/acre)
70% + crown closure (350 + trees/acre)

The vegetative classification from satellite imagery developed by Pacific Meridian
Resources for the US Forest Service in the 1990’s is another alternative. The National
Forest system in 1996 included twenty species classes, seven size classes, four stocking
classes and three structure classes (1680 types). It was attempted on National Forests in
Regions Five and Six. This system generates so many strata that it was not repeatable by
another interpreter or at another time using the same interpreter. Therefore it is not
recommended to be used as a basis for stratifying an updateable forest inventory. The
reason for this recommendation is due to the number of strata designed into the
stratification; it is not due to the type of technology applied. Once a design exceeds
about three dozen (36) classes, the probability of its reliability (re-produced by another
person or process) significantly declines.
Polygon Sample Selection
Every polygon should be tagged with a unique stand number within the database. The
stand number should not exceed nine digits for ease of quality control and numerical
processes. This number is the key to all cross referencing information among the various
tables in the database as well as the linkages to the GIS spatial databases. One method is
to number stands by the Township (TT), Range (RR), and Section (SS) of its principle
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location plus two digits for the unique polygon. This allows the field forester to readily
verify the correct data records to on-site observations. Individual stand boundaries may
cross section lines or other administrative lines invisible on the ground when within one
ownership. Do not break stand polygons on section lines if the on-the-ground silviculture
will be applied to the entire polygon.
An initial cruise sample intensity of 15 to 25 percent of each stratum in the database is
recommended. Additional proportions of all or some strata may be added in subsequent
years as budgets allow and analyses demand. At least two polygons from every stratum
should be sampled when building a new inventory database.
An equal probability sample (EPS) may be developed by randomly selecting a fixed
number of polygons from each stratum. Every stand polygon has an equal chance of
being sampled using EPS selections. The disadvantage is that a small sample could be
biased geographically or by average size of the polygons selected since no other
constraint is applied.
A probability proportional to size (PPS) sample is more efficient in most forest
inventories since larger polygons will have larger impacts on the total standing timber
volume. A PPS sample may be selected by either a systematic plot design laid out
geographically (e.g., by Section) or by a systematic selection of polygons from a list.
Polygons with larger areas have proportionally higher probabilities of being sampled
when a systematic grid is overlaid on a map. This approach is easy to establish in the
field without access to timber type maps prior to the initiation of field sampling. On
large ownerships, sample intensities can be predefined by determining the proportion of
total numbers of legal Sections that will be sampled within the ownership. This also
provides a good geographic distribution of samples.
Lund (1987) provided definitions and examples of a PPS sample design using lists
generated from database files. A systematic selection of polygons from a list provides a
PPS sample with the advantage of establishing different sample intensities for each
stratum. Thus, strata that tend to be made up of very consistent attributes do not require
sample intensities as great as strata that tend to be very heterogeneous in nature. An
example might be a stratum of young plantations as compared to a stratum of mixed
species, mixed age old-growth stands. A list is generated from a forest inventory
database table by strata. Each stand is listed by number and area. A sampling interval
(SI) is selected based on total acres in the stratum divided by the number of polygons to
be selected. A random number is selected which specifies the accumulated acres to occur
in the first polygon. Subsequent polygons are selected as the accumulated acreage
intercepts the sampling interval (SI).
A further refinement of this approach to PPS sampling is described by Stage (1971)
through which all polygons are sorted by size prior to sample selection from the list. This
provides some of the qualities of the geographic systematic selection by distributing the
sample across the range of small, medium and large polygons while still providing
sample selection by PPS.
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It is critical that the inventory forester gathers at least a minimum field sample of each
major vegetative type (stratum) for this expansion by vegetative type to be reliable. This
approach assumes a consistent vegetative type classification across the entire ownership.
It is not a critical limitation that the classification may contain some bias, as long as it is
consistent about the classification of similarly appearing polygons from the remote
sampling platform (airplane or satellite). An adequate field sample within each stratum
will correct any bias that may occur.
The selection of the field sample may follow many of the forest sampling designs
described by Lund and Thomas (1989) for stands with prior stand mapping. Regardless
of which method (EPS or PPS) of stand selection for field sampling, the forest parameters
of unsampled stand polygons within each stratum are estimated from the average
weighted by acreage parameters of the sampled polygons of that stratum. The reliability
of the estimate improves as the sampling fraction increases. It has been common practice
in the Northwest to sample approximately 15 to 25 percent in the first year of installing
an in-place inventory and then expand the sampling fraction to 35 to 65 percent over the
next few years. The inventory forester then has adequate detail on a stand basis for
analyses of the multi-resource conflicts common to current silvicultural and sustained
yield planning efforts. The typical “working forest” inventory in the Western United
States in 2010 had sampled 65 – 85 percent of all acres in each stratum.
Stand Inventory Design
As in the among-stand level of sample designs, there exists many approaches that may be
used for a within-stand level design (Lund, 1989). Some of these include: 1) a single
plot, such as a CFI permanent plot; 2) a cluster of plots (e.g., 10-point grid) as previously
applied in the USDA Forest Survey Region Six; 3) a fixed number of plots on a random
transect; 4) a systematic grid with a random start; or 5) a complete enumeration of all
trees in the polygon.
The most representative sample of these just described tend to come from (4), the
systematic grid with a random start. The method commonly used for a number of years
has been parallel line transects with a random start. This method provides a uniform
distribution of plots throughout the stand on a rectangular grid while reducing travel time
between plots. The actual grid design is left to the cruiser with the guideline of obtaining
approximately one plot per four (or five) acres. The direction of transects should be
determined by the prevailing contours. Lines should cross contours as much as possible.
The point of beginning, plots and cruise lines for each stand should be indicated in pencil
on section map sheets. GPS methods and handheld recorders are also useful, but the goal
is the same. All beginning points and plot centers should also be flagged in the field.
This facilitates plot audits.
When conducting a systematic grid sample across a stand polygon the edge of the
polygon will be encountered. In this case continue on the pre-specified grid interval to
the next plot center, even if it occurs outside of the stand boundary. Then swing the
prism back toward the polygon of current interest. If some trees are counted as “in”, then
record these trees normally but record the plot number as an “off-stand” plot. (In FPS
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this would be a negative plot number or a plot number between 9000 and 9999.) This
eliminates all potential edge bias (Iles, 2003, “toss-back” method, pages 641-647). As
Dr. Iles pointed out in his textbook, all other techniques previously attempted are biased
and/or overly complicated in practice.
Any plot falling on roads, right-of-ways, railroads, streams or rivers marked on the maps
sheets should be tallied as off-stand plots. Plots falling on unrecorded roads and right-of
ways should be sampled as they fall as within-stand plots. This facilitates matching the
inventory database where existing right-of-way acres have previously been identified and
their acres subtracted from the net-forested polygon area.
Number of Plots per Stand
It was previously mentioned that approximately one plot per four acres is a good basis for
designing the cruise intensity of a stand using a string of temporary plots. In previous
decades the number of plots was often determined based on a goal of achieving a
sampling variance below some pre-specified threshold (like volume within ten percent).
The current shortcoming of that goal is that it was developed on the basis of even-aged
stand variance for harvest cruising. Today a significant portion of existing stands and
forests are no longer managed using even-aged final harvest scenarios. As a result, the
preponderance of all-aged stands is highly variable in stocking and size on any given
acre. Plots established in these types of stand structures result in high variance among
plots regardless of the number of plots established. The old variance threshold is often
not even attainable regardless of the number of plots established per stand.
The true goal of the number of plots per stand is to characterize the species, size, density
and structure of each stand in an efficient manner. The goal is based on inventory
objectives, not current harvest objectives. The critical need is to characterize stand
structure sufficiently for growth updating from year to year along with a robust ability to
evaluate alternative merchandizing specifications and alternative silvicultural regimes.
Therefore, a systematically-distributed set of plots across the entire stand is most robust.
This provides a reliable classification of stand structure as well as a reliable assessment of
clumpiness and stockability of the entire stand.
Previously it was identified that large stand polygons should be broken down into stands
no larger than the maximum even-aged harvest area thresholds. This facilitates managing
for green-up constraints and a broader mosaic of alternative silvicultural alternatives. It
was also identified that openings larger than three acres should be individually digitized
as stand polygons and individually tracked in future silvicultural planning.
Therefore, the working forest is made up of stands in the 3 – 120 acre range in most
regions. Typically in the working forests of North America the range is 3 to 60 acres.
Minimum of 1 plot per stand
Total plots = 1 + number of acres divided by four
Never install more than 16 plots in one stand. Move to the next stand.
All plots are on a systematic grid across the entire stand.
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Within-Stand Plot Design
Plots should be numbered consecutively throughout each stand. Concentric plot designs
are recommended (variable radius over a small fixed-area plot). At each plot location, a
variable radius plot for tree components over 5-inches (12 cm) at diameter breast height
(Dbh) is recommended. The cruiser should select a prism factor that provides
approximately 5-8 trees per sample point across the whole stand. Once a prism factor is
selected it cannot be changed within that stand. A new prism factor may be applied for
the next stand. Care should be applied when choosing a prism factor. Too small a factor
will increase the likelihood of missed trees, while too large a factor may yield an
insufficient sample. Prism plots should be laid out using a full circle and sighting at
breast height to determine whether the tree is “in” or “out”. Do not use prism sampling at
other heights (such as 16-foot form class point). Record the prism factor in the plot
header detail along with the stand number, date and your name.
A fixed area plot should be used for all trees less than 5-inches (12 cm) Dbh. The radius
for this plot may be any convenient size that picks up an average of four or more trees per
plot. A radius of 11.78 feet (1/100 acre) works well. All trees should be tallied by
species and height that are greater than one-foot in height in order to record potential
ingrowth over the next few years or re-sampling interval. Height classes of 2-feet (1 – 3
foot heights) and 5-feet (4 – 6 foot heights) are acceptable precision for sampling of small
trees by height. Simply tally the number of trees on the plot by species and height class
to record a frequency for that class. Listing each individual tree on the field sheet is unnecessary and time-consuming.
Some alternative sampling designs are always brought forward assuming some
efficiency. The inventory objective must be kept in mind when considering these
alternatives.
1) Plot center to first-tree design, with one tree per plot. This is essentially changing
the plot size at each location to get to an average density per acre. However, it
precludes the opportunity to determine variance among plots essential to
computing stand clumpiness because the plot size varies. Not recommended.
2) Big basal area factor (BAF) for sub-sampling trees for height (or other
parameters) on a plot with a small BAF (such as 40 over 20). Here again is a
design focused on total volume, not stand structure. For stand structure, heights at
all diameters are equally essential, not just large trees. Not recommended.
3) Plotless stand sampling (or walk-through) to subjectively assess species
composition, structure or standing volume. This is a waste of resources (staff,
budget and field days). It cannot be used for any quantitative analysis of the
stand. A well-designed cruise of a few stands is worth more than a walk-through
of many stands. Not recommended.
4) Installing plots without reference to the specific stand where they exist. Plots
should be installed to characterize a stand, not a stratum. Always identify the
unique stand which each plot characterizes. Strata averages are only marginally
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useful and should only be used if nothing else exists at a stand level. The stratum
may not even be obtainable.
Tree Measurements
An extremely significant point here is that the objective is inventory assessment, not a
current harvest volume assessment. For this reason all trees are sampled on every plot
regardless of species or size. To truncate the size or species range in any way precludes
the ability to assess future ingrowth under alternative silvicultural regimes. A forest-wide
inventory update in a given year where the minimum tree diameter recorded was 8-inches
is worse than useless. It is highly biased and cannot be used for any kind of mixed-age
silvicultural planning. In this case, the amount of potential ingrowth in the next thirty
years is unknown and using this dataset would indicate that there will be none.
Trees should be observed from the direction of travel and proceeding in a clockwise
direction around plot center. Record trees as they are encountered for ease of record
keeping and audits.
All trees should be tallied by species code and one-inch (2 cm) Dbh classes for both
variable and fixed area plots. Trees from 1-foot to 3-feet should be recorded as 0-Dbh
and 2-foot height (1-meter) class. Trees 3-feet and greater with a Dbh less than 0.5inches should be recorded as 0-Dbh and a 5-foot (2-meter) height class. Trees greater
than 0.5-inches should be tallied to the nearest whole inch class (e.g., 1=0.50-1.49,
2=1.50-2.49, 3=2.50-3.49, etc.). Use the same procedure with 2-centimeter classes if
you’re using the metric system of measurement.
Dead trees should be tallied using a species-group code (Grp) of “.D”. Species and Dbh
class are required measurements, as with live trees.
On every plot record at least three height measurements. In even-aged stands, this may
be only the odd-numbered plots. Heights should be sampled across the entire Dbh range
of each major species for the stand. All height measurements should be recorded as total
height (not merchantable height) from root collar to terminal bud to the nearest foot.
Obtain an estimate of live crown ratio on these height sampled trees. Additional height
samples may be taken on (or off) any plot in order to get a reasonable distribution for
each major species (at least six heights per species across the Dbh range per stand).
Using odd-numbered plots for height samples provides a standard for contracted cruisers
to follow, but it is not required by the FPS cruise compiler software.
It is not necessary to record tree ages and heights for site index calculations. There is
much more detail on site index sample trees and methods of computing site index in a
later section of this book. Site index defines the potential growth rate for each stand.
Traditional site index methods using breast height age are confounded with early
silvicultural treatments including site preparation, brush control and animal control.
Final specification of a representative site index value for each stand must be independent
of the impact of these silvicultural treatments so that there is no confounding of the
independent and separate effects of macro-site potential, silviculture, planting-stock vigor
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and/or genetics. Site index is to determine a growth capacity, not a height at some
absolute age. Traditional height/age methods were adequate in traditional even-aged
clearcut silvicultural systems; but the combinations of species, genetics and silviculture
have resulted in much more complex relationships of height and age combinations in any
given stand on any given soil. This is the result of a major shift in forestry practices since
about 1990 that has not been acknowledged or accounted for in most biometric methods,
models or cruise compilers.
Use the following species codes to be compatible with the FPS Species Library:
PP
SP
LP
WP
JP
YC
RC
PC
IC
DF
WL
WH
MH
GF
WF
SF
NF
RF
AF

Ponderosa Pine
Sugar Pine
Lodgepole Pine
Western White Pine
Jeffrey Pine
Alaska Yellow Cedar
Western Red Cedar
Port Orford Cedar
Incense Cedar
Douglas-fir
Western Larch
Western Hemlock
Mountain Hemlock
Grand Fir
White Fir
Silver Fir
Noble Fir
Shasta Red Fir
Subalpine Fir

SS
ES
BS
WS
WJ
PY
RW
RA
OA
GC
BC
CL
BM
OO
QA
TO
PD
PM
WI

Sitka Spruce
Engelmann Spruce
Black Spruce
White Spruce
Western Juniper
Pacific Yew
Redwood
Red Alder
Oregon Ash
Golden Chinquapin
Black Cottonwood
California Laurel
Bigleaf Maple
Oregon oak
Quaking Aspen
Tan Oak
Pacific Dogwood
Pacific Madrone
Willow

Any species code may be changed or added if the code is entered into the SPECIES table.
Translations from USFS and BCFS codes are found in the Appendix.
Field Recorders and Field Sheets
The cruiser may use a handheld recorder or field forms and pencil. In the case of
recorders, both a digital copy and printed listing of the plot and tree detail is desired in
case the digital copy becomes unreadable after transmitting. The cruiser should attach
the plot transect and plot location detail to the tree and plot listings as they are forwarded
to the forestry office for processing. The cruiser should also audit all records at the
completion of each stand to ensure that all header detail (prism factor, date, stand
number, and name) has been filled in the appropriate boxes.
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Forest Biometrics Research Institute 2013

CRUISE FIELD FORM

Page_____ of _____

Stand #_________________

BAF:_______ BAF Dbh:_______ Fixed Plot 1/______ Veg Plot 1/_______ Transect_______
Cruiser:_______ Date:___/___/___ Twn_______ Rge_______ Sec____ Photo:__________
Plot Tree Sp Grp Dbh
xxxx xxxx aa aa xxx.x

# Height h Dia Taper t Age a Crn Stat/Dam
xx xxx.x x xx.x xxx x xxx x xx x xxx

1/3 Defect (%)
d
butt mid top x

Notes: Grp = “..” (default), “LV”=Lesser-vegetation, “SN”=Snags, “DD”=Dead/Down, “.D”=Dead,
“.C” = Cut, “.I” = Ingrowth, “.P” = Planted, “.S” = Stump sprout, “RT” = Reserve Tree,
“XG” = Grass, “XB” = Brush, “XW” = Woody, “FB” = Forbs, “SH” = Shrubs
“G1” = Genetic clone, “G2” = ½ Sibling, “G2” = Full sibling
hx = height code: 1=include in regression, 2=independent sample only (no regression)
tx = taper code: 1=include in regression, 2=independent sample only (no regression)
ax = Age code:
1=breast height age (default), 2=total age
dx = Defect code: 1=defect was sampled on this tree, 0 or null = non-sampled for defect
Taper = height to 80% of Dbh (if Dia column is zero), any intermediate Dia, Ht pair otherwise.

Figure 4. Example field form for cruise plots – live, dead, non-tree, down woody.
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0 - No Damage

N/A

1 - Unspecified

0 – (always code 0)

2 - Mechanical

012345123-

3 - Chemical

4 - Disease

5 - Insects

6 - Animal

7 - Weather

8 – Suppression

9 - Physical

0123456781234-

N/A

Fire
Logging
Crown
Bole
Roots
Tags, Nails, etc.
Foliar (broadcast
Stem (spot treatment)
Soil (root treatment)

Unknown
Mistletoe
Needle rusts
Stem decay
Stem rusts
Stem cankers
Root disease
Armillaria mellea
Phellinus weirii
Defoliators
Bark beetles
Sucking insects
Pitch moths

1- Deer & Elk
2- Bear
3- Livestock
4- Porcupine
5- Mt. Beaver
6- Small mammals
7- Birds
1- Windthrown
2- Snow, ice, freezing
3- Drought (summer)
4- Dessication (winter)
5- Suncald
6- Lightning
7- Flooding
0 – (always code 0)

123456789-

Broken top
Dead top
Multiple tops
Forked tree
Leaning tree
Crook or Sweep
Bole cracks
Epicormic branching
Crown damage

0123401234-

Unspecified
Light damage
Moderate damage
Severe damage
Fatal damage
Unspecified
Light damage
Moderate damage
Severe damage
Fatal damage

0123401234-

Unspecified
Light damage
Moderate damage
Severe damage
Fatal damage
Unspecified
Light damage
Moderate damage
Severe damage
Fatal damage

0123401234-

Unspecified
Light damage
Moderate damage
Severe damage
Fatal damage
Unspecified
Light damage
Moderate damage
Severe damage
Fatal damage

0- Unspecified
1- Light damage
2- Moderate damage
3- Severe damage
4- Fatal damage
0- Unspecified
1- Light damage
2- Moderate damage
3- Severe damage
4- Fatal damage
Fork codes
1- Below 1.3 m
2- Above 1.3 m
3- Above 5.0 m

Lean codes
0- Unspecified
1- < 25 degrees
2- 26 to 45 degrees
3- > 45 degrees
4- Tree down

Codes for others
0 -Unspecified
1- Light
2- Moderate
3- Severe
4- Fatal

Figure 5. Tree damage codes with cause and severity.
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A large number of “working forests” have evolved since about 1990 from even-aged
clearcut silvicultural systems to an array of all-aged selection harvest-only silvicultural
systems. There are also many more acres now being managed with seed-tree and
shelterwood silvicultural systems which were traditionally clearcut systems. These
trends are partly due to more demanding regulations and partly due to voluntary shifting
of management styles in the light of public comment and vocal oversight. Foresters have
not only confused science with non-scientific beliefs, but have accepted those beliefs as
policy.2 The implications for inventory design, sampling intensity, growth models and
harvest scheduling methods are many. However, little is understood or appropriately
applied for adequate decision-making in these modified forests.
The implications of these trends are many and in most cases yet to be quantitatively
evaluated by the owners and managers of these forests. Of direct consequence to
inventory management is the character of the residual trees in these forests. Clearcut
regimes were evolving to younger and healthier forests through intensive management.
These young-growth forests require less intensity and types of measurements in a
standard cruise. There is little variation in tree size or spatial distributions in a young,
planted forest. However, there is significant variation in tree sizes, health and spatial
patterns in selection-only harvested stands. These selection-only harvested stands exhibit
higher degrees of damage and defect among individual trees. Diseases, insects and
pathogens move easily from overstory to understory in these mixed-age stands.
All standard cruise compilers use observed dbh and total height pairs to estimate heights
and volumes of other tallied trees on the sample plots. This is highly reliable in evenaged, uniform-sized stands. However, the dbh to height relationships are far from
constant in all-aged stands. When a constant relationship is assumed the particular subset
of height-sample trees could significantly miss the actual stand structure. It is similar to
measuring the age of a few trees to determine the age of the stand. This will be
successful in a young, even-aged stand and a disaster in an all-aged stand.
Therefore, it is recommended to sample in the following ways:
Always record species and all trees by 1-inch diameter class –
Even-aged Stands –
Measure total heights on three trees of odd numbered plots
Measure defect only on height-sample trees
Measure crown percent only on height sample trees
Do not measure tree age, taper, radial growth or damage
All-aged Stands –
Measure total height on at least three trees on every plot
Measure defect on all trees
Measure live crown ratio only on height sample trees
Record damage classes on all trees using FPS Tree Condition codes

2

William L. Wagner. October 2013. Letter to the Editor. The Forestry Source. Monthly Newsletter of the
Society of American Foresters.
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For cruise sampling in all-aged stands over 20-feet tall use the first and third digits of the
FPS Tree Condition codes to capture the primary cause of damage (0 – 9) and the degree
of severity (0 – 4). Severe disease damage would be coded as “403”. Specific causes
(2nd digit) of damage are not essential. However, these specific cause details are useful
for inclusion in sampling new regeneration survival surveys and for research trials.
Sampling tree or log grades is a harvest cruise technique for immediate use and usually
un-necessary in inventory sampling. An inventory is designed to be grown forward
which results in a change in grades over time due to site capacity, silviculture and stand
dynamics.
Always install plots in newly regenerated (or harvested) stands as a regeneration survey.
The plot design is the same as for large-tree stands with a fixed-area sample for small
trees and a prism sample for large trees (these may be residuals left in the stand from
prior harvests and characterized as “green-tree retention”, “wildlife trees”, “seed trees”,
etc.). Regardless of the original objective for the leave trees, they should be included in
the sample design. Install regeneration surveys the first year after planting and again
after the third year to verify stocking, distribution and health of the new stand. Timing is
essential to maximize the efficiency of all acres in a working forest. The last
regeneration survey should occur when the stand has achieved about 20 feet in height.
This will be the most robust basis for future growth and silvicultural analyses.
Regeneration surveys (cruises) are essential to the assessment of early silvicultural
success and forest health. If goals are not being met, early knowledge is the most
important factor in forest-wide decision making.
Snag samples may also be required. These are typically observed less frequently than
live trees (hopefully). Therefore, include a wider fixed-area plot to capture these less
frequent occurences. The FPS Cruise Compiler includes “Veg_Area” for this sample
design, as opposed to “Fixed_Area” for small live trees. A snag group code of “SN” will
indicate to the Cruise Compiler that this sample was observed on the “Veg_Area” plot.
Therefore:
1) Small, live trees on 1/100th acre plot with 11.78-foot radius; and
2) Standing snags on 1/20th acre plot with 26.3-foot radius.
When non-tree vegetation is sampled, it is also observed on the “Veg_Area” fixed plot.
Each species or life form is recorded as percent cover over the plot and recorded in the
field sheet Dbh column. For example, huckleberry coverage of 15 percent is recorded as
15 in the Dbh column and the group code becomes “LV”.
Down woody material is sampled on a line transect as the cruiser leaves the plot to
transition to the next plot. A 100-foot transect is a good basis. Record only the tree
species code and diameter of the log segment at the point where it crosses the transect
line. No other diameter or length is required. However, a defect class on a scale of 1 – 5
is very helpful in assessing total biomass on the ground. If the amount of down biomass
is critical, then the 100-foot transect should be observed as two 50-foot segments at right
angles from plot center. The down woody group code is “DD”. Record the species. If a
FBRI – FPS Forester’s Guidebook 2015
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single log crosses a transect more than once, then record the parameters for each crossing
as separate observations. Only record down woody material if it exceeds the minimum
merchandable dimensions for a log in the FPS Species table (by species).
Record non-stocked plots with a plot number and a tree count equal to zero. These plots
characterize the occurence of small openings in the stand. These are openings which
were determined to be too small to be digitized as individual stand polygons. They may
represent brush, rock outcroppings or ponds.
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Building the Initial FPS and GIS Databases
If the FPS and GIS databases already exist, then starting at Step (10) would be
appropriate. If the FPS and GIS databases are in ongoing maintenance status and the
working forest staff is familiar with the management of these databases, then starting at
Step (22) would be appropriate.
For most of the steps in managing a forest inventory database there is a preferred
sequence of activities. Some are obvious while others assume indirect background
information that the forester may not have anticipated. After becoming comfortable with
the standard sequence of activities, the forester will recognize many alternative
approaches and analyses that are easily mastered. However, it is highly recommended to
work through the standard sequence of activities first, before assuming an alternative
approach may be more applicable to a particular analysis or report.
The underlying assumption in developing this FPS approach to forest inventory and
planning is that each and every stand (polygon) is unique in one or more parameters. As
discussed previously, this assumption is verified by the drive to more site-specific
wildlife, watershed and habitat requirements. These parameters can only be displayed,
reported and analyzed if the basic inventory database design is an “in-place” (polygonbased) inventory. Total acreage by classes of site, age and density are no longer
adequate. Forest planning based on a matrix of acreage within classes (typical LinearProgramming planning models) is not sufficient to determine compliance with wildlife
and watershed spatial constraints.
Starting from Scratch (or Importing)
The beginning steps are necessary to build a “working forest” inventory database. The
final steps are annual maintenance requirements to sustain a “working forest” at a
reasonable level. Since a forest is dynamic, there is no “desired future condition” and it
will require ongoing management intervention to keep all parameters within a desired and
acceptable range of fluctuation relative to the goals set for this forest.
FPS was designed specifically as a stand-based forest inventory database. The Forest
Projection and Planning System (FPS) makes the forest inventory become dynamic, but
the building phase is required first. The steps to follow are:
1) Obtain complete aerial photo coverage of the entire forest ownership suitable for
creating a phototype classification of all vegetation into polygons. The criterium is a
scale and quality of photography that the interpreter may easily and consistently
identify major tree species, size classes and stocking levels. Typically this has been
aerial photos (rather than satellite imagery) at a scale of 1:12,000. A reasonable
minimum area standard for 1:12,000-scale photography is usually polygons of 5 to
10 acres (2 to 5 hectares) (Paine, 1981).
2) Phototype all stands (polygons) (size range usually 5 to 100 acres). Each and every
polygon in the database must be assigned a phototype code and the gross acreage
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must be determined for each polygon. These phototype codes are used to delineate
areas having relatively homogeneous species composition, size class and stocking
levels. Later extrapolation to un-cruised polygons requires consistency on the part of
the photo interpreter in that the species composition, size class and stocking levels
appear similar for all polygons within a given phototype stratum. It is not important
that the label itself is accurate, but it must be consistent across the forest. It is only
important that the interpreter identifies common visual characteristics (texture, shade,
color, variability, density) in the photo or satellite image relative to other polygons
created and labeled with the same stratum label. If it is not possible to identify these
same polygons later with the same label, then too many variations on label codes
have been initiated and should be collapsed. As mentioned earlier in this workbook,
for reference, more than about four dozen labels (48) become too complex to allow
consistent and repeatable results in classifying a forest ownership.
3) Develop a GIS layer containing these 4-character “Veg_Lbl” labels (Species, Size,
Stocking – such as “DF31” for Douglas-fir, Size class 3, Stocking class 1) for each
polygon including a unique polygon number “Gis_ID” and compute the gross area
(acres or hectares) of each polygon. Store this acreage in a column named “Acres”.
There should be one record for every polygon in the ownership, whether forest,
grassland, lake, rock pit or other natural feature above the minimum mapping
standard for polygon identification (which the forester established when setting up
the photo type stratification in Step #1). Do not use one Gis_ID number to denote
geographically separate polygons, even though they may have the same Veg_Lbl. If
they are physically separated, then maintain the unique one-to-one identity for each
physical polygon. This will become critical in harvest scheduling and neighbor
green-up constraints later in forest planning.
Also, at this time break up large polygons in the GIS layer into smaller polygons
(even though they are the same vegetation type), if they result in a total gross acreage
greater than allowed to be harvested in a single year by local State regulation or
previously accepted Habitat Conservation Plan. Each of these must follow the same
rule of unique GIS number assignments. This will also become important at the
harvest scheduling phase.
4) Make a copy of the empty FPS database (Fp7Zero.mdb) and place it in directory of
your choice (default to c:\fp7\data). Rename the database to represent the forest
location and year-end (such as Mineral_2013.mdb). Open the database and open the
table TITLES. Find the column T_Code with a value of 1. Set the T_Lbl value to
“ENGL” for an English units (inches, feet, acres) database or “METR” for a metric
database (centimeters, meters, hectares). Fill in the Title column with the name of
your forest, tree farm, watershed or region. Create a backup copy of your database
using an archive utility such as WinZip. Refresh this archive with every update.
5) Load the stand number (Gis_ID), phototype (Veg_Lbl) and acres (Acres to
Area_Gis) into the ADMIN table in Microsoft Access from the GIS VegPoly layer
created in Step #2. The ADMIN table should contain a record for each and every
polygon within your ownership including non-forest polygons such as lakes, rock
pits, and grasslands. As mentioned earlier, forest polygons are usually photo-typed
by species, size and stocking, but any 4-character label is acceptable. Although a
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‘species-size-stocking’ label is recommended, FPS will use any labeling convention
that you choose to apply. Therefore, if you choose to stratify on ‘species-site-age’ or
some other convention, there is no loss of functionality. The result is a record in the
ADMIN table for every stand polygon in the inventory. Each record must contain at
least the stand number (Gis_ID), the phototype or vegetation code (Veg_Lbl) and the
gross number of acres (Area_Gis) of forest within each polygon.
6) The FPS Microsoft Access database structure will not allow appending additional
records to the ADMIN table unless unique Std_ID numbers are defined for each
record. Therefore, default to loading a unique Gis_ID index into both the Admin
Gis_ID and Admin Std_ID columns. Note that the discussion in Steps #1 to #4
referred to Gis_ID as the unique polygon number. This Gis_ID is the basis of the
unique interface between the FPS and GIS databases. However, in organizations
with separate staff and/or departments who manage the FPS attribute database
separate from the GIS spatial database, it becomes much too easy to create different
numbering sequences and structures. For example, ObjectID in ArcMap is an “Auto
number” that changes automatically with every update. This unique identity number
should never be used as a linkage to the FPS database because if its volatility within
GIS actions. The Std_ID in the FPS attribute database must remain unique between
polygons but since the Gis_ID column provides the linkage to the GIS spatial
database the Inventory Forester may change the Std_ID numbering structure to
anything more useful for field applications. For example, a Std_ID made up of
Township (tt), Range (rr), Section (ss) and unique polygon number (nn) within a
Section provides a unique FPS database index (ttrrssnn) with quick visual
interpretation to geographic location while in the field. The human eye can parse up
to eight digits into groups of 2, 3 or 4 digits with ease. However, parsing a nine or
ten digit Std_ID becomes a stumbling block to quick and consistent visual
interpretation.
7) Now every polygon is represented in both the FPS attribute database and the GIS
spatial database. There is now a one-to-one match between databases in number of
records, a unique identity (Gis_ID), a vegetation label (Veg_Lbl) and number of
gross acres (Area_Gis and Acres, respectively). This unique Gis_ID number is the
key to all cross referencing information between the various tables in both databases
as well as the linkage between databases. It is critical to keep this identity as one-toone relationship between databases.
8) Now it is possible to use the GIS database to remove non-forested acres from each
polygon. These are acres which were too small to be mapped as polygons using the
minimum threshold (typically five acres or two hectares) specified in Step #1.
Typically these are road or right-of-way networks where vegetation has been
excluded and these areas are too narrow to map as polygons. On 1:12,000-scale
aerial photography this is a road width of about two chains or less (132-feet, 40meters) which constitutes almost all forest roads (Paine, 1981).
In the GIS database create or obtain a Road network layer as lines rather than
polygons. Assign unique identities to each road segment and assign a road class
(e.g., seasonal, native surface, rocked or paved). Create two columns in the Road
line GIS layer labeled “Class” and “Width”. Then assign standard road widths to
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each road class for every segment in the GIS layer. Because the “Buffering Tool” in
the GIS database will be used to calculate road acres, set the value of Width in the
Road layer to be one half of the full width of the road (centerline to road edge). Run
the GIS Buffering Tool to create a new layer with the name “RoadArea” as one
continuous ribbon across the ownership. Widths will be in feet and areas in acres.
Keep the RoadArea layer as a permanent reference layer for future acreage
adjustments as vegetation polygons change from year to year. The RoadArea layer
will only change as roads change in status, get added or deleted. Run the GIS
Analysis Overlay Intersect Tool between the RoadArea and VegPoly layers to create
another new layer with the name “RoadBuf”. This creates a layer of multiple road
area polygons within each vegetation polygon. All others outside the vegetation
layer are removed. Create only two columns in this layer named “Gis_ID” and
“Area”; then populate both columns. Gis_ID identifies the vegetation polygon which
this road segment is within and Area will be calculated as acres using the standard
GIS acreage “Calculate Geometry” within the GIS attribute table of “RoadBuf”.
Link the GIS table “RoadBuf” to the FPS attribute database. Flag all stands within
the FPS database and then run the “Year-end”, “Run GIS Updates into FPS” for
roads. The RoadBuf linkage may be discarded after this action is completed, the
work has been done and the ADMIN column Area_Net now contains the forested
acres of each stand minus road acres.
Remember, do not establish “in-stand” field plots where the map shows a road rightof-way because these acres have now been adjusted out of the net forested acres.
“In-stand” plots should be established through non-mapped roads and landings
because the acres have not been corrected to account for these. This is an important
concept to remember.
9) In FPS ADMIN use the Area_Rpt column for net forested acres (hectares) assuming
that riparian and wildlife buffer acres within each vegetation polygon have been
identified and removed. To create this update requires the exact same steps as
determining road acreage within each vegetation polygon. Start with the Hydro GIS
layer as lines and assign a stream class to each stream segment. Determine a series
of riparian buffer widths for each stream class and assign these values to the Hydro
layer columns “Class” and “Width”, respectively. Create the HydroArea continuous
ribbon polygon layer in the GIS database, as was done for RoadArea previously.
This next step is an addition over the procedure for roads. The area of riparian buffer
which unions with road widths in the GIS database must be removed; because, by
definition, it does not have vegetation. This is an Analysis Overlay Union function
within GIS to parse these segments between RoadArea and HydroArea. Then use
the attribute table of the newly created “HydroBuf” layer to select and delete all
segments identified as road segments.
The “HydroBuf” layer is then intersected with VegPoly to create another new table
“HydroRow” which is now a list of riparian buffer segments within each vegetation
polygon. Populate this layer with two columns “Gis_ID” and “Area” as before with
the RoadBuf layer to identify each buffer segment within each vegetative polygon.
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Link the GIS table “HydroRow” to the FPS attribute database. Flag all stands within
the FPS database and then run the “Year-end”, “Run GIS Updates into FPS” for
buffers. The HydroRow linkage may be discarded after this action, the work has
been done and the ADMIN column Area_Rpt now contains the net forested acres of
each stand minus stream buffers and road acres.
The distinction between acreages in vegetated riparian buffers and forested acres
outside buffers will become significant later in the harvest scheduling series. These
acres may not be available for harvest scheduling, but they do contribute to wildlife
habitat and help mitigate against watershed thermal cover constraints.
10) Select a subset of stands from within each phototype (Veg_Lbl) stratum for field
sampling. This subset is the basis for all volume, value and planning details in
subsequent reports. Each subset should be representative of its phototype. A 15 to
35 percent sample of polygon acres within each stratum will suffice while a 40 to 70
percent sample is preferred. At least two polygons for each unique Veg_lbl should
be sampled as a minimum in the initial or subsequence cruises.
The sampling intensity in subsequent years is determined by the quality of the
inventory growth model, macro-site classification and early silvicultural impacts:


The FPS Growth Model has been locally calibrated by FBRI in most forest
regions to provide a reliable estimate of future species, size and volume for
annual updates for a period of at least fifteen years from the last field sample.
Beyond that period there could be other micro-site, damage, vigor and
climatic effects causing potentially significant departures from growth
projections.



Growth in the first 20-feet of height from stand establishment is more
influenced by micro-site factors than species selection, planting density or
macro-site level.

Due to these constraints, it is recommended that approximately seven percent (7%)
of the forested acreage is sampled each year, every year. This provides a 15-year
cycle. In addition, all stands reaching two-years of age from establishment should be
sampled. These newly established stands should be sampled again at five years of
age before being placed on the fifteen-year re-sampling sequence with the rest of the
forest. For a “working forest” this investment should remain constant every year.
11) Cruise this selected subset of stands from each phototype (Veg_lbl) in the database
(tree farm, forest or reservation). Use a systematic grid of plots across each polygon
to be sampled. Apply a combination of variable (prism) and fixed-area plots suitable
to the size and stocking of each stand. Ignore all administrative buffers in the plot
grid. If the stand polygon includes stream buffers, then include those acres on the
same grid without regard to administrative lines. Use Dr. Iles (2003) “off-stand” plot
method for sampling along stand boundaries. Install 1 – 16 plots per stand at a
density of approximately one per four acres. Never install more than one per acre or
more than 30 plots per stand. Always record non-stocked plots. Observe the “offstand” plot method when the plot center falls on a mapped road where acreage has
been adjusted in the FPS database.
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12) Load the plot data and compile these stands using a standard set of merchantability
specifications across all stands. These are specified and revised in the SPECIES
table. All cruise design parameters are located in the CRUISE table. The plot data
may be entered using the ‘Inventory Cruise’ or ‘Regen Survey’ forms under the
Form Tab in the Microsoft Access database. Opening the PLOTS table shows all
rows and columns in the table while the Forms input shows only a subset of columns.
The additional columns are designed to accept permanent plot details for CFI designs
and research installations. The PLOTS and CRUISE tables are designed to accept
regeneration surveys, timber cruises and re-measurement of research and monitoring
plots. Both fixed-area and prism-based plot designs are accepted. The database
architecture will accommodate down woody debris, snags and non-tree vegetation.
Now there is data in the ADMIN, CRUISE and PLOTS tables. There may also be
cruising data in the PLOGS table for log-segment cruising methods.
13) Go to the “FPS Menu Bar”, “Selection”, “Select All Stands” to set a positive Flag for
each stand in the ADMIN table.
14) Go to the FPS Menu Bar, “Compiler”, “Run Cruise Compiler” and click “Start”. The
FPS Cruise Compiler will run and find all stands with records in the CRUISE and
PLOTS tables for all years. The most recent measurement year for each stand will
become the reference year (Msmt_Yr) in the ADMIN table.
15) At this point cruised stands will have additional values in STAND, DBHCLS and
possibly DIBCLS and STANDSRT tables. Locally estimated values for species,
stocking and volume may be substituted directly into the STAND table where no
PLOT or DBHCLS details are available (insufficient time or funds for field sample).
16) If cruised stands have occurred over more than one year, then it will be necessary to
grow all cruised stands to a common year. For example, if stands have been cruised
from 1996 to 2013, then grow all stands to 2013 or later. A stand cruised after June
30, 2010 will be considered as measured after the growing season (year-end 2011),
while a stand cruised prior to that date will be considered as year-end 2010 data.
Each stand must be assigned a starting default silvicultural regime (Admin.Origin
column). The Stand.Regime column defines future treatments while the “Origin”
column defines existing (previous) treatments. Both are fully defined in the Silvics
table through a link to the Silvics.Regime column. Based on the previous
regeneration surveys at 2-years and 5-years, these regimes should define the
expected growth and survival for at least four basic conditions:
Silvicultural
Regime

Natural
Regeneration

Planted
Regeneration

Extensive

NAT1

PLT1

Intensive

NAT2

PLT2

17) The macro-site growth capacity must now be assigned or updated into each stand
polygon in the inventory database. This is accomplished using the SiteGrid GIS
layer and linking it to the GIS vegetation layer. Building, updating and reviewing
the SiteGrid is discussed in a later section. The SiteGrid is populated with a digital
elevation model, an annual or seasonal precipitation layer and a soils layer.
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Attributes from these layers have been used to extrapolate tree site growth potential
across the forest at any location. This point grid (“SiteGrid”) layer is popped up
through the VegPoly layer to assign the Gis_ID for each stand to each point in the
SiteGrid layer. The SiteGrid layer is then linked to the FPS database to load the
average factors within each stand polygon to the ADMIN table.
Go to the section “Building a 10-meter SiteGrid GIS layer” to create or update this
GIS layer.
18) To grow these stands choose “FPS Menu”, “Selection”, “All Cruised Stands” to set
the flag. Then use the FPS growth model with a grow-to year of 2013 to bring all
cruised stands forward to a common year-end.
19) After compiling and growing all cruised stands to a common year, run the Expansion
utility “Strata”, “Run Cruise Expansion on Veg_Lbl”, which will automatically apply
cruised stand averages weighted by area to all un-cruised stands within each unique
Veg_Lbl (phototype). The Expansion utility will produce a report that identifies the
number of cruised stands within each phototype. You may elect to cruise more
stands within a given type or to collapse that type into another similar type for
purposes of expansion. Use the “Org_Lbl” and “Grp_Lbl” columns in the ADMIN
table to accomplish this aggregation.
20) Now that every stand has either a direct cruise measurement or an expanded
estimation of species, stocking and volume, there exists a basis for forest-wide
reporting and planning. As each year passes the proportion of sampled to unsampled stands will increase. As long as there exists less than twenty percent (20%)
of the acres sampled in each stratum, then the cruise expansion method should be
invoked each year. This will cause un-sampled stands to change attributes from
year-to-year even though they were never visited or sampled. In a light sample (less
than 20%) this effect is expected and provides a general improvement in confidence
in the forest-wide statistics.
Once the proportion of sampled to un-sampled stand acres exceeds twenty percent
(20%) the expansion tools should no longer be employed. Instead, the Inventory
Forester should rely on the annual cruise sampling to include additional cruised
stands to each stratum. The un-sampled stands will be grown forward each year
from the last expansion using the local site capacity and assigned silvicultural
regimes. The Inventory Forester can monitor the changes in year-end summary
statistics to evaluate the confidence in the existing expanded stands relative to their
updated statistics as they are field sampled and compiled. The improvements in the
inventory come from direct annual field updates at the intensity discussed earlier.
21) You now have a reportable inventory database that represents the entire ownership
acreage. It is made up of a combination of cruised and phototype-expanded stand
values. By using the expansion method within each phototype, you have gained the
ability to set unique silvicultural regimes for each and every stand based on its
species composition, site, age, and physical proximity to streams, wildlife corridors
and special use areas. Now each and every stand may be projected into the future
and contribute to harvest planning and silvicultural investment on its own merits.
This is possible regardless of the level of budget available to maintain recent cruises
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of all stands. With the combination of local site productivity classification, growth to
a common year-end and cruise expansion within each phototype, you can report the
entire inventory whether you cruise 5% or 95% of all stands each year.
22) Now the forest inventory goes into an annual updating, reporting and re-sampling
sequence. The confidence in the integrity of the linkage between the FPS ADMIN
table Gis_ID and the GIS VegPoly Gis_ID become critical to all updating. Running
updates is most stable when a common naming convention is followed. There is
always an old, existing inventory (last year) and a new, yet to be build, inventory
database for this year. The entire FPS database may be identified by forest name and
calendar year, such as Cascade2012 versus Cascade2013. Thus, all merchandizing
and valuation factors are held constant for the previous year but may be updated in
the new database. Meanwhile, many of the GIS layers (Streams, legal, public
survey, DEM, precipitation, soils and road networks) may remain constant from year
to year requiring only certain layers to be updated (such as Veg2012 to Veg2013).
The VegPoly layer should be duplicated and re-named to match the FPS database,
such as Veg2012 and Veg2013. Then, starting in the GIS Veg2012, all harvest
depletion units should be digitized into that layer which occurred within the year. A
new, unique Gis_ID must be assigned to these new polygons. The Veg_Lbl on these
new polygons should be assigned to match their condition, such as “non-stocked
clearcut = “CC00” or “clearcut and planted” = “DF03” (Douglas-fir well-stocked).
23) A GIS Analysis Overlay Intersect must now be executed between the “old”
vegetation layer and the “new” vegetation layer creating a resulting layer to be
named “VegStep”. The only attributes to be retained in this layer are the following:
Veg2012

Veg2013

Gis_ID

= Old_ID
Gis_ID

Veg_Lbl
Acres

VegStep
= New_ID
= Old_Lbl

Veg_Lbl

= New_Lbl

Acres

Intersect Computed Acres

24) Link the VegStep GIS layer to the FPS database and execute the Year-end “Run GIS
Updates into FPS”. This will cause a lumping and splitting process across all
affected stands in the FPS database based on a match between the Old_ID from
VegStep and the Gis_ID in FPS ADMIN table. When the process ends the FPS
database will have updated from previous year-end to current year-end number and
size of vegetation polygons. The FPS database is now current with the current GIS
database for number and size of vegetation polygons.
25) Both Area_Net (of roads) and Area_Rpt (net of riparian buffers) column in the FPS
ADMIN table need to be updated. Harvest units likely had avoided riparian buffers
so the proportion of riparian buffer acres in some polygons will have changed. This
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requires to repeat the processes in Steps #8 and #9 to update to the correct net
acreages for reporting and planning.
26) Flag the harvested units in the updated FPS database and run a series of reports on
species, size and volume removed. This is the “inventory depletion”, not the amount
of wood that came through the scale shack. That “scale shack” volume of wood may
match or not depending on methods of tracking back to each harvest unit and the
merchantability limits actually applied relative to the limits used in the inventory
database reporting. Then deplete the stocking for these stands from the FPS
STAND, DBHCLS, DIBCLS, STANDSRT, SNAGS and VEGCLS tables using the
standard FPS Menu item under “Year-end”, “Deplete Stocking (Flag>0)”.
27) Flag all stands in the FPS inventory database and run another series of year-end
reports to establish the residual standing inventory. Then use the FPS Growth Model
to project all stands to current year-end. Produce a second series of year-end reports
to establish the change in inventory due to growth.
28) Load all new cruises and regeneration surveys which occurred throughout the year
from an external FPS Cruise2013 database (for example) and compile these cruises.
Then produce a third series of year-end reports to establish the change in inventory
due to new information.
29) Archive this new current year FPS database and GIS database along with all year-end
reports. Place a copy of the FPS and GIS databases on the organization’s computer
network for all other foresters and management to use through the coming year. This
also becomes the foundation for the annual review and update of the long-range
sustained yield planning activities. This is now the “Master Inventory Database”.
30) Retire the previous year-end FPS database and GIS database as the “Master
Inventory Database” for that year.
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Required Spatial Data in GIS / FPS Databases
Link the GIS database to Access in order to pass information between the forest
inventory database (FPS Access Tables) and the spatial database (ArcMap Shape files,
Access tables or MapInfo tables). Use the “FPS Menu”, “Database”, “Link Tables” to
connect these GIS files to the FPS Access database. There are four essential GIS layers
used in FPS:
VegPoly – The Stand covertype layer for each unique vegetation polygon in the forest.
This includes all ownership acres whether forest, lake, rock pit, meadow, urban or
glacier.
SiteGrid – The native site growth capcity of the land as a point grid at 1 or 5 acres per
point. It contains local elevation, soils, precipitation, growing days and site index.
Roads and RoadBuf – As line and polygon layers respectively, to net out non-forest
acres from the VegPoly layer.
Hydro and HydroRow – As line and polygon layers respectively, to net out riparian
acres from the VegPoly layer.
Make sure that the linked table has the name, “VegPoly”. It may be a table with any
other name within the GIS database. However, the linked name within the FPS database
must refer to the table name as “VegPoly”. It should contain at least the following
columns:
Gis_ID
Std_ID
Veg_Lbl
Gis_Lbl
Flag
Theme
Basin
Acres
Roads
Buffer
Elev
Aspect
Slope
Precip
Depth
GDay
Site_Phy
Site_Shp
Xgis
Ygis
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Unique numeric index within the GIS database that doesn’t change
Unique numeric index with the FPS database
Vegetation label from the FPS database (4 byte text)
Temporary text label for themes and visual displays (4 byte text)
Temporary numeric code for selections, reports and themes
Temporary numeric code for themes and visual displays
Watershed basin which this polygon is within
Gross area in this vegetation polygon
Area in roads within this vegetation polygon
Area in riparian buffers within this vegetation polygon
Average elevation of this polygon
Aspect of the polygon in degrees
Average slope over this polygon in percent
Average annual precipitation on this polygon
Average rooting depth on this polygon from soils database
Number of growing season days above 10-degrees C
Traditional BH site index from FPS 10m site capacity analysis
Relative shape of the height/age curve beyond 20-meter height
X coordinate centroid for this vegetation polygon
Y coordinate centroid for this vegetation polygon
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All site growth capacity parameters come from the GIS layer referred to in this tutorial as
the “SiteGrid” table. The SiteGrid table must include at least the following columns:
Pnt_ID
Gis_ID
Flag
Strata
Elev
Aspect
Slope
WetA
WetB
Soil
Sun2
Day2
Sun3
Day3
Site10
Shp10
SiteBH
Lat
Lng
Xgis
Ygis
WHor
EHor

Unique numeric index for each geographic point
Numeric index to the forest polygon (Gis_ID in VegPoly)
Numeric temporary value for selecting subsets of data
Classification label of Elevation, Day3, Depth and Site
Elevation in feet (or meters) above sea level from DEM
Aspect in degrees (1 – 360) from DEM
Slope in percentages from DEM at this point location
Annual precipitation in inches (cm) from National Weather
Growing season precipitation in inches (cm) from past history
Soil rooting depth, moisture or drainage as best for site influence
(This parameter is expected to range between 0 – 60)
Average daily solar radiation at this elevation on flat ground
Number of growing season days above 10 degrees C for Sun2
Average daily solar radiation at this elevation, aspect and slope
Number of growing season days for elevation, aspect and slope
10-meter site index capacity at this point (meters/decade)
10-meter site curve shape at this point location (percentage basis)
10-meter site expressed as a traditional height to reference age
Degrees Latitude North (or South) of the Equator
Degrees West (or East) of Prime Meridian, Greenwich, England
Geographic location in feet (m) measured on West to East plane
Geographic location in feet (m) measured on South to North plane
West horizon in degrees of hill shading
East horizon in degrees of hill shading

All calculations for road widths and riparian buffers use two tables linked from the GIS
database. These are the “RoadBuf” table which contains polygons of road acres within
each forest polygon (VegPoly) and “HydroRow” which contains polygons of riparian
buffers within each forest polygon (VegPoly). The structure is identical for both:
Tag_ID
Veg_ID
Area

Any auto-generated unique numeric index (not used)
Numeric index to forest polygon within VegPoly (Gis_ID)
Number of acres (hectares) represented by this polygon

The FPS drop-down menu utility calls these table linkages when updating gross forest
polygon acres (Area_Gis) to net-of-roads acres (Area_Net) and net-of-riparian acres
(Area_Rpt). All FPS reporting is based on acreage expansion using the Area_Rpt column
in the FPS Admin table. The Area_Rpt column may take on alternative definitions for
net-of-roads or riparian-only acres depending on user reporting options from the FPS
drop-down menu.
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Building the Forest-wide 10-meter SiteGrid GIS layer
The 10-meter SiteGrid is a GIS layer which spans the entire geographic area of the
working forest. It provides a permanent reference grid of natural site growth capacity
regardless of silvicultural regimes or species occurring within each stand polygon.

Figure 6. View of SiteGrid points on a one point per acre basis.
Since it is a point grid (typically on a one-acre basis), any updates for average site index
on a stand polygon are simply the average of all points spatially occurring within the
polygon. Thus, breaking stand polygons into harvest units or dissolving small polygons
into larger ones creates no problem in the underlying basis of productivity for each new
polygon generated anywhere across the forest.
As mentioned elsewhere in this guidebook, the use and example of various software and
hardware tools are only to display the technical steps necessary to arrive at a predefined
goal. Without doubt, new tools and approaches are constantly evolving. So the use of
Microsoft, ESRI, Hawth or DEM Tools is not a recommendation, but it is only an
example of how to get from one position to the next.
To facilitate many land owners with working forests and forestry staff not familiar with
GIS processes regarding digital elevation models, the Forest Biometrics Research
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Institute (FBRI) has built a default set of SiteGrid tables across the western United States
for all forested lands. There are two limitations to the FBRI SiteGrid tables: 1) they were
generated only a 1-point per five acres; and 2) the soil parameter has not been populated.
This default SiteGrid has all of the elevation, aspect, slope, annual and seasonal
precipitation parameters already populated. It is up to the local forestry staff to clip and
populate the soil and observed 10-meter site parameters. The general procedure to
accomplish this in included in these next few pages. If using the FBRI default regional
SiteGrid the next few steps to build a SiteGrid may be ignored.
However, regardless of building a new SiteGrid or using the FBRI default, it is dependent
on the local Forest Manager and staff to gather local 10-meter site growth observations
and then to execute the “Build 10mSite using Local Model” tools on the Forest
Biometrics Physical Site Estimation dialog procedure. Only this step provides a localized
estimation of macro-site growth capacity across the forest. As a default starting position,
the SiteGrid dialog procedure may be used to populate the SiteGrid GIS layer from
traditional site index values residing in the FPS Admin table. This provides for saving
and referencing a permanent site grid while not moving away from traditional site
methods based on total height and age.
Build and Initialize the SiteGrid GIS Layer
1) Build a new GIS layer – SiteGrid with one point per acre
a. Use Hawths Tools (or a equivalent GIS tool set) to generate a point grid
on a one-acre basis. Use 208.71 feet as the distance between points. From
“Hawths Tools” drop-down menu select “Sampling Tools”, then
“Generate Regular Points”.

Figure 7. Example use of Hawth’s tools.
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Figure 8. Hawth’s tools regular point generation
.
Click “OK” on the “Regular Point Generation” dialog window after specifying the
Extent, Point Spacing, Output location and file name. This version of Hawths Tools only
generates shapefiles. Since this will be a permanent GIS layer, it would be appropriate to
add it to the forest inventory personal geodatabase as an Access table.

Figure 9. Output fields from initial SiteGrid layer.
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The SiteGrid shapefile may be Clipped to the extent of the forest ownership at the same
time as converting it to a GIS layer in the personal geodatabase. Clip is found under the
“Arc ToolBox”, “Analysis Tools”, “Extract”, “Clip”.

Figure 10. Clip utlity dialog box parameters.
The next step is to create parameter fields in the SiteGrid table. There are two options –
use ArcMap or use Microsoft Access. To use ArcMap open the attribute table for
SiteGrid and select "Options", "Add Field". Do this for each field to be added. In
Access, open the table in Design View. The full set of parameters and record types are as
shown in the following figure. Working with table structure is easier in Access than
ArcMap.
Open SiteGrid Attribute table in ArcMap and Right-click the “Pnt_ID” parameter. Use
the “Field Calculator” to update Pnt_ID = ObjectID (a unique index). In ArcMap, use the
"Calculate Geometry" dialog to assign the coordinates in feet (Xgis, Ygis). In ArcMap
10.0 the Latitude and Longitude may also be populated. Figure 11 displays the fields and
structures for the SiteGrid table.
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Figure 11. SiteGrid parameter list and types.
A basic SiteGrid layer is now established within the geodatabase. The next steps are to
populate the topography, soil and precipitation fields.
2) Find and download the appropriate DEM, Soils and Climate datasets from the
Internet. Intersect DEM, Soils and Climate GIS layers on SiteGrid to populate
columns of Elevation, Slope, Aspect, WetA (annual precipitation), WetB
(growing season precipitation) and Soil (Rooting Depth or Available Water
Capacity).
3) Build the raster layers for elevation, aspect and slope from the DEM. This may
require merging more than one layer if your ownership overlaps multiple maps
sheets. There are many approaches to populating the SiteGrid point layer. The
following steps are just one example by downloading and installing Jenness DEM
Surface Tools.
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Figure 12. Display of Jenness DEM surface tool dialog box.
Jenness Tools provides an easy transition from raster to point GIS layers. The first
steps are to create raster layers for Elevation, Aspect and Slope. These are for
temporary use to build SiteGrid. Therefore they may reside in a background folder.

Figure 13. Using Jenness for generating Aspect.
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Build each layer (Elevation, Aspect and Slope). If there are adjoining quad maps,
then this may require multiple builds and then merging to a single coverage for each
parameter. In this example there were four quad maps required to cover the forest.
Once the raster layers are built for each layer, then convert them to GIS point layers.
Use “Arc Toolbox”, “Conversion Tools”, “From Raster”, “Raster to Point”. These
will also be temporary layers so they may be stand-alone shape files.

Figure 14. Converting aspect raster to point features.
There should now be a pair of GIS layers for each parameter as follows:
Parameter
Raster
GIS Point / Polygon
Elevation
Elevation.dem
Elev.shp
Aspect
Aspect.dem
Aspect.shp
Slope
Slope.dem
Slope.shp
The GIS Point layers may now be spatially joined to the original SiteGrid GIS Point
layer. Since this is an intersection of a point layer on to a point layer, the ArcMap 10.0
tools are most efficient. Use the Match Option “Closest”.
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Figure 15. Display of spatial join dialog box and parameters.
This Spatial Join may done separately or in series to match the SiteGrid to each DEM
layer of Elevation, Aspect and Slope.
Use the downloaded Soils and Precipitation GIS layers to create two more spatial joins to
the SiteGrid GIS layer. There will now be five temporary GIS point layers which have
been spatially joined to the SiteGrid layer in order to append attributes of Elevation,
Aspect, Slope, Soil and Precipitation. These are:
Permanent GIS Layer
Temporary GIS Layers
SiteGrid
SiteGrid_Elv
SiteGrid_Asp
SiteGrid_Slp
SiteGrid_WetA
SiteGrid_Soil
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Again, there are multiple ways to transfer parameter attribute data from one layer to
another. A simple and easy method is to open the personal geodatabase as a Microsoft
Access database and link the temporary shape files (dBase format) to the Access
database. All tables contain the same Pnt_ID unique index since they are originated from
SiteGrid. Therefore use the following SQL (Structured Query Language) command to
update each parameter:
“Update SiteGrid Inner Join SiteGrid_Elv on SiteGrid.Pnt_ID = SiteGrid_Elv.Pnt_ID
Set SiteGrid.Elev = SiteGrid_Elv.Grid_Code;”

Repeat this SQL command for each separate table and attribute with SiteGrid always
being the receiving table of updates. This may be done as an SQL command or in the
Design Wizard View of Microsoft Access Query commands. (This is a query, not a
table)
These spatially-joined GIS (temporary) layers may now be retired. The SiteGrid GIS
layer is now populated with all of the background permanent attributes for topography,
soils and climate.
Now link the SiteGrid GIS layer to the FPS Inventory Access database. Select “AddIns”, “Editors”, “Update Physical Site from SiteGrid” to bring up the FPS SiteGrid
manager dialog. The dialog is labeled “Forest Biometrics Physical Site Estimation”.
Click on the checkbox “Build 10mSite using Regional Model” and then click “Start”.
This will take awhile to complete. This SiteGrid manager will populate the Growing
Season Days (Day2, Sun2, Day3, Sun3) in the SiteGrid GIS layer based on the elevation
and degrees latitude North (or South). It will also estimate seasonal precipitation if only
annual precipitation was provided.
At this point the SiteGrid GIS layer is not linked to the Gis_ID in the FPS Admin table.
4) Create a spatial join between "Veg20xx" and SiteGrid to assign SiteGrid.Gis_ID
from the Veg20xx.Gis_ID index. The spatial Join provides the ability to assign
the "Veg20xx" Gis_ID to the SiteGrid Gis_ID column. Go to the ArcToolBox for
Spatial Joins.
This Spatial Join between the SiteGrid and Veg20xx tables creates a temporary
layer. Give this temporary layer the name "SiteJoin" (Figure 16). Note that the
"Keep All Target Features (optional) has been set to "Unchecked" to cause an
inner join (Figure 17).
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Figure 16. Getting to spatial join in ESRI Arc Toolbox.
Click "OK" once this Spatial Join has been set up as in this Figure 17 dialog view.

Figure 17. Executing a spatial join between two layers.
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5) Now go to the FPS Database to link both SiteGrid and SiteJoin tables to this
database. Use "External Data" tab, "Access" to populate the dialog as in Figure
18 for getting external data.

Figure 18. Proceedure to link to external datasets.
6) This will bring up the list of available GIS layers. Pick SiteGrid and SiteJoin as
in the "Link Tables" view in Figure 19. Then click "OK".
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Figure 19. Selecting tables to be linked.
7) Next use the FPS Menu Bar to select "Editors", "Update SiteGrid Gis_ID from
VegPoly.Gis_ID". The following dialog will appear.

8) The SiteJoin GIS layer and its link to FPS are no longer needed and may be
removed from both the FPS and GIS Databases.
9) Append additional columns to VegPoly and SiteGrid for FPS applications as
listed earlier in this document. These include the Sun (solar radiation) and GDay
(number of Growing Season days above 10 degrees C) in the SiteGrid table for
each elevation and aspect as described earlier in the structure of the "Veg20xx"
and "SiteGrid" tables.
10) The only GIS table left to link to the FPS Database is "Veg20xx". Use the same
"External Data", "Access" tabs to create a link from FPS to the GIS Vegetation
table. Then within the FPS Database, re-name "Veg20xx" to "VegPoly" for a
working linkage to the GIS Database.
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This SiteGrid dialog works with Regional estimates, Local felled-tree estimates and
traditional cruised height / age site tree measurements. If the SiteGrid points have site
estimated for specific locations (points) in the field, then these specific locations should
have a SiteGrid Flag set to “10”. Then no other activity may alter those values, they
become permanent observations and may be used to extrapolate to other points based on
topographic, soil and climate factors incorporated into SiteGrid.
To correctly use a SiteGrid GIS layer, the local Inventory Forester must calibrate the
SiteGrid to local factors. The SiteGrid Regional Model is used as a first approximation
for local site levels and to populate the FPS Admin table. Then the Class table is revised
down to only three levels each for ELEV, SOIL, GDAY and RAIN. The Inventory
Forester must iteratively adjust the thresholds for each level until a reasonable
distribution of acres occurs at each level of each factor. This will generate about 27 cells
in an orthogonal three-dimensional matrix (3 x 3 x 3). One stand is selected from each
cell for direct field sampling of macro-site measured as 10-meter site index. These field
observations are assigned to representative SiteGrid points and their SiteGrid.Flag is set
to 10 (a directly observed site index). Then the Local Model dialog is used to extrapolate
these field measurements across all SiteGrid points on the forest. The following
sequence describes these steps:
a) Build or obtain a fully populated SiteGrid GIS layer. Fully populated means
topography (elevation, aspect, slope), soils (depth, available water content or
drainage) and climate (annual or monthly average precipitation).
b) Set the SiteGrid.Flag = 1 by using the Editors drop-down menu “Make SiteGrid
Site10 Updateable (Flag = 1)”

Click "Yes" to get the following dialog. The SiteGrid.Flag has been set positive.
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Click "OK" and then select "Editors", "Update Physical Site from SiteGrid" to get the
FPS Dialog window: “Forest Biometrics Physical Site Estimation” (Figure 20). Click the
checkbox for “Build 10mSite using Regional Model” and click “Start”. This will take
some time.

Figure 20. The FPS SiteGrid dialog window and controls.
c) When completed, flag all stands in the Admin table, open this dialog window
again to click on the checkbox “Update Admin from average of SiteGrid points
with polygon”. Now the Admin table is populated with all of the topographic,
soils and climate parameters.
d) Open the Class table to reduce the ELEV, GDAY, RAIN and SOIL levels to three
each (low, medium and high). Run the Habitat Classification drop-down menu
under “Strata”. When completed, open the “Editors” drop-down menu “MacroSite Stratification (Class table)” to observe the distribution of acres by factor and
level. If not satisfied with the balance of acres by level, then adjust the Class
table levels and re-run the Habitat Classification. When satisfied move on to the
“Macro-Site Stratification Stand List” menu item.
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Figure 21. Summation of stands by Hab_Cls
e) This stratified Stand List provides a sample selection list of all flagged stands in
the FPS Inventory database. This creates an orthogonal matrix of 27 classes of
macro-site factors with all stands grouped and listed in their appropriate classes.
If the Inventory Forester had set the Admin.Flag to 1 for all stands and Flag = 2
for cruised stands, then these distinctions are visible in this list. This update may
still be done at this time without compromising the previous steps.
f) Within each orthogonal strata level the individual stands are listed ranked by
stand total height, assending. This orthogonal stata (Elevation, Grow days,
Precipitation and Soils) are also known as the Hab_Cls in the Habitat table and
the Admin table. These classes are also the basis for the HABSPP matrix to
localize natural regeneration species occurrence (both tree and non-tree
vegetation) for growth and silviculture.
g) The Inventory Forester then simply selects one stand per stratum (Hab_Cls) by
changing the Flag value to 99 (as demonstrated in the next figure). The objective
is to identify a stand at least 100 foot tall and with sufficient acres to allow
opportunity to find reasonable trees for felling and 10-meter site measurements.
The Tbr_Lbl helps to identify the potential for finding a common species as a site
reference species across the working forest.
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h) Once the selected stands have been identified (one per stratum), then a filter on
the Flag equal to 99 provides a view of these stands. In this case there are 27
stands represented in the field sampling matrix on this forest.

Figure 22. List of stands grouped by Hab_Cls and ranked by Top_Ht
Figure 23 provides a view of the selected stands (one per stratum).

Figure 23. Selected list of stands for field studies.
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11) Once the Regional Site Model has completed, select "Editors", "Lock SiteGrid
Local Model" to get the following display.

12) Click "Yes" to cause the SiteGrid Flag to be set to zero. This protects the
SiteGrid values from changing by accidently running the Regional Model at a
later point in time. It also provides the background ability to field review, verify
and update subsets of the forest-wide SiteGrid as additional local site data
becomes available.
13) On an annual basis, once the new "Veg20xx" GIS layer is finalized, create a
Spatial Join to the SiteGrid layer specifying an Inner Join (see earlier dialog).
a. Name the Spatial Join "SiteJoin"
b. Link "SiteJoin" to the FPS Database
c. Next use the FPS Menu Bar to select "Editors", "Update SiteGrid Gis_ID
from VegPoly.Gis_ID". The following dialog will appear.

d. The SiteJoin GIS layer and its link to FPS are no longer needed and may
be removed from both the FPS and GIS Databases.
e. Click "OK" and then select "Editors", "Update Physical Site from
SiteGrid" to get the following FPS Dialog window:
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Figure 24. The SiteGrid dialog window for updating of Admin table.
f. Check "Update Admin from average of SiteGrid points within polygon" to
re-fresh the site capacity for each polygon in the Admin table. This will
be much quicker than the Regional Model update completed initially
because all of the daily computations have been completed and stored in
the SiteGrid attribute table. This Step #13 is the only part of the
SiteGrid management that is required on an annual basis (or when
polygon boundaries move, polygons split or polygons merge).
Note: The periodic biometric review, analysis and upgrade of the SiteGrid is
dependent on an FPS calibration analysis where a balanced orthogonal field sample of
approximately 27 - 33 locations is designed and applied using felled-tree
measurements. This balanced sample grid across topography, soil and climatic
conditions provides a robust basis for review and update of the SiteGrid application
on a working forest. This analysis uses a non-parametric design of three factors at
three levels with replicated center points. It is most effective with a) good soils
classification, b) growing-season precipitation and c) localized growing-degree days
above 10 degrees C. This methodology is detailed in a separate textbook by this
author on calibrating and verifying the FPS Regional Species Library.
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Year-end GIS Harvest Depletion Updates
There are many reasons to either split or combine vegetation polygons. In most cases
typical harvest units do not exactly follow the boundaries of the vegetation polygons
originally being tracked by the inventory forester. There may be a compelling reason to
break apart a large polygon, such as the introduction of a new regulation. Since the
mosaic of vegetation on any given land base is dynamic in time, the ability to track,
inventory and model that vegetation must be dynamic as well. The following series of
steps go through the standard FPS method of updating an inventory at year-end for
harvest depletions. The same methodology may be used for any mapping changes to the
vegetation layer including additions, deletions, splits, merges or boundary adjustments.
It is assumed that the current FPS database is linked to the current GIS database and all
polygons match in number, identification and size (in acres) between the two databases.
This sequence is using “Mineral Forest FPS 2012.mdb” as the FPS database and
“VegPoly” as the GIS-linked polygon layer. The example described here is updating
from year-end 2012 to year-end 2013.
Vegetation Polygons (Stands):
Always start Year-end updates from the GIS database first. Then update the number and
size of polygons in the FPS database from the updated GIS database. This provides a
secure means of maintaining all forestry attribute details relating to each stand polygon.
Updates rely on the existence of two tables, Admin and VegPoly. Admin contains one
unique record for each polygon in the FPS database. VegPoly contains one unique record
for each polygon in the GIS database. The VegPoly table may have any local name in the
GIS database (such as Veg2012). However, when it is linked to the FPS database, its
alias name within the FPS database must be changed to “VegPoly” for the standard FPS
tools to recognize it.
The “VegPoly” polygon coverage may be updated due to merging harvest-depletion
polygon segments, dissolving small polygons into larger (absorbing sliver polygons), or
splitting polygons because of silvicultural treatments, harvest units or residual riparian
buffers. The FPS standard procedure is to make a copy of the existing (previous yearend) polygon GIS layer to become the basis for the new update. Then proceed to make
changes in polygon boundaries in this update copy due to any of the previous conditions.
In the process, add new polygon numbers (Std_ID and Gis_ID) and vegetation labels
(Veg_Lbl) as needed. After all changes, the total number of polygons may be less than,
equal, or greater than the previous number of polygons. This includes land sales
(deletions) or purchases (additions).
Building the New Year-end GIS Layer
A good naming convention for the GIS VegPoly table is the name, “Veg0000”, where the
“0000” portion of the label is the year-end calendar year of the current inventory. For
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example, the FPS database for year-end 2012 might be named, “FPS2012.mdb”. The
GIS vegetation polygon layer would be named, “Veg2012”. To start the year-end update,
copy the “FPS2012.mdb” database to “FPS2013.mdb” and then begin the year-end
updates in the new copy of the database. This leaves the year-end 2012 database intact.
Copy the GIS “Veg2012” polygon layer to “Veg2013” to begin year-end edits in the new
copy.
The actual linkage between the FPS database and the GIS database is through a unique
identity in the Gis_ID field of the two databases (Admin and VegPoly, respectively). The
reason for using Gis_ID is that some organizations maintain separate identifiers in the
GIS mapping department than those maintained in the Forestry department for the
standard polygon number (Std_ID). Therefore, the Gis_ID is required to be unique and
identical by polygon between the two databases (GIS and FPS) while the Std_ID may
vary in indentity but still be unique by polygon (stand).
Figure 25 displays a set of seven harvest units (brown) which were completed over the
past year.

Figure 25. Display of harvest units (in brown) across the forest.
These harvest units must become part of the new year-end GIS layer (Veg2013). The
next figure displays how the harvest unit boundaries overlap and sometimes include only
parts of previous stand polygons. These polygons become split with parts remaining in
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the forest inventory while other part becomes dissolved into the new stand polygon (the
harvest unit itself).

Figure 26. Overlay of new vegetation polygons on previous version.
Note that this is a complex example since the harvest unit traverses both road right-ofway and riparian buffer areas. These will be accounted for in this update procedure.
Using the new GIS polygon layer (Veg2013), insert all polygon boundary changes,
additions and deletions since the last update. This will become the reference GIS layer
for the new year (Veg2013).
Begin Annual Updating Cycle
1) Copy VegPoly (Veg2012) layer to begin Year-end updates
a. Re-name copy to Veg2013 (new layer)
b. Update Veg2013 with new harvest unit boundaries
c. Make any boundary adjustments in all polygons
d. Create new unique Gis_ID and Std_ID in Veg2013 for new polygons
e. Create new Veg_Lbl for new harvest unit polygons
2) Intersect Veg2012 with Veg2013 to create VegStep GIS layer (temporary)
a. Add Old_ID and set it equal to Veg2012.Gis_ID using the attribute table
"Options", "Field Calculator"
b. Add New_ID and set it equal to Veg2013.Gis_ID
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c. Add Old_Lbl = Veg2012.Veg_Lbl
d. Add New_Lbl = Veg2013.Veg_Lbl
e. Add Area = GIS computed acres. Open VegStep attribute table, select
"Calculate Geometry" and select "acres US [ac]"
3) Link Veg2012 (as VegPoly) and VegStep to the FPS database
4) Click on "Selection", "Select All Stands"
5) Run FPS Lump / Split polygon processor under "Year-end", "Run GIS Updates
into FPS". Select"Lump/Split Polygons to match GIS Polygons [New_ID]".
Click "Start".
a. This moves the FPS database from 2012 to 2013 basis. Most polygons are
likely not changed. Some are split into multiple polygons. Some are
merged into a single polygon. All numeric parameters are weighted
averages by acres among merged polygon segments. All text parameters
are determined from the segment contributing the largest area to the new
polygon.

Figure 27. Display of polygon lump/split FPS utility controls.
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6) FPS Menu Bar, "Selection", "Select No Stands". Then flag only the new harvest
units, they likely have a Veg_Lbl code of "CLRC" or something similar for
identification depending on the label placed in the "New_Lbl" column.
a. Run inventory reports for harvested acres, volumes and values
b. This is the Inventory depletion (not volume actually on log trucks)
c. Run "Year-end", “Reserve Harvested Inventory (Flag>0)”. This will
copy the harvested records in the Stand table to the PlanCut table for
additional reporting options. It includes the harvested acreages.

d. Run FPS menu “Deplete Stocking (Flag>0)”. This will remove all
harvested records from the Stand, StandSrt, DbhCls and DibCls tables.
7) Update net forested acres in the new inventory prior to other reporting.
a. Flag all Stands and use the standard FPS Roads and Buffers updates.
b. Link RoadBuf and Run FPS Lump / Split utility
c. Link HydroBuf and Run FPS Lump / split utility
8) Prepare for Year-end Standing Inventory Reports
a. Run Habitat Classification
b. Run "Year-end", “Reserve Residual Inventory (Flag>0)”. This will copy
the year-end 2011 inventory records from the Stand and StandSrt tables to
the PlanRes and PlanSrt tables for reporting inventory changes due to
growth. Various reports by Stand and Total Forest will use these tables.

c. Run Year-end Reports (before growth updates). Selection of various
reports is at the Inventory Forester's discretion depending on needs.
9) Verify all Residual Stands have Flag>0 for a growth update and the appropriate
standard "Grow" regimes have been established in the Stand table. The Admin
table should contain the appropriate "original" stand condition regime for each
stand depending on whether it was natural or planted and the level of intensity of
silviculture which was applied when the stand was initiated into the inventory.
This original regime label is entered into the Admin "Origin" column.
a. Grow All Tables to Year-end 2013 using the FPS Menu Bar "Growth",
"Grow Stands". Select the Year, Grow All Tables and click "Start".
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Only the Grow to "Year"
and "Grow All Tables" are
required. All other check
boxes are optional.

Figure 28. Display of FPS Growth Model dialog options.
b. Run Habitat Classification for all stands to update all stratifications for
year-end reporting by age, site, density, vegetation type, etc.
10) Run Year-end Growth Reports. These will be based on the differences found
between the "PlanRes and PlanSrt pair of tables" for last year's (2012) standing
inventory of un-harvested stands and the "Stand and StandSrt pair of tables" for
this year's (2013) standing inventory of un-harvested stands prior to any changes
due to new cruise information (the next step).
a. Select "Year-end", "View Year-end Growth by Stand" to see the Query of
differences between Stand and PlanRes (2013 minus 2012).
b. Select "Year-end", "View Year-end Growth Summary" to see the Query of
aggregates of differences between Stand and PlanRes (2013 minus 2012).
c. These Queries are "XQStandGrowth" and "XQStandGrowthSum".
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11) Run Year-end Cruise Update Reports. Select only Stands with new cruises.
a. Run Inventory Reports (prior to cruise updates) for a reference point
against the changes which may develop after the new cruises are entered
and compiled.
b. Import and Compile all new cruises within 2012 – 2013 season
c. Review the compilation results for acceptance into the Inventory.
d. Re-run Habitat Classification on these new cruised stands
e. Run Year-end Reports on these Cruised Stands to identify changes in the
Inventory due to new field information versus previously "grown and/or
expanded inventory estimates from the 2012 Inventory database".
f. Differences are important! These may be due to previous inventory
estimates based on a) expanded stands; b) long intervals since last cruise:,
c) quality of previous cruise; or d) quality of the growth update from
previous years.
12) Run All Final Year-end Inventory Reports. This is the foundation of Quality
Control over the Forest Inventory and should be completed annually using a
standard set of merchantability specifications and clean separation of
differences due to harvest depletions, growth and new cruises.
a. Archive a copy of the matched set of 2013 FPS and GIS databases
b. Create new separate FPS database for 2013 Cruise inputs
c. Create new separate FPS database for 2013 Forest Planning
d. Create new separate FPS and GIS database for all other users to use
throughout the coming year.
13) At the next Year-end, "Return to Step #1" for the Annual Update series
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Updating GIS Layers for Roads and Buffers
Any good forest inventory database relies on a clean separation of vegetation polygon
areas from roads and from restricted-access areas (such as riparian buffers, beach buffers
and wildlife nesting sites). Roads and Buffers are handled separately for very good
reasons. Roads are non-vegetative areas passing through a forest polygon with acreage
reductions dependent on the class (width) of the road right-of-way. Buffers are vegetated
and non-distinguishable from the rest of the subject polygon except for an administrative
decision, regulation or agreement to apply different silvicultural management regimes
within the buffer area of the polygon.
As long as the buffer remains non-distinguishable in vegetative character from the rest of
the subject polygon, do not create a stand-alone, unique polygon of the buffered area.
Administrative buffers are not a visible mapping of vegetation across a landscape. These
buffers may change regardless of the silvicultural regimes applied to the vegetative
polygons. Therefore, keep the full vegetative polygon intact and apply a set of acreage
parameters for tracking. These are labeled "Acres", "Roads" and "Buffer" columns in the
GIS VegPoly table.
Relationship between GIS "VegPoly" and FPS "Admin" tables:
FPS Database

GIS Database

Admin.Area_Gis

= VegPoly.Acres

Admin.Area_Net

= VegPoly.Acres - VegPoly.Roads

Admin.Area_Buf

= VegPoly.Buffer

Admin.Area_Rpt

= VegPoly.Acres - (VegPoly.Roads + VegPoly.Buffer)

An essential, but not obvious, condition of the Buffer parameter is that Road acreage has
been removed from the Buffer acreage. This is non-trivial and often overlooked.
The following steps are required if the Roads and Buffer columns in the VegPoly GIS
table are empty or have not been updated since the last GIS polygon update. A GIS
polygon update is any action which moves a polygon boundary or changes the number
and/or size of the vegetation polygons (VegPoly layer) in the GIS database.
Typically updates to the VegPoly GIS layer occur once yearly. Once completed, these
updates are used to link to the FPS database to create a year-end update which brings the
two databases back into a perfect synchronization of number and size of polygons
between the FPS Admin table and the GIS VegPoly table.
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This is most easily accomplished by using a common series of naming conventions:
FPS Database

GIS Database
(individual layer names change)

Year-end

(whole database name
changes)

2011

Mineral Forest 2011

Veg2011; Road2011; Hydr2011

2012

Mineral Forest 2012

Veg2012; Road2012; Hydr2012

2013

Mineral Forest 2013

Veg2013; Road2013; Hydr2013

Etc.

Mineral Forest 20xx

Veg20xx; Road20xx; Hydr20xx

There are two common approaches to managing these acreage adjustments:
A) Management of the GIS Database is maintained separately from management of
the FPS Database (either by a different person, department, office, location or
company). The GIS staff have previously completed the year-end GIS update and
have re-populated the Acres, Roads and Buffer columns of the VegPoly layer
(Veg20xx) for the new year.
a. Open the FPS Database and Link to the GIS "Veg20xx" layer.
i. Re-name the Linked GIS table to "VegPoly" within FPS.
b. Select the FPS-Menu "Selection", "Select All Stands".
c. Select the FPS-Menu “Editors” drop-down menu.
d. Select "Update 'GIS VegPoly' from FPS".
i. Select "Export Admin Flag and Gis_Lbl to VegPoly GIS".
e. Select "Update FPS from 'GIS VegPoly' ".
i. Select “Import Gross, Net and Report Acres from GIS”
f. All acreage columns in the FPS Admin table are now updated to GIS
values from the VegPoly table.
i. Compact and Archive the updated FPS database.
B) Acreage updates were not completed within GIS VegPoly for Roads and Buffers.
(This is actually the preferred method by this author because it provides direct
knowledge of current GIS / FPS updates and linkages for quality control of yearend reports. Option A frequently suffers from lapses in administrative
communications between departments resulting in differences in applications of
riparian buffers and unique stand numbers. Recognition of which is usually too
late for re-running all GIS steps in a timely manner.)
a. Open the GIS Database using any GIS software management suite.
b. Locate or load the "Roads" lines layer and attribute table.
c. Locate or load the "Streams", "Lakes" and "Shoreline" layers and tables.
d. Locate or load the "Veg20xx" polygon layer and attribute table.
e. Required columns in the "Veg20xx" polygon layer at this point include:
i. Gis_ID = Unique vegetation polygon number for linkage to FPS.
ii. Flag = Integer field for FPS selection of activities by polygon
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iii. Acres = Gross GIS polygon acres
iv. Roads = Sum of acreage in road buffers within each polygon.
v. Buffer = Sum of acreage in riparian buffers within a polygon.
(Note: these administrative buffers may be for any reason riparian, wildlife, cultural, visual, or urban).
f. Apply the Steps in following pages using any GIS database package.
Example steps are displayed assuming ESRI ArcMap 10.0 GIS software
using a Personal GeoDatabase (which is actually a Microsoft Access
database structure).
i. Go to "Computing Road Acreages using ESRI ArcGis 10.0"
ii. Go to "Computing Buffer Acreages using ESRI ArcGis 10.0"
iii. Return to this point after building "Road20xx" and "Hydr20xx"
g. Open the FPS Database to update road and buffer acres in Admin.
i. Link to GIS "Road20xx" and GIS "Hydr20xx" using the External
Data tab in Microsoft Access (Figure 29).

Figure 29. Setting up the link between the FPS and GIS databases.
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h. Click "OK" to view available tables.

Figure 30. Selecting tables for the link between FPS and GIS.
i. Select "Hydr20xx" and "Road20xx", then click "OK". These two
GIS tables will now be linked to the FPS Database as if they were
native tables to be viewed, edited and included in various FPS
reports.
ii. Re-name "Hydr20xx" to "HydroRow" within FPS.
iii. Re-name "Road20xx" to "RoadBuf" within FPS.
iv. Use "Selection", "Select All Stands" to set all Flags positive.
v. Go to the Add-in FPS Menu Bar. Select "Year-end", "Run GIS
Updates into FPS". The Figure 31 FPS dialog will appear.
vi. Check "Update Net Forested Area (-Roads)". Click "OK"
vii. Return to the FPS Menu Bar to re-select "Year-end", "Run GIS
Updates into FPS". Check "Update Reportable Area (-Stream
Buffer)". Click "OK".
viii. Go to "Selection", "View Selection Only", "Admin Tally by Flag"
to see a tally of all FPS polygons with summaries of Gross acres
(Area_Gis), Net-of-Road acres (Area_Net), Net-of-Buffers acres
(Area_Rpt) and acres in Buffers (Area_Buf).
ix. Finally, select "Editors", "Update 'GIS VegPoly' from FPS" to
copy these acreage updates back to VegPoly Acres, Roads, and
Buffer columns.
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Figure 31. Using the FPS lump/split dialog for roads.
i. The FPS Admin and GIS Veg20xx tables will now exactly match in gross
acres, road acres and buffer acres.
i. Archive the updated FPS and GIS databases as a matched pair.
j. You are now ready to proceed with Year-end Reporting and Silvicultural
Planning (Harvest Planning & Sustained Yield Analyses).
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Computing GIS Road Acreages using ESRI ArcGIS 10.0
The objective is to net-down the forested acreage within each stand polygon due to the
acreage consumed by roads. Roads typically encompass about 2 to 6 percent of the total
acreage in forested stands across a forest. Anytime new roads are added, this sequence of
steps is necessary to account for the changes in forested acreage. These steps always start
in the GIS database followed by update to the FPS database. The sequence is as follows:
1. Open the Attribute table for the "Veg20xx" layer.
2. Standard FPS fields (columns) are assumed to have been previously added to this
table as listed and described earlier in this guidebook.
3. Place the mouse pointer over the “Acres” column and right-click for a pop-up
menu. (See the full list of VegPoly recommended columns for FPS databases)
4. Select "Calculate Geometry" to get the following dialog window (click "Yes").

In the next dialog (Figure 32) which pops up, change the Property to "Area",
select the default Coordinate System and change the Units to "Acres US [ac]".
(click "OK")

Figure 32. Using GIS tools to update acres.
5. Gross acres in the Veg20xx layer are now computed for all polygons.
a. Close the Veg20xx attribute table.
6. Open the Roads layer attribute table. Two columns are required:
a. Class = Road classification, such as Trail, Seasonal, Rocked, Paved,
Mainline, Highway, Railroad, etc.
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b. Width = Road width (in feet if US acres) for each classification. Width is
actually recorded in the table as radius from center-line of the road to
facilitate GIS computations using standard GIS utilities for buffering.
Suggested widths are:
i. Trail = 5-foot radius (or zero radius)
ii. Seasonal = 15-foot radius
iii. Rocked = 20-foot radius
iv. Paved = 25-foot radius
v. Mainline = 30-foot radius
vi. Highway = 35-foot radius
vii. Railroad = 50-foot radius
c. Create and/or update these columns in the Roads layer. Close the Roads
layer table.
d. Select the GeoProcessing "Buffer" utility drop-down menu item from
ArcToolBox.

Figure 33. ArcMap view of Mineral Forest vegetation, roads and streams.
7.

Note the inputs assigned to this Buffer dialog window (Figure 34):
a. The Input Features has been set to "Roads".
b. The Output Feature Class has been pointed to the current GIS database
and the layer will be named "RoadArea".
c. Buffer width (road radius) will be pointed to the Field "Width".
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d. The Dissolve Type has been set to "All" to create one continuous ribbon
across the complete road network (one row in the attribute table).
e. Click "OK" to build this "RoadArea" layer across the entire forest. Until
this road network changes (segment lengths, classes and/or widths) in the
field, this same layer may be re-used each year for future year-end updates
of road acreage reductions.

All road segments are
dissolved into a single
feature to remove overlap.

Figure 34. Using the ArcMap, ArcToolBox Dissolve fetures utility.
8. Now open the RoadArea continuous ribbon table in GIS. The attribute table for
"RoadArea" needs only the columns as displayed in Figure 35.
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Figure 35. Setting the fields in RoadArea.
9. Add one new columns to "RoadArea":
a. Roads = Long integer, initially defaulting to a blank field.
b. Update the “Roads” field with a value (set to “2” in this example) using
the Field Calculator on the GIS drop-down menu.
10. Place the mouse pointer over the “Roads” column and right-click for a pop-up
menu.
11. Select "Field Calculator" to get Figure 36.
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Figure 36. Populating attributes using the ArcMap Field Calculator.
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Computing Riparian Buffers using ESRI ArcGIS 10.0
The series of Steps for Riparian buffers is identical to the Steps for Roads with the
exception that road acreage must be subtracted from riparian buffers before parsing the
riparian buffers among forest polygons. As a result there will be four stages in the
Riparian buffer process:





"Hydro" or “Streams” layer = Streams and Rivers line segments
"HydrArea" layer = single continuous ribbon of riparian buffer across the
ownership
"HydroBuf" layer = Single continuous ribbon of riparian buffer across the
ownership minus the road acreage with intersects the riparian buffers.
"Hydr20xx" layer = Segments of riparian buffers which have been separated and
identified within each forest polygon ("Veg20xx").

1. Open the Streams layer attribute table. Two columns are required. Other columns
may previously exist in the Streams attribute table, but these are neither helpful nor
harmful at this point. Riparian buffers usually encompass about 2 to 13 percent of
forested acreage.
a. Class = Hydro classification, such as Seasonal, Perennial, Fish-bearing, etc.
b. Width = Buffer width (in feet if US acres) for each classification. Width is
actually recorded in the table as radius from the centerline of the stream or
river to facilitate GIS computations using standard GIS utilities for buffering.
Widths are usually mandated by regulatory agencies such as:
i. Seasonal = 25-foot radius (buffer)
ii. Perennial = 50-foot radius
iii. Fish-bearing = 75-foot radius
iv. Flood plain = 100-foot radius
v. Rivers = 100-foot radius
c. Create and/or update these two columns in the Streams table. Then close the
Streams attribute table.
2. Select the GeoProcessing "Buffer" utility drop-down menu item to get the Buffer
dialog (see the same steps in the Roads buffer) (Figure 37).
a. The Input Feature must be set to "Hydro".
b. The Output Feature Class is pointed to the current GIS database and the layer
will be named "HydrArea".
c. Buffer width will be pointed to the Field "Width".
d. The Dissolve type will be set to "All" to create one continuous ribbon across
the complete stream network (one row in the attribute table).
e. Click "OK" to build the "HydrArea" layer across the entire forest. Until the
stream network changes (stream alignment, classes and/or widths) this layer
may be re-used each year for future year-end updates.
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Figure 37. Setting up the variable buffer width controls.

12. Once processing is completed, open the HydrArea table to add a new column by
selecting “Add Field” in the drop-down menu.
a. Hydro = Long integer, initially defaulting to a blank field.
13. Update the “Hydro” field with a value (set to “4” in this example) using the Field
Calculator on the GIS drop-down menu (as before with the RoadArea table).
14. Place the mouse pointer over the “Hydro” column and right-click for a pop-up
menu.
15. Select "Field Calculator" to apply an update to this column with the value = 4.
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Figure 38. Populating the fields in the HydrArea table.
Now the GIS view of VegPoly (as green areas), Roads (as brown lines), Streams (as
blue lines), RoadArea (as brown areas) and HydrArea (as blue areas) should display
continuous ribbons of road areas and riparian areas without any breaks in either
ribbon.

Figure 39. Display of roads and riparian buffers.
3. Now the Road ribbon must be subtracted from the Riparian ribbon.
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Select the GeoProcessing "Union" utility to merge the "HydrArea" and "RoadArea"
layers. Set the Output Feature Class to the current GIS database and the new layer named
"HydroBuf". Include "All" attributes from both input tables. Click "OK". See Figure 40.

HydroBuf is the new GIS layer to be
created with all attributes from
HydrArea and RoadArea.

Figure 40. Setup of Union controls for RoadArea and HydrArea overlays.
Upon completion the new GIS layer will contain road buffer segments, riparian buffer
segments and the intersections of road-buffer segments. Use the Selection drop-down
menu “Select by Attributes” to highlight all segments with the “Roads” field equal to
“2”. Open the HydroBuf table to confirm the selected elements as shown in Figure
41.
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Figure 41. Selecting individual records to be deleted for road overlaps.
Use ArcToolBox, Data Management Tools, Features, Delete Features to delete these
segments from the HydroBuf layer. It is usually good practice to compact the
database at this point.
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Select the “HydroBuf” table in the “Delete Features” dialog and click “OK”.

Open the view of HydroBuf while un-selecting RoadArea to verify that the HydroBuf
is complete overlapping without road segments. While this appears intuitive and
simple, there are many forest management organizations that forget to make this
elementary adjustment in vegetated riparian acres. There are also many that don’t
compute acres correctly by allowing separate ribbons for different buffer widths. The
standard GIS buffer tools then overlap between stream segments. Even though noted
in previous workshops and tutorials, this author sees these basic steps not followed
consistently or routinely.

Figure 42. Display of residual hydro buffer after road removal.
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Check the visualization box on RoadArea to verify that it still exists as a complete
ribbon across the forest. Un-check the boxes for Roads and Streams lines to verify
that RoadArea and HydroBuf are continuous non-broken areas. Figure 43 is an
example of these two resulting layers for roads and stream buffers.

Figure 43. Display of both hydro buffer and road buffer layers.
Conversion to road acres within vegetative polygons
16. Next select the ArcToolBox, Analysis Tools, Overlay, "Intersect" GIS utility to
break the road area ribbon into segments within each forest polygon. Input
features include "RoadArea" and "Veg20xx" with output to the same GIS
database creating a new layer named "Road20xx". All attributes of both tables
are carried along in the Intersect. (Click "OK" to create the "Road20xx" layer and
table)
In the views of these steps the “Veg20xx” table is identified by the generic name as
“VegPoly” and the output for “Road20xx” is identified as “RoadBuf”. While the
generic names make these descriptions simpler to identify in this scenario, the naming
convention using unique names by year becomes more easily trackable and updatable
over time.
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Figure 44. Using the ArcMap Intersect tool on road acres.
17. Open the "Road20xx" attribute
table to create the “Veg_ID” and “Area”
columns. The Veg_ID column must be
set equal to the Gis_ID column using the
Field Calculator. The Area column
must use the "Calculate Geometry"
dialog to compute acreage within each
road segment. (An example of the
Calculate
Geometry
dialog
was
presented earlier in these Steps. It is the
same procedure in this Step to compute
acreage for each road segment within
each vegetative polygon.) There may
be many other columns which came
along in the Intersect between these two
layers. However, these columns are
neither necessary nor confounding to
this process. Only two fields (columns)
are needed. These are Veg_ID and
Area.
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The Veg_ID identification is coming from the Gis_ID label which was obtained by a
spatial join between the VegPoly GIS layer and the RoadArea GIS layer. The actual
ribbon of road width acreage is now parsed by and identified with each and every
vegetative polygon.

Select this parameter from
the Fields listed above.
Click "OK"

Figure 45. Populating the FPS fields for road acres.
Acreage for each forest polygon is now defined in the "Road20xx" layer. There may
actually be multiple records for a single forest polygon due to the fact that roads will
often enter and exit a forest polygon at multiple locations. This is expected and will
become summarized at a later point in this procedure.
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Figure 46. The fully populated RoadBuf layer (only Veg_ID and Area required).

Conversion to riparian acres within vegetative polygons
Next select the ArcToolBox, Analysis Tools, Overlay, "Intersect" GIS utility to break
the riparian area ribbon into segments within each forest polygon. Input features
include "HydrArea" and "Veg20xx" with output to the same GIS database creating a
new layer named "Hydr20xx". All attributes of both tables are carried along in the
Intersect. (Click "OK" to create the "Hydr20xx" layer and table)
In the views of these steps the “Veg20xx” table is identified by the generic name as
“VegPoly” and the output for “Hydr20xx” is identified as “HydroRow”. While the
generic names make these descriptions simpler to identify in this scenario, the naming
convention using unique names by year becomes more easily trackable and updatable
over time.
The naming convention used here helps to identify the stage of progress associated
with each GIS layer. This includes these conventions:
Streams = line segments of streams with Class and Width attributes
HydrArea = a single continuous ribbon of riparian acres based on buffer width.
HydroBuf = a small list of ribbon buffer acres where road acres have been
removed.
HydroRow = a large list of ribbon buffer acres where segments have been parsed
by all vegetative polygons. These now include Veg_ID and Area attributes.
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Figure 47. Using ArcMap Intersect to get hydro acres by stand.
Add two fields to the HydroRow GIS layer as Veg_ID and Area by opening the Attribute
Table and selecting “Add Field” to the table as completed previously for RoadBuf.
There may be many other columns which came along in the Intersect between these two
layers. However, these columns are neither necessary nor confounding to this process.
Only two fields (columns) are needed. These are Veg_ID and Area.
The Veg_ID identification is coming from the Gis_ID label which was obtained by a
spatial join between the VegPoly GIS layer and the HydroBuf GIS layer. The actual
ribbon of riparian width acreage is now parsed by and identified with each and every
vegetative polygon.
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Figure 48. Populating the required fields for hydro acres.
Riparian Buffer

Figure 49. Fully populated HydroRow fields (only Veg_ID and Area required).
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Now a visual display of VegPoly, RoadBuf and HydroRow verifies that all road areas
and all riparian buffers have been parsed by vegetation polygons. The vegetation
polygon boundaries are visible line breaks in all road and riparian buffers.
These two new layers (RoadBuf and HydroRow) are unique to the current year forest
cover layer (VegPoly). If for any reason the VegPoly boundaries are shifted, split or
merged; then these two overlay layers (RoadBuf and HydroRow) must be replaced. For
this reason it is more consistent and reliable if naming conventions are used which
incorporate the calendar year into each name (such as Road2013 and Hydr2013).
The background tables (Roads and Streams, RoadArea, HydrArea and HydroBuf) to
build these new layers are not necessary to update annually unless: a) changes in the road
network have occurred due to construction, removal or classification; or b) changes in the
stream classes or required widths of buffers for various widths has been initiated.

Figure 50. Display of Hydro and Road buffers intersected by VegPoly boundaries.
The GIS steps have been completed for roads and streams. Now it is time to update the
FPS forest attribute database with these acreage adjustments. Open the FPS inventory
database and use the FPS drop-down menu, Selection, “Select All Stands” to place a
positive integer in the Admin table, Flag column. In the Mineral Forest sample database
used here, there are 210 Forest Inventory & Assessment (FIA) permanent plots included
in the database. These provide sample plot data for various forest types, but they do not
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constitute samples from specific forested polygons in the inventory. Therefore, they are
not flagged to be included in this series of acreage computations (Figure 51).

Figure 51. Verifying the Admin flag selection on all stands in the inventory.
Note that all of the standard FPS drop-down menu options occur on the tab “Add-Ins” in
a Windows 7 operating environment using Microsoft Office Professional Plus 2010 (64bit).
To link to the Mineral Forest GIS database the tab “External Data” must be selected.
Since the GIS database is structured as a Personal Geodatabase in ArcMap, the
underlying structure is a Microsoft Access format. Therefore, click on the Access button
to invoke connections to outside fire structures of that format.
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Click here to link to Microsoft
Access databases and ArcMap
using mdb files.

Figure 52. Building the link between the FPS and GIS databases.
A dialog window will pop up to browse to the drive and folder where the GIS database
resides. Once this location and database are identified, then select the radio button to
“Link to the data source by creating a linked table”. Do not import these tables by
selecting the upper radio button. Then click “OK”.

Figure 53. Using Microsoft tools to build the link.
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The linked GIS database will open displaying all of the GIS tables in that database.
Select (highlight) the HydroRow and RoadBuf tables to become linked to the FPS
database. Then click “OK” to establish the link between the FPS and GIS databases for
these two tables. These tables remain in the GIS database, but they become accessible
and updateable from within the FPS database as though the tables were resident in that
database.

Figure 54. Selection of tables from GIS to link to FPS database.
These two tables now appear in the list of tables within the FPS database. The small blue
arrow to the left of each table indicates that these are linked tables. See Figure 55.
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Figure 55. Display of linked GIS tables within the FPS attribute database.
The next step is to actually import these acreage adjustments into the FPS database
ADMIN table. FPS provides a standard tool for executing this update. Use the FPS
drop-down menu bar to select Year-end, “Run GIS Updates into FPS”.

Figure 56. Using the FPS drop-down menus to update GIS attributes.
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The GIS Update tool provides a series of functions important to linkages between the
FPS database and the GIS database. The critical requirement is that the number of
polygons and their unique numerical identity remains constant and consistent between
databases. Otherwise not all updates will be properly invoked. See Figure 57.
Execute a) the road acreage and b) the riparian buffer acreage adjustments in this order.
Gross GIS acres were previously stored in the Admin.Area_Gis column. Click the radio
button for “Update Area in Existing Polygons (GisLink.Old_ID). Click the check box for
“Update Net Forested Area (- Roads)”. Then click the “Start” button and wait for the
dialog to work its way through all stands and road segments. This is accomplished by
importing the RoadBuf records into the native GisLink table. These records are then
sorted by the Old_ID column (imported Veg_ID values) to accumulate the total acres in
each stand polygon impacted by roads. The net-of-roads acreage is then output to the
Admin.Area_Net column on a stand-by-stand basis.

Figure 57. Display of the GIS to FPS update dialog controls.
Click the FPS drop-down menu Selection, View Selection Only, “Admin Tally by Flag”
to observe the accumulated adjustments to the Admin.Area_Net column. In this example
the gross acres were adjusted down by 10,277.79 acres (1.9 percent).
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Figure 58. Change in acreage distributions due to GIS updates.
Again, select the FPS drop-down menu Year-end, “Run GIS Updates into FPS” to invoke
the dialog window. Click the radio button for “Update Area in Existing Polygons
(GisLink.Old_ID). Click the check box for “Update Reportable Area (- Stream buffer)”.
Then click the “Start” button and wait for the dialog to work its way through all stands
and riparian buffer segments. This is accomplished by importing the HydroRow records
into the native GisLink table. These records are then sorted by the Old_ID column
(imported Veg_ID values) to accumulate the total acres in each stand polygon impacted
by riparian buffers. The net-of-riparian acreage is then output to the Admin.Area_Rpt
column on a stand-by-stand basis. The sum of actual forested area in riparian buffers by
stand is output to the Admin.Area_Buf column. Refer to Figure 59.
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Figure 59. Using the GIS to FPS update on stream buffers.
Click the FPS drop-down menu Selection, View Selection Only, “Admin Tally by Flag”
to observe the accumulated adjustments to the Admin.Area_Rpt column. In this example
the net forested acres were adjusted down by 13,683.45 acres (2.6 percent).

Figure 60. Changes in acres due to the stream buffer acreage updates.
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This percentage set aside is greatest in coastal forests with high rainfall amounts. In these
regions the density of active streams is greater and many riparian regulations are more
demanding.
Opening the Admin table in the FPS database now reveals four columns of acreage detail
(Area_Gis, Area_Net, Area_Rpt and Area_Buf). As in the following display, it is easy to
identify the impact of roads and/or riparian buffers on each stand. Under the FPS dropdown menu Reports there is an option to “Update Area Basis for Reports”. This provides
the opportunity to run any built-in reports independently for gross acres, net-of-roads
acres, net-of-riparian buffer acres or riparian-only acres.
This method also provides the opportunity to evaluate alternative levels of riparian
restrictions. It is only necessary to simply re-run the GIS Buffer tool for a portion or all
of the forest area. This alternative is then overlapped on the VegPoly layer to update the
distribution of acres by stand polygon.

Figure 61. Display of road and stream buffers on individual stand acres.
The in-efficient alternative is to actually intersect the original administrative riparian
boundaries on the stand polygons when first building the GIS database. This creates
separate polygons for the same vegetation type solely on proximity to a stream or lake.
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Then only net-of-roads acres are maintained in the attribute inventory database.
However, when an alternative administrative rule is applied which creates either wider or
narrower buffers, the amount of work to re-build the GIS inventory is almost impossible
to accomplish given any amount of time. Additionally, this approach often results in the
riparian buffer polygons dropping the vegetation label and replacing it with something
like “RMZ” for riparian management zone. The original species, size, density
information is lost in past archives.
To complete the fully integrated FPS – GIS database relationship, these newly computed
acres must be transferred back to the GIS database into the VegPoly table. The VegPoly
layer contains three acreage fields which are Acres, Roads and Buffer. In this case the
acres are only those which occur in each classification. The descriptions are:
Acres = total gross acres within each polygon computed within GIS
Roads = total gross acres in roads based on the Class and Width fields
Buffer = net-of-roads acres in riparian buffers based on the Class and Width fields.
Use the same “External Data” tab to click on the Access utility to link to the VegPoly
table in the GIS database from the FPS database. Browse to the drive and folder where
the GIS database resides and link to the VegPoly table in that database. Now it resides
within the FPS database as a linked table. This provides quick and easy data transfers
between the FPS and GIS databases based on the unique indicies of Gis_ID in each table.
Opening the VegPoly table at this point reveals that the Acres field has been populated
but both Roads and Buffer fields are blank (Figure 62).

Figrue 62. Vegpoly acreage breakdown prior to updates from FPS Admin table.
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There is a built-in series of transfer tools in FPS to move information between the GIS
and FPS databases. These are all found under the FPS drop-down menu item Editors.
Use “Update GIS VegPoly from FPS”, “Export Gross, Net and Reportable Acres to
VegPoly GIS”. See Figure 63.

Figure 63. Using the FPS drop-down menu to update VegPoly acres.
Upon completion of the update a message box dialog will pop up to confirm it status.

Opening the VegPoly table again from within FPS will display the acreage fields have
been updated for all selected polygons. A selected polygon is one which the Flag field in
VegPoly has been previously set to a positive number. This may be accomplished by
passing the Flag field values from the FPS Admin table to the GIS VegPoly table. Use
“Add-Ins”, FPS drop-down menu “Editors”, “Update ‘GIS VegPoly’ from FPS”, “Export
Admin.Flag, Gis_Lbl and Theme to VegPoly GIS” to transfer the Flag field.
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Figure 64. Result of the transfer of acres from FPS Admin to GIS VegPoly.
Assigning Forest-wide Site Capacity
Once the FPS attribute database and GIS spatial database have been established it
becomes essential to define the native macro-site growth capacity across the forest.
Sample cruises will establish the current species, size and stocking in each stand. But site
index is a value that must be assigned to each stand to project the future species, size and
stocking at any future date. A site index value is pivotal to long-term forest planning.
This used to be reasonably simple to develop. The forester sampled the total height and
age of selected trees in various stands across the entire forest where stands existed using
trees close to fifty years of age. A table or chart of height / age ranges was then used to
estimate the expected height of a common reference species at fifty years age at breast
height for each and every sampled stand in the inventory. Then based on experience and
intuition these field-sampled site index values were extrapolated to un-sampled stands
where direct height / age measurements were not taken. Stands were un-sampled due to
lack of time, lack of funding, trees too young, trees too old, no site trees available (health,
defect, disease, damage or non-existant) or the stand was not physically accessible.
Part of the reason that determning site capacity appeared reasonably simple was an
underlying assumption. That assumption was that existing stands were even-aged and
future stands would be regenerated as even-aged. These future stands were expected to
develop under essentially the same silvicultural treatments as had occurred in the past. It
was at least assumed the same silviculture would be used as where the original site trees
were measured to develop the reference height / age tables and charts.
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What has happened is that current silviculture is far different than had been experienced
when the original sample trees were gathered to build the reference height / age tables
and charts. Trees become established and develop in early years much more quickly due
to nursery practices, planting stock, site preparation, vegetation management and
stocking control. Trees also become established and develop in early years much more
slowly due to all-aged silvicultural regimes including limited site preparation, limited
vegetation management and repeated damage due to entries of harvesting and skidding
equipment.
All-aged silvicultural regimes relying on natural regeneration under existing residual
stands are characterized by spatially variable patches of regeneration made up of mostly
shade tolerant brush and tree species. Almost universally in the western United States
these shade tolerant tree species were not originally identified as preferred species to
develop the height / age curves for site classification.
Site Growth Capacity
This background leads to reviewing and re-defining the essence of classifying site growth
capacity. An index of site capacity has the objective of classifying “growth capacity”.
Site capacity is focused on quantifying the “macro-site” for a given location in the forest.
In contrast, early silviculture is focused on managing the “micro-site” for a given location
in the forest. This given location could be one acre, five acres or one stand. The site
index question is “What is the growth capacity for that location in the forest?”.
Historically, the forester assumed the same silvicultural regimes in future as observed in
the past. Therefore, a more productive soil and climate would achieve a greater tree total
height at some selected reference age than the same species at the same age on a less
productive soil and/or climate. Therefore, site growth capacity could be indexed by
observing the achieved total height at different locations in the forest using a fixed
reference age. In the western United States this started out with a reference age of 100
years. It later evolved to an age of fifty years as measured at breast height. In the
southern United States this was established as a reference age of twenty-five years.
Since the forester desired to have this index of growth capacity on all stands across the
forest, some method of extrapolation of existing trees not currently at the reference age to
a height at the reference age was required. This extrapolation was needed for both trees
too young and trees too old at the current time. All authors of these reference site curves
picked a preferred tree species and then sampled total heights and ages across the
landscape for the range of that species. The extent of the range was arbitrarily defined by
ownerships, budgets, time constraints and/or vegetative occurrence. The method of
extrapolation was always by regressing all observations onto a hand-drawn curve or
selected algebretic equation. Only three parameters were required because the underlying
assumption was that all trees grew exactly the same everywhere once age, height and site
index (height at the reference age) were identified.
Now, it is common knowledge among practicing foresters that every tree of a given
species does not grow at the same pace for a given location under the full range of
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silvicultural regimes currently being considered and/or being applied. A newly
regenerated tree could have a twenty year range necessary to achieve a height of twenty
feet solely due to the kind and intensity of silviculture applied from the time of
germination. To assume these differences will disappear by the reference age from a
height / age site curve is folly. Therefore, the observed height at some arbitrary reference
age cannot be used as an index to maco-site productivity because the achieved height has
obviously been confounded with silvicultural history.
The 10-meter Site Index Approach
The 10m Site Index method is an application of the two-point principle developed by Dr.
Boris Zeide (1978). Any two points and the associated years between these points are
sufficient to determine the site classification of any species given that a series of site
curves already exist for this species. If we accept the existing site curves, then total or
breast height age is not necessary; only the number of years between the two height
measurements is necessary.
The opportunity in using two height / age pairs (which are beyond approximately thirty
feet in height) is that early silviculture and/or crown suppression has little impact on the
determination of site index capacity. This is because total age or breast height age is not
used. In fact, the sample tree could be hollow at breast height and the two-point method
will still provide a good site classification even though breast height age is un-attainable.
The problem is that the two-point principle continues to rely on the growth rate being
determined by the number of years from ground level (total age) or 4.5 feet high (breastheight age). This is an implicit assumption when accepting some previously existing site
curve.
The point being emphasized here is that accepting an existing site curve is actually
providing the third height point to the two-point principal. Thus three points are
sufficient to define both growth rate and growth type (shape) on any given tree without
reference to any existing site curve.
Reference Heights – Due to the overriding influence of early silvicultural practices, the
first reference point is shifted up the tree from breast height. For the 10-meter method,
the initial point of reference is shifted up the tree from breast height (4.5 feet) to a height
of 32.8 feet (10 meters).
To facilitate field measurements and standard log
merchandizing, the reference height is applied as 34 feet from ground level, which
incorporates a nominal 1-foot stump height and trim allowance once the sample tree is on
the ground.
The second point of reference is fixed at 67 feet (20 meters) up the tree. This provides
the opportunity to establish an absolute site capacity index with no other information.
This is comparable to traditional reference height / age methods except that two heights
are fixed with years between becoming a variable. Traditional methods fixed one height
(4.5-feet) and one age (number of years, such as fifty) with total height at the termination
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of years as a variable. Height intercept methods also specify one height and one age
(number of years, such as five) with ending height as a variable.
In the 10m Site Index method, a third point of reference is fixed at 100 feet (30 meters)
up the tree. The number of years between 10 and 20 meters becomes the site capacity
parameter and the number of years between 20 and 30 meters determines the site shape
parameter.
Site Level and Shape – The measure of site level is the height growth rate (meters /
decade) between the first and second reference points. As an aid in interpretation,
consider a set of traditional site curves. It can easily be shown that there is a one-to-one
correspondence between Site Index and measured growth increment between 10 and 20
meters in height. This correspondence is why the “height intercept” method is valid when
assuming traditional site curves. The only real difference conceptually, then, is that the
reference growth rate starts at 10 meters rather than the traditional 4.5 feet.
Curve shape is defined by the change in growth rate between the two periods (10 to 20
meter interval versus the 20 to 30 meter interval). The growth rate (in years) between the
second and third reference points is observed from direct tree measurements. The ratio,
between the first and second segment growth rates (years) expressed as a percent,
becomes the index of curve shape.
The term “10m Site Index” is used to describe this approach.
Conventional Site Curves based on Breast Height Age
Height Intercepts - Overlayed at 10, 20 and 30 meters
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Figure 65. 10m Site Index index levels overlaid on traditional breast height site curves.
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Based on direct felled-tree measurements and permanent plots with repeated height
measurements across six western States (Arney, 2009), it has been observed that site
growth capacity as defined using the 10-meter site method is highly correlated with
topography, climate and soil factors. Each factor contributes about one-third of the
variation observed in growth capacity. The pivotal macro-site parameters are the number
of growing season days (above 10 degrees celsius), amount of growing season
precipitation, and soil depth. Growing season days are defined using elevation, aspect,
slope and degrees latitude north for each field-sampled location of tree growth rate.
Soil classification is the most inconsistent factor in estimating site growth capacity for
any given location. If soil classification methods were consistent across the forest
ownership, then soil rooting depth, water holding capacity or nutrient content commonly
provided good parameters for forest productivity classification.
Regional SiteGrid GIS layers
Due to the rapid advances in digital elevation modeling, GIS spatial processing tools and
global climate mapping, the topographic and climate factors for site growth capacity are
robust, consistent and easily obtainable.
Therefore, to facilitate the forester’s
implimentation of a reliable site growth capacity GIS layer, the Forest Biometrics
Research Institute has developed and provides State-wide SiteGrid GIS layers to all
participating organizations. Only the soils parameters are missing due to inconsistencies
mentioned previously. The forester may then independently obtain a soil map layer
which most robustly characterizes the local forest ownership. The forester may then also
incorporate additional direct felled-tree 10-meter site growth observations to localize the
SiteGrid growth capacity reference values for the local forest ownership.
The Forest-wide SiteGrid
The FBRI SiteGrid is a GIS point layer with multiple parameters per point on a one-point
per five-acre square grid template. Open the appropriate FBRI SiteGrid in ArcMap and
overlay the ownership boundary for the whole forest ownership. Then select
ArcToolBox, Analysis Tools, Extract, “Clip” utility. Identify the “Input Features”, the
“Clip Features” and the “Output Feature Class”. Click “OK” to extract the local
SiteGrid. See Figure 65.
Open the local SiteGrid in ArcMap. Select Properties, Symbology. Select Quantities,
Graduated colors for SiteBH (traditional breast height site index) or Site10 (10-meter site
index) at six to ten levels. Click “OK” to display the SiteGrid. An example is displayed
in Figure 66.
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Figure 65. Setting up a Clip of regional SiteGrid to Mineral boundary.

Figure 66. Result of Clip utility within boundary of forest.
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To use this site grid for growth projection of individual stands an average site index is
computed from all the SiteGrid points which fall within each stand (VegPoly polygon) in
the forest inventory. At this point there is no linkage to the FPS database or GIS VegPoly
table from the SiteGrid table. To accomplish this linkage requires essentially two steps:
5) create a spatial join of SiteGrid to VegPoly so that each point in SiteGrid
may be assigned the Gis_ID label of the stand which includes that point;
and
6) generate local X and Y coordinates for each SiteGrid point so that VegPoly
polygons which are too small to include multiple points may utilize nearby
SiteGrid points based on proximity to the centroid of the polygon. The
average of nearest five points are used to estimate a local site index level.
Initially the clipped SiteGrid attribute table has two columns, Xgis and Ygis, which are
blank until attached to a forest inventory database. There may also be some question
about the geographic projection of the SiteGrid versus the default projection of the local
GIS layers in the forest inventory. It is the responsibility of the Inventory Forester to
determine the appropriate projections of all layers and to make essential corrections
before proceeding with these spatial calculations.
Open the clipped SiteGrid table and then right-click on the Xgis column to display
options which may be invoked on this field. Select “Calculate Geometry” and then click
“Yes” on the question about working outside of an edit session to get the follow dialog.
Select Property: “X Coordinate of Point” and Units: “Feet US (ft)”. The object here is to
calculate x and y coordinates in feet if the FPS database is in inches, feet and acres. If the
FPS database is in centimeters, meters and hectares then calculate the x and y coordinates
in meters. The x and y coordinates must be in the same spatial units as the centroids of
the VegPoly polygons for all FPS spatial utilities to function properly.

Follow the Xgis calculation with the matching spatial calculation for Ygis.
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Open the SiteGrid table to verify that both columns are populated appropriately.

Figure 67. Result of geometry calculations on SiteGrid points.
Annual or Periodic Updates to SiteGrid
The SiteGrid GIS layer is now complete. The only remaining calculation is one which
must be repeated at each year-end or anytime that the VegPoly polygon table is updated
with polygon boundary shifts, additions or deletions. Moving or creating a new polygon
results in a different list of SiteGrid points which may fall within the adjusted or new
polygon because the SiteGrid points are fixed in position spatially at a given elevation,
aspect, slope, precipitation and soil condition.
The SiteGrid attribute table contains a column “Gis_ID” which is the linkage to the
specific VegPoly polygon within which the point exists. Initially and at each year-end
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update this Gis_ID must be refreshed to match the current VegPoly GIS layer. Select
ArcToolBox, Analysis Tools, Overlay, “Spatial Join” to accomplish this update.
Identify Target Features as “SiteGrid”, Join Features as “VegPoly”, and Output Feature
Class as “SiteJoin” in an appropriate folder and database location. This output table is
only for temporary use and then may be discarded, so it could be an independent shape
file with a dbf attribute table.
The Match Option may be an “Intersect” or “Within” for this calculation. Then click
“OK” to proceed creating the “SiteJoin” spatial join table (Figure 68).

Figure 68. Setting up the Spatial Join between SiteGrid and VegPoly.
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With both the SiteGrid table and the GridVeg table attached to the inventory database,
the following SQL command will update the Gis_ID column in SiteGrid. The object is to
match the same value for Gis_ID found in the VegPoly table by copying it to the SiteGrid
Gis_ID column.
“UPDATE SiteGrid INNER JOIN GridVeg ON SiteGrid.Pnt_ID =
GridVeg.Pnt_ID SET SiteGrid.Gis_ID = SiteJoin.Gis_ID_1;”
This SQL command may be built and executed in a Query using a wizard in either the
GIS spatial database or the FPS attribute database. If SiteJoin and SiteGrid are linked
into the FPS database, then the “Editors”, “Update SiteGrid.Gis_ID from
VegPoly.Gis_ID” may be used. The update action is required, but there are multiple
approaches to accomplish this action which are mostly defined by the experience and
techniques favored by the Inventory Forester. Once the update has been executed the
SiteJoin table may be discarded. The SQL command may be saved as a reference to the
actual method used to conduct the update in case a question should arise at a later time or
the same action is executed as part of the next VegPoly polygon update.
Open the FPS inventory database and Flag all Stands using the FPS drop-down menu,
Selection, “Select All Stands”.
With the SiteGrid linked to the FPS inventory database, go to Add-Ins, FPS drop-down
menu, Editors, “Update Physical Site from SiteGrid”.

Figure 69. Using the FPS drop-down menu to update Physical Site from SiteGrid.
This will invoke a standard FPS spatial utility dialog which may be used for maintenance
of site productivity parameters within the FPS inventory or for updating the underlying
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macro-site factors and direct measurements of growth capacity from sample trees.
Details were laid out in an earlier discussion in this guidebook.
In this case, the objective is only to update the FPS Admin table with stand averages from
all SiteGrid points which reside within each stand polygon. Do not check either box in
the “Build SiteGrid Parameters” boundary area. Just check the “Update Admin” box in
Figure 70.
The selected (“Flagged”) Admin table records will be updated with new averages for
elevation, aspect, slope, growing season days, precipitation, soil depth, 10-meter site
index (in traditional units) and 10-meter site shape. If some of the SiteGrid points within
the stand polygon have no value greater than zero, then a percent of polygon stockability
is updated as well. This means that some portion of the polygon will not contain trees or
allow ingrowth of any vegetation. An example is a tallis rock slope within a polygon
containing standing trees. Typically, if a polygon is less than ten percent stocked with
vegetation then it is usually labelled as a non-forest polygon. Other examples are unweathered basalt (lava flows) and beaver ponds too small to map as independent
polygons.

Figure 70. Using the FPS SiteGrid utility to update the Admin table.
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Upon completion the following message box will appear.

To verify the update, open the FPS database Admin table to view the site and macro-site
parameters at the far right in the table structure (Figure 71). All “flagged” Admin records
should be populated. A site growth capacity is now assigned to each polygon for growth
updates.

Figure 71. Result of SiteGrid update on Admin table fields.
Habitat Classification Update
Assuming that the Class table has been edited to the range and number of classes for each
parameter, this is a good point in time to refresh the Habitat table and HabSpp table. Flag
all Stands. Select the Add-Ins tab, FPS drop-down menu, Strata, “Create new Habitat /
Report Classification” to get the FPS dialog window (Figure 72). Click “Start”.
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Figure 72. Invoking the FPS Habitat Classification.
This FPS utility classifies all stand polygons for a wide array of attributes. Some of these
cause the potential ingrowth of tree species, abundance and non-tree vegetation ingrowth
to be localized for this forest during growth updates. Some of these provide
stratifications for reporting purposes, harvest planning and habitat diversity classification.
Following this update, select the File tab, Info, “Compact & Repair” to clean up the
database after all of these updates (Figure 73).

Figure 73. Invoking the Microsoft Access “Compact & Repair” utilities.
When the database returns from the “Compact & Repair” function the standard FPS
opening form will appear as displayed in Figure 74.
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Figure 74. Response screen after “Compact & Repair” run.
Now proceed to backup this database and copy it to another location. Do the same
“Compact & Repair” on the GIS inventory database and copy it to another location with
the FPS database. They are a matched set at this point.
Clean up your GIS database: Now that all roads and stream buffers have been
calculated for the current database, you may drop the intermediate layers from the GIS
views. Inactive layers to remain non-visible in background databases are:
a) RoadArea
b) HydrArea
c) HydroBuf
Layers to keep visible and the recommended order of display are:
a) Roads
b) Road20xx
c) Hydro
d) Hydr20xx
e) Veg20xx
f) Other themes of public land survey, ownership, soils, precipitation, etc.
Create archives of your current GIS and FPS database files, documents and reports. Store
the archives in a different building for security from loss due to fire, water, earthquake or
theft. The primary feature is physical separation without necessity of bank vaults or other
secure locations. Even a closet shelf at home is a good option, just not in the same room
of the same building as the master copy. It is also good practice to store the backup
copies in their native structures for ease of identification and ability to read the files with
conventional software utilities. Many “backup” suites sound like a good options, but
then the source files are compacted into unreadable structures unless the original
“backup” suite is maintained for restoring the compacted files. These are potentially
worse than copying files to a portable hard drive without a label as to the contents. At
least the hard drive may be read with common computer operating systems.
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FPS Inventory Updating and Reporting
This is about the details characterizing each stand in the database. It is not about
database structure or building database components. Go to Windows Explorer to find
your working forest inventory database folder and current database. For example it may
be named Mineral_2013.mdb. Double-click the database to open the inventory using the
Forest Projection and Planning System (FPS) standard database structure and drop-down
menus.
It is always a good idea to keep the GIS database layers are linked to the FPS database.
Cruise Selection by Stratum (Among Stands)
By now it should be obvious that every stand should be tagged with a unique stand
number within the FPS database. The stand number should not exceed nine digits. This
number is the key to all cross referencing information among the various tables in the
database as well as the linkages to the GIS spatial databases. One method is to number
stands by the Township (TT), Range (RR), and Section (SS) of its principle location plus
two digits for the unique polygon. Stand boundaries may cross section lines.
An initial cruise sample intensity of 15 to 35 percent of each stratum in the database is
recommended. Additional proportions of all or some strata may be added in subsequent
years as budgets allow and analyses demand. At least two polygons from every stratum
should be sampled when developing a new database.
Equal Probability Sample
An equal probability sample (EPS) may be developed by randomly selecting a fixed
number of polygons from each stratum. Every stand polygon has an equal chance of
being sampled using EPS selections. The disadvantage is that a small sample could be
biased geographically or by average size of the polygons selected since no other
constraint is applied.
Probability Proportional to Size
A probability proportional to size (PPS) sample is more efficient in most forest
inventories since larger polygons tend to have larger impacts on the total standing timber
volume. A PPS sample may be selected by either a systematic plot design laid out
geographically (e.g., by Section) or by a systematic selection of polygons from a list.
Polygons with larger areas have proportionally higher probabilities of being sampled
when a systematic grid is overlaid on a map. This approach is easy to establish in the
field without access to timber type maps prior to the initiation of field sampling. Sample
intensities can be predefined by determining the proportion of total numbers of legal
Sections that will be sampled within the ownership. This also provides a good
geographic distribution of samples.
Lund (1987) provided definitions and examples of a PPS sample design using lists
generated from database files. A systematic selection of polygons from a list provides a
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PPS sample with the advantage of establishing different sample intensities for each
stratum. Thus, strata that tend to be made up of very consistent attributes do not require
sample intensities as great as strata that tend to be very heterogeneous in nature. An
example might be a stratum of young plantations as compared to a stratum of mixed
species, mixed age, and old-growth stands. A list is generated from a forest inventory
database table by strata. Each stand has a unique number and acreage assigned. A
sampling interval (SI) is selected based on total acres in the stratum divided by the
number of polygons to be selected. A random number is selected which specifies the
accumulated acres to occur in the first polygon. Subsequent polygons are selected as the
accumulated acreage intercepts the sampling interval (SI).
A further refinement of this approach to PPS sampling is described by Stage (1971)
through which all polygons are sorted by size prior to sample selection from the list. This
provides the qualities of a Probability Proportional to Size selection by distributing the
sample across the range of small, medium and large polygons while still providing a listbased sample selection.
It is critical that the inventory forester provides at least a minimum field sample of each
major vegetative type (stratum) for this expansion by vegetative type to be reliable. This
approach assumes a consistent vegetative type classification across the entire ownership.
It is not critical that the classification contains some bias, as long as it is consistent about
the classification of similarly appearing polygons from the remote sampling platform
(airplane or satellite). The field sample within each stratum will correct any bias that
may occur.
The selection of the field sample may follow many of the forest sampling designs
described by Lund and Thomas (1989) for stands with prior stand mapping. Regardless
of which method (EPS or PPS) of stand selection for field sampling, the unsampled stand
polygons within each stratum are estimated from the average weighted by acreage values
of the sampled polygons of that stratum. The reliability of the estimate improves as the
sampling fraction increases. It is good practice to sample approximately 15 to 35 percent
in the first year of installing an in-place inventory and then to expand the sampling
fraction by 5 to 10 percent each year thereafter. The inventory forester then has adequate
detail on a stand basis for analyses of the multi-resource conflicts common to current
silvicultural planning efforts.
FPS Cruise Selection
The FPS cruise selection procedure will provide an unbiased sample of stands for any
intensity requested for each phototype set (Veg_Lbl value). The steps are (Figure 75):





Select (Flag > 0) a subset of stands for the cruise selection (i.e., Select All);
Set the calendar year with the oldest acceptable cruise (i.e., 1998);
Set the cruise intensity (i.e., 20 percent); and
Run the cruise selection routine which will set ADMIN.Flag = 99 for all selected
stands.
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Figure 75. Invoking the FPS Cruise Selection dialog.


Open the “View Selection Report” window to observe: the current status of
cruised stands in the inventory (Table 1), the distribution of stands selected for
cruising (Table 2), and the status of cruised stands in the inventory after adding
the new cruise selections (Table 3).



Copy ADMIN.Flag to the GIS database and display a theme on VegPoly.Flag to
see location of the cruise selections (Use Editors Drop-Down Menu).
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Table 1. Cruise selection list showing existing inventory status.
Type
AF11
CX31
CX32
CX33
DF21
DF22
DF23
DF31
DF32
DF33
DF41
HX32
NF11
NF31
RA22
RA31
RA32
RC21
SF22
SF33
WH21
WH32
WH33
XS00
XW00

Existing Inventory Status of Cruised Stands since 1987
....Cruised....
...Un-cruised..
....%Sample....
Tally
Area
Tally
Area
%Tally
%Area
2
58.6
17
188.9
11
24
1
13.2
0
.0
100
100
3
37.6
0
.0
100
100
1
35.7
0
.0
100
100
2
52.3
6
136.3
25
28
1
33.5
0
.0
100
100
1
64.6
72
2565.8
1
2
8
589.6
14
484.5
36
55
5
128.6
34
891.2
13
13
4
46.8
15
442.3
21
10
5
108.1
1
36.6
83
75
3
44.8
0
.0
100
100
1
2.3
4
41.0
20
5
1
11.1
8
92.9
11
11
1
30.1
0
.0
100
100
2
67.4
0
.0
100
100
3
36.4
0
.0
100
100
1
32.1
0
.0
100
100
3
39.6
5
44.4
38
47
3
103.0
0
.0
100
100
1
10.8
0
.0
100
100
4
119.4
52
1670.6
7
7
3
35.9
63
2383.3
5
1
0
.0
2
1.2
0
0
0
.0
1
.0
0
0

Total:
59
Percent:

1701.6 +

294

8979.1 =

353
17

10680.7
16

Table 2. Example Cruise Selection for additional 10% sample in Type DF33.
Stands in Type DF33 cruised prior to 1987
Past cruises cover 10% of this VegType
------------------------------------------Tally
Stand#
Msmt_Yr
Area
1
2010
0
208.2 <- Cruise
2
2918
0
35.3
3
2002
0
28.7
4
1974
0
25.4
5
2314
2002
25.2
6
2001
0
24.9
7
1881
0
19.8
8
3439
0
18.3
9
1929
0
15.4
10
4193
2005
15.3
11
4553
0
14.9
12
4146
0
14.3
13
3036
0
12.8
14
4617
0
12.0
15
2901
0
8.5
16
2074
2003
3.2
17
1633
0
3.1
18
3420
2005
3.1
19
4577
0
.8
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Table 3. Cruise selection list showing expected inventory status after adding 10%.
Type
AF11
CX31
CX32
CX33
DF21
DF22
DF23
DF31
DF32
DF33
DF41
HX32
NF11
NF31
RA22
RA31
RA32
RC21
SF22
SF33
WH21
WH32
WH33
XS00
XW00

Expected Inventory Status of Cruised Stands since 1987
....Cruised....
...Un-cruised..
....%Sample....
Tally
Area
Tally
Area
%Tally
%Area
2
58.6
17
188.9
11
24
1
13.2
0
.0
100
100
3
37.6
0
.0
100
100
1
35.7
0
.0
100
100
2
52.3
6
136.3
25
28
1
33.5
0
.0
100
100
2
574.5
71
2055.9
3
22
8
589.6
14
484.5
36
55
5
128.6
34
891.2
13
13
5
255.0
14
234.1
26
52
5
108.1
1
36.6
83
75
3
44.8
0
.0
100
100
2
23.0
3
20.3
40
53
1
11.1
8
92.9
11
11
1
30.1
0
.0
100
100
2
67.4
0
.0
100
100
3
36.4
0
.0
100
100
1
32.1
0
.0
100
100
3
39.6
5
44.4
38
47
3
103.0
0
.0
100
100
1
10.8
0
.0
100
100
5
318.5
51
1471.5
9
18
4
313.4
62
2105.9
6
13
1
1.2
1
.0
50
100
1
.0
0
.0
100
100

Total:
66
Percent:

2918.1 +

287

7762.5 =

353
19

10680.7
27

Cruise Design (Within Stands)
Trees are obviously too massive to use direct volume measurement techniques such as
water displacement and individually too valuable for destructive sampling to be used as a
common practice. Thus, we are left to some method of parameter estimation that is
hopefully highly correlated with tree volume. The standardized parameters include
diameter at breast height (dbh), total tree height and some intermediate diameter/height
pair to assess the degree of tree taper; all familiar measurements to the field forester. As
precision requirements increase, foresters may increase the accuracy of tree
measurements. Precision Measurements include – increasing with each step:
Option 1:
Option 2:
Option 3:
Option 4:

Tree tallies by dbh class
Tree tallies by direct dbh measurement
Tree tallies by dbh and height measurement
Tree tallies dbh, height and taper measurement.

Yes, most everyone would be familiar with these measurements, but it is important to
recognize this assumes that the forester has available a local tree volume table (first and
second options), as well as a regional tree volume table (third option) and a tree taper
table (4th option). The selection of which set of parameters to use is dependent on the
level of precision you require and the volume tables available to you. Later discussions
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in this workbook will help you to determine both the level of precision desired depending
on your application and how to evaluate the volume tables currently available to you.
As in the Forest level sample designs, there exist many approaches that may be used for a
selected stand (Lund, 1989). Some of these include:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

a single plot, such as a CFI permanent plot;
a cluster of plots (10 point grid) as applied in the USDA Forest Survey Region Six;
a fixed number of plots on a random transect;
a systematic grid with a random start; and
a complete enumeration of all trees in the polygon.

The most representative sample of these just described tend to come from (4), the
systematic grid with a random start. The method commonly used for a number of years
has been parallel line transects with a random start. This method provides a uniform
distribution of plots throughout the stand on a rectangular grid while reducing travel time
between plots. The actual grid design is left to the cruiser with the rule of obtaining
approximately one plot per four (or five) acres. The direction of transects should be
determined by the prevailing contours. Lines should cross contours as much as possible.
The beginning point, plots and cruise lines for each stand should be indicated in pencil on
section map sheets. All beginning points and plot centers should also be flagged. This
facilitates plot audits.
Plot Design
Plots should be numbered consecutively throughout each stand. Concentric plot designs
are recommended (variable radius over a small fixed area plot). At each plot location, a
variable radius plot for tree components over 5-inches (12 cm) at diameter breast height
(Dbh) is recommended. The cruiser should select a prism factor that provides
approximately 5-8 trees per sample point across the whole stand. Once a prism factor is
selected it cannot be changed within that stand. A new prism factor may be applied at the
next stand. Care should be applied when choosing a prism factor. Too small a factor will
increase the likelihood of missed trees, while too large a factor may yield an insufficient
sample. Prism plots should be laid out using a full circle and sighting at breast height to
determine whether the tree is “in” or “out”. Record the prism factor in the plot header
detail along with the stand number, date and your name.
A fixed area plot should be used for all trees less than 5-inches (12 cm) Dbh. The radius
for this plot may be any convenient size that picks up an average of four or more trees per
plot. A radius of 11.78 feet (1/100 acre) works well. All trees should be tallied that are
greater than one-foot in height in order to record potential ingrowth over the next few
years.
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The following list provides some reasonable plot sizes for fixed-area plots for most
applications in western forests:
Table 4. Breakdown of sample plot areas and radius for alternative goals.
Plot Area (acre divisions) Plot radius (feet)
Applications
10th acre (0.100 acres)
37.2 feet
Large live trees
20th acre (0.050 acres)
26.3 feet
Snags, Non-tree
vegetation
25th acre (0.040 acres)
23.6 feet
Snags, Non-tree
vegetation
40th acre (0.025 acres)
18.6 feet
Snags, Non-tree
vegetation
100th acre (0.010 acres)
11.8 feet
Small live trees
300th acre (0.003 acres)
6.8 feet
Only high density live
trees
Unbiased Sampling of Stand Edges
Edge bias arises when a tree’s plot crosses a stand boundary. The portion of the plot lying
outside the stand means that the tree did not have its full probability of being sampled –
this creates a bias in the mean for a stand attribute. Thus, sample points which fall outside
of the stand (polygon) being sampled should not be ignored if it is possible that such
boundary trees might be counted “in” from that out-of-stand plot. Dr. Kim Iles worked
out the details of stand-edge biases when cruising and has provided a robust and unbiased
solution (Iles 2000) and discusses them further in his book (Iles, 2003). The basic
components of establishing an unbiased sample of any stand is as follows:


lay out a systematic grid across the stand with a plot intensity to meet your other
goals for species, size, density, volume and value criteria;



pick a prism factor suitable for sampling approximately 5-8 trees per plot;



continue on this grid after crossing outside of stand boundaries to sample trees
within the stand as observed from plots outside the boundaries;



number these plots consistently with those within the stand (except with a negative
sign to denote as external) and by the same stand inventory index number; and,



compile the plots normally in a cruise compiler that recognizes “Off-Stand” plots.

The cruise compiler tallies only the plots that fall within the stand. The trees observed in
the “Off-Stand” plots are re-distributed across the “In-Stand” plots for all cruise
compilations. This provides a robust and unbiased sample of each stand polygon without
regard to polygon shape or plot intensity.
This approach includes plots falling in roads where the map shows the road (because
these road acres have been adjusted out of the net-forested acres). Plots should be
established through non-mapped roads and landings as though they do not exist, because
these acres have not been removed. This is an important concept to remember. It is the
easiest method to handle edge effects when cruising by stand polygon. Record the plot
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number as a negative value to identify it as outside the polygon being sampled. This will
ensure that the trees are included for stocking but the plot itself does not increase the tally
of sampled plots within the stand (polygon).
Tree Measurements
It is recommended that trees should be observed beginning from the direction of travel
and proceeding in a clockwise direction around plot center. Record each tree as it is
encountered.
Dead trees should be tallied using a species-group code (Grp) of “.D”. species and Dbh
class are required as with live trees.
Use the tree species codes as found in the SPECIES table in the FPS database. Other
species may be added to that table, but do not change the labels for the species which
already exist in the SPECIES table. Changing species codes will break the link to the
Regional Species Library for all site, taper, growth and mortality parameters.
Large Trees – Direct Measurements
Contrary to common practice, editing of tree data begins before going to the field, not
after returning with measurements in hand. It is extremely worthwhile both analytically
and economically to review what constitutes good measurements. A good measurement
is one that, not only can be repeated by you at a later date with confidence; but also, one
that three other knowledgeable foresters can repeat through their own independent
observations. Be aware of the relative precision of the field instruments, which you are
using. This is especially true for estimating heights and upper-stem diameters.
Height
Heights should be sampled across the entire Dbh range of each major species. All height
measurements should be recorded as total height (not merchantable height) from root
collar to terminal bud to the nearest foot. If a height sample tree has top damage, enter a
HT code=2 so the observation will not be included in the HT:DBH regression. The
height samples may be taken on any plot in order to get a good size distribution for each
major species.
Height measurements are almost exclusively observed using some form of a hypsometer
in the Northwest. This is most efficient since our stands develop well beyond the reach
of height poles and most foresters. In thirty years most stands are 60 feet (18 meters) or
more in height in most Northwest forests. In spite of perceived differences in precision,
the clinometer, abney level, relaskop and laser instruments all rely on the steady hand of
the forester to balance a pendulum or bubble. Their only individual improvement in real
precision from the others is obtained if mounted on a tripod or staff. Artificial support of
this type is almost never used (even on permanent research plots) due to the extreme loss
of efficiency in moving through the forest. As a result, we typically can observe
individual heights within about +/- 3 percent in a sixty-foot tall tree. This also assumes
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that we have determined a sighting distance from the tree with an accuracy of about +/- 1
percent using either a tape or rangefinder.
Diameter
The recommended procedure in FPS is to tally each tree by species code and one-inch (2
cm) Dbh class for both variable and fixed area plots. Trees from 1-foot to 3-feet should
be recorded as 0-Dbh and 2-foot height (1-meter) class. Record trees, which are over 3feet tall and a Dbh less than 0.6 inches, as Dbh equal zero and height equal 5-foot (2meter). Trees greater than 0.6 inches in diameter at breast height should be tallied to the
nearest whole inch class (e.g., 2=1.6-2.5, 3=2.6-3.5, etc.). Use the same procedure with
2-centimeter classes if you’re using the metric system of measurement.
The D-tape is the most ubiquitous tool for measuring DBH. The tape is calibrated so that
diameter is read directly, rather than circumference (i.e., based on C=d*3.14159…). The
D-tape assumes the tree is circular in cross section at the point of measurement. If a tree
cross section is ‘out-of-round’, the isoperimetric principle dictates that the cross sectional
area will be smaller than that of the corresponding circle of same circumference. The Dtape diameter will thus be too large and the cross sectional area will always be
overestimated. Where “out-of-roundness” is thought to be of significance, foresters
generally use some sort of caliper to measure diameters along major and minor axes and
then calculate a mean of some sort.
Live Tree Crown Ratio
The recommended procedure for FPS is to record live crown ratio on all height-sampled
trees. Crown ratio is defined as the ratio of total height in full crown to the total height of
the tree. The ratio is usually expressed as a percent by multiplying by 100. Visually
“balance” one-sided crowns so that the live-crown base is as if all sides have crown.
Tree crown measurements attempt to quantify the size of the photosynthetic factory of a
tree. The size of a tree’s crown indicates its current productivity potential and reflects its
past competitive history.
Crown length, crown width, and crown ratio are common measurements of a tree’s live
crown. While these attributes are easily defined for ideal geometric shapes, trees rarely
(except in well maintained, pure species, even-aged plantations) exhibit ideal shapes and
the operational definitions of these attributes vary from place to place within and between
forest management organizations.
For crown length, it is defining the base of the live crown that gives measurement
problems. This problem is generally absent in even-aged undisturbed stands. The crown
base of individual trees continually adjusts to the amount of available sunlight within the
crown canopy and the base of a tree’s crown is essentially the same as the general canopy
base. However, trees growing in non-uniform spacing will exhibit unbalanced crowns
wherein live green branches on one side of the tree may extend many feet beyond where
such branches cease on the other side. In addition, gaps in the distribution of live
branches within and between whorls may arise.
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Most commonly, foresters have taken one of three main approaches to addressing this
measurement problem. First, in order to achieve objectivity and repeatability, crown base
is defined in terms of the lowest contiguous live whorl, where contiguous defines the
number of allowable missing whorls, and live whorls have to have some specified
number of live branches. In the second approach, the crown is visually “balanced” so
that gaps are filled in and the base evened out. While this approach is intuitively
appealing and quick to apply in the field, it is somewhat subjective. Both approaches,
however, are superior to the “lowest live limb” definition of crown base used in the third
approach. This definition almost certainly over estimates the length of functional live
crown.
Diameter, height, taper and crown ratio are highly correlated in undisturbed even-aged
stands. However, if past history has included some thinning or irregular mortality, then
the potential growth and survival of any given tree is due to both residual growing space
and available live crown ratio. In recently disturbed stands and all-aged stands, the
correlation between available growing space and residual crown ratio may be very low.
An overstory removal harvest, for example, will leave residual trees with lots of growing
space but very poor crown ratio potential. Measuring crown ratio provides much more
reliable growth and survival estimation in the inventory database for these types of
residual stands.
Here are some rules of thumb to follow:
a) If your dominant or crop trees are suffering from crown ratios of less than 40
percent then the stand is losing growth to mortality.
b) If your dominant or crop trees are suffering from crown ratios of less than 30
percent then the stand may not survive a single thinning as discussed earlier without
sunscald and a significant set back in height growth. Fertilizing immediately after
thinning in this type of stand may cause severe windthrow in the following few
years from top-loading crowns before root stabilization.
c) If your stand is a plantation or a stand of uniform size structure, then without at
least one thinning entry it will develop into condition (a) followed by condition (b)
prior to your anticipated final harvest age or expected size.
d) Natural stands with mixed size classes will self-thin and thus avoid condition (b)
but will lose growth as they approach condition (a).
Defect
The recommended procedure for FPS is to record defect, by thirds of total tree height, as
a percent of volume in that third for each sub-sample tree. The database is designed to
track defect by 1/3rd of total height in each tree. Percent defect is stored for the butt, mid
and top-third of each tree as defined by total height. The reason for not tracking loglength defect is that logs are only a product of a tree that changes from analysis to
analysis. That product is not directly observable and may not be consistently defined
through time or for all tree sizes or species. By applying a consistant method to all trees,
the defect may be re-allocated at any time to individual logs regardless of how log
dimensions are defined at that time.
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Taper
The recommended procedure for FPS is to conduct an independent (from standard
cruising projects) study across the forest by species where a stratified dataset is gathered
of felled-tree measurements for taper. The stratified dataset would be a two-dimensional
matrix of tree Dbh and Height combinations. This is a component of the FPS Regional
Library calibration and verification procedures.
If the cruiser decides to take taper measurements, then the procedure for obtaining the
height to a diameter outside bark (dob) of 80% of DBH is as follows:
1. Round DBH to the nearest whole inch.
2. Select a BAF (a BAF=10 works well) and look up the limiting distance for that BAF
and 80% of the DBH (or calculate).
3. Tape out the limiting distance (horizontal) to a point where you have good visibility
up the bole.
4. Sight through the Relaskop up the bole from BH until the tree bole is just covered by
the appropriate bars for the chosen BAF. Since you are already at the limiting
distance for 80% of DBH, the point on the bole must have a diameter of 80% of
DBH. The Relaskop has adjusted for slope of the viewing angle.
5. Measure and record the height to this point on the tree bole.
The taper measurements (study or cruise) are used to localize the default regional taper
profiles contained in the Species.lib file. This calibration is important since it impacts
how a tree is merchandized into logs and thus how volume is calculated.
Logs
Individual log attributes may be sampled as part of a stand cruise. Logs may be
characterized by individual length, grade and defect. The defect may be as a percent of
log volume; as a number of inches of diameter to deduct; or, as the number of feet of
length to deduct. The cruise compiler will track individual log dimensions, defect and
grade. However, if the stand is grown or re-merchandized, then this log-specific detail is
lost.
It should be noted for those that wish to cruise stands at the log-position level of detail
that defining log lengths, grades and defect by species and diameter class is highly
inconsistent and unreliable. There was greater success in cruising by log-position when it
was applied to old-growth stands with high variation in wood quality and high
differentials in log values by grade. In recent years the differential values have decreased
in magnitude and second-growth stands are less variable in wood quality than previous
stands. The benefit of log-position cruising also relies on a known market for logs, a
known harvesting system and operator, and the cruiser’s first-hand knowledge of that
market, harvesting system and operator. Use of contract cruisers, contract loggers, and
small differences in log values by grade has resulted in little added benefit by having a
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cruiser spend field time visually merchandizing each sample tree to generate a log-grade,
log-value cruise report.
Large Trees - Indirect Measurements
Height:Diameter curves
Contrary to what some may have suggested, it is most often more useful to trade
measuring every tree height on an inventory plot for establishing more plots using a
height sub-sample. Why is this true? Review your objectives for taking these
measurements in each stand. If your objective is a reliable stand volume estimate by dbhclass and/or a reliable log dib-class volume estimate for value, then a good definition of
the dbh-class frequency is critical to those estimates. The constraint is that any good
cruiser can establish twice the number of plots per day if only one-third of the heights are
to be measured. The critical decision is to tally every sample tree by both species and
dbh class. A sample of trees from the plots may then be taken for obtaining measured
tree heights. Estimated heights for all other trees on the plots may be obtained from the
Cruise Compiler internal regression estimator based on the measured height sample trees.
You then obtain a reliable height estimate for every tree while covering more of the stand
with plots for a good dbh-class frequency distribution. This becomes very important
when not all stands have been cruised and time and budget are limiting.
It should be noted that the HT:DBH relationship in a given stand will change over time as
the differential effects of competition on height growth and diameter growth are
manifested. This change is particularly evident following intermediate harvests that alter
the competitive status of remaining trees.
Large Tree Volume
Where there is significant variation in stage of stand development, site, competition, and
perhaps genetics, the taper (form) of a tree will vary for given DBH and height. Diameter
at breast height (dbh), total tree height and optionally some intermediate diameter/height
pairs are used to assess the degree of tree taper.
The internal FPS taper system has the added functionality to break the tree down into
volume by log dimension. This provides the flexibility to sort volumes into product and
value classes for additional types of reporting and analysis.
The true usefulness of the FPS taper system is brought to bear when a cruise compiler or
growth model provides for differential taper for varying dbh classes within the same
stand. A much more accurate accounting of log volume distributions and thus, value
distributions, is provided if more than one form class is allowed per stand. As every
forester has observed, there is a very large degree of form difference between a
suppressed tree and an open-grown tree within the same stand. To achieve this
capability, a taper function is a significant part of any cruise compiler or growth model.
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Taper Class at 80% of Dbh versus Form Class
The observation of relative height, (intermediate height - 4.5ft) / (total height - 4.5ft),
where outside bark diameter is eighty percent of the diameter at breast height is the most
consistent method of obtaining a third parameter in the field given the limitations of the
measuring instruments available to the forester. This is a strong statement since most
foresters, who are estimating taper in the Northwest, are using other methods. The most
common practice has been to select a sample height and estimate an associated upper
stem diameter at that point. However, as discussed earlier, quality control and editing of
data begins before going to the field. Look closely at the Figure titled “Douglas-fir
Taper” and notice that the greatest vertical difference between curves occurs at eighty
percent of dbh. Also notice that an 80-foot tall tree would have a 17-foot form class
measurement at (17-4.5)/(80-4.5) = 0.166 horizontal level of this Figure. This is
approximately the greatest horizontal difference between taper class curves anywhere on
the Figure. To distinguish between these various curves in the field would require the
precision in measurements outlined in Table 5.
Table 5. Comparison of measurement precision required to determine taper/form classes.
ht80
Taper Class ht80 (ft)
dob17
dib17 dib diff. Form Class
diff.
10%
12.1
9.2
8.2
.68
7.5
0.8
20%
19.6
10.1
9.0
.75
7.5
0.4
30%
27.1
10.6
9.4
.79
7.5
0.4
40%
34.6
11.0
9.8
.82
7.5
0.3
50%
42.1
11.3
10.1
.84
As you can readily observe, to distinguish a taper difference in a 12-inch, 80-foot tree
using the taper class method requires observing a 7.5-foot difference in height between
each class. This is feasible using a standard handheld Spiegel Relaskop. However, to
distinguish the same differences using the form class method requires observing a 0.3 to
0.8-inch difference in inside bark diameter at 17 feet up the tree bole. This is not feasible
using any standard field instrumentation available to the forester.
Some taper systems do not provide a third parameter to the user at all. Any attempt to
adjust the taper profile comes from a built-in implicit access table which depends on the
relationship between dbh and total height in the original dataset. The forester has no
access to this type of taper system to localize it (i.e., specify a third parameter). This is
not a recommended approach to follow since silvicultural history tends to change the
access table relationships even though the underlying taper model may be adequate.
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Small Trees – Direct Measurements
Every inventory sample should include measurements on small trees. Each large-tree
prism point should have a nested fixed-area plot for sampling small trees. A ‘nested plot’
implies that the small-tree plot has the same plot center as the large-tree plot. These
small trees are typically those less than 5-inches in diameter at breast height. Harvest
cruises typically do not measure these trees because they have no current economic value.
However, for growth prediction, silviculture and future value these small trees are very
important to measure. If some of the silvicultural options being considered include
natural regeneration or selection harvesting, then an inventory database without these
samples is dangerously misleading.
Height
The most reliable measurement to make on small trees less than 20-feet tall is height.
Classifying trees by one-inch diameter class alone works very well on large trees (over
20-feet tall), but tends to be too broad a classification for small trees when no height is
taken. This is due to the differentiation occurring as a result of the degree of site
preparation, brush control and pest control being applied to the forest. Trees respond
strongly in height growth and survival to the degree of competition during this initial
growth phase. Either record the observed height in feet or classify not broader than 3foot classes. This is recommended due to the high variation in observed silvicultural
growth response of small trees in research trials depending on their initial height. In
summary, always record a height on small trees and record Dbh as an option.
Total Age
Record the total age of small trees rather than breast height age for regeneration surveys.
Age at breast height is highly variable in small trees and tends to be less reliable than
total age. Include the age from seed for planted trees. The FPS field input provides a
code to distiquise total age from breast height age. Age is useful in determining the
success of early silvicultural treatments by ranking the number of years to achieve a
given height. For FPS applications the reference height is 20 feet and the micro-site
variable is the number of years a tree takes to get to that height.
It is good practice in regeneration survey plot designs to include observations of tree
Status and Damage. These classifications provide direct observations of causes and
intensity of outside factors affecting tree growth and survival. Entering this information
into the inventory database provides insight into the kind, intensity and frequency of
silvicultural treatments that may be required.
Snag Measurements
For purposes of wildlife habitat and vegetation biodiversity, many States have begun to
require the maintenance of a specified number, size and quality of standing snags in each
forest polygon. Historically, snags have not been tallied in conventional stand
inventories. As such, little information is known about the distribution of species, size,
age or decay class of standing snags. How regulating agencies determine what these
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distributions should be for any reason is beyond any statistican to validate; but, that is
another topic not to be addressed here.
For all snags be sure to record:





Species
Dbh
Height
Defect Class

A species-group label of “SN” is recorded in order to verify that this is a dead tree of no
harvestable value. As such, no merchantable volume or value is assigned by the cruise
compiler. If the natural tree top is missing, then leave the total height column blank and
record the height and top diameter to the point where the top broke off. Record this
diameter-height pair in the taper-diameter and taper-height columns of the input form.
Snags are assumed to be sampled on the fixed-area vegetation plot in the cruise design.
If the fixed-area vegetation plot area is set to zero, the snag sample is assumed to come
from the prism sample plot.
Non-Tree Vegetation
Non-tree vegetation is recorded in some inventory designs to gather information on
competing vegetation, habitat classification and wildlife forage. Non-tree vegetation is
recorded on the same input form as live trees and snags. A value of “LV” for lesser
vegetation is assigned to all non-tree samples in the species-group column. It is up to the
inventory forester designing the cruise to define the two-digit species codes for all nontree species (e.g., “SF” = sword fern, “OG” = Oregon grape, etc.).
Stocking of non-tree species is determined by an ocular estimate of the coverage of
canopy cover provided by this species over the extent of the vegetation plot area. A
typical vegetation plot would be a 20th –acre circular area (26.3 foot radius).
Down-Woody Debris
Just as with snags, there is an increased interest to specify the amount of down-woody
debris that should be available in each stand for wildlife habitat and biodiversity. Downwoody debris has only been sampled on a research basis in the past and as such little is
documented on the amount or distribution of woody debris in the forest. Sampling
statistics and methods are different for recording individual items that are not standing as
with live trees, snags and non-tree vegetation. In this regard a line-transect sample design
is most efficient. Woody debris has the tendancy to align perpendicular to topographic
contours and accumulate in creek bottoms. The line-transects are most efficient if they
run perpendicular to the alignment of the woody-debris. Therefore the standing-tree
systematic grid of plots works well to generate a sampling frame that traverses the entire
unit for down-woody debris as well.
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At each sample point, for standing trees, begin a line transect for down-woody debris.
Run the line transect in the direction of the next plot. Each segment should be a line from
66 to 100 feet in length. A segment should begin at every plot center. If there is
significant concern about the volume and distribution of down-woody debris, then the
segment should be taken as two parts at right angles to one-another. From plot center go
out to the right for a fifty-foot line transect and then proceed to the next plot center with
another fifty-foot segment. Logs that cross both segments or the same segment more
than once are recorded at each crossing as an independent sample.
Down-woody debris is identified as any woody material that meets the minimum
merchantability in the Species table and stays together as a contiguous piece if lifted off
of the ground. If the piece is smaller or sufficiently decayed that it does not stay intact as
one piece, then it is not part of the down-woody debris population. You may set any
other standard for a minimum piece that seems appropriate to your application, but just
be sure to document your standards.
Record the species, diameter, and defect (as a percent of cubic volume) for each
observation where it crosses the line transect. If the species is not known, then record
“XX” as an unknown species. Both diameter and defect are from observations at the
point of crossing.
Field recorders and field sheets
The cruiser may use a handheld recorder or field forms and pencil. In the case of
recorders, both a memory stick and printed listing of the plot and tree detail is desired in
case the thumb drive becomes unreadable after transmitting by mail or electronically.
The cruiser should attach the plot transect and plot location detail to the tree and plot
listings as they are forwarded to the forestry office for processing. The cruiser should
also audit all records at the completion of each stand to ensure that all header detail
(prism factor, date, stand number, name) has been filled in the appropriate boxes. Table 6
shows the FPS Crown and Tree Status Codes.
Table 6. FPS Crown Class and Tree Status Codes (defined in 1973 for all species)
Crown Class (1 digit)

Tree Status (1 digit)

01234567890123456789-

No Estimate
Dominant
Codominant
Intermediate
Suppressed
Understory
Overstory
Open-Grown
Brush form
Off-plot tree
Live
Cut
Dead
Ingrowth
Not Previously measured
Could not locate
Height not useable
Site & Crop Tree
Site Tree
Crop Tree
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FPS Cruise Compilation
The FPS cruise compiler is specifically designed for forest inventory maintenance and
reporting. Cruise compilation may be initiated for single stands or for unlimited numbers
of stands by using the ‘flag’ attribute in the ADMIN table. Running the cruise compiler
provides automatic batch cruise processing over multiple years in the same stand with the
most recent cruise automatically selected as reference for current status and reporting. By
using the report year (Rpt_yr) in the database tables, a new cruise may update an old
cruise by appending records; while previously grown (FPS growth model) records for this
report year will be replaced by the new cruise.
A wide variety of cruise designs are permissible. A variety of combinations of BAF
factors, fixed plot sizes, non-tree vegetation plots, snag surveys and down woody debris
transect designs may be entered into FPS in the CRUISE table. Tree tallies by species are
required on every plot while tallies by dbh class are highly recommended, but not
required. Sub-samples of total tree height, taper, age, crown ratio and defect may be
applied as needed using any random or systematic technique as long as a good
distribution of samples is gathered across the range of diameter for each major species.
Volumes and site index values are computed using the FPS Species Library. Volumes
may be computed for up to twenty log sorts by log dib and/or log length in the SORTS
table. Log Values are weighted by either gross cubic, net cubic, gross board, net board
volumes or biomass weight within each sort class
Estimating tree attributes from sub-samples
Cruise designs provide optimal sub-sampling for height, crown, age, taper and defect.
All sub-samples are expanded to all trees by regression estimation from field-sampled
trees. These regressions may be printed out from the Cruise Compiler. Estimated heights,
ages, taper, defect and crown are loaded to the DBHCLS table if no measurement is
available; otherwise, actual measured values are used in each Dbh class they represent.
Species without values default to the species with the most measurements for regression
relationships.
Height
The cruise compiler automatically senses all-aged versus even-aged height/dbh
relationship and fits non-parametric regressions to accommodate variable taper
conditions. Estimates are compiled for each species sampled in the field cruise. Height
regressions are developed first by taper profile and then over dbh to accommodate allaged stands with wide ranges in taper classes. The cruise compiler will not generate
heights if none exist from the plot data for this stand. The height estimates written to the
database are a combination of measured and regression estimates from the field sample.
The compiler fits independent relationships of total observed heights (Y axis) over Dbh
(X axis) for each species/group (species and subcomponent, such as overstory).. All
sample trees on the plots are tallied into four-inch wide classes. The height samples in
each class provide observed Dbh/(Height-4.5) ratios. The range and frequency
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distribution of ratios in each class are recorded. These details are printed out to the
Cruise.Rpt file if the height regression check box has been selected. The minimum and
maximum ratios are interpolated to un-sampled classes if no heights were field sampled
in those classes. Estimated heights are then generated for each sample tree without a
field measured height from the taper ratios in each class. However, instead of the
average taper ratio being applied the actual observed ratios are applied with the frequency
and range observed from the field-observed heights. If this stand is a plantation, the
range of the taper ratios within each class are very small or even a single ratio. If this
stand is an all-aged natural stand with frequent past thinning entries, the range of the
taper ratios within each class may be very large. This observed variability in taper is
maintained in this non-parametric height/diameter estimation compilation.
If some Species/Group identities have no heights, then they default to the regression
curve for a Group that does have heights. If other species have no heights, then they
default to the regression from the species with the most observed basal area. If only one
height measurement is available for a species then it’s Dbh/(Height-4.5) ratio is used for
all tallied trees in that species.
Defect
The defect is specified by thirds of tree height by the cruiser to allow the Cruise Compiler
to distribute the defect to the appropriate logs no matter what lengths and scaling
diameter limits are chosen when the stand may be re-merchandized for various reports
with varying reporting standards. If there is a significant grade difference within some
species in a forest stand then use the species group “Grp” code to separate out these trees
for individually reporting subtotals by these grades. Use the standard defect by thirds
procedure while using the group code for butt log grade variations. This procedure
provides direct linkage for the FPS growth model to track these trees through time.
The cruise compiler assumes that ALL height sample trees were included in the defect
sampling. Other (non-height sampled) trees may be included in the defect sample by
inserting a PLOTS.Def_Code value. Code equal “1” implies that this tree was a defect
sample tree. Thus, the average defect is computed from regressions of defect over Dbh
by species, including the height sample trees and all defect sampled trees.
Taper
If you have a field measurement of taper, then it will be used in the Cruise Compiler. If
field measurement is blank, then the FBRI Library is the default unless the same species
has other field taper measurements in a taper/dbh regression. Taper is never defaulted to
another species in the same cruise. Height, Age, and Crown ratio will default to other
sampled species in the cruise. Field taper class measurements are accepted from 5% to
55% of tree height. As a rule of thumb field taper measurements should have been
observed to be between 10%-50% of tree height (e.g., open-grown to suppressed,
respectively).
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Merchandizing
Log specifications may include cruise sampling to variable dib, length, defect, and grade.
Each species may be compiled to its own merchantability specifications, log sorts and
value classes. The Cruise Compiler determines the appropriate taper profile for
merchandizing a tree into logs. It then applies the species-specific log merchandizing
criteria loaded from the SPECIES table and the SORTS table and computes weight,
cubic, board foot volumes, biomass, and carbon content outputs. These criteria may be
the same for all species or unique to each one. The Cruise Compiler provides a unique
ability to pre-assign log values to these sorts individually based on gross cubic, net cubic,
dry weight, green weight, cords, gross board or net board volumes as defined by the
Inventory Forester in the SPECIES and SORTS tables. All values are accumulated
across sorts and optionally reported. The sorted volumes and values are loaded to the
DBHCLS, DIBCLS and STAND tables for later use by other reports in the database and
by the Harvest Scheduler.
Variable Log Length Cruising
It is also possible to compile a variable log length cruise using the Cruise Compiler.
Some cruise designs require the cruiser to merchandize trees in the woods by making
calls on such parameters as segment length, defect, and log sort/grade. This is often the
case when pre-harvest cruising or when sampling old-growth stands. In these cases the
cruiser may want to make determinations on products while the tree is still standing. A
cruiser may want to assign defect in total percent or they may want to reduce the amount
of volume in a log segment by reducing the merchantable diameter or merchantable
length.
Log segment information from a cruise is stored in the PLOGS table. The Cruise
Compiler will merchandize trees using information from this table if it is populated. The
Compiler will NOT check segments for consistency with the SPECIES and or SORTS
table. The Cruise Compiler will always compile the tree just as the cruiser called the
segments for defect. However, if the cruiser assigns Grade codes, then these codes must
match the SORTS table Grade and criteria or no value will be assigned. The figure
below demonstrates how a cruiser called segments in one tree. Tree 6 has a record in the
PLOTS table with the log information being stored here. In this case the cruiser called 4
pieces. The first piece is a 32-foot log with 5% defect. The second piece is a 4-foot
section that will be bucked out of the tree and left in the woods (100% defect). Piece 3 is
a 32-foot log that has its merchantable diameter reduced by 2 inches/centimeters. The
final piece is a 16-foot log with 30% defect.
Table 7. Example of PLOGS table parameters.
PLOGS
Std_ID
2013
2013
2013

Msmt Plot Tree Piece Length Grade Deduct Code
1998 3425
6
1
32 1.
5
0
1998 3425
6
2
4 P.
100
0
1998 3425
6
3
32 J.
1
2

2013 1998 3425

142

6

4

16 D.

30

0
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The Cruise Compiler calculates the volumes and values and loads them into the
DBHCLS, DIBCLS, STAND and STANDSRT tables for later use by other reports in the
database and by the Harvest Scheduler. When this happens, all defect classifications by
logs are converted to defect by one-thirds of tree height to be stored in the tables. This is
necessary to accommodate other merchandizing and valuation analyses where log
dimensions may be altered. The FPS Growth Model assumes that there will be changes
in the stand structure and it merchandizes the stand using the criteria specified in the
SPECIES and SORTS tables.
Clumpiness
The Cruise Compiler is also unique in its ability to compute a clumpiness index from the
sample plot variation found in the cruise. The clumpiness calculations use both the prism
and fixed plot samples from the cruise. This parameter has no effect on standing volume
estimates but plays a major role in the expected growth from this stand over the next 10
to 100 years. Clumpiness is stored in the STAND table for automatically calibrating the
FPS growth model each time the growth model is attached to this stand (polygon).
Recent analyses in Western Oregon using this clumpiness index have explained as much
as 40 percent differences in long-term projections from models without an ability to
utilize this information. With the clumpiness calculations and linkages imbedded in the
Cruise Compiler, database, and FPS Growth Model, the user receives substantial benefit
without additional data collection effort.
Running the Compiler
The following steps are taken when compiling cruises:







Use the Selection Menu to flag only the stands to be compiled.
Set the merchantability standards, sorts and log values in the SPECIES and
SORTS tables.
Set the HARVEST table logging costs and logging systems (such as “SKID”)
Set the label in the Log_Sys column of the ADMIN table to match the logging
system label in the HARVEST table.
Set the cruise design parameters in the CRUISE table.
Load the tree and plot data into the PLOTS table.

The CRUISE table and PLOTS table have now been filled in with field observations.
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The CRUISE table must have the following columns filled with data:
Column Heading
Std_ID
M_Date
Msmt_Yr
Cruiser
Baf
Baf_Dbh
Plot_Area
Veg_Area
Transect

Column Definition
Stand number which matches a stand in ADMIN for acreage and
Region values
“Month/Day/Year” of cruise (mm/dd/yyyy)
Cruise year for database year-end values (prior to June is previous
year). This will auto-fill based on the M_Date value
Four-character name or initials of cruiser
Basal Area Factor (BAF) used within this stand. Only one factor
per stand.
Minimum Dbh within which will be included in the Baf sample
Size of fixed-area plot for all trees smaller than Baf_Dbh value
where size equals 100 for a 0.01-acre plot
Size of fixed-area plot for snags and non-tree vegetation as defined
for Plot_Area (i.e., 50 for a 0.02-acre plot)
Length of line-transect for Down-Woody Debris sampling,
typically 100 feet.

Figure 76. Compiler options screen in Microsoft Windows.
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Click the “Run Cruise Compiler” menu item in Figure 76 to bring up the dialog in
Figure 77.

Figure 77. Display of Cruise Compiler options.
Check any box of interest. All results will be written to the database in any regard.
Checking “Regr -> PLOTS” causes the compiler regression estimates to be written back
to the PLOTS table for observation of the predicted values by tree. These are ignored at
the next cruise compilation because they are temporary. Select this option and then view
the PLOTS table for the flagged stands.
Viewing and Interpreting the Cruise Report
To view the cruise report, click on the menu item under the Compiler tab. This file is
labeled “Cruise.Rpt” and will be found in the default “C:\Fp7\Data” folder. “Cruise.Rpt.”
may be incorporated into any other word processing document or sent directly to a
printer. The “Cruise Rpt.” provides outputs which display:






the input records from the CRUISE and PLOTS tables (Table 10),
results of regressions for height, defect, age, crown and taper sub-samples on Dbh
(Table 11),
stand and stock tables (Table 13),
plot level summaries (Table 14); and
statistics describing the sample variation for this stand (polygon) (Table 15).
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Since a measurement year is defined in the CRUISE and PLOTS tables, the compiled
stand tables and volumes will be loaded to the STAND and DBHCLS tables with a report
year (Rpt_yr) set to the measurement year. Records for other report years in the database
will stay intact unless they are later years from this cruise year. Records for years later
than the cruise year for this stand will be deleted from all tables. When new records are
added they will be appended to the database tables correctly referenced by year which is
identified in the CRUISE table. The measurement year in the ADMIN table will be
updated to the year for this new cruise compilation.
The cruise report can only be viewed after cruises have been compiled. Although data
may be entered into the database, there is nothing linking the data to the reports until the
cruise compiler is executed.
Table 8. The full list of Cruise Compiler codes are listed here:
Input Tree List: ==========================
Plot Tree SpCp Dbh
#
Ht
dob-ht
Age
Crn
Errors
Measurement codes:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
Where:
(a) 0 = estimated total height
1 = measured total height
2 = measured total height, not for regression
3 = field height with ht_code = 0
4 = field estimated merchantable height
(b) 0 = estimated taper dob/height pair
1 = measured taper height
2 = measured taper height, not for regression
3 = field taper with tap_code = 0
4 = field estimated merchantable height (not taper)
5 = height to broken or forked top
(c) 0 = estimated breast height age
1 = measured breast height age
2 = measured total tree age
3 = measured tree age at 10-meter height (site method)
4 = field age with age_code = 0
(d) 0 = estimated crown ratio and defect
1 = measured crown ratio
2 = measured crown ratio, not for regression
(e) 0 = estimated bole defect
1 = measured bole defect
2 = measured bole defect, not for regression
3 = field observed defect with def_code = 0
4 = log-position defect in PLOGS table
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Tree Vigor Index (conifer needle retention basis):
1 = one year live foliage
(extremely stressed)
2 = two years live foliage
(moderate stress)
--> 3 = three years live foliage (default expectation)
4 = four years live foliage (vigorous health)
5 = five years live foliage (very healthy condition)
Stress = Sum( Competition, Moisture, Soil, Disease, Insects)
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Table 9. The full list of Species Grp codes and non-tree codes are listed here:
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Species codes (reserved):
GX = grass (non-tree) unknown Species with Grp = LV
BX = brush (non-tree) unknown Species with Grp = LV
WX = woody (sub-tree) unknown Species with Grp = LV
XX = unknown or missing tree species (empty plot, snags, logs)
Species Group codes (reserved), must include a Species code:
.. = live tree (default)
.D = dead tree
.C = cut tree
.I = ingrowth tree
.P = planted tree
.S = stump-sprout tree
DD = dead and down tree with Species code
SN = snag tree (standing) with Species code
RT = reserved tree (no volume or value unless harvested)
Also Group codes (by non-tree species):
LV = lesser-vegetation with known Species code
FB = forbs (non-tree) with known Species code
GR = grass (non-tree) with known Species code
SH = shrub (non-tree) with known Species code
Also Group codes (by tree species):
G0 = cloned species selected seed (in FPS Species Library)
G1 = one-half sibling genetic improved (in FPS Library)
G2 = full sibling genetic improved seed (in FPS Library)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Cruiser-called Log Segment Deductions & Grade:
Defect may be allocated by log position and segment length
PLOGS table Code = 0 for % volume deduction
Code = 1 for diameter deduction
Code = 2 for length deduction
Grades may be assigned IF they exist in SORTS table
If Cruiser-called Grade <> SORTS table, then it will be ignored!
All log-position defect is converted to 1/3rd tree height segments

The following example outputs are for the cruised stand #2437. To view the cruise report
for only one stand, go to Select→Select One Stand on the main menu. The Stand number
2437 was supplied to the popup window when requested. This caused the Admin.Flag
column to be set to zero for all stands except 2437. Now when the Cruise Compiler is
executed, only this stand will be included. Even if only one stand is selected, there could
be multiple cruises still in the database from previous years. For this reason, the Cruise
Compiler by default will compile the oldest cruise first followed chronologically to the
most recent cruise. The most recent cruise becomes the reference cruise in the ADMIN
table.
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Table 10. Cruise data from Stand #2437 (first 9 out of 27 plots)
=======================================================================
Stand #:
2437
Acres:
103.0
Region: 12
Yr: 2011
BAF: 36.0
min DBH: 5.0
Fixed: 100.0
Total height (ft)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------Plot Tree SpCp Dbh
#
Ht(a) dob-ht (b)Age(c)Crn Vg
Tpa
Butt/ Mid/ Top
1
8 DF.. 5.0 1.0
0.0-0 0.0 0.0-0
0-00.00 0 ( 264.0)
1
7 WH.. 11.0 1.0
0.0-0 0.0 0.0-0
0-00.00 0 ( 54.5)
1
6 WH.. 15.0 1.0 117.0-1 0.0 0.0-0
0-00.32 3 ( 29.3)
0%/ 0%/ 0%
1
5 DF.. 14.0 1.0 87.0-1 0.0 0.0-0
0-00.34 3 ( 33.7) 41%/ 11%/ 0%
1
4 WH.. 11.0 1.0
0.0-0 0.0 0.0-0
0-00.00 0 ( 54.5)
1
3 DF.. 13.0 1.0 77.0-1 0.0 0.0-0
0-00.32 3 ( 39.1)
5%/ 0%/ 0%
1
2 WH.. 24.0 1.0 124.0-1 0.0 36.0-1
0-00.40 3 ( 11.5) 26%/ 0%/ 0%
1
1 DF.. 13.0 1.0 79.0-1 0.0 0.0-0
0-00.36 3 ( 39.1) 15%/ 54%/ 0%
2
6 WH.. 27.0 1.0
0.0-0 0.0 0.0-0
0-00.00 0 (
9.1)
2
5 DF.. 17.0 1.0 89.0-1 0.0 33.0-1
0-00.41 3 ( 22.8) 62%/ 30%/ 5%
2
4 WH.. 26.0 1.0
0.0-0 0.0 0.0-0
0-00.00 0 (
9.8)
2
3 DF.. 15.0 1.0 85.0-1 0.0 35.0-1 67-10.40 3 ( 29.3) 65%/ 21%/ 0%
2
2 WH.. 28.0 1.0
0.0-0 0.0 0.0-0
0-00.00 0 (
8.4)
2
1 DF.. 9.0 1.0
0.0-0 0.0 0.0-0
0-00.50 3 ( 81.5)
3
6 WH.. 23.0 1.0
0.0-0 0.0 0.0-0
0-00.00 0 ( 12.5)
3
5 WH.. 28.0 1.0
0.0-0 0.0 0.0-0
0-00.00 0 (
8.4)
3
4 WH.. 20.0 1.0
0.0-0 0.0 0.0-0
0-00.00 0 ( 16.5)
3
3 DF.. 7.0 1.0
0.0-0 0.0 0.0-0
0-00.00 0 ( 134.7)
3
2 WH.. 28.0 1.0 128.0-1 0.0 38.0-1
0-00.46 3 (
8.4)
0%/ 0%/ 0%
3
1 DF.. 14.0 1.0
0.0-0 0.0 0.0-0
0-00.00 0 ( 33.7)
4
7 WH.. 19.0 1.0 117.0-1 0.0 32.0-1 59-10.45 3 ( 18.3) 15%/ 0%/ 0%
4
6 DF.. 10.0 1.0
0.0-0 0.0 0.0-0
0-00.00 0 ( 66.0)
4
5 WH.. 18.0 1.0 122.0-1 0.0 0.0-0
0-00.41 3 ( 20.4)
0%/ 0%/ 0%
4
4 WH.. 14.0 1.0
0.0-0 0.0 0.0-0
0-00.00 0 ( 33.7)
4
3 DF.. 16.0 1.0
0.0-0 0.0 0.0-0
0-00.00 0 ( 25.8)
4
2 WH.. 16.0 1.0
0.0-0 0.0 0.0-0
0-00.00 0 ( 25.8)
4
1 DF.. 11.0 1.0 71.0-1 0.0 0.0-0 63-10.42 3 ( 54.5)
0%/ 0%/ 0%
5
6 DF.. 8.0 1.0 68.0-1 0.0 0.0-0
0-00.30 3 ( 103.1)
0%/ 0%/ 0%
5
5 DF.. 13.0 1.0 72.0-1 0.0 31.0-1
0-00.37 3 ( 39.1)
0%/ 0%/ 0%
5
4 WH.. 28.0 1.0 130.0-1 0.0 41.0-1
0-00.41 3 (
8.4)
0%/ 0%/ 15%
5
3 DF.. 11.0 1.0
0.0-0 0.0 0.0-0
0-00.30 3 ( 54.5)
5
2 DF.. 17.0 1.0 91.0-1 0.0 35.0-1 66-10.38 3 ( 22.8) 35%/ 12%/ 10%
5
1 WH.. 25.0 1.0
0.0-0 0.0 0.0-0
0-00.00 0 ( 10.6)
6
6 WH.. 26.0 1.0 121.0-1 0.0 31.0-1 70-10.44 3 (
9.8)
0%/ 0%/ 0%
6
5 DF.. 12.0 1.0
0.0-0 0.0 0.0-0
0-00.00 0 ( 45.8)
6
4 WH.. 28.0 1.0
0.0-0 0.0 0.0-0
0-00.00 0 (
8.4)
6
3 DF.. 9.0 1.0
0.0-0 0.0 0.0-0
0-00.00 0 ( 81.5)
6
2 WH.. 18.0 1.0
0.0-0 0.0 0.0-0
0-00.00 0 ( 20.4)
6
1 WH.. 18.0 1.0
0.0-0 0.0 0.0-0
0-00.00 0 ( 20.4)
7
8 DF.. 1.0 1.0
0.0-0 0.0 0.0-0
0-00.00 0 ( 100.0)
7
7 DF.. 3.0 2.0
0.0-0 0.0 0.0-0
0-00.00 0 ( 200.0)
7
6 DF.. 5.0 1.0
0.0-0 0.0 0.0-0
0-00.00 0 ( 264.0)
7
5 WH.. 18.0 1.0
0.0-0 0.0 0.0-0
0-00.00 0 ( 20.4)
7
4 DF.. 14.0 1.0
0.0-0 0.0 0.0-0
0-00.00 0 ( 33.7)
7
3 WH.. 29.0 1.0 121.0-1 0.0 35.0-1
0-00.51 3 (
7.8)
0%/ 0%/ 0%
7
2 WH.. 31.0 1.0
0.0-0 0.0 0.0-0
0-00.00 0 (
6.9)
7
1 DF.. 10.0 1.0
0.0-0 0.0 0.0-0
0-00.00 0 ( 66.0)
8
5 DF.. 11.0 1.0 72.0-1 0.0 0.0-0 62-10.39 3 ( 54.5)
0%/ 0%/ 0%
8
4 WH.. 23.0 1.0
0.0-0 0.0 0.0-0
0-00.00 0 ( 12.5)
8
3 WH.. 32.0 1.0
0.0-0 0.0 0.0-0
0-00.00 0 (
6.4)
8
2 DF.. 7.0 1.0
0.0-0 0.0 0.0-0
0-00.00 0 ( 134.7)
8
1 WH.. 27.0 1.0
0.0-0 0.0 0.0-0
0-00.00 0 (
9.1)
9
7 DF.. 13.0 1.0
0.0-0 0.0 0.0-0
0-00.00 0 ( 39.1)
9
6 WH.. 20.0 1.0
0.0-0 0.0 0.0-0
0-00.00 0 ( 16.5)
9
5 WH.. 14.0 1.0 111.0-1 0.0 0.0-0 58-10.28 3 ( 33.7)
0%/ 0%/ 0%
9
4 DF.. 5.0 1.0
0.0-0 0.0 0.0-0
0-00.00 0 ( 264.0)
9
3 WH.. 17.0 1.0 121.0-1 0.0 43.0-1
0-00.38 3 ( 22.8)
0%/ 0%/ 0%
9
2 DF.. 14.0 1.0
0.0-0 0.0 0.0-0
0-00.00 0 ( 33.7)
9
1 DF.. 10.0 1.0
0.0-0 0.0 0.0-0
0-00.00 0 ( 66.0)
*** It is a good idea to verify in the reports that there are no data entry errors in your cruised data
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Table 11. Height estimation by species for Stand #2437
========================================================================
Stand#:
2437 Year: 2011 Species: DF.. Height sample tally
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Dbh\ ..... Dbh / (Height - 1.37) (cm/m) ..........
0.67 1.00 1.33 1.67 2.00 2.33 2.67 3.00
---------------------------------------------Dbh\ ..... Dbh / (Height - 4.5)...(in/ft) .........
Sp Size\ 0.08 0.12 0.16 0.20 0.24 0.28 0.32 0.36 Count
-- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----#Obs:DF..
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
#Obs:DF..
2
0
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
5
#Obs:DF..
3
0
3
8
0
0
0
0
0
11
#Obs:DF..
4
0
0
4
3
0
0
0
0
7
#Obs:DF..
5
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
2
----------------------------------------------------------DoH:DF..
1
DoH:DF..
2
1.05
DoH:DF..
3
1.13 1.32
DoH:DF..
4
1.44 1.57
DoH:DF..
5
1.66
----------------------------------------------------------%Cnt:DF..
1
7
%Cnt:DF..
2
100%
10
%Cnt:DF..
3
27%
73%
15
%Cnt:DF..
4
57%
43%
6
========================================================================
Stand#:
2437 Year: 2011 Species: WH.. Height sample tally
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Dbh\ ..... Dbh / (Height - 1.37) (cm/m) ..........
0.67 1.00 1.33 1.67 2.00 2.33 2.67 3.00
---------------------------------------------Dbh\ ..... Dbh / (Height - 4.5)...(in/ft) .........
Sp Size\ 0.08 0.12 0.16 0.20 0.24 0.28 0.32 0.36 Count
-- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----#Obs:WH..
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
#Obs:WH..
2
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
#Obs:WH..
3
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
#Obs:WH..
4
0
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
#Obs:WH..
5
0
0
9
0
0
0
0
0
9
#Obs:WH..
6
0
0
1
7
0
0
0
0
8
#Obs:WH..
7
0
0
0
3
5
0
0
0
8
#Obs:WH..
8
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
2
----------------------------------------------------------DoH:WH..
1
1.72
DoH:WH..
2
1.34
DoH:WH..
3
0.99
DoH:WH..
4
1.12
DoH:WH..
5
1.37
DoH:WH..
6
1.45 1.63
DoH:WH..
7
1.80 1.87
DoH:WH..
8
2.01
----------------------------------------------------------%Cnt:WH..
3
100%
3
%Cnt:WH..
4
100%
7
%Cnt:WH..
5
100%
17
%Cnt:WH..
6
13%
88%
18
%Cnt:WH..
7
38%
63%
10
%Cnt:WH..
8
100%
3

Table 11 is an example of the graphical output from cruise compilation. The important
thing to understand during this stage is that the class averages are used to estimate
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missing values of tree height, crown, defect, taper, and age. The diameter classes are
defined in 4-inch wide levels which are displayed as Dbh/Size in the previous figure on
the y-axis. The observed Dbh and Height are assigned to taper classes which are
Dbh/(Height-4.5). Taper classes are distributed on the x-axis in both inches/foot and
centimeters/meter.
Table 12. Display of 4-inch diameter class breakdowns in Cruise Compiler.
FPS Non-parametric orthogonal sample distribution display
optimized for variable stand structures (size, density, age)
To maintain structure, no smoothing regressions were applied.
Size Class stratification for sub-sampled parameters:
1 = 0 - 4 inches dbh (within species)
2 = 4 - 8 inches dbh ( 10 - 20 cm)
3 = 8 - 12 inches dbh ( 20 - 30 cm)
4 = 12 - 16 inches dbh ( 30 - 40 cm)
5 = 16 - 20 inches dbh ( 40 - 50 cm)
6 = 20 - 24 inches dbh ( 50 - 60 cm)
7 = 24 - 28 inches dbh ( 60 - 71 cm)
8 = 28 - 32 inches dbh ( 71 - 81 cm)
9 = 32 - 36 inches dbh ( 81 - 91 cm)
10 = 36 - 40 inches dbh ( 91 - 101 cm)
11 = 40 - 44 inches dbh (101 - 111 cm)
12 = 44 - 48 inches dbh (111 - 121 cm)
13 = 48 - 52 inches dbh (121 - 132 cm)
14 = 52 - 56 inches dbh (132 - 142 cm)
15 = 56 - 60 inches dbh (142 - 152 cm)
16 = 60 - 64 inches dbh (152 - 162 cm) plus
Dbh Class = Size, Dbh/Height ratio = Taper Class
DoH = Actual sampled Dbh/(Height-4.5) ratios in cm/m

The row “#Obs:DF..” displays the number of height observations in this diameter class
by eight taper classes. The Count column at the right end is the total number of height
sampled trees in this diameter class.
The row “DoH:DF..” displays the average observed taper (as cm/m) observed from the
height sample trees in this diameter class and taper class.
The row “%Cnt:DF..” displays the percentage distribution of height sample trees within
this diameter class across the range of taper classes in this row. The Count at the right
end is the number of trees tallied in the cruise by species and diameter, but with no
height. Heights will be assigned to these tally trees based on the percentage distribution
in this row for all taper classes.
This example cruise output is from a natural-origin, even-aged stand. Both Douglas-fir
and western hemlock are displayed. Note in the western hemlock that there are some
very thrify small trees in the understory which is not expected in a traditional
height/diameter regression estimation of un-sampled heights. These are identified as
thrifty because of the large diameter to height ratio. This taper dimension only occurs if
these trees have a realtively full crown. Had a traditional height/diameter regression been
applied to this cruise, then these small diameter trees would have been assigned different
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heights. Based on all research field trials in all species, trees with lower diameter/height
ratios have a significantly less growth capacity, especially when released from overstory
competition by thinning. These small hemlock trees will have a different growth
dynamic in future growth projections of this stand as a result of maintaining these
observed differences in taper ratios.
Table 13. Cruise report by species for Stand #2437.
==============================================================================
Western Washington Library - 2
FPS 7.0 Puget Database
CRUISE REPORT Std:
2437
Msmt Yr: 2011 by FBRI
==============================================================================
Site
Dbh
Basl Total
Tap ....Cubic Volume.... Scribner Bdf Log
Age Sp..
#Trees Area
Ht %Cr Cls
Stem Merch
Net Merch
Net dib
--- ---- --- ------ ---- ----- --- --- ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ --** values / acre **
1
3.7
0
11 43 26
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
7.4
0
18 43 26
1
0
0
0
0
0
3
14.8
1
25 43 26
6
0
0
0
0
0
4
18.5
2
33 43 26
18
0
0
0
0
0
5
29.3
4
41 34 29
52
0
0
0
0
0
6
13.6
3
48 34 29
39
0
0
0
0
0
7
5.0
1
63 23 33
24
0
0
0
0
0
7
15.0
4
53 34 29
65
0
0
0
0
0
8
15.3
5
67 30 32
105
0
0
0
0
0
8
7.6
3
57 34 29
45
0
0
0
0
0
9
24.1
11
71 31 32
222
0
0
0
0
0
9
3.0
1
66 35 29
26
0
0
0
0
0
10
14.7
8
79 22 32
240
200
200
1026
1026
8
10
7.3
4
69 37 29
101
80
80
366
366
8
11
4.0
3
83 22 32
84
74
74
363
363
9
11
8.1
5
71 39 29
143
123
123
565
565
9
12
3.4
3
84 22 31
86
77
77
305
305
9
13
1.4
1
86 32 31
43
39
39
188
188
10
13
4.3
4
79 34 43
139
130
106
694
567
10
13
1.4
1
72 37 39
40
38
38
173
173
10
14
5.0
5
89 32 30
179
166
166
848
848
11
14
1.2
1
87 34 29
43
40
27
212
140
11
14
1.2
1
80 35 39
45
42
35
199
161
11
15
1.1
1
85 40 38
47
44
22
217
99
11
16
1.0
1
94 32 29
46
43
43
200
200
12
17
1.7
3
90 39 34
95
90
54
422
245
13
82
61 DF..
8 213.4
77
80
1948
1191
1089
5784
5253
7
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------3
3.7
0
19 39 26
1
0
0
0
0
0
7
5.0
1
48 39 29
21
0
0
0
0
0
11
6.1
4
97 22 34
165
147
139
787
748
9
12
1.7
1
97 22 34
55
50
47
254
241
9
13
4.3
4
101 33 33
170
154
147
824
783
10
14
5.0
5
111 28 32
246
231
220
1147
1090
11
15
2.2
3
115 33 32
126
120
114
651
619
11
16
1.9
3
118 32 31
128
122
116
649
616
12
17
4.2
7
121 38 33
337
324
308
1818
1727
13
18
6.0
11
120 43 30
513
493
468
2535
2408
13
19
3.4
7
119 44 26
304
292
264
1591
1435
14
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==============================================================================
Western Washington Library - 2
FPS 7.0 Puget Database
CRUISE REPORT Std:
2437
Msmt Yr: 2011 by FBRI
==============================================================================
Site
Dbh
Basl Total
Tap ....Cubic Volume.... Scribner Bdf Log
Age Sp..
#Trees Area
Ht %Cr Cls
Stem Merch
Net Merch
Net dib
--- ---- --- ------ ---- ----- --- --- ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ --** values / acre **
20
4.9
11
119 33 31
519
502
464
2737
2522
15
21
1.0
2
125 35 33
121
117
111
640
608
15
21
4.0
10
117 35 29
452
437
415
2371
2252
15
22
0.1
0
130 35 33
18
17
16
98
93
16
22
0.9
2
117 38 28
106
103
98
539
512
16
23
0.3
1
131 35 33
54
53
50
322
306
17
23
3.4
10
124 37 28
466
450
415
2412
2237
17
24
0.2
1
130 35 33
36
35
33
210
199
17
24
2.8
9
123 41 27
409
395
357
2289
2050
17
25
0.1
1
120 43 24
22
21
20
120
114
18
25
0.2
1
118 43 25
36
35
34
198
188
18
26
1.0
4
125 44 24
169
163
141
914
796
19
26
1.2
4
120 44 23
187
182
173
963
915
19
27
0.7
3
129 41 25
137
133
119
769
681
20
27
1.0
4
125 41 24
178
171
163
964
915
20
28
0.5
2
132 43 24
98
95
90
551
524
20
28
1.4
6
129 44 28
303
296
281
1711
1625
20
29
0.6
3
125 50 26
127
124
94
715
543
21
30
0.3
1
129 50 26
65
64
60
388
369
22
31
0.3
1
133 50 26
67
66
62
404
384
22
32
0.2
1
137 50 26
69
68
64
429
408
23
38
0.2
1
177 25 25
87
85
81
568
540
27
105
64 WH.. 18
68.7 123
122
5808
5560
5180 30583 28461
13
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------All Species...
105
0
11.4
282 200
7757
6752
6269 36368 33715
12
Merch: 13.5
190 191
Type: WHDF
Crown Comp Factor: 246
Rel Dens: 59
Clumpiness:0.937
StpHt: 1.0 Log Lgth: 32.0 (Min 8.0) Min Dbh: 7.0 Min Dib: 6.0 Defect:0.05
==============================================================================
Total Net Scribner BdFt:
103.0 Acres x 33715. BdFt/Ac =
3473918. NetBdFt
==============================================================================
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Table 14. Cruise Summary by Plot for Stand #2437.
Stand#:
2437, Summary by Plot:
==============================================================================
Plot Dbh
Basl Total
Tap ....Cubic Volume.... Scribner Bdf
#
#Trees Area
Ht %Cr Cls
Stem Merch
Net Merch
Net CCF
--- ---- --- ------ ---- ----- --- --- ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ --** values / acre **
1 10 525.7 288
9496
8266
7674 40693 37724 404
2 16 160.9 216
9637
8389
7789 48064 44557 234
3 14 214.2 216
9164
7977
7407 44743 41479 236
4 14 244.5 252
9127
7945
7377 41216 38209 325
5 13 238.6 216
8257
7187
6673 38371 35572 264
6 15 186.3 216
8534
7428
6897 40316 37375 250
7
8 698.8 226
8091
7042
6539 36786 34102 328
8 12 217.2 180
8031
6990
6490 40052 37130 202
9 10 475.8 252
8474
7376
6849 36788 34104 364
10
8 784.9 283
9592
8349
7752 41955 38894 428
11
7 554.8 157
5009
4360
4048 21293 19740 256
12 13 248.9 216
8144
7089
6582 37576 34835 249
13 10 392.7 226
8359
7276
6755 38525 35714 291
14 19 104.4 216
9901
8618
8002 49913 46271 174
15 18
96.6 180
7956
6925
6430 39526 36642 164
16 26
19.5
72
3805
3312
3075 20185 18713
53
17 19 111.2 216
9548
8311
7716 47433 43972 229
18 18
80.3 144
6215
5410
5023 30570 28339 151
19 12 183.9 144
5930
5161
4792 28565 26481 174
20
8 305.3 117
4420
3847
3572 20605 19101 172
21 22
26.3
72
3475
3025
2808 17867 16563
63
22 23
62.7 180
9142
7958
7388 47852 44361 139
23
9 446.7 216
6538
5691
5284 25935 24043 340
24 12 211.5 180
7078
6161
5720 33360 30926 205
25 11 356.0 252
8189
7128
6618 34627 32100 332
26 12 283.3 216
7551
6572
6102 33413 30975 267
27 11 384.7 252
9766
8501
7893 45700 42366 340
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Figure 78. Visualization of Stand #2437 from cruise compiled data.
Visualizations are not necessary, but sometimes they are helpful in illustrating instances
when species differ by size class; and stand density and stand structure are illustrated
(Figure 78).
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Table 15. Summary cruise statistics for Stand #2437
================================================================
FPS 7.0 Puget Database
Forest Biometrics Cruise
STATISTICS TABLE
Stand:
2437
2011
Legal 21-22_N-08_E (WA)
Cruiser: FBRI
==[2014-02-22]==[09:57:34]======================================
CRUISE DESIGN:
Dbh threshold

36.00 Basal Area Factor
5.0 <----------------------1/ 100.0 Ac Fixed Plot
( 11.8-foot radius)

103.0 acres in stand with 27 plots, for
3.8 acres/plot
---------------------------------------------------------------TREE DISTRIBUTION PATTERN:
Component
Crown Competition Factor
Vegetation Pattern Index
Clumpiness Pattern Index

Mean
246
0.937

Std Error
% Std Err
18
7
(-1 to 1)

CRUISE PRECISION:
Component
---------

Mean
--------

%Std Dev
--------

Std Err
--------

%SE
--------

# of Trees / Acre

282.1

70

38.2

14

Basal Area / Acre

200.

27

11.

5

Basal Area / Tree

1.77

36

0.05

3

CuVol/Basal Area ratio

54.

24

2.

5

Total Cuft Volume/Acre
Plot Variance only

7757.
7757.

59
24

366.
358.

5
5

Merch Bdft Volume/Acre
Plot Variance only

36368.
36368.

71
25

2055.
1754.

6
5

---------------------------------------------------------------Default Stmp Ht. 1.0
Log Lgth 32.0
Min DIB 6.0
Min DBH 7.0
---------------------------------------------------------------CONFIDENCE STATEMENT:
Gross board volume range (
Total cubic volume range (

34.1 to
73.0 to

38.6)*1000
82.2)*100

Any careful cruise should fall within this same range
at least 4 out of 5 times...
To attempt further sampling error reduction, increase
the number of count-only plots within the stand.
Units:

Total = Total stem volume (inc top & stp).
Gross = Merch stem volume (min dib & dbh).

Total vs Merch %S.E. differences are due to the Merch diameter thresholds in the
SPECIES table. The important parameters in Figure 4e is the cruise design, intensity, and
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precision. The Clumpiness Index is computed from the mean and variance of Crown
Competiton Factor (CCF) computed for each individual plot and displayed in the last
column of the Cruise by Plots output report. This index is then written to the STAND
table. Crown Competition Factor is used a the reference measure of density instead of
basal area, Stand Density Index or Relative Density Index because it alone includes the
effect of zero-diameter trees in its computation of density levels.
Site Index calculation
If site trees are collected during the cruise and their heights and ages entered in the
PLOTS table with a Status code = 8, the FPS compiler will calculate a site index (BH age
50 year basis) for each tree using site curves appropriate for the species and region. The
individual tree SI values are then converted to the reference species (first species in the
Species.lib file for a region) and the average calculated. This average SI and the reference
species are then entered in the ADMIN table in the Site_Ind and Site_Spp columns,
respectively. If designated site trees are not identified, but some ages are recorded, FPS
will use measured heights of dominant trees along with the age data to estimate a site
value to place in the ADMIN table, column Site_Ind.
Recognize that this site index from the Cruise Compiler is for reference only in the
ADMIN table. Only the ADMIN table, column Site_Phy is used to grow each stand.
The Cruise Compiler does not update the Site_Phy column. The Site_Phy column is
annually updated from the SiteGrid GIS layer. Since macro-site is understood to be a
constant value for a given point on the ground, then the Cruise Compiler should not be
modifying that parameter (which it does not). As mentioned in the SiteGrid development
discussion, the levels of site growth capacity may have been developed from traditional
height/age datasets, regional site models or localized felled-tree studies.
Merchantability Specifications
Prior to compiling any cruises, growing stands or re-merchandizing stands the SPECIES
and SORTS table should be reviewed to verify that the merchantability standards are
correct. The tables are set up with one row per species. You may edit any value by
directly moving the cursor to that cell and making changes. The changes are effective
immediately in these tables, but the stands must be re-merchandized, compiled or grown
to invoke the changes in the DBHCLS, DIBCLS, STAND and STANDSRT tables.
All computations for volume and value are based on these tables regardless of whether
you select the Cruise Compiler, Expander, Growth Model, Harvest Scheduler or Remerchandiser. Volumes are provided from the FPS Regional Species Library series of
taper profiles in conjunction with the SPECIES and SORTS tables parameters.
Scaling practices
Volumes are compiled by all components (cruise compiler, growth model, remerchandizer, cruise expansion, harvest scheduler) using a standard set of taper profiles
unique to each species in each region. The taper profiles provide diameter inside and
outside bark at any position up the tree from ground to tip. The specifications for stump
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height, nominal length of logs, minimum acceptable log length, minimum acceptable
scaling diameter inside bark and minimum acceptable tree Dbh are defined in the
SPECIES table for each species.
A code for selection of Scaling Rule is specified in the SPECIES table under the column,
“Rule”. There is a choice of (1) or (3) for short log; or a choice of (2) or (4) for long log
scaling practices. These are defined as follows:
Short Log
Scaled by U.S.D.A. Forest Service scaling practices in 20-foot multiples or less. If a log
piece is greater than 20 feet in length then it is divided (for computations only) into
nearly equal lengths not exceeding 20 feet each. The small-end diameter and length are
used to look up the amount of Scribner board-foot volume found in a cylinder of this
diameter and length. The small-end diameter is always rounded to the nearest whole 1inch class. The scaling segments are divided in 2-foot increments with the longer
segment always from the butt end of the piece. For example, a 30-foot piece is divided
into an upper 14-foot segment and a lower 16-foot segment. The upper small-end
diameter may be 6.8 inches while the lower small-end diameter may be 9.3 inches.
Volume is determined from the rounded small-end diameter of each segment (6.8 = 7”
and 9.3 = 9”) and its length (14’ and 16’). These segment volumes are then added
together to become the volume estimate for the whole 30-foot piece. This method is
commonly used in the Intermountain Northwest.
Long Log
Columbia River Log Scaling Bureau rules do not divide a log into segments for
computation of volumes. The entire piece is treated as though it were a cylinder of equal
diameter to the diameter observed at the small-end. The small-end diameter is always
truncated to the next lower whole 1-inch class. For example, the 30-foot log described
earlier with a small-end diameter of 6.8 inches would be scaled as 6 inches and 30 feet
long. This results in significantly less board foot volume that the short log method. This
method is commonly used in the coast region of Washington and Oregon.
Always be sure that you know how previous volumes were computed when making
comparisions of current cruises or inventory with past harvest volumes, inventories or
cruises by other agencies or companies.
To further confound the definition of merchantable volume, be sure to confirm whether
the minimum log length applies to any log up a tree including the butt log. Some cruisers
and inventory foresters prefer to have an additional threshold constraint that specifies that
each tree must have at least one full-length log as the butt log before it is included in the
stand volume summaries. This substantially reduces the total volume computed for a
stand especially if the stand has an average tree size that only contains one or two logs
per tree. The table SPECIES contains a column, “RULE”, that sets the method applied
for both the minimum log per tree and the scaling method. Place a value of 1 to 4 in each
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row for each species in the table. This will set the standard for all FPS computations.
The codes are:
Minimum-Length Butt Log
Full-length Butt Log

Short Log Rule
1
3

Long Log Rule
2
4

SORTS Table
Forest managers find that they can take full advantage of market conditions if they are
able to manufacture logs into a wide array of sorts and grades. Often, these different
products have differential values by dimension, log quality, amount of defect and log
position within the tree. Market conditions are also demanding that the same tree be
merchandized into different products that are valued on different basis. For instance a
tree may contain 3 saw logs valued on net board feet, but the top wood may be sold by
the green weight ton for pulp wood or chip-n-saw. In order to handle these situations the
merchandizer can be set up to handle an unlimited number of sorts by species with the
criteria being set up in the SORTS table.
When logs are merchandized they are given a 2-digit alpha/numeric code which is written
out in the “Grade” field of the DIBCLS table and the “Sort” field in the STANDSRT
table. The user can define any unique two-character combination for each record in the
SORTS table to identify the log sort.
The figure below demonstrates an example of a SORTS table. In this example Douglas
fir is being merchandized into seven separate products. Notice that each has a unique
Grade label. The field called “Label” is simply a text string description that is useful
when reporting. The “Rpt_Grp” field is also used only for reporting. It offers the user a
way to group certain sorts together when reporting. In this case Red Sort and Japan sort
have the same “Rpt_Grp”. They also have the same value. The author of this table
grouped these two products together for reporting purposes because even though they
have different dimensions, their value to the land owner is the same. It may be that the
market will shift giving the larger dimension Red Sort a premium. If this were to happen
the forester could change the Japan sort value. This alone will cause new cruise
compilations, re-merchandizing and growth updates to invoke the updated sorts ranking.
The FPS merchandizer will always seek the combination which returns the highest value
per log. It does not optimize the whole tree by changing log bucking rules, but it does
optimize (based on value) the best sort for each log. In the SORTS table the “Flag”
column stores the basis for valuation. Flag codes are:
1 = Value per 100 cubic feet in gross volume
2 = Value per 100 cubic feet in net volume (after reduction for defect and breakage)
3 = Value per 1000 board feet in gross volume
4 = Value per 1000 board feet in net volume (after reduction for defect and breakage)
5 = Value per ton of green wood volume
6 = Value per ton of bone dry wood volume
7 = Value per cord
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The final 5 columns in the SORTS table allow the user to set up the criteria that should be
used for merchandizing.
“MaxDef” represents maximum defect expressed in
percentages. The “MaxSeg” column lets the user define log position within a tree. A
code 1 is used if the log must be a butt log. Code 2 is used if the log can be a butt log or
a mid log within a tree and a code 3 is used if this log can come from any position in the
tree including the top.
Please note that it is possible for a given log to meet the criteria for two or more sorts. If
this is the case the merchandizer will optimize the log into the sort with the highest value.
Likewise, value is preferred over dimension if wood quality is the same. Assume that
this table is in English units and we have an 18 inch log that is 12 feet long, has less than
35% defect and is a butt log. The best fit for this sort seems to be Red Sort, but note that
it also fits into Domestic sort which is the same except that it accepts a smaller top
diameter. Since the value for Domestic sort is $25 higher than Red Sort, the
merchandizer will assign this log to Domestic. We should not be surprised to see NO
Red Sort show up in our inventory, since we are able to get a premium for the other Sort.
Species Grade
DF
DF
DF
DF
DF
DF
DF

1.
D.
R.
J1
K.
P.
0.

Label

Rpt_Grp Value Flag MinDib MinLen MaxDef MaxSeg MinVol

HI GRADE
DOMESTIC
RED SORT
JAPAN
K SORT
PULP
CULL

10
20
30
30
60
90
100

950.
700.
675.
675.
407.
200.
50.

4
4
4
4
4
5
5

18.0
6.0
18.0
17.0
12.0
6.0
1.0

12.0
12.0
12.0
12.0
12.0
12.0
1.0

0.15
0.35
0.35
0.25
0.35
0.66
0.99

1
2
2
2
2
3
3

20.
20.
20.
20.
20.
10.
10.

STANDSRT Table
The STANDSRT table is actually just a way to project complex merchandising out into
the future for forest planning purposes. When growing an inventory forward at year end
to the current reporting year, the user can ask the growth model to “Grow All Tables” and
include the DIBCLS table. At this point the entire inventory will move forward and some
logs may grow into new Sorts. The forest planner may want to extend this functionality
into harvest planning, but is unwilling to grow all tables in the inventory for the entirety
of the planning horizon. When selecting the “Grow Stand Table” option in the Growth
Model, the STANDSRT table provides outputs of the volume and value of each species
by sort present for each silvicultural regime and planning period.
Running the Re-merchandizer
This utility provides the ability to update tree volume merchantability and values without
having to recompile from plots or use the growth model to re-load the database for any
given year. This utility saves time and allows the user to test the sensitivity of the
inventory (some or all stands) to different merchantability specifications.
Most inventory cruise compilers do not provide the ability to re-merchandize tree volume
without re-compiling all data from plots. Often the cruise specifications may not match
the year-end reporting standards for the forest inventory as used in previous years. The
merchantability standards become critical as well when comparing standing volume and
value from different ownership and land exchanges.
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Before invoking the re-merchandizer utility review the SPECIES and SORTS tables to
verify that the individual species log dimensions and log values are correctly updated.
Then use the Selection menu drop-down menu to flag the stands of interest for recomputing stand volume and value. This utility updates the DBHCLS table, the STAND
table and the STANDSRT table. No reports are written. It will only re-compute volumes
for stands that have records in the DBHCLS table. The DIBCLS table can be updated at
the same time by checking the box.
Stands that have been grown for the Harvest Scheduler only do not have DBHCLS
records for the future grown years. To re-compute volumes for the stands with future
STAND table records only, the stand will need to be re-grown with the new
merchantability standards, so your stands do not need to be recompiled but after running
the re-merchandizer they will need to be re-grown over future years to get year-end
reports. To run the re-merchandizer: on the main FPS menu Go to Compiler→Run Remerchandizer.
Harvest Costs
The HARVEST table
The HARVEST table contains an array of operational and silvicultural costs. Annual
operating costs are applied each year for cruised and grown stands. The silvicultural
costs are only applied when and if a given treatment or condition is met. The table design
contains four columns: Basis, Cost, Code and Coef. The coefficients in the “Coef”
column apply to fixed and variable costs that are applied on an annual, per acre (hectare),
per size or per volume basis depending on the particular type of cost. The codes for the
“Cost” column are listed in Table 16 and are considered “reserved words” in that these
labels must be used in the HARVEST table to be properly applied to the array of
functions and reports within FPS.
Table 16. The FPS Harvest table columns
“Cost” Label
Description
PREP
Site preparation costs per acre (hectare)
PLNT
Planting costs
PCTC
Pre-commercial thinning costs
PRUN
Basal pruning costs
THIN
Commercial thinning costs
SKID
LINE
HELO

Logging costs using ground skidders per MBF removed
Logging costs using cable systems per MBF removed
Logging costs using helicopter methods per MBF removed

YEAR
MBFT
MILE
ADMN
CRUS

Annual overhead costs per acre for staff, equipment, roads, etc.
Other logging costs per MBF removed (scaling, administration)
Hauling costs on a per MBF removed per mile on the road
Inflation, Real wood appreciation, and Discount rates applied
Cruising costs
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Some of these costs are variable depending on the circumstance for a particular stand
volume, piece size, slope or planting density. These variable costs are applied as
regression coefficients against each basic cost amount identified in the “Coef” column.
These variable costs are detailed in Table 17 as separated by the “Code” column.
Table 17. The FPS Harvest table coding conventions.
“Code” Label
Description
AREA
Basic cost per acre (hectare), may be used for:
CRUS
PREP
PLNT
FERT
PCTC
PRUN
THIN
YEAR
Or any logging method code, such as “SKID”*
TREE
Change in cost per 100 trees, may be used for:
PLNT
PRUN
GCFT
Basic cost per 100 gross cubic feet of volume, for:
THIN
Or any logging method code, such as “SKID”*
GBFT
Basic cost per 1,000 gross board feet of volume, for:
THIN
Or any logging method code, such as “SKID”*
XDIB
Change in cost per MBF for increasing average log dib, for:
THIN
Or any logging method code, such as “SKID”*
XVOL
Change in cost per MBF for increasing volume/acre, for:
THIN
Or any logging method code, such as “SKID”*
INFL
Inflation rate per year, where 3% = 0.030, used for:
ADMN
APPR
Real wood appreciation per year, where 0.5% = 0.005, for:
ADMN
DISC
Discount rate per year, where 7% = 0.070, used for:
ADMN
*Logging Code = “SKID”, “LINE”, “HELO” or any other user defined label
These Cost_Code labels only need to appear in the HARVEST table to be applied to all
valuation routines in FPS. The only exceptions are the Logging Codes for particular
kinds of harvesting equipment (i.e., “SKID”, “LINE”, and “HELO”). These logging
codes must also appear in the LOG_SYS column of the ADMIN table for the stand to
which they are to be applied. The ADMIN Slope column is often used to determine
which logging system is appropriate, such as “SKID” for slopes less than 30 percent and
“HELO” for slopes over 70 percent. You may define your own “Cost” label and
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associated costs in the “Coef” column for the HARVEST table, but be sure to also assign
that label to the appropriate stands in the ADMIN table.
All log merchantability changes, sorts, values, administrative costs, logging costs,
inflation rates and discount rates are only updated in the FPS reports and tables by
running any FPS routine (cruise compiler, re-merchantizer, cruise expansion or growth
update). As with every other FPS function, only “flagged stands” are affected when
running one of these routines.
The result of all merchantability standards, sort assignments and current log values are
always summarized in the STAND ValueGrs column for each report year. The result of
all silvicultural costs, logging costs and administrative costs are always summarized in
the STAND CostGrs column for each report year. Both of these columns are in current
dollars without inflation, wood appreciation or discounting. Both of these columns are
on a per acre (or hectare) basis in the STAND table.
Net Present Value
Net Present Value is computed by the following method:
Years = (STAND table, RPT_YR column) – (ADMIN table, RPT_YR column)
Value Increase = [1 + (Inflation rate + wood appreciation rate)] ** Years
Future Value = (STAND.ValueGrs) times (Value Increase)
Cost Increase = [1 + (Inflation rate)] ** Years
Future Cost = (STAND.CostGrs) times (Cost Increase)
Future Net Value = (Future Value) – (Future Cost)
Discount Factor = [1 + (Discount Rate)] ** Years
Present Net Value = (Future Net Value) divided by (Discount Factor)
The ValueNPV column in the STAND table always contains the Net Present Value for
the stand on a per acre (or hectare) basis discounted to the year specified in the RPT_YR
column of the ADMIN table.
Net Present Value is the result of all merchantability from the SPECIES table; all values
from the SORTS table; and all silvicultural costs and logging costs from the HARVEST
table. The discounted years are always the number of years between the Stand.Rpt_Yr
and Admin.Rpt_Yr.
Cruise Expansion
The objective of cruise expansion is to estimate stand parameters for uncruised stands
based on the data available for cruised stands. The method relies on the VEG_LBL
column in the ADMIN table as a means of stratifying (or grouping) similar stands
together. All that is required is that at least one stand within each stratum has been
cruised. The strata are commonly referred to as forest types. Other common labels for
these strata are vegetation types, phototypes or timber types. Only a small sample of
stands (even only one) within each vegetative type is necessary to provide reports on both
local detail and forest-wide totals. While only a few sampled stands within a vegetative
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type are necessary, the number of sampled stands may not be sufficient to develop an
adequate level of confidence in the results. Therefore, the inventory forester must design
the inventory to be unbiased and efficient at three levels:




determine the number of sampled stands within each vegetative type;
determine the number of plots within each sampled stand; and,
determine the intensity of tree measurements within each sampled plot.

All three of these levels must be considered when designing, conducting and reporting a
forest inventory. The structure of the Forest Projection and Planning System software
has been developed to facilitate these goals at each level.
Cruised stands are identifiable in the ADMIN table after running the cruise compiler
because they have both a RPT_YR and MSMT_YR specified. The RPT_YR is the
current year-end basis for all reports. The MSMT_YR is the most recent year in which
this stand was cruised. Expanded stands have a RPT_YR specified in the ADMIN table
but the MSMT_YR has a value of zero. In other words, it has not been cruised as yet.
A stand that has been cruised, regardless of how far in the past, will always default to that
cruise to be grown foreward. A stand will only populated from the expansion process if
it has never been cruised. In other words, direct measurements within the stand always
are a better default than some aggregate summation from elsewhere.
The reason that the Cruise Expansion utility is essential to an inventory database system
is that a year-end report, forestland appraisal or sustained yield analysis are often
requested before there is time or budget available to cruise every stand in the forest.
The Cruise Expansion routine computes averages weighted by stand area for each stratum
(net of roads). These average values are then written to the database for each un-cruised
stand within that stratum. It is then repeated for each stratum throughout the entire
database that has been flagged. It fills the DBHCLS table, the STAND table and the
STANDSRT table with complete detail on stand structure, size, stocking, volume and
value for every un-cruised stand.
The recommended procedure is to assign a site index value (SITE_PHY), Species Library
code (REGION), and logging system (LOG_SYS) to every stand in the ADMIN table.
Of course, there are other attributes such as legal descriptions, ownerships and location.
Then run the Cruise Expansion utility for the current inventory (assuming that all stands
have been grown to the current year). After expansion, assign appropriate silvicultural
regimes (REGIME) from the SILVICS table to the STAND table for all of these
expanded stands. Follow this with a habitat classification update of the entire inventory
database. The database is now fully populated and ready for any type of analysis and/or
reporting. Future cruises will automatically append to the STAND and DBHCLS tables
generated from the previous Cruise Expansion activity. New cruises will likely have a
new record in future years. If the cruise is in the current year, then it will replace the
expanded records in the STAND, STANDSRT and DBHCLS tables.
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Running Cruise Expansion on Veg_Lbl
This FPS utility is found on the main FPS menu at “Strata”, →”Run Cruise Expansion on
Veg_Lbl”.
Set the merchantability standards, sorts and values in the SPECIES and SORTS tables.
Set the logging cost information in the HARVEST table.
If you have cruised stands that occur over more than one year, then you will want to grow
all cruised stands to a common year. For example, if stands have been cruised from 1994
to 2013, then grow all stands to 2013 or later. A stand cruised after June 30, 2013 will be
considered as measured after the growing season (year-end 2013), while a stand cruised
prior to that date will be considered as year-end 2012 data. To grow just the cruised
stands choose “Selection, Select No Stands” and then “Selection, Add Cruised Stands” to
set the flags. Then use the FPS Growth Model with a grow-to year of 2013 to bring all
cruised stands forward to a common year-end.
Now reset the ADMIN.Flag using the “All Stands” option and then run the cruise
expansion utility, “Strata”, “Run Cruise Expansion on Veg_Lbl”, on the FPS Menu.
Request that all tables are updated. Upon completion the ADMIN.Rpt_Yr will be set to
the current year for all stands in the database. The Expansion utility will produce a report
that identifies the number of cruised stands within each phototype. You may elect to
cruise more stands within a given type or to collapse that type into another similar type
for purposes of expansion.

Figure 79. Using the FPS Cruise Expansion utility.
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Select “Run Cruise Expansion on Veg_Lbl” from the FPS drop-down menu (Figure 79).

Figure 80. Display of Expansion Utility options.
Select “Expand all Tables from Cruised Stands” in the dialog box (Figure 80).
View Expansion Report
The Expansion report is written to a file, “Expand.Rpt” in the default \Fp7\Data folder. It
shows the number and acreage in each Veg_Lbl type and the breakdown between cruised
and un-cruised stands by type. The Expansion Report can also be viewed on the main
menu by going to Strata→View Expansion Report.
Table 18 shows an example. Note the number of strata without one cruised stand
(highlighted in yellow).
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Table 18. Cruise expansion based on original phototypes
EXPANSION REPORT
Lubrecht Experimental Forest
Based on Original Phototype Classification (Veg_Lbl)
Existing Inventory Status of Cruised Stands
Type ....Cruised....
...Un-cruised..
....%Sample....
Tally
Area
Tally
Area
%Tally
%Area
AF43
1
8.3
0
.0
100
100

166

CW20
CW40
CW51
CW61

2
0
0
1

7.8
.0
.0
10.0

0
1
1
0

.0
23.0
2.5
.0

100
0
0
100

100
0
0
100

DF10
DF20
DF21
DF22
DF23
DF31
DF32
DF33
DF34
DF40
DF41
DF42
DF43
DF44
DF45
DF51
DF52
DF53
DF54
DF60
DF61
DF62
DF63
DF64
DF65

1
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
0
0
1
2
0
0
10
7
3
1
0

36.4
33.0
12.6
.0
.0
.0
23.6
7.2
32.4
41.5
74.6
20.4
148.7
52.1
.0
.0
24.5
94.4
.0
.0
245.3
182.4
179.4
42.7
.0

4
5
3
3
1
2
10
10
1
6
13
29
49
12
1
10
6
3
4
4
83
188
82
20
4

12.8
53.5
13.7
30.0
9.5
6.8
92.4
123.3
25.0
44.2
196.1
428.3
1151.7
305.2
46.4
94.9
91.4
10.9
83.5
31.9
1149.8
4064.7
1782.8
451.0
48.1

20
17
25
0
0
0
9
9
67
14
13
3
2
8
0
0
14
40
0
0
11
4
4
5
0

74
38
48
0
0
0
20
6
56
48
28
5
11
15
0
0
21
90
0
0
18
4
9
9
0

ES41
ES42
ES43
ES61
ES62

0
0
0
0
0

.0
.0
.0
.0
.0

1
1
1
3
3

6.0
3.1
27.6
22.9
21.0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

LP10
LP11
LP20
LP21
LP22
LP23
LP31
LP32
LP33
LP34
LP35
LP36
LP40
LP41
LP42
LP43
LP44
LP60
LP61
LP62
LP63
LP65

0
0
0
2
2
0
0
6
4
4
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
8
6
1
0

.0
.0
.0
64.4
39.4
.0
.0
124.5
84.4
171.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
17.7
.0
31.5
.0
208.8
119.0
15.6
.0

6
1
3
8
11
2
2
25
28
5
1
1
3
3
17
10
2
1
11
33
8
1

20.4
4.2
16.0
43.3
74.1
7.8
12.1
266.1
244.5
216.8
1.9
7.8
25.0
12.1
144.4
96.1
13.2
30.8
93.9
319.2
63.7
10.9

0
0
0
20
15
0
0
19
13
44
0
0
0
0
6
0
33
0
42
15
11
0

0
0
0
60
35
0
0
32
26
44
0
0
0
0
11
0
71
0
69
27
20
0
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Table 18 continued…
NF00
1
26.2

0

.0

100

100

PP10
PP11
PP20
PP21
PP22
PP31
PP32
PP35
PP41
PP42
PP43
PP44
PP50
PP51
PP52
PP53
PP55
PP60
PP61
PP62
PP63
PP64

0
0
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
4
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
6
5
5
0

.0
.0
36.5
12.3
16.3
48.8
10.2
53.0
7.3
266.8
49.7
.0
.0
69.2
.0
.0
.0
4.0
156.6
277.4
160.8
.0

6
1
0
0
1
2
1
0
5
10
3
5
2
4
2
3
1
1
19
55
18
5

28.1
1.9
.0
.0
6.0
27.0
9.7
.0
92.5
245.2
56.9
79.7
25.0
41.8
11.2
23.9
11.1
7.3
287.8
1376.7
521.2
152.6

0
0
100
100
50
50
50
100
17
29
25
0
0
20
0
0
0
50
24
8
22
0

0
0
100
100
73
64
51
100
7
52
47
0
0
62
0
0
0
35
35
17
24
0

QA10
QA20
QA21
QA30
QA31
QA40
QA61

1
0
0
1
0
1
1

8.4
.0
.0
8.1
.0
10.2
40.2

0
1
1
0
2
0
1

.0
.9
.9
.0
27.6
.0
1.3

100
0
0
100
0
100
50

100
0
0
100
0
100
97

WL10
WL21
WL22
WL32
WL33
WL34
WL35
WL41
WL42
WL43
WL44
WL45
WL46
WL51
WL52
WL54
WL55
WL61
WL62
WL63
WL64

0
1
0
0
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
2
0
0
0
0
1
0
3
4
0

.0
40.8
.0
.0
13.7
.0
12.9
63.8
.0
9.6
37.7
111.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
8.2
.0
128.0
211.0
.0

2
2
1
2
2
5
0
0
3
7
4
0
1
1
2
3
0
3
21
12
4

8.2
5.8
10.9
14.9
21.7
60.7
.0
.0
32.3
62.9
32.1
.0
35.5
21.0
47.6
18.6
.0
17.9
225.2
215.8
43.1

0
33
0
0
33
0
100
100
0
13
20
100
0
0
0
0
100
0
13
25
0

0
88
0
0
39
0
100
100
0
13
54
100
0
0
0
0
100
0
36
49
0

XG00

0

.0

7

115.6

0

0

1105
12

20256.1
20

Total: 128
Percent:

4052.4 +
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Expansion when some “Veg_Lbl” strata are not sampled
As may be readily observed in the previous table, “Cruise expansion based on original
phototypes” may contain many types that have a tally of zero in the cruised stand column
(highlighted in the previous figure). If there is time and budget, it is obvious that at least
one stand from each of these types should be cruised in order to provide an estimate for
the other stands within that type.
If there is no time or budget before proceeding with reports and analyses, then print out
the Expansion Report and pencil mark types to be merged. This is a shortcut for
purposes of reporting and analyses in the near term. The pencil grouping will identify
strata that must be merged into a single type in order to include some cruised stands in
each resulting collapsed type.
To reduce the total numbers of different “Veg_Lbl” strata in the ADMIN table do the
following steps:
a. Run the FPS drop-down menu, “Strata”, “Save Veg_Lbl to Org_Lbl”, to store the
original Veg_Lbl values in the Org_Lbl column of the ADMIN table.
b. Run the FPS drop-down menu, “Strata”, Save Veg_Lbl to Grp_Lbl”. To store the
original Veg_Lbl values in the Grp_Lbl column of the ADMIN table.
c. Run the FPS drop-down menu, “Selection”, “View Selection Only”, “Admin table”
to open the ADMIN table with only “Flagged” records (stands).
d. Slide over to the colums “Org_Lbl” and “Grp_Lbl”. Sort the ADMIN table based
on the “Org_Lbl”.
e. Now take the printed copy of the Expansion Report with your penciled groupings of
un-cruised timber types (Veg_Lbl) and change the value in the “Grp_Lbl” column
to the pencil grouping label which has cruised stands and best represents this timber
type (Veg_Lbl) for the current database. The objective is to provide at least one
cruised stand from the database which best represents the stand which has no cruise
at all. Next year if budget is available, then at least one stand from this timber type
(Veg_Lbl) should be cruised to provide a more representative estimate of the
current inventory.
f. When all ADMIN records have updated by modifying (as necessary) “Grp_Lbl”
values, close the ADMIN table and run FPS drop-down menu, “Strata”, “Restore
Veg_Lbl from Grp_Lbl”. The database is now ready to run the Expansion on the
Grp_Lbl distribution.
g. Select FPS drop-down menu, “Strata”, “Run Cruise Expansion on Veg_Lbl”. This
time click the radio button “Expand All Tables from cruised stands”.
h. Then, when completed, if you wish to restore the orginial Veg_Lbl value, run the
FPS drop-down menu “Strata”, “Restore Veg_Lbl from Org_Lbl”. There is now an
estimate for uncruised stands in a type with no cruises to apply in expansion runs.
These types should be a priority in the next field season for the cruising budget.
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Table 19. Cruise expansion based on collapsed phototypes
EXPANSION REPORT
Lubrecht Experimental Forest
Based on Phototypes (Veg_Lbl) grouped on cruised types
Existing Inventory Status of Cruised Stands
Type ....Cruised....
...Un-cruised..
....%Sample....
Tally
Area
Tally
Area
%Tally
%Area
AF43
1
8.3
0
.0
100
100
CW20
CW61

2
1

7.8
10.0

1
1

23.0
2.5

67
50

25
80

DF10
DF20
DF21
DF32
DF33
DF34
DF40
DF41
DF42
DF43
DF44
DF52
DF53
DF61
DF62
DF63
DF64

1
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
10
7
3
1

36.4
33.0
12.6
23.6
7.2
32.4
41.5
74.6
20.4
148.7
52.1
24.5
94.4
245.3
182.4
179.4
42.7

10
5
7
12
10
1
6
13
30
48
13
16
7
87
189
81
24

33.2
53.5
53.2
99.3
123.3
25.0
44.2
196.1
465.0
1115.0
351.6
186.3
94.4
1181.7
4051.7
1795.8
499.1

9
17
13
8
9
67
14
13
3
2
7
6
22
10
4
4
4

52
38
19
19
6
56
48
28
4
12
13
12
50
17
4
9
8

LP21
LP22
LP32
LP33
LP34
LP42
LP43
LP61
LP62
LP63

2
2
6
4
4
1
1
8
6
1

64.4
39.4
124.5
84.4
171.0
17.7
31.5
208.8
119.0
15.6

13
12
29
27
7
24
13
16
35
9

77.7
67.6
290.3
238.5
226.4
184.6
136.8
162.7
325.0
74.7

13
14
17
13
36
4
7
33
15
10

45
37
30
26
43
9
19
56
27
17

PP20
PP21
PP22
PP31
PP32
PP35
PP41
PP42
PP43
PP51
PP60
PP61
PP62
PP63

1
1
1
2
2
1
1
4
1
1
1
6
5
5

36.5
12.3
16.3
48.8
36.4
53.0
7.3
266.8
49.7
69.2
4.0
156.6
277.4
160.8

6
1
1
2
1
0
5
12
12
4
3
19
52
26

28.1
1.9
6.0
27.0
9.7
.0
92.5
256.3
171.5
41.8
32.3
287.8
1338.7
711.9

14
50
50
50
67
100
17
25
8
20
25
24
9
16

57
86
73
64
79
100
7
51
22
62
11
35
17
18

QA10
QA30
QA40
QA61

1
1
1
1

8.4
8.1
10.2
40.2

1
0
0
4

.9
.0
.0
29.8

50
100
100
20

91
100
100
57

WL21
WL33
WL35
WL41
WL43
WL44
WL45
WL55
WL62
WL63

1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
3
4

40.8
13.7
12.9
63.8
9.6
37.7
111.0
8.2
128.0
211.0

5
9
0
1
10
4
1
5
24
16

24.9
97.3
.0
21.0
95.2
32.1
35.5
66.2
209.6
292.3

17
10
100
50
9
20
67
17
11
20

62
12
100
75
9
54
76
11
38
42

XG00

0

.0

7

115.6

0

0

1105
12

20256.1
20

Total: 128
Percent:

4052.4 +
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Using Habitat Classifications
When a forest is first mapped and stratified the Inventory Forester can usually develop a
consistent understanding of what type and structure of stand to anticipate based on the
Veg_Lbl coding that is used. These Veg_Lbls are usually made up of the primary
species, size class and stocking class (e.g., “DF23” = Douglas-fir, Size Class 2, Stocking
Class 3) found in each stand.
Over time the stands grow at different rates due to site and stocking. Also over time
some stands may have been thinned, fertilized or had some other silvicultural treatment
that has altered their structure in such a way that the old Veg_Lbl may no longer be
accurate. By updating the HABITAT table with this FPS Menu function, an entire set of
new Veg_Lbl values can be generated without bias of interpretation or grouping.
New Veg_Lbl values can be computed at any point in time using the species
composition, stand structure, size and stocking from the DBHCLS and STAND tables for
the RPT_Yr of interest. The number and range of size and stocking codes are determined
by the number of strata defined in the CLASS table for DBHC (Dbh class) and DENS
(density). Be sure to use only single-digit codes in the CLASS, Code column when
modifying this table.
Select “Flag” all Stands. Run the FPS drop-down menu, “Strata”, “Create New Habitat
Classification”, to create habitat class values for every stand at the current Rpt_Yr in the
ADMIN table. See Figure 81. This will classify each stand by primary species, size class
and stocking class using the parameters defined in the CLASS table. The combined
species / size / stocking label will be output in the HABITAT table and a 4-character
label populates the Hab_Lbl column of the ADMIN table. If it looks to be a reasonable
classification of the vegetation across the forest, then you may elect to run the FPS dropdown menu, “Strata”, “Update Veg_Lbl from Hab_Lbl”. This will accomplish a
complete, consistent and unbiased phototyping update of your forest inventory database.
It is using all available information from all past cruises and previous phototyping results.
This utility provides updated Veg_Lbl codes as well as labels for summary reports by
age, size, density, site, topography, climate and soils. It also provides indices of
dispersion in height and in diameter. These dispersion indices provide a means to
evaluate and compare stand structures objectively both between the same stand over time
and between different stands at the same point in time. Much of the stratification and
diversity details are written to the BASIN table for further review and reporting.
Now a new Veg_Lbl code is provided in the HABITAT table with a copy loaded into the
ADMIN table Hab_Lbl column for comparison to the old Veg_Lbl. If the results are not
desirable it is a simple exercise to open the CLASS table, set new class levels and ranges,
and then re-run the Habitat coding utility. It may be run as many times as desired without
consequence or until a useful Veg_Lbl coding convention is found.
This utility removes the need to go back to a photo interpreter or satellite image analyzer
to build a new forest stratification to overlay on your forest inventory. This utility
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provides the ability to continue to move forward in a consistent manner as new
information and new silvicultural treatments are added. The Inventory Forester should
never have to go back to having the forest photo-typed and new stand polygons digitized.

Figure 81. Using the FPS Habitat Classification utility.
Note: This is a recommended procedure to update Veg_Lbl codes (also previously
known as photo-types or timber-types) on a 4-8 year basis. Alternative approaches are to
re-classify the Veg_Lbl using new aerial photography or satellite images. These are less
reliable and cause wide fluctuations in inventory reports if more that 20 percent of the
inventory has been cruised previously.
The Habitat Classification utility updates the HABSPP table which is the source for
localized species natural regeneration stand-by-stand across the forest. The model
classifies regeneration based on groupings in the CLASS table, so if the user changes
codes in the CLASS table then you would want to run the “Create New Habitat
Classification” to update your database with localized regeneration species. Depending
on how the CLASS table is stratified, this will cause high elevations versus low
elevations and north slopes versus south slopes to be localized to different species
composition and abundance upon growth of these stands. Only because the FPS Growth
Model is linked to the forest inventory database is this possible. This allows the Growth
Model to localize itself stand-by-stand for different soil, climate and topographic
conditions.
Setting Classes for Stand Variables
The CLASS table provides an array of stratification levels for each of twelve different
stand parameters. Up to twenty levels of each parameter may be defined. The class
intervals are not required to be constant or all inclusive. Many reports and queries use
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the class labels after they have been incorporated into the HABITAT table by running a
Habitat Classification update.
Table 20. Cruise expansion based on updated phototypes
EXPANSION REPORT
Lubrecht Experimental Forest
Based on new Phototypes (Veg_Lbl) from Habitat Classification
Existing Inventory Status of Cruised Stands
Type ....Cruised....
...Un-cruised..
....%Sample....
Tally
Area
Tally
Area
%Tally
%Area
AF44
1
8.3
0
.0
100
100
CW31
CW32

0
2

.0
7.8

1
0

23.0
.0

0
100

0
100

DF10
DF22
DF31
DF32
DF33
DF41
DF42
DF43
DF44
DF53

1
1
3
10
4
6
5
11
6
1

41.5
36.4
115.5
223.6
225.6
223.5
145.7
481.1
205.1
15.9

6
15
34
289
0
15
125
57
1
0

44.2
86.7
584.6
5429.4
.0
139.9
2951.8
613.6
25.0
.0

14
6
8
3
100
29
4
16
86
100

48
30
16
4
100
62
5
44
89
100

ES31

1

10.2

0

.0

100

100

LP31
LP32
LP33
LP34
LP42
LP43
LP44

1
5
3
13
0
6
4

56.6
109.9
49.5
333.5
.0
146.2
113.4

0
16
41
25
24
0
75

.0
162.7
357.9
329.0
184.6
.0
700.3

100
24
7
34
0
100
5

100
40
12
50
0
100
14

PP02
PP21
PP22
PP31
PP32
PP33
PP34
PP41
PP42
PP43
PP44
PP51

1
1
3
2
4
1
0
1
10
5
1
1

27.4
36.5
64.9
25.4
116.6
23.6
.0
57.0
490.3
227.9
53.0
12.3

0
6
0
0
34
0
12
0
0
64
1
1

.0
28.1
.0
.0
577.1
.0
99.3
.0
.0
1510.2
9.7
1.9

100
14
100
100
11
100
0
100
100
7
50
50

100
57
100
100
17
100
0
100
100
13
85
86

QA10
QA32
QA40
QA41

1
1
0
1

8.4
8.1
.0
40.2

1
0
4
0

.9
.0
29.8
.0

50
100
0
100

91
100
0
100

WL31
WL32
WL33
WL34
WL42
WL43
WL44

0
3
1
1
0
3
3

.0
52.1
12.9
40.8
.0
73.8
131.9

11
0
0
0
48
0
64

130.7
.0
.0
.0
1115.0
.0
952.9

0
100
100
100
0
100
4

0
100
100
100
0
100
12

XG00

0

.0

7

115.6

0

0

1105
12

20256.1
20

Total: 128
Percent:

4052.4 +

977

16203.7 =

The structure of the inventory database is such that actual values and actual averages of
values are stored in the database tables. However, many report formats that are used
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commonly group information by age class, site class, size class and density class. These
classes are not universally defined in a consistent manner. The class boundaries must be
adjustable depending on the type of report and the audience for which it is intended.
Open the CLASS table and set the Min and Max values to any threshold that seems to be
appropriate. Modify the Code value to reflect the label which you intend to have
displayed. Leave the Label field intact with the 4-digit coding labels as provided.
So, keep the CLASS “Label” column unchanged, but modify the “Code”, “Min” and
“Max” columns. This may cause the number of records in the table to be adjusted.
Table 21. Display of the CLASS table reserved keywords for Label field.
Label
Description
AGES
Stand Total Age stratification based on the largest 200 trees per acre
ASPC
Stand Aspect in degrees
DBHC
Stand Quadratic Mean Dbh class based on all trees
DIBC
Log diameter inside bark classes in inches (or centimeters)
DENS
Stand Density stratification based on Crown Competition Factor
ELEV
Stand Elevation stratification based on ADMIN.Elev column
GDAY
Stand Average Number of Growing Season Days
HTTS
Stand Average Top Height based on largest 40 trees per acre
Log Length Classes based on STANDSRT log distributions by
LENC
stand
RAIN
Average Annual Precipitation based on ADMIN.Precip column
SITE
Site Stratification based on ADMIN.Site_Phy column
SOIL
Stand Average Soil Depth from ADMIN Depth column
Identifying Species for Natural Regeneration
Running the “Create New Habitat Classification” FPS Menu item, not only creates
classes for the parameters listed earlier, it also creates a catolog of species most likely to
naturally regenerate in each class. The Habitat Classification function creates Bio-GeoClimatic regions using ADMIN table macro-site columns for topography, climate and
soils. The Depth values integrate vegetation response to soil type, depth and nutrition.
Elevation and Grow Days provide length of growing season stratification. These values
are defined in the CLASS table. Precipitation provides soil moisture stratification. The
resulting stratified codes are loaded into the Hab_Cls column of the HABITAT, ADMIN
and HABSPP tables. The codes are 4-digit numbers which are made up of the site,
elevation, precipitation and growing season days, respectively.
One record is appended to the HABSPP table for each 4-digit Hab_Cls that is identified.
The species that are found in all stands with that Hab_Cls label are summarized by
species tolerance and ranked by frequency. The most frequent species for each degree of
tolerance is loaded into the HABSPP table for the specified Hab_Cls. The 2-digit species
code defined in the SPECIES table is the label that is loaded into the HABSPP table for
each tolerance class.
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The HABSPP table has the following parameters:
Table 22. Definitions of HABSPP columns.
Column
Description
Region
Index number to the Species Library regions (1-99)
Hab_Cls
Habitat class code that identifies the Bio-Geo-Climatic region
Spp01
Very tolerant species most commonly found in this habitat
Spp02
Tolerant species most commonly found in this habitat
Spp03
Intermediate tolerance species found in this habitat
Spp04
Intolerant species most commonly found in this habitat
Spp05
Very intolerant species found in this habitat
When the Growth Model is applied to the inventory, it looks to the HABSPP table and
Hab_Cls column to identify species that will regenerate naturally in stands of this
classification. The tolerance then defines which species and density of regeneration will
appear in each stand depending on the size of the opening in the stand and the kind of site
preparation that has occurred.
Habitats and Macro-Site Classifications
In the section of this guidebook on building a forest-wide SiteGrid was a set of steps to
create classifications for three levels each for elevation, growing season days,
precipitation, and soils characteristics. This was used to identify balanced orthogonal
field-sampling opportunities for macro-site evaluation. Habitat classes are typically
classifications of vegetation. However, the natural vegetation species composition and
abundance is a direct result of the bio-geo-climatic zone where that habitat developes.
Therefore, both habitat and productivity are functions of topography, climate and soils.
As may be readily noted, this habitat classification methodology is being applied to
eleven different factors. Some of these are about vegetation and some are about macrosite factors.
Any effort to further understand silvicultural or growth differences through field research
trials should be focused on installations placed at the ranges of these primary habitat /
macro-site factors (topography, climate and soils). This applies to seedling trials,
herbicides, fertilizers, and genetics. Because these macro-site factors have such strong
influences on stand dynamics, to not include these inflences in locations of field trials or
field sampling could potentially be seriously confounding in extrapolation of results.
If the Forest Manager is considering installing field research installations to validate or
calibrate taper, site or growth parameters in the FPS Regional Library, then this
stratification utility should be a part of the selection of installation locations. If the
working forest ownership is relatively small or checker-boarded among other ownerships,
then this stratification should be a cooperative exercise in one database to identify the
most robust macro-site locations for these joint efforts.
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Summarizing the Year-End Inventory
After the series of previous exercises, there is now a reportable inventory database that
represents the entire ownership acreage. It is made up of a combination of cruised and
phototype-expanded stands. By using the expansion method within each phototype, the
Inventory Forester has gained the ability to set unique silvicultural regimes for each and
every stand based on its species composition, site, age, and physical proximity to streams,
wildlife corridors and special use areas. Now each and every stand may be projected into
the future and contribute to harvest planning and silvicultural investment on its own
merits. This is possible regardless of the level of budget available to maintain recent
cruises of all stands. With the combination of local site productivity classification,
growth to a common year-end and cruise expansion within each phototype, the Inventory
Forester can report the entire inventory whether 5% or 95% of all stands in the inventory
have been cruised.
Creating Reports
Prior to requesting year-end reports, be sure that the habitat classification utility has been
run. Then on the “Add Ins”, FPS drop-down menu, “Reports”, will be a wide array of
standard FPS report options. The purpose of the reports is to provide easy to read standlevel forest inventory summaries. The reports are created using the data from FPS tables.
The Inventory Forester, Forest Silviculturist and Forest Planner may take any of these
reports and copy them into a new template to create custom reports as needed. All
reports are available for review, copying and customizing in the Reports category of the
Microsoft Access database. The FPS Inventory database is enabled in an openarchitecture to facilitate each working forest to customize the reports to their own level of
application. Any Microsoft Access computer analyst may easily modify or create reports
as needed.

Figure 82. FPS drop-down menu to reach standard reports.
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Developing and Refining Silvicultural Regimes
Most of the discussion in this guidebook so far has been focused on building,
maintaining, updating and reporting a stand-based forest inventory.
Essential
components are stand polygons draped over GIS ownership, streams, roads, soils,
topography and climate. Individual stand growth capacity has been derived and a
reasonable distribution of stands have been cruised (sampled) to characterize each stand’s
vegetation either directly (field samples) or indirectly (expansion). Stand-specific tree
lists by species, diameter, height, taper, crown, defect and spatial pattern have been
populated stand-by-stand across the forest database.
So far, stand growth projections have only played a role to update the forest inventory on
an annual or short-interval periodic basis to bring cruises from previous years forward to
the current reporting year. Now the growth projections are needed for long-term forcasts
to evaluate alternative silvicultural options and regimes. A silvicultural treatment is a
specific combination of the kind, intensity and timing of an individual option on a
specific stand. A silvicultural regime is the series of treatments prescribed over the life of
the stand. For example, one treatment could be a thinning by spacing (kind), down to
302 trees per acre (intensity) and applied at age 12 (timing). A regime could be all of: (a)
planted, (b) brush treatment, (c) thinned, and (d) seed-tree harvest (four treatments). A
regime may have any number of treatments (e.g., an all-aged series of light thinnings
over decades).
The life of a stand may often be defined only within the scope of a planning horizon. A
planning horizon should be significantly longer than the maximum rotation harvest age
anticipated in building the silvicultural regimes. Planning horizons are discussed in depth
in the forest planning discussions later in this guidebook. A planning horizon should be
at least one and one-half rotation of all stands on the forest ownership. Therefore, the
silvicultural regime development should anticipate that time frame when compiling a
series of treatments into a portfolio of regimes.
The FPS Growth Model was specifically designed to handle all kinds of stand structures
and silvicultural treatment options over extended periods of time. In the context of this
guidebook and this FPS Growth Model, silviculture is always focused on the
quantification of the existing stand and the impact on the residual stand. It never directly
addresses the characteristics of the removals to define a treatment. Minimum removal
volume may be a constraint, but it is never part of the treatment parameters. For
example, it is too frequently mentioned by some foresters that a treatment was prescribed
to remove 30% of the basal area per acre (or 30% of the volume per acre). The
immediate question should be:
 What is left?
 What is the desired residual density and species composition?
 When is the next treatment entry anticipated?
 What is the growth capacity of the residual stand?
 Focusing on removals-only implies no long-term plan for this stand (or forest)?
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Silvicultural treatments include any activity (or lack of activity) which is being applied to
a given stand. This includes the degree of site preparation; natural regeneration
abundance and species composition; planting density, vigor and species; non-tree
vegetation control; animal and pest control; thinning treatments (pre-commercial and
commercial); fertilizations; and pruning.
For long-term planning every stand should be assigned the most likely silvicultural
regime appropriate for the management goal for the forest and the local conditions of the
stand. This implies that the Forest Manager has defined the goal for managing the forest
and the Inventory Forester, Silviculture Forester and Forest Planner3 are working to
achieve that goal in all aspects of their individual activities on this forest.
The management goal for the forest implies certain combinations of silvicultural
prescriptions which must take the existing forest and move it (over time) to the kind of
forest which best meets the goals for this ownership. The management goals are most
often quantifiable components which together attempt to achieve the mission of the forest
owner. This mission may be positive cash flow, watershed protection, wildlife
management, recreation, aesthetics; forest health or any combination of these.
Regardless of the mission, the forest is dynamic and is continually evolving over time. If
left without silvicultural management, any mission statement and set of goals has little
probability of achievement. An obvious example is the undesired results (insects, disease
and wildfire) from the lack of silvicultural management on public lands over the past
thirty years.
To get started the Silvicultural Forester must first define a broad spectrum of silvicultural
treatments which are operationally and economically feasible on the forest.
Operationally and economically feasible directly implies the kind of access (roads,
topography and seasonal weather), kinds of operators (contractors and equipment) and
kinds of operating costs (staff, vehicles, buildings, roads, cruisers, planting crew, fire
suppression, etc.) relative to harvest values (or user fees). All of this is defined on the
basis that this forest is a “working forest” which generates sufficient positive cash flow to
support the mission for this forest. If the forest is not self-supporting in revenue over
operating cost, then the mission is most often lost along the way. By the time the
departure is recognized, it is often difficult to correct.
The experienced Forest Silviculturist will usually identify three to six primary
silvicultural treatments appropriate to this particular forest and to the mission of the
Forest Manager. These treatments will be pivotal to the major kinds of regimes under
consideration, such as a) even-aged clearcuts, seed-tree, and shelterwood options with
natural or planted regeneration; and/or b) all-aged individual-tree and group selection
options with natural or planted regeneration. The long-term species composition, health
and vigor of the resulting forest are directly dependent on the scope (kind and intensity)
of these regimes. As a result the character of the watershed, wildlife and recreational
factors will be directly affected by the silvicultural regimes selected and implimented.

3

See the position descriptions in the Introduction to Quantitative Forest Management section.
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In the Inventory methods discussions all of the parameters for forest sampling, stand
measurements, tree measurements, access, operability and forest productivity were
addressed. This included discussions on tree merchandizing, log dimensions and forest
products (cubic and board volume, weight, cords, biomass and carbon content).
In the Silviculture methods discussions, it becomes critical to define costs and values.
Silviculture is often viewed as an elective operating cost which is difficult to link directly
with operating revenue. This is primarily due to the lag in time (years) between expense
and income of many treatments (e.g., planting, vegetation control, pest control, fire
protection, pre-commercial thinning, etc.). It is also difficult for managers to link (and
justify) expenses on one stand to the income from a different stand within the same year.
As presented earlier, silvicultural treatments are focused on the residual stand. The only
reason for applying a silvicultural treatment to an existing stand is to enhance some
attribute(s) of the residual stand. A silvicultural treatment may be considered a midcourse correction in that it pushes the stand density, health and/or species composition in
a desired direction. Even a clearcut and planting pair of treatments may be viewed as
being applied in order to move the stand (these acres) in a desired direction.
If the objective of thinning is to remove 35 percent (for example) of the harvestable
volume, then it is not silviculture! It is simply drawing revenue at least cost without
committing to a long-term mission. In this case, a stand-based forest inventory and
localized growth model are un-necessary tools. The rigor of a good forest management
team is not required.
Understanding SILVICS, SORTS and HARVEST tables
To fully investigate silvicultural options in FPS the database “SILVICS”, “SORTS” and
“HARVEST” table details are key elements. From building the inventory database in
previous discussions, basic site, stand and tree parameters are provided for each stand in
the ADMIN, STAND and DBHCLS tables, respectively.
Most of the action in silvicultural treatment development occurs within the SILVICS
table by setting thresholds, targets and limits for a wide array of stand parameters. The
hierarchy is important for building effective treatment regimes. The parameters in the
SILVICS table may be managed using the FPS drop-down menu “Growth”,
“Build/Edit/Switch Silvics Regimes” dialog window with check boxes, radio buttons and
slider bars. However, it is very important to review the details in the SILVICS table prior
to invoking a growth projection for a stand or set of stands. All silvicultural treatments
are invoked through this table.
There continues to be significant interest in various methods of thinning stands – from
below, from above, by diameter cut/leave ratio, within a specified diameter range, by
spacing, by group selection openings and Q-factor distributions. Part of this is due to
many organizations moving toward all-aged management regimes where every acre is
proposed to have every size and age of tree. Most of the actual applications in the stands
have been conducted to shift to a “desired condition”. This objective has paid little
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attention to the change in growth capacity of the residual stand. The FPS silvicultural
tools and Growth Model are idealy structured to evaluate the silvicultural effects on the
residual stand.
Table 23. Definitions of SILVICS table columns.
Field Name
Silvics Table Description
Basis
Regime
Grp
Trt_Nbr
Regen
PctHt

PctSur
Trt_Key
Trt_Val
Thin_Meth
Thin_MV
Thin_Lvl
Thin_Lvlv
Thin_Sp
Fert_Rate
Cost
Thin_Min

Fill_Plt

Linkage to Admin table by Stand. Defaults to zero. Always maintain a set of records
with Basis = 0. Different Basis codes will invoke only treatments where Admin.Basis =
Silvics.Basis.
A four-character label for the group of records (treatments) which make up one Regime.
A two-character species group label used to select only that “group” of trees in the stand
for treatment (such as an overstory removal).
A numerically-sorted index to define the order in which the treatments are to occur (need
not be continuous such as 1,2,3…).
Regeneration source (one-character code) “N” = Natural, “P” = Planted, “S” = Stumpsprout. This code causes the spatial pattern to be changed in the FPS Growth Model.
Early height growth as percentage of maximum Site growth potential. Setting the correct
level is dependent on local regeneration surveys and classification using the FPS CASH
Card. Traditional site curves set this percentage at about 64 – 68%. Intensive plantation
management will achieve 75 – 105% of site potential depending on the tolerance of the
tree species. Natural regeneration under an overstory will achieve 35 – 60% of site
potential.
Percentage of trees surviving from regeneration to a 6-meter (20-feet) height from
establishment. This is based on local regeneration surveys sorted by similar intensities
of silvicultural treatments.
Numeric code to invoke a treatment (1=Age or Year, 2=Crown Competition Factor,
3=Basal Area, 4=Relative density)
Minimum (Age, CCF, BA, or Rd) to invoke the treatment
Code (1=thin from below, 2=above, 3=DBH ratio cut/leave, 4=Spacing from below,
5=Min / Max dbh range, 6=Group Selection, 7=Q-factor distribution)
Specified threshold to achieve (minimum and/or maximum DBH, DBH cut/leave ratio,
acres in Group Selection opening, Q-factor based on 1-inch classes.
Numeric code to define residual target level (1=#Trees/acre, 2=CCF, 3=Basal Area,
4=Relative density)
Target residual level of stocking after thinning. If the stand is already at this level, this
treatment will be discarded and move to the next treatment in this Regime by Trt_Nbr
order.
Preferred species to be retained, if possible but not required. The order of preference is
left to right (max 3 species; ie, DFPPWL). In this example DF would be the most
preferred species to retain.
Rate of Nitrogen fertilizer, if applied (expressed as pounds/acre basis)
Invoke a Site Preparation Cost (Yes/No)? Lower levels of PctHt and PerSur are
achieved without additional cost. Higher levels may invoke at cost as recorded in the
HARVEST table where Code = “PREP”.
If > 0, The thinning removal must be greater than the Board, Cubic & Value/acre
(hectare) removal thresholds as defined in SCHEDULE table under Cub_Min, Brd_Min,
and Val_Min. Otherwise the treatment is rejected. This is designed for commercial
thinning. If this value is greater that two-digits, then it defaults to a directly stated
minimum number of board-feet per acre without reference to other tables.
If > 0, Trees will be fill-planted between existing trees based on species and density from
the YLDSPP table for matching Basis, Region, Hab_Grp, and SiteCls groups. If the
value is greater than two-digits, then it defaults to a directly stated number of trees to be
planted using tree species from the Thin_Sp column of this table.
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The next two tables (Tables 24 – 25) provide silvicultural costs (“HARVEST” table) and
log values (“SORTS” table), respectively. Both tables may be populated at the beginning
of a calendar year for all analyses and reporting. It is then typical to review all values on
an annual basis before significant updates in year-end reporting, silvicultural analyses and
long-term sustained-yield planning. Through the year neither the costs nor revenues
usually change except in specific case studies which usually are conducted in a copy of
the master inventory database. Again, it must be noted that the specific set of costs and
values assigned to any specific stand are dependent on a match between Admin.Basis =
Harvest.Basis and Admin.Basis = SORTS.Basis. If a match cannot be found in these
tables then the table parameters with Basis = 0 are applied.
Table 24. Definitions of HARVEST table columns.
Field Name
Harvest Table Description (Costs)
Basis
Cost

Code

Coef

Linkage to Admin table by Stand. Defaults to zero. Always maintain a set of records
with Basis = 0. Different Basis codes will invoke only treatments where Admin.Basis
= Harvest.Basis.
Reserved 4-character codes "ADMN" (administration); "PREP" (Site preparation &
Veg control); "PLNT" (Planting); "PCTC" (Pre-commercial thinning); "THIN"
(Commercial thinning); "FERT" (Fertilization); "YEAR" (annual fixed costs), “CRUS”
(cruising cost/acre), “HAUL” (hauling cost per mile), “MBFT” (scaling costs per 1,000
bdft),
Other User-defined codes: “SKID” (skidder cost), “LINE” (cable costs), “HELO”
(helicopter costs), or any 4-digit code to link the Harvest table to Admin.Log_Sys
field.
This code defines the values to be placed in the Coef column. Costs may be based on
"AREA" (Acres or Hectares); "NBFT" (Net MBF); "GBFT" (Grs MBF); "NCFT" (Net
Cuft); "GCFT" (Grs Cuft); "DWGT" (Dry Wgt); "GWGT" (Green Wgt); "TREE" (# of
Trees), “XDIB” (Cost by log size), “XVOL” (Cost by volume/acre removed)
Intercept or fixed cost based on label found in the Code column of this record. Costs
may be per tree, per acre, per standard volume units (where Mbf = 1,000 bdft)

Table 25. Definitions of SORTS table columns.
Field Name
Basis
Species
Grade
Label
Rpt_Grp
Value
Flag
MinDib
MinDbh
MaxDef
MaxSeg
MinVol
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Sorts Table Description (Values)
Linkage to Admin table by Stand. Defaults to zero. Always maintain a set of records
with Basis = 0. Different Basis codes will invoke only treatments where Admin.Basis
= Harvest.Basis.
Species code (as in Species table), "#1" is the default Sort/Grade for all species. It
must exist in this table as the default set of log values for unknown species.
Any 2-character alphanumeric grade label
Report label for Sort/Grade codes (Any 12-character description)
User-defined reporting groups of similar species (For example use "COxx" and
"HWxx" for all report options of confer versus hardwood species)
Log value in $ based on Flag specification (/cunit, /Mbf, /ton)
Must be > 0 for Inclusion (Value Basis = 1 for gross cubic, 2 for net cubic, 3 for gross
board, 4 for net board, 5 for green weight, 6 for dry weight, 7 for cords)
Minimum small-end Diameter in inches (or centimeters)
Minimum Dbh for assigning MinDib (Trees are classified by Dbh first)
Maximum % Defect
Maximum Segment position (1-Butt log only, 2-Mid or Butt, 3-Top or anywhere)
Minimum log volume or weight based on Flag column
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Before building a complete regime (of multiple treatments), each of the individual
thinning treatment options will be demonstrated. In each case the same residual thinning
target is specified, only the method to get there will be changed. Due to many regulations
in various States, mature stands are being thinned to create multi-structured stands which
will never be clearcut or managed on an even-aged basis in future. The effects on
sustained-yield capacity of these treatments have almost universally not been evaluated
prior to embarking on these shifts in management styles.
Each of the stands used in these demonstrations are actual cruises of mature stands of
varying species composition, structure and size. All stands are dense and fully occupy
the acre although with varying degrees of clumpiness. The treatment is designed to
reduce the stand to 170 trees per acre and allow it to grow to the next harvest entry.
Natural regeneration of shrub and tree species may occur depending on the size of
openings resulting from the thinning. No additional site preparation for tree regeneration
was included in the treatment. This is a mid-elevation forest in the Bitterroot Mountains
of the Idaho-Montana border. The site growth capacity is 6.7 meters per decade (or 97feet at 50 years breast height age in traditional Douglas-fir site curves). The current
inventory year is year-end 2013 and all treatments are applied in 2014. The residual
stand is then grown forward for 200 years.
Treatment CTn1 – Thin from Below
The first treatment has applied a thinning from below, not cutting trees greater than 20inches and leaving the largest 170 trees per acre. The residual target density will not be
achieved if the 20-inch diameter threshold becomes limiting.
Table 26. List of sample stands with individual average descriptions.
Selected Stands for Thinning Examples
Stnd
137
158
182
216
221

Type
CXDF
CXGF
CXRC
ESAF
CXLP

Age Trees Dbh Basal Height CCF RelD Clump BoardNet
95
172 14.1
186
109 222
50
89%
32,905
149
1127
5.5
187
112 307
80
62%
24,061
81
1099
5.9
210
106 382
86
78%
23,236
72
996
6.4
221
93 340
87
86%
33,112
86
1707
4.2
160
96 324
79
78%
22,112

Value
12,815
10,014
7,283
12,237
6,931

Note that the thinning prescription has no significant effect on Stand #137 (two trees will
be removed). The other stands have a high component of small trees which cause the
average diameter to be much smaller in spite of the fact that there is significant existing
volume and value. These stands have Douglas-fir, Grand Fir, Redcedar, Engelmann
Spruce, Subalpine Fir and Lodgepole Pine represented. Each species has different shade
tolerance, response to thinning and log values.
The “Silvicultural Regimes” dialog is invoked by selecting “Add-Ins”, FPS drop-down
menu “Growth”, “Build/Edit/Switch Silvics Regimes” (Figure 83). This dialog simply
manages the parameters in the SILVICS table on a Regime by Regime basis. By clicking
the “Save Updates and Close” button, this Regime is assigned to all “Flagged” stands.
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By default it assigns this Regime as a Future Planning Regime. If this Regime represents
what has actually occurred in the past, like a plantation with site preparation, then click
the “Existing Inventory Regime” radio button before “Save Updates and Close”.

Figure 83. The FPS Silvicultural dialog controls and options.
Now select the FPS drop-down menu, “Growth”, “Grow Stands” and select years from
the Schedule table and grow “Stand Only” to provide a future silvicultural projection of
these stands for this treatment.
While all six stands are being thinned and projected, only a single stand is being
displayed in this example using the Stand Visualization System (SVS) tools. This is the
mixed-species Grand Fir stand with 1,100 trees per acre in 2013. The objective here is to
display the direct shift in stand structure due to this thinning treatment.
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Figure 84. Stand 158 thinned from below and after 30 years.
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Treatment CTn2 – Thin from Above
This treatment has applied a thinning from above, not cutting trees smaller than 8-inches
and leaving 170 trees per acre. The residual target density will not be achieved if the 8inch diameter threshold becomes limiting.

Figure 85. Stand 158 thinned from above and after 30 years.
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Treatment CTn3 – Thin to cut / leave ratio
This treatment has applied a thinning on a diameter cut/leave ratio equal to 1.0 and
leaving 170 trees per acre. As each tree in the stand is selected to be cut the residual ratio
is re-evaluated. If the ratio drops below the target ratio then a large tree is removed and
the ratio re-evaluated. This continues to cycle between large and small trees until the
residual target density is achieved. In the process of selecting a tree to cut of a given
diameter class, the tree with the greatest tree-density is selected first. This causes thickets
to be thinned in preference to cutting trees in already existing openings.

Figure 86. Stand 158 thinned by cut/leave ratio and after 30 years.
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Treatment CTn4 – Thin by spacing
This treatment has applied a thinning by spacing, not cutting trees greater than 20-inches
and leaving the best distributed largest 170 trees per acre. The residual target density will
not be achieved if the 20-inch diameter threshold becomes limiting. Thickets are thinned
first while always selecting the smaller tree at the highest density in each clump until the
residual target is achieved. It is easy to observe that small trees in openings are preserved
when no larger tree is available to retain on a spacing basis.

Figure 87. Stand 158 thinned by spacing and after 30 years.
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Treatment CTn5 – Thin withing diameter range
This treatment has applied a thinning by staying within a fixed minimum – maximum
diameter range; in this case, not cutting trees less than 12-inches or greater than 20-inches
and leaving 170 trees per acre. The residual target density will not be achieved if the 12inch or 20-inch diameter thresholds become limiting. Thickets are thinned first. It is
obvious from the SVS visualization that this thinning prescription has created a twostoried stand

Figure 88. Stand 158 thinned within min-max range and after 30 years.
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Group Selection Methods
The next silvicultural option to demonstrate using the FPS Growth Model is a thinning
method described as “Group Selection”. Each of the previous thinning methods targeted
individual trees throughout the stand to be removed based on their relative size and
relative amount of stress from competition by other trees. Species preference, vigor,
health and defect may also play a role in selecting individual trees for removal. This
approach may also be labeled a “Single-tree Selection” method. The decision to remove
a tree depends on its status relative to other trees within the same stand, thus “Single-tree
Selection”.
Organizations that have decided to move away from even-aged management regimes
recognize and accept that there is no final harvest age or time for an entire stand. The
desire is to transition to an all-aged management regime without loss in productivity or
ability to maintain preferred species. The overriding factor for this decision is fear of
potential social, political or regulatory pressure for including clearcut harvests as a
silvicultural regime option. This is a valid fear because environmentally-correct
organizations have gained a politically strong position in the eyes of the American
society. There are perceived and real economic downfalls for attempting to keep evenaged management using clearcuts in the silvicultural management tool box.
The difficulty with relying on thinning alone for long-term sustained-yield planning is the
loss of economic efficiency and control of maintaining preferred species and densities.
To maximize the sustainable volume per acre for removal requires that each acre carries
the maximum number of trees per acre where growth exceeds suppression and mortality.
Since the all-aged stand must contain a mixture of small thrifty and large merchantable
trees, it is difficult to move through the stand with heavy harvesting equipment without
damaging the new regeneration so critical to maintaining maximum productivity. By
default after two or more thinning entries, these stands tend to become less that fully
stocked acres and harvest selection must target previously damaged and defected trees to
maintain a healthy, vigorous stand. To compensate for loss of harvest levels comparable
to even-aged management regimes, more stands and acres must be thinned each year to
maintain a high annual flow of wood from the forest. This evolves to more frequent
entries into each stand over time creating situations were damage to regeneration and soil
compaction become significant concerns. In addition, single-tree selection in a stand
only provides small openings for natural regeneration to develop. The most likely
species to develop are the more shade-tolerant species such as true firs and hemlock
species. These species also tend to carry lower delivered log values than the original
intolerant species from even-aged management regimes such as Douglas-fir.
As a result of the reduction in long-term harvestable volume and value from all-aged
management the “Group Selection” option has gained popularity. A significant number
of organizations have employed this regime in order to create larger “gaps” in the stand
where shade-intolerant species may germinate and grow. It also has picked up some
popularity in environmental organizations for creating more “diversity” within the stand
and sometimes carries the label “Skips and Gaps” as a management regime. The
movement of heavy harvesting equipment in the stand with group-selection thinning is
188
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focused spatially on fewer acres thereby reducing potential damage to new regeneration
and soil compaction.
While this “Group Selection” management regime has gained popularity and many
organizations are beginning to deploy it across the landscape, few have actually
silviculturally analyzed the long-term impact on sustainable volume and value levels. A
significant number of forestry school professors across the continent are preaching that
all-aged management regimes will produce the same long-term sustainable volume and
value flow as even-aged management regimes. The term “preaching” is used here
because there is no scientifically sound research that confirms that notion. It is a belief,
not a fact.
To be effective, the group-selection regime must create openings at least one-acre in size
to allow sufficient light to enter the opening for vigorous seedling development of shadeintolerant species. In many cases the preferred species must be planted in the opening
with adequate vegetation control to become established. When the openings begin to
exceed two-acres in size some of the social and political pressure against clearcutting
regimes begins to re-surface. As a result the Forest Manager is “between a rock and a
hard spot” on arriving at an acceptable opening size.
Once an organization has committed to using the group-selection regime, it must now
consider the timing of re-entry into the stand with subsequent group-selection openings
across the stand. The following table is an example of moderate site productivity and a
culmination of mean annual increment of merchantable volume around sixty years of age
in an even-aged management regime. It displays the combination of opening sizes,
frequency of re-entry and stand sizes which come into consideration if group-selection is
the preferred regime.
Table 27. Relationship between opening size and % of stand treated in one year.
Rotation:

%Stand

60 yrs
Intervals
in
Years

Opening Size in Acres
0.5

1.0

1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0
Acres per Stand for FPS Growth Projection

4.5

5.0

10%

6.0

5.0

10.0

15.0

20.0

25.0

30.0

35.0

40.0

45.0

50.0

20%

12.0

2.5

5.0

7.5

10.0

12.5

15.0

17.5

20.0

22.5

25.0

25%

15.0

2.0

4.0

6.0

8.0

10.0

12.0

14.0

16.0

18.0

20.0

33%

20.0

1.5

3.0

4.5

6.0

7.5

9.0

10.5

12.0

13.5

15.0

50%

30.0

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

6.0

7.0

8.0

9.0

10.0

In this example assuming two-acre openings in 25% of each stand would result in one
opening for every eight acres in the stand at 15 year intervals. Each entry would shift the
new opening to an un-disturbed portion of the stand until after 60 years it starts all over
again replacing the original two-acre opening with a new opening. Removing two-acres
of mature wood from each opening will require a road to handle about 16 truckloads of
logs to exit the opening. The road will likely consume more acres than the opening!
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Treatment CTn6
This treatment has applied a thinning by group selection where all trees, but one, were
removed within a 2-acre circular opening. This was executed within a six-acre area of
the stand to achieve a 33% reduction in volume. The opening was made large in order to
improve the probability of shade-intolerant species to germinate and grow. In this case,
natural Western Larch regenerated in the opening.

Figure 89. Stand 158 thinned by group selection and after 30 years.
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Q-factor Thinning Methods
The Q-factor thinning method actually demonstrates both tabularly and graphically what
must happen in an all-aged single-tree selection regime at each thinning entry. The
concept is based on the observation that small trees require less growing space than large
trees. There also must be adequate regeneration abundance throughout the stand to
provide opportunities to reserve the most vigorous and spatially distributed reserve (or
crop) trees. However the level of stocking must be continually reduced in all size classes
as the trees become larger and require more growing space.
The difficulty and expense is that at each thinning entry most of the operation is
concerned with removing sub-merchantable trees. In this example the average removal
Dbh is 8.6 inches with 67% of the removed trees smaller than this dimension.
Table 28. Tree frequency by diameter class for a Q-factor thinning at 1.15.
Q-factor:

1.15

1.32

1.52

1.75

Width:

1

2

3

4

DbhCls

Dbh

Tpa

Dbh

Tpa

Dbh

Tpa

Dbh

Tpa

1

1

100.00

2

100.00

3

100.00

4

100.00

2

2

86.96

4

75.61

6

65.75

8

3

3

75.61

6

57.18

9

43.23

12

4

4

65.75

8

43.23

12

28.43

5

5

57.18

10

32.69

15

6

6

49.72

12

24.72

7

7

43.23

14

18.69

8

8

37.59

16

9

9

32.69

10

10

11

11

12

Cut

Sum

%

Tpa

Tpa

Tpa

57.18

13.04

13.04

14%

32.69

11.34

24.39

26%

16

18.69

9.86

34.25

37%

18.69

20

10.69

8.58

42.82

46%

18

12.29

24

6.11

7.46

50.28

54%

21

8.08

28

3.49

6.48

56.77

61%

14.13

24

5.31

32

2.00

5.64

62.41

67%

18

10.69

27

3.49

36

1.14

4.90

67.31

72%

28.43

20

8.08

30

2.30

40

0.65

4.26

71.57

77%

24.72

22

6.11

33

1.51

44

0.37

3.71

75.28

81%

12

21.49

24

4.62

36

0.99

48

0.21

3.22

78.51

84%

13

13

18.69

26

3.49

39

0.65

52

0.12

2.80

81.31

87%

14

14

16.25

28

2.64

42

0.43

56

0.07

2.44

83.75

90%

15

15

14.13

30

2.00

45

0.28

60

0.04

2.12

85.87

92%

16

16

12.29

32

1.51

48

0.19

64

0.02

1.84

87.71

94%

17

17

10.69

34

1.14

51

0.12

68

0.01

1.60

89.31

96%

18

18

9.29

36

0.86

54

0.08

72

0.01

1.39

90.71

98%

19

19

8.08

38

0.65

57

0.05

76

0.00

1.21

91.92

99%

20

20

7.03

40

0.49

60

0.03

80

0.00

1.05

92.97

100%

#Trees/Ac

719.82

408.55

291.92

233.51

92.97

Basal
Area

250.9

244.4

200.8

174.5

37.6

QmDbh

8.0

10.5

11.2

11.7

8.6

RelD

89

76

60

51

CCF

393

308

241
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The Q-factor index is tied to the diameter class width being applied. This chart and
figures demonstrate the relationship between Q-factor and class widths of 1, 2, 3 or 4
inches.

Q-Factor by Dbh Class Width
120

#Trees / Acre

100
80
4

60

3

40

2

20

1

0
0

10

20

30

40

Dbh in Inches

Figure 90. Display of tree frequency by diameter using 1, 2, 3 or 4-inch classes.
Figure 91 displays the number of trees to be removed at each entry by diameter class. In
order to determine the number of trees to be removed requires a pre-harvest cruise of the
entire stand to create a tally of trees by diameter class by species. It is then essential that
the trees selected to remain in the stand are well distributed in each diameter class tallied.
Otherwise, if clumped, they will be competing for the same space later when they
become candidates for their final harvest. This will result in smaller trees with less
volume per tree and per stand.

Thinnings by Dbh Class
14

#Trees / Acre

12
10
8
6

1

4
2
0
0

5

10

15

20

Dbh in Inches

Figure 91. Display of trees to be removed at each entry in 1-inch classes.
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Treatment CTn7
This treatment has applied a thinning by Q-factor of 1.15 to leave a residual of 170 trees
per acre. The tree frequency by diameter class is defined based on a 15 percent reduction
in trees per acre where the trees per acre are tallied in each 1-inch diameter class. This
may be prescribed in 2, 3 or 4-inch classes as well, but FPS assumes that Q-factors are
always expressed on a 1-inch class basis.

Figure 92. Stand 158 after thinning by Q-factor and after thirty years.
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Silvicultural Yield Comparisons
The FPS Growth Model was designed to grow every individual tree on an area up to 25
acres in size. This design was to facilitate the investigation of small to large openings in
a stand. Shaded areas along the margin of the opening will have lower regeneration
success and a higher probability of shade tolerant species replacing intolerant species
(both shrubs and trees). The design will also facilitate later treatments of other group
selection harvests within the same stand without overlapping the previous entry.
As mentioned earlier, each of these stands was grown out for two hundred years to
explore the development of each stand due to the kind of treatment and differences in
response among species. The tolerant species like Grand Fir will continue to grow in
height while some intolerant species like Lodgepole Pine will significantly slow down in
height growth at extended ages.
The abbreviated kinds of thinning displayed by treatment code include:
0) CTn0 = no thinning treatment
1) CTn1 = thinning from below
2) CTn2 = thinning from above
3) CTn3 = thinning to a cut/leave diameter ratio of 1.00
4) CTn4 = thinning by spacing from below
5) CTn5 = thinning within a fixed diameter range
6) CTn6 = group selection of all trees within 2 acres on six acre area
7) CTn7 = Q-factor thinning based on factor = 1.15
Stand #158 – Grand Fir mixed species

Scribner Boadr Volume / Acre

Stand 158 - Thin to 170 Trees/Acre
80,000

CTn6

70,000

CTn1

60,000

CTn0

50,000

CTn4

40,000

CTn7

30,000

CTn5

20,000

CTn3

10,000

CTn2

2010

2060

2110

2160

2210

Calendar Year

Figure 93. Stand 158 residual volume over time by thinning method.
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Stand #182 – Red Cedar mixed species

Scribner Boadr Volume / Acre

Stand 182 - Thin to 170 Trees/Acre
80,000

CTn0

70,000

CTn6

60,000

CTn1

50,000

CTn4

40,000

CTn5

30,000

CTn7

20,000

CTn3

10,000

CTn2

2010

2060

2110

2160

2210

Calendar Year

Figure 94. Stand 182 residual volume over time by thinning method.

Stand #216 – Englemann Spruce mixed species

Scribner Boadr Volume / Acre

Stand 216 - Thin to 170 Trees/Acre
120,000

CTn0

100,000

CTn1

80,000

CTn6
CTn2

60,000

CTn7

40,000

CTn3

20,000

CTn5
CTn2

2010

2060

2110

2160

2210

Calendar Year

Figure 95. Stand 216 residual volume over time by thinning method.
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Stand #221 – Lodgepole Pine mixed species

Scribner Boadr Volume / Acre

Stand 221 - Thin to 170 Trees/Acre
70,000

CTn0

60,000

CTn6

50,000

CTn1

40,000

CTn4

30,000

CTn5

20,000

CTn7
CTn3

10,000

CTn2

2010

2060

2110

2160

2210

Calendar Year

Figure 96. Stand 221 residual volume over time by thinning method.
The last four charts display how variable the thinning results may be due to species
composition and stand structure. All stands are on the same site growth capacity. Stand
#158 is Grand Fir, Stand #182 is Redcedar, Stand #200 is Redcedar, Stand #216 is
Engelmann Spruce, and Stand # 221 is Lodgepole Pine. Each stand has mixed species.
Note that the CTn6 produced high volume and value by using a group selection method
with a two-acre opening in a six-acre stand. This is due to the fact that these stands are
over mature with little growth capacity remaining in 2013. The large opening allowed a
young stand of Western Larch to become established with high growth capacity relative
to the residual stand.
Review each of the thinning methods and their results in these stands. Each method had
a residual target density of 170 trees per acre after thinning. The mature trees have little
growth capacity left in 2013. Each thinning method allowed different densities and
species composition of new regeneration as ingrowth to the merchantable portion of each
stand. The abundance and species composition of this new regeneration is the cause for
the major differences in results of this array of methods.
Combining Treatments into a Regime
Now it is time to combine four treatments to make a single regime. This example will be
in the YIELD table as a newly established plantation. As in the previous examples, these
yield tables will be generated for only one site growth capacity of 6.7 meters per decade
(97 feet total height at 50 years breast height age in a traditional site curve table). To
fully recognize the impact of silviculture the plantation will be planted with 160 Douglas-
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fir, 160 Western Larch and 160 Ponderosa Pine for a total of 480 trees per acre (9.5-foot
spacing).

Scribner Bdft / Acre

Total Harvest Volume (2014 + 2108)
Five Stands Thinned to 170 Tpa
90,000
80,000
70,000
60,000
50,000
40,000
30,000
20,000
10,000
0

158
182
200
216
221
CTn0

CTn1

CTn2

CTn3

CTn4

CTn5

CTn6

CTn7

Thinning Method Code in 2014

Figure 97. Total harvest volume over time by thinning method.

Net $ Value / Acre

Total Harvest Value (2014 + 2108)
Five Stands Thinned to 170 Tpa
18,000
16,000
14,000
12,000
10,000
8,000
6,000
4,000
2,000
0

158
182
200
216
221
CTn0

CTn1

CTn2

CTn3

CTn4

CTn5

CTn6

CTn7

Thinning Method Code in 2014

Figure 98. Total harvest value over time by thinning method.

The regimes are identical except for the commercial thinning prescription (treatment #4):
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1) Treatment (1) SILVICS table Regen is set to “P” for a planted stand and it
invokes planting costs from the HARVEST table.
2) Treatment (2) SILVICS table PctHt is set to 67% for average height growth at
establishment through twenty feet of growth and PctSur is set to 84% for above
average survival due to site preparation and vegetation control, cost is set to “Y”.
3) Treatment (3) SILVICS table sets a pre-commercial thinning at 12 years by
spacing to a residual of 302 trees per acre without a species preference.
4) Treatment (4) SILVICS table sets a commercial thinning at 45 years by six
different methods to a residual of 170 trees per acre without a species preference.
Using SILVICS and YIELD tables
Eight regimes are built within the SILVICS table. Essentially only the commercial
thinning method at 45 years is different among regimes. The abbreviated kinds of
commercial thinning displayed by treatment code (4) and Regime label include:
0) PCT0 = no thinning treatment
1) PCT1 = pre-commercial thinning by spacing only, with no commercial thinning.
2) PCT2 = commercial thinning from above with no species preference
3) PCT3 = commercial thinning to a cut/leave diameter ratio of 1.00
4) PCT4 = commercial thinning by spacing from below
5) PCT5 = commercial thinning within a fixed diameter range (12 – 20 inches)
6) PCT6 = group selection of all trees within 2 acres on six acre area
7) PCT7 = Q-factor commercial thinning based on factor = 1.15
A full six-acre plantation is grown using each Regime in order to provide a common SVS
display for all regimes when the group selection method requires six acres. Normally the
default growth plot area of 0.25 acres or 1.0 acre for SVS display is sufficient.
As in the previous natural stand growth projections, these plantations will be grown for
200 years in order to present the full range of stand dynamics of growth and decay. Also,
in consideration of the typical Bitterroot Mountains plantation spacing, a clumpiness of
85% is assumed with 100% stockability of each acre. More silviculturally aggressive
plantations may approach 95% clumpiness (less than 5% openings).
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Figure 99. Plantation only, no thinnings at age 10.

Figure 100. Plantation with spacing to 302 trees at age 12.
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Figure 101. Plantation, spaced and thinned from below at age 45.

Figure 102. Plantation, spaced and thinned from above at age 45.
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Figure 103. Plantation, spaced and thinned by spacing at age 45.
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Figure 104. Plantation, spaced and thinned within dbh range at age 45.

Figure 105. Plantation, spaced and 2-acre group selection at age 45.
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Figure 106. Plantation, spaced and Q- factor thinning at age 45.

Plantation Yields
As mentioned earlier, each of these plantations were grown out for 200 years following
thinning treatments at 12 and 45 years. While the visual displays at 45 years to not
appear substantually different, the impact on residual stand develop is significant.
The following chart (Figure 107) displays the total net scribner board-foot volume by age
and each of eight Regimes for this plantation of DF/WL/PP at 480 trees per acre on a site
growth capacity of 6.7 meters per decade (97-feet total height at 50 years BH age). Note
that the PCT0 (no thinnings) became over-dense and competition slowed the stand
growth capacity. Also note that the pre-commercial spacing at age 12 to 302 trees per
acre provided the highest yield capacity. PCT2 taking volume out at age 45 by thinning
from above to 170 trees per acre never allowed the stand to recover relative to other
regimes.
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Scribner Boadr Volume / Acre

Plantation - Site 97 - DF/WL/PP
Scribner Bdft Volume
140,000
120,000
100,000
80,000
60,000
40,000
20,000
0
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PCT4
PCT0
PCT3
PCT7
PCT5
PCT2

200

Stand Age (years)

Figure 107. Comparisons of results of thinning methods.
Note that thinning by spacing regardless of species (PCT4) produced the largest average
diameter of all regimes in the following chart. This demonstrates the importance of
growing space per tree and maintaining a fully-stocked acreage.

Stand Averge Dbh (inches)

Plantation - Site 97 - DF/WL/PP
Stand Average Dbh
25.0
20.0
15.0
10.0
5.0
0
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PCT0
PCT5
PCT2

200

Stand Age (years)

Figure 108. Comparisons of size class results of thinning methods.
Although this was a plantation of 480 trees per acre, a significant number of natural
regeneration trees became established and died over the life of this plantation. All
regimes PCT1 to PCT7 applied a pre-commercial spacing to 302 trees which removed
early natural regeneration, but additional trees and shrubs became established between
age 12 and 45 as shown in the following chart.
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Number of Trees / Acre

Plantation - Site 97 - DF/WL/PP
Number Trees / Acre
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Figure 109. Comparison of tree frequency results of thinning methods.
The plantation thinnings at 12 years by spacing (PCT1) provided the highest Mean
Annual Increment (MAI) in board-foot volume production. The unthinned plantation
(PCT0) culminated its MAI in the fewest years due to the high density conditions. The
other thinning regimes culminated in later years due to the lower density levels.
However, these regimes also produced lower levels of MAI.

Board Volume MAI / Year

Plantation - Site 97 - DF/WL/PP
Board Volume MAI / Year
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Figure 110. Comparison of MAI levels from thinning methods.
The Net Present Value (NPV) is the value today of the total costs over time versus the
total revenue from harvests in the future. A discount rate is applied to compare
alternatives which result in values at different times in future to be compared as
comparable options in today’s dollars. In today’s dollars Figure 111 demonstrates that a
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fully-stocked stand at optimal spacing is the single most important factor in evaluating
alternative silvicultural regimes.
Although differential log values between species and between log sizes has not been
addressed in these comparisons so far; when these differences are large, there becomes a
high sensitivity to thinning method, timing and intensity. When log values between
species in the same stand or between achieveable log sizes exceeds approximately $100
per thousand board feet, then careful attention needs to be focused on timing and
intensity of thinning in order to achieve those value differences. When log size
significantly impacts total value then differential harvesting costs by log size and stand
volume should be incorporated into the HARVEST table schedule of costs. At this level
even the differential cost of planting lower or higher densities becomes an economic
factor when those costs are carried out to age of harvest and discounted back to today.

Plantation - Site 97 - DF/WL/PP
Net Present Value / Acre
PCT1

Net Present Value / Acre
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50

100
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200
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Figure 111. Comparison of NPV trends from thinning levels.
Two other kinds of outputs from these silvicultural regime options should be noted. The
growth and decay of competing grass, shrubs and woody vegetation is projected and
impacted by the stand canopy cover resulting from these various regimes. Vegetation
control may deplete this biomass production but thinnings and clumpy stands may
enhance its production. The total dry weight in non-tree biomass production is an output
of each growth projection. Where field sampling has identified the actual life forms or
species, then this dry biomass production may be assigned to the distribution of those life
forms and/or species. See Figure 112.
Since the carbon content is known by species, then the total sequestered carbon content is
reported along with the total metric tonnage of sequestered CO2 in wood, bark and
foliage. See Figure 113.
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Non-Tree Dry Biomass / Acre

Plantation - Site 97 - DF/WL/PP
Non-Tree Dry Biomass / Acre
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Figure 112. Comparison of non-tree dry biomass from thinning levels.
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Figure 113. Comparison of metric tons of CO2 from thinning levels.
These case studies of alternative silvicultural regimes in plantations and existing natural
stands now provide the opportunity for a view of the forest capacity on a long-term
sustainable basis.
It is now a simple task to sum up the harvestable volume from thinnings and final harvest
over the life of a stand under alternative silvicultural regimes. Some regimes may be
harvested earlier or later than others, so comparisons of ending volumes may not be a
good index of sustainable capacity between regimes. However, the way to evaluate
alternatives on a common base is to look at a period well beyond the normal rotation age
of one harvest cycle. In this way the true sustainable capacity of a stand or forest may be
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determined. In this discussion a period of 200 years is well beyond the culmination of
mean annual increment and maximum net present value of a newly established stand or
previously existing stand. See Figure 114 for volume and NPV.

200 Year Harvest Volume Capacity
Scribner Board Volume / Acre
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Figure 114. Comparison of volume and value from thinning methods
Thus far the silvicultural discussion has focused on alternative thinning methods while
holding everything else constant – including site growth capacity, timing of treatments
and alternative residual density levels. It should be readily apparent that timing and
intensity of treatments will shift across the range of site capacity. Species composition
and log values by species and log size will also play a major role in determining the most
likely silvicultural regimes.
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Depending on the existing conditions (site, species, size, stocking) in the forest inventory,
a harvest schedule analysis could easily include three to seven optional regimes per stand.
This is exactly what has been presented in the previous case study analyses of a single
planted stand or the five existing natural stands. If only these silvicultural regimes were
provided to the harvest scheduling analyses and the forest contains 1,000 stands, then
there would be 3,000 to 7,000 alternative harvest options in each period of the planning
horizon.
A significant loss in sustainable harvest capacity and cash flow could easily be
overlooked if the Forest Manager elects to minimize or ignore in-depth silvicultural
analyses and harvest scheduling capacities over long-time intervals. These analyses
should be conducted annually with all silvicultural regimes evaluated and presented. The
Forest Manager may elect to follow any option, but the decision should be made from a
basis of knowledge. Most often in recent years the primary silvicultural regimes selected
and applied to working forests have been determined on a basis of least resistance from
regulations, special-interest groups and public opinion. Few organizations have gone
through the rigor of evaluating and quantifying the impacts of alternative silviculture to
the degree presented in the previous pages of this guidebook.
This is most effectively achieved in the following series of steps:
1) If not already developed in building the initial inventory database, the macro-site
capacity must be assigned to each stand. This comes from direct tree
measurements of 10-meter site index on a sample of trees from each of an
orthogonal series of stand locations throughout the forest.
2) These direct 10-meter site values are expanded over the forest based on GIS
layers of topography, climate and soils. This also includes differences in shape of
height/age trends on different soils and climate (Site_Shp column in ADMIN
table). Select a representative cruised stand from each cell of (at least) a matrix
across site and major species classes.
3) The cruised inventory provides the initial stocking levels by species and size for
each of these selected stands in each cell.
4) The history of these selected stands is important for separating natural from
planted stands and the degree of intensity of previous management activities.
These differences are significant between selection harvests versus clearcut
harvests and extensive management versus intensive management. The cruise
compilation results will typically find existing degrees of clumpiness of tree
spatial patterns as follows:
History
Selection Harvest
Clearcut Harvest
Extensive Planted
Intensive Planted
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Clumpiness
0.57 – 0.77
0.78 – 0.89
0.82 – 0.92
0.92 – 0.97

Default Regime
NAT1 (0.67)
NAT2 (0.87)
PLT1 (0.89)
PLT2 (0.95)
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5) The cruises in newly regenerated stands will provide the degree of height growth
and survival response for each of these initial silvicultural treatment conditions.
Use the FPS CASH Card method to define the %Height growth and % Survival
parameters to populate the “PctHt” and “PctSur” columns, respectively, in the
SILVICS table. These parameters (relative to 10-meter site capacity) define the
growth capacity for early stand development in the first 20-feet (6-meters) of
height of each stand.
6) Flag only those stands selected from these previous steps to represent a class
average stand condition from each orthogonal cell of site and silvicultural history
on the forest. Assign separate initial Regimes from the SILVICS table to the
STAND table in the “Origin” column. These represent the actual previous history
of treatments on these stands. Then assign a common, low intensity silvicultural
regime to all selected stands. This is usually the “GROW” regime assigned to the
STAND table in the “Regime” column.
7) Use the Schedule table drop-down menu to set up a series of reports for at least
the length of the expected rotation length in years expected for this forest. This is
usually approximately 100 years in length to provide for every stand to pass
through every age class and optional decision point in the life of a stand. Reports
in ten-year intervals are sufficient and five-year intervals are near optimal.
8) Grow all selected stands forward using the Schedule table periods and the “Grow
STAND Table” option in the FPS Growth Model dialog window. Include the
check box for STANDSRT table output if volume by Sort Class is important.
9) Review the yield capacities resulting from these grown stands over the planning
horizon (e.g., 100 years in 5 or 10-year periods) from both the STAND and
STANDSRT tables.
10) Consider initial stand densities. If densities are high and future tree size is small,
then a pre-commercial thinning may be an appropriate treatment. Set up a new
SILVICS Regime label matching the “GROW” Regime with the addition of a
thinning treatment. Assign this new Regime to the STAND Regime column for
the initial year only and then re-grow these stands. This new Regime will create
records in the STAND table for all future years without over-writing the previous
regime outputs. This makes it easy to observe differences among regimes by
year.
11) Consider tree size and final harvest densities. If tree sizes are smaller than desired
a commercial thinning may be helpful. The commercial thinning does not cause
more growth or yield capacity but does provide allocating more growth to fewer
trees in the years subsequent to the thinning. Follow the same procedure as in
Step (10) by creating a new SILVICS Regime which now includes commercial
thinning. Assign this new regime to the STAND table in the Regime column and
re-grow each selected stand through the entire planning horizon as before. The
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commercial thinning may require multiple attempts before arriving at the
preferred timing, type and intensity of thinning treatment.
12) Depending on forest management goals and restrictions there are three additional
treatments that may be added to the full regime. These are fertilization, pruning
and planting of genetically-improved tree seedlings. These may require a new
cycle of treatment analyses including planting density, early growth capacity, precommercial thinning and commercial thinning.
13) This usually results in a set of three to twelve common silvicultural regimes to be
applied to all stands across the forest by the planning forester in the next year-end
sustained harvest analysis update. Repeat this silvicultural review each year.

Evaluation of Seed-tree and Shelterwood Regimes
Final harvest when running the FPS Harvest Scheduler may be invoked as a Seed-tree or
Shelterwood removal if the last treatment of the SILVICS table regime has the following
parameters:
Trt_Key = 1
Trt_Val = 9999
Then options:
Thin_Meth = 3, Thin_MV = 1.0 to leave average size trees
Or:
Thin_Meth = 1, Thin_MV = 99.0 to leave largest trees
Then select:
Thin_Lvl = 1, Thin_Lvlv = 8 to leave eight seed trees per acre
Or:
Thin_Lvl = 1, Thin_Lvlv = 20 to leave twenty shelterwood trees
Of course, any number of trees may be relected to be retained in the stand at final harvest
by adjusting the Thin_Lvlv value. These reserve trees may be identified later by a
species “Grp” code = “RT”.
This treatment is never activated when growing the stands forward for silvicultural or
harvest scheduling analyses. It is only invoked by the FPS Harvest Schedule on the year
which the Scheduler has decided to invoke the final harvest. Then the Scheduler is only
allowed to remove trees subject to the constraint specified in this last treatment (with
Trt_Val = 9999).
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Long-Term Forest Planning
Objective
The objective of providing the Forest Projection and Planning System (FPS) is to provide
timber inventory information that is timely, consistent and accurate for both operational
forest management and strategic planning.
This software and database architecture has the capacity for updating local inventory
databases resulting from normal annual harvest depletions, silvicultural treatments, land
exchanges and improved stand descriptions resulting from updated aerial photography or
timber cruises. When loaded it should replace most other paper and computer filing
systems related to the cruising, harvesting, planting, silviculture, planning and economics
of managing a working forest ownership.
Background
As the demand for timber and other forest land resources has increased over the past forty
years, the amount of analysis on efficient use of these resources has increased to respond
to these demands. In the 1960’s and 1970’s, it was the total amount of wood resources
on a sustained flow that was the concern. Constraints had to do with the kind of
silvicultural regimes that would be applied to various site productivity and species mixes
of stands. In response to these kinds of needs a great amount of effort went into
developing various linear programming models such as Timber RAM (Navon, 1971),
MaxMillion (Clutter, 1971) and MUSYC (Johnson & Jones, 1979).
In the 1980’s and 1990’s the demand for resources shifted to specific habitats and
landscape patterns. Some of the western States began to set up regulations that had to
with spatial relationships among individual stands and with proximity to streams and
wildlife. These additional demands added spatial constraints to the already expanding list
of parameters that had to be considered when developing a long-term sustainable yield
analysis for a large tract of land. This wide array of constraints caused more work to go
into developing alternatives to the linear programming models since the number of
constraints was overwhelming the models. The binary search models, such as ECHO
(Walker, 1976) and TREES (Schmidt etal, 1979), provided the ability to consider an
open-ended number of constraints and options. The binary search models could schedule
larger databases than the linear programming models because the computer utilities could
continually search the database one record at a time until the best schedule was found
regardless of the size of the computer file.
The remaining constraint in the 1980’s was that many of the companies in the forest
industry did not have ‘in-place’ forest inventories that were needed to drive these more
complex harvest scheduling models. A number of companies set out to develop these
inventories and complex scheduling models but it was a time when the national economy
was declining. The result was a reduction in staff in almost all of the strategic planning
and operations research groups in private industry. Meanwhile, the number and
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complexity of State and Provincial regulations for forest owners in the West continued to
increase. This has resulted in an absolute necessity for land owners of large tracts (over
10,000 acres) to establish ‘in-place’ inventory systems. These stand-based inventories
are the only way to identify which timber resources are in conflict with which riparian
and wildlife resources as defined by the wide array of regulations that must now be dealt
with. Therefore, the development of better scheduling models had reached a plateau
while the development of better inventory systems continued.
Linked to the development of ‘in-place’ inventory systems has been the development of
geographic information systems (GIS). Because this technology evolved out of computer
assisted drafting techniques, the concept of maintaining a list of attributes for the polygon
arcs and lines was late in developing. As a result, the forest industry has access to some
very sophisticated GIS software utilities. However, these utilities have not emphasized
development of strong relational databases to carry the large number of attributes
common to a forest inventory database.
Some companies and some consulting firms have spent months and years in human
resources developed their own unique inventory database software to carry this array of
forestry attributes. With the development of micro-computers have come very
sophisticated relational database software utilities such as Microsoft’s Access. These
database utilities surpass anything attempted in the forest industry and are being updated
and supported on a regular basis. Custom build forest inventory systems have all become
obsolete in less time than it took to develop them. Tied to the software and hardware
evolution in micro-computers is the drive to standardize among all vendors of software
utilities. This drive provides the forest industry, at no direct cost, with the array of tools
that have been needed since the desire in the early 1960’s to develop long-range sustained
yield plans in the forest industry.
The conflicting demands for management among multiple resources on each acre of
forest land have elevated stand silvicultural prescriptions to a spatially complex problem.
Forest Planning Assumptions and Constraints
The underlying assumption here is that the objective is to achieve the highest level of
sustainable harvest that may be obtained from a given block of forest land. The
realization of obtaining this level may be constrained by State regulations regarding
riparian buffers, wildlife zones, limitation of some silvicultural methods (even-aged
management using clearcutting), size or proximity of harvest units in a given period of
time. It may also be constrained by owner-specific goals of standing forest attributes
(species and age distributions), or by other goals regarding watershed, wildlife, cultural,
recreational or visual aesthetics.
Sustainability
The term “Sustainable” does not have a well specified definition in its forest management
or natural resource management usages. Using this term implies and begs for a statement
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of the “time frame” under consideration. However, a time frame is almost never provided
in public usage of sustainability for forest practices, regulations or goals.
The time frame must be defined in order to determine “repeatability” of growth, harvest,
investment, cash flow and/or revenue in subsequent time frames into the future. If these
practices are repeatable in future time frames, then these practices are sustainable.
Sustainability may be fully defined, if both the time frame and repeatability in future time
frames are considered.
Interestingly, it should be noted that this definition is complete and sufficient for forestry
usage. However, it does not imply or require a constant level of growth, harvest,
investment or revenue within the time frame being considered. Consider the following
discussion of alternative and equally sustainable harvest plans.
In this discussion, it is appropriate to introduce the concept of a “planning horizon” for
determining sustainability of harvest on a given block of forest land. The Planning
Horizon is the “time frame” within which the harvest level is being determined. The
Planning Horizon should be sufficiently long enough for the forest land base to cycle
through all growth phases (regeneration to harvest) on each and every acre. Inclusion of
these growth phases is necessary to define the sustainable capacity of this ownership. In
the West, this Planning Horizon should be specified as being at least sixty to one hundred
years in length.
Case I - A 100,000-acre block of forest may have a sustainable harvest plan when 2,000
acres are harvested and replanted annually with a cycle of fifty years across the
ownership. This practice is sustainable in future and contains no variability from year to
year within the planning horizon. This is the common default assumption for the public
perception of sustainability, when no time frame or condition of repeatability is stated.
Every year is the same as any other year with regard to the level of activity on the forest
ownership.
Case II - A 100,000-acre block of forest may have a sustainable harvest plan when
100,000 acres are harvested and replanted once every fifty years across the ownership.
This practice is sustainable in future and contains near the maximum variability of
activity from year to year within the planning horizon. This practice meets the same
definition of sustainability as Case I. However, it is far from the common default pubic
perception of sustainability because of the variation of activity within the planning
horizon. The undefined public perception of sustainability would argue that this plan is
not sustainable; when, in fact, it is sustainable in every regard of the definition of
sustainability!
Conclusion A: Fluctuation of harvest level within a Planning Horizon is a potential
constraint to achieving the maximum sustainable capacity of a block of forest land. The
current age/size distribution of the forest inventory across the 100,000-acre block will
determine the exposure to this constraint. Extreme examples are three tracts of a) all fifty
year-old forest, b) all bare ground, or c) all previously planted at one-year intervals over
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the past fifty years. All three examples are snapshots in time looking at potentially
equally sustainable harvest plans.
Case III - A 100,000-acre block of forest will not have a sustainable harvest plan when
all acres are managed on an individual-tree, all-aged selection harvest method as opposed
to even-aged harvest methods (clear-cut, seed tree, shelterwood regimes). This practice
not only limits the fluctuations of harvest level from year to year, but also from acre to
acre. The common default public perception of sustainability appears to be best achieved
when this practice is applied across an ownership. No single acre or aggregation of acres
departs in visual perception from one year to the next. The landscape mosaic appears to
remain intact over time. However, why is this harvest plan not sustainable?
Conclusion B: Fully regulated and exclusive harvest scheduling limited to individualtree, all-aged selection harvest methods across all acres causes a transition to a different
forest type (tree species, vegetation species, wildlife species) and forest health (tree vigor,
disease and insects) than was there in the past. Maintenance of a harvest plan using these
silvicultural methods throughout a planning horizon will result in a plan that is not
repeatable in future (if not sooner).
The justification of the previous conclusion is due to the history of development of
almost every forested block of land in North America. Changes have not occurred
without fluctuation from year to year or from acre to acre. Changes in forest type and
character have been mostly influenced by catastrophic perturbations at irregular intervals
in time. This has resulted in existing forests mostly composed of shade-intolerant species
such as Douglas-fir, various pines and larch. Wildfire and human induced fire have
constrained distributions of disease and insects. Vegetation and wildlife existing in these
forests have evolved to their current diversity and abundance as a result of this history.
If a forest harvest plan were developed over a planning horizon of sixty years or more
with the objective of being sustainable (in the public view), then an individual-tree, allaged selection harvest regime will begin an immediate transition to more shade tolerant
species over time. With this trend will also be a transition to a different composition of
vegetation and wildlife species than previously existing on these lands. Since there is a
value separation by tree species available for harvest, then there will be a transition in
revenue not anticipated by the composition of the previous forest. Also, the size and
frequency of mechanical harvesting equipment operating within each acre will promote
the distribution of damage and disease to regeneration attempting to take hold and grow
on those acres. To achieve harvest levels near those of even-aged regimes over time will
require entering significantly greater numbers of acres each year than required by evenaged methods. This results in a greater dependence on an active road network across the
entire ownership. These effects of transitions in harvesting methods, road access, species
management and disease control change the level and type of cash flows relative to other
silvicultural systems to attempt to achieve the same sustainable revenue stream.
Since any attempt to manage all acres exclusively with a selection harvest regime causes
a transition of the forest composition to conditions not previously observed, it is not an
option if sustainability is an objective in either biological or economic terms.
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If every acre in the forest land base has the opportunity to transition from regeneration to
maturity to harvest and back to regeneration, then that period in years is a sufficient
Planning Horizon for determining sustainability. This may be a land base with an
aggressive even-aged plantation to harvest regime of thirty years. This may also require
a time period of eight hundred years or more in the case of a National Forest with no
active management and dependence on insects, disease and wildfire to cause cycling of
the growth phases on all acres. Both of these time frames are sufficient to define
sustainability in their respective cases. However, the public perception of sustainability
is more in conflict with the current practices on National Forests than it is with industrial
forest lands. The practice of “closing” Federal forest lands to any type of harvest creates
a situation where large perturbations (wildfire) in the forest condition from year to year
become the primary means for the forest to re-cycle itself. The owners of every forest
land base should be aware of the complete definition of sustainability and the associated
tradeoffs (periodic fluctuations and long-term transitions) of the current Forest
Management Plan being invoked on that land base. These owners may be family groups
(family-owned forest), Board of Directors (corporate forest) or the general public
(Federal forests).
It is the responsibility of the forest management staff on each land base to determine the
current forest condition, types of constraints (biological, economical, regulatory),
silvicultural systems which apply, and to determine the resulting sustainable capacity. To
achieve these responsibilities, the staff must understand the full definition of
sustainability and the implications of alternative silvicultural systems or fluctuations
within the Planning Horizon. Further, it is the responsibility of the staff to pass this
information on to the owners in order for them to make informed decisions as to the
future of this forest land base.
It should be noted that most Forest Plans produced by planning teams on Federal lands do
not provide sufficient information to determine sustainability. This may be due to the
situation where most of these teams do not understand what constitutes sustainability. It
may also be due to the fact that in recent years most SAF-certified forestry schools do not
provide graduates with sufficient understanding of sustainability and the means to
determine it on a given block of forest land.
Optimization of Harvest Levels
In the previous discussion the usage of a Planning Horizon was described and applied in
the determination of sustainability. The Planning Horizon is best defined when it
provides sufficient time for each acre to transition from regeneration to maturity to
harvest and back to regeneration (as previously stated). The optimization of harvest
levels requires knowledge of two major components of forest planning:
a) Silvicultural regimes which are acceptable (biological, regulatory, economic); and
b) The forest composition and time necessary to transition to this optimal level.
Due to various constraints (economic, regulatory, public observation) it is usually not
possible to immediately convert an entire forest land base to a fully implemented set of
optimal silvicultural regimes invoking target tree species, densities and distributions.
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Therefore, forest planning activities are consumed with determining the current forest
condition (species composition, density, size, growth capacities and geographic location)
and with determining the target kinds of silvicultural regimes that will eventually define
the forest. The planning activity (analysis) then becomes a series of evaluations of
alternative silvicultural regimes which will transition the current forest composition into
the target forest composition in the shortest time or at least cost or with least perturbation
(ecological, economic, aesthetic). These evaluations are intensely intertwined with the
level and type of constraints placed on the forest land base. These include:
a) Maximum size of harvest openings;
b) Proximity to other openings, riparian zones and wildlife corridors;
c) Type, intensity and frequency of silvicultural treatments specified within wildlife
buffers, corridors and riparian zones;
d) Types of green-tree retention and minimum residual density levels imposed by
regulatory agencies;
e) Economic and regulatory accessibility to each stand in the forest regarding roads
and harvesting systems;
f) Range of approved silvicultural regimes (clearcut, seed-tree, shelterwood, selection)
and their unique thresholds and time schedules (e.g., California rules);
g) Economic flexibility and investment strategy to convert non-stocked forest lands;
h) Economic management indices chosen to determine achievement of goals, such as,
cash flow, net present value, internal rate of return or soil expectation value.
i) Range of economic values assigned by species, dimension, quality or weight; and,
j) Range of silvicultural methods available for evaluation and implementation of the
final forest plan, such as herbicides, pesticides, fertilizers, planting stock quality,
and genetic gain R&D investment in the current and in the target forest.
Suppose that we have a 100,000-acre block of forest land upon which a forest harvest
plan is to be developed with the objective of obtaining the highest possible sustainable
harvest level over the foreseeable future.
A complete and current forest inventory is required with a spatially-explicit stand-based
list of forest vegetation types (species, size, density, growth capacities). This inventory
must be made up of a list of GIS-based polygons which explicitly define each vegetation
type both spatially and numerically. These requirements are necessary to individually
evaluate spatial proximity to riparian buffers and wildlife corridors and to determine the
range of flexibility regarding harvest opening sizes and proximity to other openings
relative to their individual green-up timetables.
Suppose this forest land base is currently occupied with a range of tree species, stocking
levels and size classes as a result of many different management objectives that were
applied to various tracts within the total ownership in the past.
Development of the Forest Plan begins by considering the owner’s objectives, local
market opportunities, native growth capacity of the forest land base, available labor and
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equipment, and operational accessibility (topography and roads). The development of a
Plan then proceeds with definition of a series of optimal silvicultural regimes which are
to be implemented. This series will define the tree species, density, silviculture and
harvest timing for each level of growth capacity of the forest land base. This is usually
accomplished by stratifying the forest land base by native productivity levels and then
determining the silvicultural systems that closest achieves the owner’s objectives.
At this point, the current forest condition (inventory) is defined and the target forest
composition (silviculture) is defined. What remains is the schedule by which the current
forest will transition from its current state to the target state.
The makeup of this schedule is determined by:
a) The magnitude of the departure between the current and target state of the forest
land base; and,
b) The range and complexity of constraints imposed upon this land base.
Optimization of the management objectives for a forest land base is not about the target
forest. Optimization is about the schedule applied to the existing forest to achieve the
target forest.
For example, if the 100,000-acre land base presented earlier has a target composed of
fifty-year rotations using clearcut and plantation regimes, then approximately 2,000 acres
will be scheduled for harvest each year when the target forest is achieved. Given the
current forest condition (inventory), how long will it take, what silvicultural methods will
be applied and how many acres will be harvested each year to transition to the target
state? If the first target plantation regime is established this year, then it will be fifty
years (or more) into the future before we achieve the target state of the forest. Therefore
the Planning Horizon should be established to be at least fifty years in length for this
Harvest Planning Analysis. This duration (“time frame”) is necessary to determine the
full range and schedule of activities necessary to achieve the target state of the forest.
If a Planning Horizon is used for determining the highest sustainable harvest level for any
period of length less than a full rotation of the target forest, then it is defined for simply
computing a liquidation harvest level by year until all available forest products are
exhausted. This is not a sustainable schedule because it is not repeatable in the next time
frame.
As discussed, development of a sustainable forest harvest plan is primarily about
optimizing the schedule for the transition of the existing forest to the target forest. To
accomplish the optimization of the transition schedule implies evaluation of alternatives.
It is an easy task for any experienced forester to walk into a forested stand and identify
the most effective strategies (silvicultural treatments including harvest) to apply to that
stand to achieve the owner’s objectives.
It is extremely difficult, if not impossible, for anyone to look at a 100,000-acre existing
forest and identify the most effective strategies (timing and treatments) to apply to that
forest to achieve the target forest condition (i.e., owner’s objectives). Therefore, a
spatially-specific, stand-based harvest scheduling package of tools (software and
databases) must be utilized to absorb, evaluate and schedule the transition from current
state to target state of the forest.
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To enhance the functionality and range of opportunities to optimize the transition requires
that the Planning Forester provide a broad range of alternative silvicultural regimes
(schedules of treatments over time) to the harvest scheduling analyses. These regimes
must incorporate alternative timing of events and intensities of treatments to fully enable
the harvest scheduling analyses to find optimal arrays of activities over the transition. To
enhance the transition in wood and/or value flow, some stands will be harvested earlier
than optimum or later than optimum for that specific stand. However, it will be closer to
optimum for the forest objectives as a whole. This can only occur if the Planning
Forester had provided those silvicultural regimes as part of the initial input the harvest
planning analysis process. As a guideline, every stand polygon in the inventory should
have at least three to six alternative regimes defined to achieve an optimum Harvest
Schedule Plan (transition to target state) as the output from the harvest planning analyses.
Basic Procedure
This FPS Harvest Scheduler is based on a binary search algorithm. This binary search
algorithm schedules harvests for up to thirty-five periods of variable numbers of years
from a ‘flagged’ list of individual stands. These stands (polygons) have been pre-grown
with FPS to the centroid of each period under each management regime of interest from
which a maximum sustainable harvest schedule is determined. Individual stands may be
assigned different available regimes (e.g., clearcut, seed tree, shelterwood, selection) as
may be most advantageous for the overall maximum forest harvest levels. The harvest
level may be determined on the basis of area, volume or value goals. Minimum harvest
volumes per acre (hectare), residual basal area, harvested value, stand age and polygon
areas may be specified prior to each schedule. Maximum contiguous harvested areas per
period cause polygons to be scheduled over up to three periods to minimize accumulative
effects due to large areas. The Scheduler determines harvest levels for each stand for up
to six complete rotations. The second rotation and beyond may have a different
silvicultural regime and species composition than the first. A direct linkage to GIS
databases provides differential scheduling (or no scheduling) of portions of stands within
stream and wildlife buffers. All stands, whether cruised or not, are grown forward
independently to invoke unique site, habitat, geographic, hydrographic, wildlife,
economic and silvicultural conditions for each stand. The final selected harvest schedule
is written back to the inventory database providing visual display options of management
patterns within a linked GIS database. No other publicly available harvest scheduling
system provides this level of direct linkage to a forest inventory database and this range
of management options.
The FPS Harvest Scheduler uses a Structured Query Language (SQL) linkage to any
SQL-compliant relational database. The default is the Microsoft Access relational
database system. The structure of tables and columns for the FPS Inventory is described
later in this guidebook. Sample databases are provided with the planning software to
facilitate understanding the concepts and work flows of developing a long-term harvest
schedule. The strength of this approach lies in the organization and quantification of over
160 parameters for individual stands (polygons) that may be used to define species, size,
volume, value and proximity in relationship to any other resource under evaluation for
forest planning. The FPS Scheduler has been successfully used to develop sustained
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yield schedules for a number of Pacific Northwest companies and agencies with
landholdings from 10,000 to 1,300,000 acres. It provides the most robust combination of
‘in-place’ inventory design, growth dynamics, binary search scheduling and GIS spatial
analysis currently found in North America.
Definitions
Binary search - This is a one-dimensional heuristic search technique based on splitting
the search region into two parts. When a binary search is applied to harvest scheduling,
there is only one decision variable per period. That decision variable is the amount of
harvest defined in various ways (area, volume, value). There are two choices: to increase
or decrease the amount. The search engine continually moves to the period furtherest
removed from the objective defined at the outset of the process. It then cycles through all
alternatives until all options are exhausted and the best alternative has been selected. It
then cycles to the new period containing objectives furtherest from the objective.
Linear programming - This is a mathematical model for representing a decision problem
characterized by a set of decision variables, a linear objective function of those decision
variables, and a set of linear constraints. Linear programming is used extensively in
scheduling periodic harvest based on management objectives. The objective function and
constraints are formulated and solved as linear equations. The complexity of forest
dynamics, variation in stand structures and spatial intermixed constraints quickly
overwhelm the dimensions of this technology.
Sustained yield - This is defined as the yield that a forest can produce continuously at a
given intensity of management. It also implies continuous production solved to achieve,
at the earliest practical time, a balance between growth and harvest. The objective of
sustained yield is the achievement and maintenance, in perpetuity, of a high-level annual
or regular periodic output of the various renewable resources. These objectives are
achieved without impairment of the productivity of the land. The magnitude of the
harvest under sustained yield is dependent on the intensity of management practiced.
Planning horizon - This is used in these discussions to include the entire range of years
of interest in the harvest planning analyses. It may be made up of any number of
planning periods. For example, the planning horizon may be 100 years with twenty 5year periods as proposed earlier in this discussion.
Forest Scheduling Steps
Although there are a number of steps that must be followed, the concept is quite simple
for developing a long-range forest plan. Throughout this textbook it is assumed that the
FPS Cruise Compiler or similarly capable cruise compiler has been used with the FPS
Inventory database to provide a complete forest inventory of the entire land base. In
other words, there exists an ADMIN record for every polygon in the inventory and every
polygon number (Std_ID) is unique. Every polygon has either been cruised or species
and volumes have been estimated indirectly with some expansion technique from cruised
stands. The database has been updated to the current year for previous harvest depletions
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and acreage additions / depletions. Every stand (polygon) has a site index value
(Site_phy) assigned in the database for use by the FPS Growth Model.
To run the FPS Scheduler for a number of periods out into the future, the FPS Growth
Model must provide projections of the yield from each stand for each period in the future.
The only limitation to the number of stands in a database that may be grown is the hard
disk capacity of the computer in which the database resides. The FPS Harvest Scheduler
looks at the number of periods to be scheduled and the total list of stands available for
scheduling. The Scheduler sorts all stands and alternative regimes available at each
period in descending order based on the parameter chosen to be maximized (acres,
volume or value). Once the Scheduler selects a stand and regime for harvest in a given
period, that stand drops out of consideration for any other period. The acreage, volume
and value for that stand is added to the given period accumulators (visualize buckets!).
The Scheduler then looks for the period with the least filled accumulators (buckets) and
selects another stand and regime for that given period as was done before. The Scheduler
continues to cycle among accumulators for all periods until all stands have been
scheduled into some period or all constraints are reached.
This FPS Harvest Scheduler is a binary search algorithm where every stand has the
opportunity to be evaluated on its own merits rather than be grouped into classes as is
common in the application of linear programming models. With this in mind, it is now
easy to visualize how any of the 160 parameters carried in the Forest Inventory database
may be used to define constraints for the Scheduler. It is also easy to visualize the access
to GIS parameters (spatial relationships) that may also become constraints for individual
stands being evaluated by the Scheduler. Recall from earlier discussions that the FPS
Growth Model and Scheduler use the Area_Rpt acreage from the ADMIN table for all
calculations of areas, volumes and values. The ADMIN Area_Rpt column is normally
set to the net forested area of each polygon but can take on the area of the polygon
available after any GIS overlay process that subtracts area for stream buffers, wildlife
corridors or other non-timber resources. As a result, the Scheduler can develop a broad
array of scenarios given different management strategies, silvicultural options and/or
State/Provincial regulations.
Using Variable Length Periods
The Harvest Scheduler is designed to handle up to thirty-five periods of any length (in
years). These period lengths are usually set to 5 or ten years for all periods. However,
they may be set to variable years by period. For example the first four periods could be
set to 5-years each, the next six periods may be set to 10-years each and the next two
periods set to 20-years each. This would result in a 120 year harvest planning horizon
using twelve periods. While the capacity includes up to 35 periods, more than twenty
periods significantly slows execution time without gaining comparable levels of
resolution. This is due to the fact that inventory databases and growth models have
limited resolution when considering all parameters involved in a long-term harvest
analysis. A good initial basis is to apply ten periods of a decade each. A good ongoing
basis is to apply twenty periods of five years each and then update the harvest analysis
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each year. This recommendation results in a rolling five-year harvest plan each year that
meets the goals and constraints of a long-term plan.
The use of variable length periods is not commonly used. The reason for this is that most
forest managers have sufficient difficulty wrapping their minds around all of the
inventory, silvicultural, economic and environmental constraint details of the scheduler
results to also evaluate variable length planning. Never-the-less, the capacity is available.
Basic Planning Analysis
Typical sequence of activities to develop a Forest Plan:








Overlay regulated and optional reserve areas for hydrology and wildlife.
Set standards for merchantability, log values and logging costs.
Establish length and number of periods in sustained yield plan.
Project every Stand through the entire length of the planning window.
Develop 2nd rotation silvicultural regimes to add to the planning model.
Run multiple harvest schedules in series of increasing complexity of constraints.
Load selected harvest schedule back to database for implementation.

We assume, by this time, the FPS inventory database has been compiled, grown to the
current year and expanded to uncruised stands by vegetation type (Veg_Lbl). All road
right-of-way acreage has been computed within the geographic information system and
loaded back into the Admin table. The “Area_Net” column is gross polygon acres minus
the road acreage. All stream buffers have also been computed and the “Area_Rpt”
column in the Admin table contains the net-forested acres minus stream buffers. We also
assume that the database has been compacted and backed-up to an archive file.
It is always critical to verify the beginning status of a database before launching into a
harvest analysis. There are many additional parameters to set and adjust within the
planning analyses. To establish a good starting basis, the basic inventory database must
be complete and up-to-date at the beginning of the analysis.
Database Setup
1) Make a copy of the inventory database for the planning analyses. The database can
be copied within the Windows Explorer by using the copy-paste buttons within the
same folder or a new folder for the planning activities. Rename the copy for planning
to “Plan2013” or similar naming convention and then open it in Microsoft Access.
This harvest planning discussion will use the “Mineral2013.mdb” sample database
copied and renamed to “Mineral_Plan.mdb”. You should see the following Startup
form appear (as seen in Office 2010). Click the Start button (Figure 115).
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Figure 115. Opening the FPS database. Always click the Start button.
2) Open the Mineral_Plan database and set all parameters in the background tables to
values to be used for the planning analyses. These should be the standard
assumptions used within your company or organization in past analyses. Also check
to verify that these assumptions are still valid and current. The basic backgroung
tables include (others will be discussed in the Advanced discussion):
a. SPECIES table - set standard merchandizing limits and log values (This table
was described in detail in an earlier section).
b. HARVEST table - set all logging costs, inflation and discount rates (This table
was described in detail in an earlier section).
c. SCHEDULE table - create a record for each midpoint year (Plan_Yr) in the
planning period. Then set minimum harvest acres, ages, values and volumes for
each period. The most efficient method do to this is to define the parameters in
the first period only and then use the “Build Schedule Table Periods” under the
FPS Menu, “Growth”.
Go to the FPS drop-down menu “Growth”, “Build Schedule Periods”. Select the
number of years per period and the number of periods, then click the Build button.
The first set of parameters in the Schedule table will be used as the default values
for all periods. See Figure 116.
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Figure 116. Setting up the number and length of planning periods.
Now open the Schedule table and insert/edit the parameters for each period. Set the
minimum or maximum values for:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

Brd_Min = Minimum board-foot volume per acre to be removed,
Cub_Min = Minimum cubic-foot volume per acre to be removed,
Val_Min = Minimum harvest value per acre to be removed,
Age_Min = Minimum stand age to be harvested,
Age_Max = Maximum stand age to be harvested,
Area_Min = Minimum polygon size in acres to be harvested,
Area_Max = Maximum polygons size in acres to be harvested, and
BA_Min = Minimum basal area to be retained in stand.

Note: A stand will only be harvested if all of these constraints are met.
Set the basal area minimum (BA_Min) to a value greater than zero only if you wish to
limit harvest removals to silviculturally invoked thinnings retaining at least this amount
of basal area per acre (hectare). Even if you had designed a regime containing thinning
treatments and projected them for planning, the scheduler will not select these regimes if
the retained basal area condition is not met. See Figure 117.
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Figure 117. Display of initial SCHEDULE table parameters.
How this table is filled controls the ability of the harvest scheduling routine to go about
finding it target objective. For example, setting lower minimum thresholds in the early
periods allows poorly-stocked stands to be converted to new plantations or naturallyregenerated stands (Depending on the 2nd rotation Yield table properties discussed later).
If a high minimum threshold is maintained throughout the planning horizon, a poorlystocked stand on productive acres may never contribute to the harvest in any period. The
period that a stand is selected for harvest depends on the relative ranking of that stand in
that period. A young, well-stocked stand with aggressive growth rates will rank higher in
later periods. An old, decandant stand with little growth will rank in the same relative
position over all periods, or even decline. This stand will decline rapidly on a value
basis.
Note: It is often useful to initially set these minimum and maximum thresholds at a
constant level, run the harvest scheduler routine to observe the results, and then modify
these thresholds one at a time as the scheduler is re-run to observe the impact of each
parameter. Doing so provides the analyst a good insight into the natural dynamics of this
forest due to initial age distributions, stocking levels and range of site potentials. These
become very useful pieces of information later when building alternative silvicultural
regimes to be included in the advanced harvest planning analyses.
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3) Flag the stands to be included in the harvest planning analysis. For example, these
may be all forested stands in the inventory, or two ownerships in one database, or a
subset of all tracts or ownerships, or a single basin of special concern. It may include
any combination of stands in the database. They may include multiple forests in
different geographic regions for which you wish to coordinate the timing and
distribution of harvesting. If the configuration of which stands get included becomes
complex, then it may be useful to save the list in the “OldFlag” field using the FPS
Menu, “Selection”. In this way the list can be quickly re-established at a later time.

4) Now establish a common, basic silvicultural regime to be applied to all stands. This
is usually a regime defined with little or no treatments to project the natual stand
development of each stand forward through the planning horizon. Select the FPS
Menu, “Growth” and click on the “Build Silvics Regimes” item. See Figure 118.
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Figure 118. Display of the FPS Silvicultural dialog window.
Note that the Regime Label (at the top of the dialog box) has been shifted over to an
existing regime with the label “GROW”. The parameters for this regime assume a
natural stand (Planted Stand? Box is not checked) with a moderate level of early site
preparation, brush and pest control invoked. Modify this regime to match your basic
management actions for existing stands on your forest. It may be no treatments at all.
It is recommended that this “GROW” regime become your basic regime for all
existing stands in the inventory. This provides a basis of comparision and evaluation
when forest cover and density become an issue at any future period assuming nothing
has been harvested to that date. In other words, “What would the forest conditions be
at any future date had nothing else been done silviculturally?”. These are important
considerations for riparian buffers, wildlife cover, nesting sites and watershed canopy
cover evaluations at each interval in the planning horizon.
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Click on the “Assign Regime to Flagged Stands” button to set the regime in place for
each of the stands currently flagged in your database. Click on “Save Regimes” to
save this regime description and close the dialog box.
5) The Next step in preparing for a basic harvest scheduling run is to grow all of the
flagged stands through the entire planning horizon. All of the merchantability,
values, costs and silviculture have been set to be included into the projected yields. If
the Habitat Classification utility had been run previously, then potential natural
regeneration will be a part of the projected yields. This was discussed under the
Habitat Classification section and results in the HabSpp table being loaded with tree
species most likely to be regenerated on this particular forest in each specific habitat.
If this table is empty or the Region column is zero, then no natural regeneration will
occur.
Select FPS Menu, “Growth” and click on the “Grow Stands”, display Figure 119.

Figure 119. Display of the FPS Growth Model dialog options.
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Click the radio button “Select Years from Schedule Table”. Then click on the “Grow
STAND Table”. Do not select any other options, because these will significantly slow
down the time required to grow all stands through the planning horizon. Invoking any of
these Reports would create large output files for every stand in every period. These
reports are not necessary at this time.

Figure 120. Progress on the FPS Growth Model display window.
Model resolution defaults to 0.25 acres which is sufficient for projecting stands with no
spatial treatment parameters. This feature is useful in advanced planning for certain types
of spatially defined treatments.
6) Use the FPS Menu, “Year-end” to run the “Compact and Repair Database” utility.
Then close the database and save a copy of it into “Mineral_Plan.Zip” archive (or
similar backup utility). It is always good practice to compact the database and save a
copy after executing a major update such as growing all stands for planning. Should
a problem develop later, this backup will have saved all previous work to this point.
7) Now it is time to complete the last major component of the harvest scheduling
database – the YIELD table. For all even-aged silvicultural regimes (which imply
final harvests) there must be a 2nd rotation yield table. This yield table defines the
next silviculture, species and stocking conditions that you plan to initiate at that time.
Two tables are required – YIELD and YLDSPP. Each table will be discussed in
detail in the following description of input data and relationships.
Open the YIELD table and filter on the records with a Rpt_Yr equal to zero. These are
the initial conditions that must be input to build a yield table of projected volumes and
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values for a newly established stand. The following columns must be defined for each
database (See Figure 121):
Region = Unique FPS Species Library index number which links to the same Region
column in the Admin table. There may be more than one Region in a database
and harvest analysis.

Figure 121. Initial view of the YIELD table for Rpt_Yr = 0 only.
Hab_Grp = Unique habitat group identifier which links to the same Hab_Grp column in
the ADMIN table. There may be 1-99 unique codes of no more than two digits.
This provides for application of different silvicultural regimes to be applied in
different geographical parts of the forest even for the same site index
classification. In this example, Hab_Grp of one (1) defines stands under 3000
feet elevation while Hab_Grp of two (2) defines stands above 3000 feet elevation.
There could also be different Hab_Grp sets for seed-tree regimes and shelterwood
regimes. The Forest Planner may pre-assign specific geographical areas to
different major silvicultural systems and regeneration scenarios.
Site_Cls = Site index classes of 10-feet (or 1-meter classes in metric databases based on
the 10m-Site method) which provide the opportunity to define a 2nd rotation
silvicultural regime unique to this level of definition of site productivity. (Note:
Forest Biometrics Research Institute 10m-Site methods range in values from 1 to
20 meters per decade and may also be used in this column). All stands with the
same Region, Hab_Grp and Site_Cls indices will get the same 2nd rotation
Regime in the harvest scheduling analyses. If the planning horizon is extended in
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time, these regimes may get invoked repeatedly for up to six rotations in the
harvest scheduler planning horizon.
Regime = Unique 4-character label that links to the SILVICS table. This label in the
SILVICS table defines all Site preparation, Regeneration method (Planted /
Natural), Brush control, Animal control, Pruning, Thinning and Fertilization
activities though the entire length of a rotation. Do not define the age or calendar
year of the final harvest in the Silvics table for 2nd rotation regimes.
Origin = Initial establishment silviculture leading to the “Regime” series of treatments.
The significant addition of “Origin” is to define regeneration establishment as
either a naturally regenerated stand or a plantation.
Clump = An index to the degree of clumpiness expected in the 2nd rotation stand. Typical
values are 0.85 – 0.95 for Pacific Northwest plantations and 0.75 – 0.85 for Inland
Northwest dry zone plantations. If the 2nd rotation is relying on natural
regeneration and only seed trees or shelterwood trees are defined in the YldSpp
table, then insert a clumpiness index suitable to the distribution of the residual
overstory retained.
Other records in this table (Rpt_Yr > 0) are added or replaced automatically every time
the Yield table is grown. They do not need to be edited.
8) Close the YIELD table and open the YLDSPP table (See Figure 122).
In this table there is one record for each species to be planted. If the regime is
anticipating natural regeneration, do not insert records for natural regeneration species or
stocking, these will generate automatically within the growth model using habitat
relationships (discussed elsewhere).
Insert a record for the planting density of each species within a given Region, Hab_Grp
and Site_Cls. In the following figure for example, the YldSpp table shows that 300
Douglas-fir trees are being planted in Region 12, Hab_Grp 1 and Site_Cls 40. No other
species are being planted in this Reg/Hab/Site combination. Another example is
Hab_Grp 2 where there are 120 Douglas-fir and 180 Noble fir planted for all Site Classes.
The objective is to have a Yield Table record and one or more YldSpp records for every
site class found in the inventory. For example, if your site index values range from 50 to
110-ft, then there should be both Yield and YldSpp records to match that range.
9) Now run the FPS Menu, “Growth”, “Grow Stands”. Click on the “Select Years from
Schedule Table”, and then select the method, “Grow Yield Tables”. Also check the
“Update HABDENS table” box for habitat constraint analyses which will be
discussed later in this guidebook. Click the Start button. This builds all records in
the Yield table for all Regions, Habitat Groups and Site Classes.
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Figure 122. Display of the YLDSPP table with three Hab_Grp and 10 Site breakdowns.
Note that in this example there are two species being planted, Douglas-fir and Noble fir at
120 and 180 trees per acre, respectively, on all sites. This applies to the high elevation
lands only (Hab_Grp = 2). Notice, also, that all sites are receiving the same species and
planting densities, but that it is readily possible to customize the planting species and
densities to each site class in this table prior to growing out the yield tables.
10) Use FPS Menu, “Growth” and select “Review Yield Tables”. The following Yield
table (Figure 123) will display on the screen. In the forth column from the left is a
“Flag” column set to zero. Set the Flag only in the final harvest year record to a
value greater than one (recommend Flag = 2) for each combination of Region,
Hab_Grp and Site_Cls. You will likely use the total volume, MAI, NPV, IRR and
SEV columns on the right end of the table to select the most appropriate rotation age
for your forest. Remember, these are now 2nd, 3rd and 4th rotation yields for forests in
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a regulated, sustainable cycle. The Harvest Scheduler uses the first full rotation to
arrive at a regulated, sustainable forest-wide portfolio of silvicultural regimes.
Subsequent rotations maintain that sustainable level and range of activities.
The objective here is to place a positive value (2) in the Flag_Yr column of the Age row
for each Region / Hab_Grp / Site_Cls for which you wish to define as the final rotation
age. There must be only one row in each Reg/Hab/Site group with a positive value set to
“2”. The only exceptions are records defining thinning yields prior to the final harvest.
These should have a Flag_Yr set to “1”. Thinning yields (‘.Cut” records) after the age of
final harvest must have the Flag_Yr set to zero because these are not available if the final
harvest occurred earlier. This process only has to be done once in the whole harvest
planning range of activities and evaluations of alternative silvicultural scenarios.

Figure 123. Query of YIELD table to assign final harvest age by Hab_Grp and Site.
Note in this example that a site class 100 Douglas-fir plantation of 350 trees per acre
achieves the same yield (30,900 bdft/acre) in 50 years as a site class 90 plantation in 60
years. The net present value is $500 greater (2,011-1,472) on the higher site class at
harvest. These are important relationships to understand when harvest planning.
The critical thing to remember in selecting the final harvest age in the YIELD table is that
you have the opportunity to optimize the rotation age for each particular Region, Habitat
Group and Site Class on an individual basis. You can use any criteria to select this final
harvest age using volume, value and/or structural diversity.
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This opportunity to optimize each stand in the 2nd and 3rd rotations is based on the fact
that the Harvest Scheduler has maximized harvest yields across the entire forest with the
objective of maximizing forest-wide totals rather than individual stand totals. Due to the
current year status of the inventory and distribution of past harvesting, growth and
acquisition, maximizing harvests from each stand based on its own conditions may cause
severe shifts in harvest levels from year to year. In fact, there may no harvests in some
years due to no stands becoming mature in those years. The Harvest Scheduler will go
ahead and harvest some other stands earlier (or hold some stands until later) in order to
stabilize the harvest levels across all years. This creates an optimization for the forest at
the expense of an optimization of individual stands alone. It is easy for a forester to
visualize the best silviculture and harvest age for a stand but practically impossible to
visualize the best silviculture and harvest ages for an entire forest.
11) The database is now setup for running a series of harvest planning alternatives. This
is now the phase of harvest planning where various constraints may be applied to
observe the impact on harvest levels.
Select the FPS Menu, “Scheduler”. A list of menu items will drop down. They are fairly
straight forward in meaning, but we will review their applications. The list is presented
in the following figure.

a. “Review SCHEDULE Table Constraints” allows you to alter any parameters
at any time. You may make a harvest schedule run, go back to this item,
change constraints and re-run the harvest schedule to observe the impact on
harvest level and timing.
b. “Compute Wildlife Constraint Circles” is an advanced scheduling option
which will be discussed in the Advance Planning section.
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Run the Harvest Scheduler
1) Run the Harvest Scheduler from the drop-down FPS menu.
2) Select either to maximize harvests in all periods or to target specific harvest levels by
period. Targeted levels are set in the SCHEDULE table for each period. Always use
maximization over all periods on the initial runs of the Harvest Scheduler to become
familiar with the dynamics of the working forest in a long-term view.
3) Select to maximize harvest by cubic yield, board yield, net value yield, net present
value or area regulation.
4) Select the number of periods to include in the harvest analysis. It is recommended to
start with the full number of periods previously grown in order to observe and
become familiar with the long-term impacts of growth and harvest.
5) Click the Start button to begin processing your harvest goals and constraints.

Figure 124. First run of the FPS Harvest Scheduler dialog.
The Harvest Scheduler defaults to an objective of finding the maximum sustainable yield
in “Net Board Volume by period” over a planning horizon consisting of 10 perods. It
defaults to a condition of only external constraints as specified in the Schedule table. The
spatial constraints by Basin, Neighbor Green-up and Wildlife Habitat (circles and ranges)
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are initially ignored by default. These spatial constraints are best to only include after an
initial series of runs to become familiar with the dynamics of this working forest.
Slide the “# of Planning Periods” control to the number of periods of interest, click the
Primary Goal radio button to the goal for this run, place a label in the Report Title box
and then click “Start”. The Scheduler will initially display the planning periods included,
sort all stands for each period and then begin the binary search for the selection of stands,
regimes and second-rotation yields that best achieves the goal specified as input (Figure
125).
The Harvest Scheduler will immediately compute and display the harvest periods
included in the planning horizon, the range of years in each period, midpoints and
number of stands included that meet the constraints on harvest conditions. If any of these
look incorrect, then cancel the harvest analysis and correct the condition.

Figure 125. Harvest Scheduler sorting in progress by Planning Period.
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Figure 126 is a view of the Scheduler in progress…

Figure 126. View of the Harvest Scheduler during solution building phase (85% done).
Results of the FPS Harvest Scheduler are written to a file, “Harvest.Rpt”, to the
STANDCUT Table (harvests by period), STANDRES Table (residual inventory by
period), and to the Plan_Yr and Regime columns of the ADMIN table. These provide
various reports and displays of the results of the harvest schedule run, some of which are
described in the following tables, figures and discussions.
Once the Harvest Scheduler is completed you may view the summary results from the
drop-down menu. See Figure 127.
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Figure 127. Results of Harvest Schedule without restrictions.
The harvest level increases in the seventh period, due to a harvest conversion from
existing natural stands to fully-stocked young plantations. In future, this bump in harvest
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level will actually reduce and spread to neighboring periods as the current year advances
with each annual depletion update and re-analysis of the harvest schedule. Harvested
acres, in this report, may exceed the size of the tree farm due to some stands being
harvested a second or third time within the planning horizon (in this case, 100 years).

Figure 128. Current constraints minimized.
By the end of the planning horizon, every stand has been harvested at least once. The
initial planning horizon should be long enough to cycle every stand at least once. The
tree farm is now on a relatively stable harvest flow with a well-balanced age distribution
as a working, regulated forest.

Figure 128. Residual inventory after 100-year sustained yield harvest plan.
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Existing Harvest Commitments – If some stands have been pre-assigned to be harvested
in the first period, then “flag” those particular stands. Do this by opening the STAND
table and set the Flag_Yr column to 100 (or any 3-digit number) for the planned year of
harvest. If the year of harvest is 2014 and the midpoint year for the first period is 2015,
then set the Flag_Yr in 2015 to 100 to invoke a forced harvest in the first periond for that
stand. (Stands are forced to be cut in a particular period if the record for that stand in that
period has a 3-digit number in the Flag_Yr column.) Do this only for the single
“Regime” of choice where more than one exists for a particular stand.
Set Asides – If some stands have been set aside from harvest for a fixed number of years,
then “flag” those particular stands with a zero in the Flag_Yr column for the periods of
set aside. If the Flag_Yr is greater than zero in other periods, then it becomes available to
the Scheduler for harvests in those other periods.
Now run the Harvest Scheduler again, but this time click the “Select Primary Goal” radio
button for “Net Forested Area by Period”. This is the classical “Area Regulation”
approach to harvest scheduling where the harvest is scheduled by equating acres
harvested per period instead of volumes removed. This Scheduler will still attempt to
take the unit (among stands of the same size) with the highest volume. See Figure 129.

Figure 129. Residual inventory after 100-year area control basis.
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Note that the average annual harvest level dropped from 7,032,000 Bdft/year to
6,658,000 Bdft/Year, a 5% reduction in sustainable harvest level and a 13% reduction in
the net present value of harvest removals over the 100-year planning horizon. The
impact in the first period is a 48% reduction in the annual harvest level (5,902Mbf to
3,061Mbf). The difficulty is that the landbase is made up of varying age classes, site
productivity capacities and operability constraints. This is a common situation. It is
informative to know that there are some public agencies which manage trust lands on this
basis because of an internal goal to maintain constant operating costs over time. Are they
achieving their mission as trust managers?
Area regulation may be more simplistic to apply on the ground since harvest acres,
planting stock, brush control acres, staffing levels, number of contracted services, etc.
may all remain the same from year to year. However, if a forest has not been converted
to a regulated, sustainable distribution of acres by age class, then this approach will most
likely result in a lower net return to the land owner. There are no known examples of a
fully regulated forest where this planning approach was the most beneficial alternative for
the landowner.
Now run the Harvest Scheduler again, but this time click the “Select Primary Goal” radio
button for “Net Current Value by Period”. This is an approach to harvest scheduling
where the harvest is scheduled by maximizing net cash flow by period instead of volumes
removed. See Figure 130.

Figure 130. Residual inventory after 100-year sustained value flow.
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First, notice that the 100-year average annual sustainable harvest in board feet went from
7,032,000 bdft per year to 6,755,000 bdft per year, while the first period annual harvest
dropped from 5,902,000 bdft to 5,619,000 bdft per year. However, the first period
average annual cash flow increased from $2,663,000 to $2,758,000. What is happening
to cause these effects?
Look at the number of acres harvested annually in the first five periods compared to the
initial harvest schedule using the maximum board foot harvest goal. The Scheduler has
shifted the harvest selections to maximize cash flow from stands with higher valued
species compositions to occur in the 3rd to 5th periods (2032-2052) in order to achieve the
goal of the highest sustainable value returned on an average annual basis. This goal was
achieved, but at a loss in the volume and value gained in the first two periods.
Note that this approach causes changes in the turnover of acreage in the 100-year
planning horizon. The board volume schedule harvested 14,044 acres over 100 years
(with re-entry for 2nd or 3rd rotation harvests). The area regulation schedule harvested
13,669 acres over the planning horizon. This maximum value schedule harvested 13,582
acres over the same 100-year planning horizon. This is partially due to large logs having
insufficient additional value to cause the Scheduler to extend the harvest age to reach the
additional sizes. Value by log size plays a significant role in harvest age determination.
Now run the Harvest Scheduler one more time, but this time click the “Select Primary
Goal” radio button for “Total Net Present Value over all Periods”. This is an approach
to harvest scheduling where the harvest is scheduled when each individual harvest unit
(stand or harvest polygon) returns its own maximum net present value (npv). The sum of
these npv values is the highest achievable value obtainable in today’s dollars. See Figure
131.
The reported value to observe here is the (over 100 years) Total NPV of $129,263,000.
This compares to $114,551,000; $99,574,000; and $111,880,000 for maximum board
volume removed, equal area harvested, and maximum value removed (respectively) in
the previous harvest analyses.
However, you may question the Harvest Scheduler method when the harvest level does
not appear to be constant among periods! Indeed, it is not. Only if the forest had been
previously converted to a regulated distribution of age classes, site classes and operability
conditions would the harvest level assume a constant level over the planning horizon in
this analysis. Essentially all standing inventory is being removed in the first few periods
and then replaced with new plantations. These plantations become available for harvest
in approximately 50 years at which time they are again removed and all acres re-planted.
This is just as sustainable as any of the previous harvest analyses for a 100-year planning
horizon. In fact, it is sustainable forever. The only real difference is the fluctuation from
period to period. Since any of these previous four goals may produce a sustainable
rotation of the forest, which is preferred? From the prospective of a 1000-year planning
horizon, there is little difference. They are all sustainable from the point of view of the
forest itself. The choice of goal will be driven by objectives external to the forest. These
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include timing and continenuity of cash flow, in-place staff and facilities, community
stability, impact on other natural resources (water, grasslands, wildlife) and, most
recently, public opinion.

Figure 131. Residual inventory after 100-year maximize NPV plan.

It should be noted, that in order to run these alternative goals efficiently for the previous
discussions, none of the merchantizing, values, costs or silvicultural regimes for the 2nd
roation were changed from one run to the next. Initially, this is an acceptable approach to
gain an understanding of the dynamics of your particular forest. To truly optimize each
Harvest Scheduler run, it should be reviewed and appropriate changes made in the input
parameters to arrive at a final schedule. For example, if the goal is to maximize net
present value over the planning horizon, then the Yield table (2nd rotation) harvest ages
should be revised to occur at the age of maximum NPV for each site class. In fact,
different 2nd rotation silvicultural regimes on some sites and habitats may achieve a
higher NPV. Eventually, you may (and will) define an array of silvicultural regimes that
vary by habitat class and site class. These may result in different species, stocking levels,
and degrees of site preparation, brush control, animal control, thinning, pruning and
fertilization applied in the 2nd rotation. Anticipate your workload and timetable to
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achieve this level of sophistication. To do less is not a reasonable alternative if your
assignment is to develop a professional harvest analysis and plan.
What have we learned from this series of analyses? A number of points become obvious:
1) A forest-wide harvest analysis optimizes the forest, not each stand;
2) Each stand should be grown beyond its foreseeable harvest age without a specified
final harvest age, since the Scheduler will determine that age by stand to achieve the
forest-wide goals;
3) Each stand should be grown from its own initial condition (species composition, size,
density, clumpiness, site class, operability) to optimize forest-wide log sizes, values,
and initial character (species, size, yield capacities) of the forest;
4) Second-rotation yields for even-aged regimes provide critical additions to yield and
value for the forest-wide analysis which significantly impacts harvest levels even in
the first period of the planning horizon;
5) Second-rotation silviculture need not apply the same regimes as applied in the first
rotation;
6) The second-rotation regimes assume a fully regulated forest and thus are optimized
for the stand, not the forest; and,
7) This binary search method allows all unique attributes of each stand to be considered
in the forest-wide harvest analysis rather than being grouped into strata averages that
consider only a few attributes (as required in linear programming solutions).
Visualization of Harvest Units
Use the FPS Menu, “Database” to select “Link Tables” and then navigate to the drive and
directory containing your GIS database for this inventory. Select “Files of Type”
appropriate to the database structure on your computer. For example, ESRI Arc 9 & 10
are Microsoft Access, ESRI ArcView 3.2 is dBase, and MapInfo 8 is Microsoft Access.
Select the VegPoly table as defined earlier. There should now be a VegPoly table linked
to your FPS inventory database as in the Figure below. Now update the VegPoly
attributes by selecting “Update GIS VegPoly Table”, “Flag, Gis_Lbl, Plan_Yr to Gis”.
The Stands selected for harvest by period and their regimes will be copied to the GIS
database for display and review.
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Once the theme (Plan_Yr from the Admin table) on harvest periods has been copied to
the VegPoly table in the GIS, the scheduling of harvests by period may be displayed.
Use the standard tools available in the GIS software to create a theme on the VegPoly
column “Theme”. In this case, the harvest analysis using Area Regulation was copied to
the GIS database resulting in a display of where the harvesting will occur from period to
period.

Figure 132. Distribution of harvest areas by decade from Harvest Scheduler.
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Had this theme been displayed after each of the previous analyses of setting goals for
area, volume, value and net present value; then the pattern of harvesting would be
observed to move about the forest in distinctly different mosaics as the FPS Scheduler
attempts to achieve each succeeding goal (volume, equal area, net value, net present
value).

Advanced Planning Analyses
Forest Dynamics and Sustainability
To move forward into advanced harvest planning, all of the steps in the Basic Harvest
Planning analyses must have been executed for the particular inventory database about to
be further analyzed at this level. The basic analyses should have provided insight into the
appropriate levels of silviculture, economics, and range of goals that may be anticipated
in these further analyses. The basic analyses should always be invoked on a working
forest inventory in the initial steps of more advanced forest planning in order for the
Forest Planner to become familiar with the dynamics of the forest under consideration.
This is only the third time in the discussion of harvest planning in this guidebook that this
emphasis has been made on “becoming familiar with the dynamics of the forest”. This is
about the Forest Planner’s depth of understanding about this forest and its biological
capacity for sustainability. It is this author’s direct experience over the past forty years
that only one half of working forests are being managed on the basis of:
a) knowing the sustainable capacity of a working forest;
b) the direct, quantified impact of regulatory and conservation constraints; and,
c) the best objective scenario of silvicultural regimes to maintain that capacity given
those constrants.
This last paragraph reveals that over one half of Forest Managers are making their
administrative decisions on less than full knowledge of the dynamics and sustainable
capacity of the working forest under their care. This is sometimes due to lack of a
sufficient inventory; lack of fully-trained staff; lack of commitment by staff; lack of tools
to manage a working forest; lack of time to make informed decisions; and/or a lack of
confidence in information provided by staff. Regardless of the cause, the success of this
Forest Manager to achieve goals set for the working forest will be more by chance than
by design, if not fully informed of the dynamics and sustainable capacity of this forest.
Database Setup
We will now move into procedures for Advanced Harvest Planning methods. In these
steps a large number of additional alternatives come into play for the Harvest Scheduler.
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These include:
1. simultaneous spatial constraints for:
a. multiple locations and degrees of wildlife nesting habitat,
b. multiple thresholds and locations of minimum watershed forest cover, and
c. harvest delays for neighbor green-up thresholds; and
2. multiple, simultaenous silvicultural regime alternatives per stand;
3. dynamic tradeoff and comparison between:
a. multiple alternative clearcut regimes,
b. multiple alternative seed tree regimes,
c. multiple alternative shelterwood regimes,
d. multiple alternative single-tree selection regimes and
e. multiple alternative group-wise selection regime alternatives;
4. departing from sustained yield by setting individual target levels by period.
A “Link” must be established between the FPS Inventory database and the GIS spatial
database to conduct more advanced analyses. If you are using ArcGis 9, ArcGis 10,
MapInfo GIS or Manifold GIS packages the GIS information may be in a Microsoft
Access database. In fact, it could be all combined in the FPS Access database. If not
using Access databases for your GIS files, then you should probably change the “Files of
Type” option to “dBase III” or similar option to locate your GIS files. You may also
need to move around in the drives and directories until the GIS files are located (Figure
133).

Figure 133. Setting the link between the FPS and GIS databases to track planning.
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In this case the GIS files are in a database file named “Puget_GIS2011.mdb”. Highlight
the file and click the “Link” button. As discussed earlier in the Section on GIS databases
and procedures, “VegPoly” is the recommended name for the vegetation polygon layer in
the geographic information architecture for FPS applications. Specific names are not
required but use of some drop-down menus (“Editors”, “Update FPS from GIS”) expect
to find a table (or linked table) with a series of columns all of which use the naming
conventions defined in the FPS Tutorial Section on GIS applications (Figure 134).

Figure 134. Build the link between FPS and GIS.
Should you link to a database in the previous example, then a second dialog window will
appear displaying the list of tables which exist within that database. This second dialog
window will most likely appear as presented in Figure 135.
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Figure 135. Select the tables to be linked from GIS.
Now use the FPS drop-down menu under “Editors” to refresh all attributes in the
inventory database that are provided in the GIS database. This occurs only on “flagged”
stands as identified in the GIS VegPoly table. Remember, all FPS menus use “flags”.
The table name within the GIS database may have any name as long as it contains the
correct column names and data types for the FPS VegPoly table. Once this table is linked
to the FPS inventory database, it may have its internal to FPS table name changed to
“VegPoly” in order for the FPS drop-down menu items to function correctly. In this case
the table “Veg2013” will have its name changed to “VegPoly” within the FPS database
structure. See Figure 136.
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Figure 136. The GIS linked tables display in FPS as active tables.

Attributes can be selected individually to update almost all spatially related attributes in
the Admin table (acreages, public land survey, geographic, site, ownership, etc.).
Some important parameters to the harvest scheduling applications are:
a) Road widths by road class have been computed and subtracted from the
ADMIN table Area_Gis column to create values in the Area_Net column.
b) Stream buffer classes and widths have been assigned and subtracted from the
Area_Net column to create values in the Area_Rpt column.
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c) Individual stand centroids should have been computed and must be loaded to
the ADMIN table, columns Xgis and Ygis. These units should be in feet if your
database is in English units and polygons are in acres. These units should be in
meters if your database is in metric units and polygons are in hectares. These
centroid values are used for all spatial constraints (nests, watersheds,
neighbors). If any spatial constraints are invoked in the Scheduler, then these
coordinates are used to determine each stand proximity to the neighbor or nest
being evaluated. This stand will not be harvested in the current period if its
contribution to the harvest exceeds some habitat, watershed or neighbor
constraint.
1) Flag all stands in the inventory that you will include in the harvest analysis. Every
stand must be grown out through the planning horizon for at least one regime to be
included in potential harvest selections in future periods. Later, you may flag certain
subsets of stands to project additional alternative regimes so that the Harvest
Scheduler has a broader array of options to consider. Any number of regimes per
stand is possible. The number of options that may be considered by the Harvest
Scheduler is only constrained by the capacity of your computer’s hard drive.
However, start with one regime per stand to gain familiarity with your forest
productivity capacity and age distribution first (as discussed in the previous section).
2) Open the “Build Silvics Regime” drop-down menu and assign a default regime (such
as “GROW”) to all flagged stands. The GROW regime should have no treatments
other than initial site preparation and brush control (as necessary).
3) Grow all flagged stands using the Select Startup Control, “Select Years from
Schedule Table” and Method “Grow STAND table”. This creates future yields in the
STAND table for the Harvest Scheduler, various reports and your direct viewing and
comparisons with other regimes. If you select “Grow All Tables”, the database will
become very large because of all the combinations of stands and years being
projected. The Harvest Scheduler only needs the Stand table projected to determine
alternative sustained yields and alternative harvest schedules. Later, you may project
“All Tables” for the final selected harvest plan regimes and reports (which will be
substantially more efficient in time and capacity).
4) Also recognize that the STANDSRT table will be populated for every Growth Model
projection when growing out various regimes through the planning horizon. This
provides summary distributions of volume, value and weight by stand, period,
regime, species, group and sort/grade strata without populating the DBHCLS or
DIBCLS tables. If the SORTS table was structured for all appropriate species/sorts
prior to growing out these stands, then this becomes a very effective means of
obtaining harvest compositions by species and sort/grade at each harvest period. The
Scheduler sets the “Flag” parameter at the completion of each run. Regimes selected
will be transferred to the PLANSRT table for subsequent reporting.
5) A harvest analysis should also consider the impact of natural regeneration on the
yield from your silvicultural regimes. The growth projections of regimes will include
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natural regeneration occurrences throughout the planning horizon subject to the size
and frequency of openings in the stands. If you are projecting fully stocked stands
with clearcut final harvests, then the natural regeneration impact will be negligible.
However, if you are considering crown thinnings, seed-tree, shelterwood or selection
harvest regimes; then, the impact of natural regeneration could be substantial.
The Habitat Classification routine was run previously to create stratifications of the forest
by ranges of parameters set in the CLASS table (age, site, density, size, elevation,
precipitation and solar radiation). These strata are used to create a range of standard
year-end reports, such as volumes by age class.
Running the Habitat Classification routine also fills the HABSPP table with an array of
locally identified species that may be expected as natural regeneration. These species
will appear depending on size of openings in the stands, shade tolerance of the species,
site productivity class, elevation, precipitation class and solar radiation class. For
example, a low elevation, moist, north slope may result in a different species mix for
natural regeneration than a dry, south slope on the same forest. The growth projection of
these two stands for harvest scheduling purposes may result in substantially different
silvicultural alternatives, even if they are in the same site class. See Figure 137.

Figure 137. HABSPP table as a result of Habitat Classification runs.
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Natural regeneration occurrence in growth projections may be ignored by setting the
Region parameter to zero in the HABSPP table. This will save computing time if you are
only considering clearcut regimes in even-aged, fully stocked stands. Species occurrence
is dependent on which Species Library is selected, local calibrations of that Library and
the care taken to set the CLASS table stratifications of habitat.
These are all critical conditions if your major regimes rely on the occurrence of natural
regeneration species and frequencies (such as Seed-tree, Shelterwood and Selection
harvest regimes).
After making any adjustments in regimes or natural regeneration tables, select the
“Growth” drop-down menu to “Grow Stands”. Remember that only “flagged” stands
will be grown. Flagged stands are those with a positive integer in the Flag column of the
ADMIN table. FPS Growth Model dialog in Figure 138.

Figure 138. Setting up the FPS Growth Model for forest planning.
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When the Forest Projection System (FPS) window pops up, use the Select Startup
Control, “Select Years from Schedule Table” and Method “Grow STAND table”. This
creates future yields in the STAND table for the Harvest Scheduler, various reports and
your direct viewing and comparisons with other regimes. This option allows previous
projections with other Regimes to remain in the STAND table along with each new
Regime added by the Growth Model runs. The FPS Scheduler then has the opportunity
to evaluate all alternative Regimes during the harvest analyses. Also check the “Update
HABDENS” check box option to evaluate habitat density conditions for each stand at
each period in the planning horizon.
Now click the “Grow STAND” radio button to project all flagged stands to the years
specified in the Schedule table (as displayed in the background dialog window). It may
take some time depending on the size of your database, complexity of the regimes and
speed of your computer.
Before proceeding, notice the path in the top window of the FPS Growth Model Window.
It should be specifying the exact drive, directory and filename of the database you are
about to project. If this is not the case then cancel the operation and open the correct
database. If everything is correct, then press the Start button to growth the stands.
When growing many stands for harvest planning it is recommended to not check any of
the boxes for various reports and visual displays. These options produce lots of output
and will cause the growth projection for planning periods to take much longer time.
The FPS growth model window will display progress as it works its way through all of
the stands and regimes in the database. Percent completion in numbers of stands is
displayed on the right side of the window.
If the growth model should stop for some reason, the first number on the left side of the
window is the Std_ID number from the ADMIN table. This stand may have some
missing information that can be corrected in order to proceed with the growth process.
Figure 139 displays grown stand table results with output records for all requested period
mid-points.
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Figure 139. Results of 100-year growth update by decade.
After the growth step, each stand should have multiple records in the STAND table. As
is readily observed there is now a record for each midpoint year (Rpt_Yr) in the planning
horizon. These years came from the Schedule table years specified.
There should be a record for the cruise year (if cruised) of the stand and for the current
reporting year in the inventory. For example Std_ID number 2437 was cruised in 2002
and grown to year-end 2013 for reporting standing inventory statistics at year-end 2013.
Because 2013 is the Rpt_Yr in the ADMIN table all Net Present Value statistics in future
years are discounted to the reference year in the ADMIN table (in this case, 2013). The
records for subsequent years were generated from the current growth projection for this
planning purpose.
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Conduct separate case study analyses of potential silvicultural regimes
1) Flag 1 to 6 stands representing species, site, stocking condition of the primary
inventory silvicultural conditions.
2) Open the “Build Silvics Regime” drop-down menu again, create or modify a new
regime and click the button to assign it to the flagged stands. Save the regime.
3) Grow the flagged stands using the Startup Control, “Select Years from Schedule
table” and Method “Grow STAND table only”. This creates future yields in the
STAND table without overwriting other regimes previously created.
4) Repeat the previous two steps until you create regimes with the kinds, intensity and
frequency of treatments that obtain yields and values as reasonable options for your
planning analyses.
Prepare all stands for analysis
1) Repeat the case study analyses for alternative kinds of silvicultural management
intensities until you have created a reasonable set of management options for
planning. This is usually 1-4 basic regimes with 1-3 extended regimes for minor
conditions and objectives for subsets of the total inventory acreage.
2) Set the ADMIN table Flag column to zero.
3) Flag all stands in the inventory that you intend to project a specific Regime.
4) Use the “Build Silvics Regime” dialogue to assign that Regime to flagged stands.
5) Grow those flagged stands for that Regime code using the Startup Control, “Select
Years from Schedule table” and Method “Grow STAND table only”.
6) Repeat these steps for each Regime that you want to include in the planning analysis
with the Harvest Scheduler. [As an alternative, you may wish to assign one Regime
at a time and run the Harvest Scheduler once per regime. This provides a clear
picture of the impacts of alternative single regimes on the forest.]
7) Set the Flag_Yr in the STAND table to 100 in the period where a specific regime has
already been committed and assigned (such as a scheduled timber sale) for a specific
stand or group of stands. This should be one Regime in one Period only.
8) Set the Flag_Yr in the STAND table to 0 for those stands in periods where no harvest
entry is allowed in those specific periods. An example is a grizzly bear recovery area
over the next 20 years where no harvesting is proposed.
Multiple Regimes per Stand
Besides evaluating which stand to harvest in a given period, the Scheduler may equally
well determine which silvicultural regime is most effective within each stand to achieve
the current goal. The Scheduler handles separate silvicultural regimes as alternatives
with the same process as it evaluates separate stands within each planning period. The
selecton of a regime is identical to choosing between stands for the optimal impact on the
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harvest schedule. The number of regimes that may be included in the Harvest Schedule
analysis is only limited by the size of the hard drive capacity. The binary search
algorithm sorts and filters between regimes simultaneously with stands. It is not
necessary for each stand to have equal numbers of regimes available for the Scheduler to
evaluate.
Figure 140 contains three alternative thinning schedules applying essentially the same
series of thinnings, but starting at different periods through the planning horizon. They
start off with a thinning by spacing to a residual density of 200 CCF. The next two
thinnings are invoked at thirty-year intervals cutting trees across the range of diameters
until 100 trees per acre are remaining. The final harvest may occur in any period that the
Scheduler may determine, even if not all thinnings have occurred.

Figure 140. Series of treatments within each Regime (such as CT03).
As may be observed in the following view (Figure 141 with prior growth steps) of the
STAND table, each of the three thinning regimes (“CT02”,”CT03”,”CT04”) and the unthinned regime (“GROW”) are represented for each stand and each period midpoint. If
the stand was thinned, then there are “Cut” and residual stand records for that regime in
the year it was cut for each stand.
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Figure 141. Display of progress and STAND table results after growth update.
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The Harvest Scheduler was then executed to determine the selection of regimes by stand
and the selection of final harvest periods for each stand. This resulted in the following
distribution of stands and acres by Regime over the 100-year planning horizon:
Regime
CT02
CT03
CT04
GROW
NONE

# of Stands
28
97
69
143
14

Harvested Acres
703
2,155
1,528
5,105
2

The full harvest schedule report is detailed in the next chart (Figure 142) which produced
an average annual harvest of 6,029,000 Scribner board feet in the first period on a
maximize board volume objective as compaired to a harvest level of 5,902,000 Scribner
board feet without thinning. This only represents a 2% increase in wood flow for the
same harvest scheduling goals as in Run #1. Thinning is recovering mortality and
opening over-dense stands, but was the thinning frequency, timing and intensity
optimum? This is when you need to have allocated time to running an array of case study
projections earlier to investigate these options. It is also possible to add alternative
thinning regimes at this time to include in the Scheduler runs. The Scheduler will find
the combination of regimes across all sites and stands that best achieves its goals of
volume and value.
Of course, all of the previous comparisons of changing goals to area regulation, net value
and present net value could be quickly analyzed as well, now that these projections are
available in the planning database.

Figure 142. Results of Harvest Schedule for combined array of thinning options.
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Evaluating All-aged Regimes
All of the discussion so far has focused on alternative silvicultural regimes leading to a
final harvest followed by a regeneration activity. In the FPS Growth Model and Harvest
Scheduler tools is a reserved identity for silvicultural regimes where no final harvest is
planned. The first two characters of the Regime label must start with “SL” for selection
harvest regimes.
All selection harvest regimes (“SLxx”) apply thinnings by any definition, frequency and
intensity through the life of the Planning Horizon. A final harvest is never anticipated
and the 2nd rotation YIELD table is never invoked. There may be as many alternative
selection regimes per stand as desired. Each regime per stand is an independent
alternative for alternative frequencies of entry, kinds of thinning methods, species
preference and intensity of removals.
Selection regimes may co-exist in the STAND table along with alternative even-aged
regimes which will lead to a final harvest and invoking the 2nd roation YIELD table. The
Harvest Scheduler has no preference to any regimes found. The only preference is which
of all available regimes provides the greatest improvement in harvest volume or value for
the current period of interest. The Scheduler will search all available stands and all
available regimes to find the one pair (stand + regime) which contributes the greatest
benefit to the Harvest Scheduler current objective.
The most significant contribution to the dynamics of the selection harvest regimes is the
previous building of the habitat classification under the “Strata”, “Create New Habitat /
Report Classification”. That process required population of the ADMIN table macro-site
factors and a reasonably broad range of cruised stands in all types. These factors and
attributes in the FPS Inventory database provide a local calibration to the FPS Growth
Model for tree and non-tree expected regeneration distributions among habitat strata.
When stands are grown forward for harvest planning, natural regeneration may occur.
The potential regeneration species composition and abundance in any stand at any point
in time is directly determined by combinations of natural openings, thinning openings
and the local habitat stratification. For example, an exposed southwestern slope will
likely have a different mix of species and abundance of regeneration (if any) than a
northeastern slope. It is the responsibility of the Silviculture Forester to adjust the
CLASS table range of classes for each factor before running the Habitat Classification
tools. Too few classes of elevation for example may result in the same regeneration
species occurring at all elevations. Depending on the macro-site variation across the
working forest, the number of classes for each factor may be between two and six.
In the selection regimes developed here, there were three to six classes defined for each
of the twelve factors in the CLASS table. The Habitat Classification was then run for the
entire working forest to provide as much species diversity as may be found.
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All regeneration species are subject to shade tolerance. This results in more shade
tolerant species to populate small openings in a stand while intolerant species will tend to
populate only large openings. These rankings are based on permanent, stem-mapped
field research installations where natural ingrowth has been monitored.
A single thinning intensity was defined where a stand would be thinned if it achieved a
basal area per acre in excess of 200 square feet per acre. The thinning would remove
trees from all size classes in order to keep aveage diameter of removal / residual ratio
equal to one. The thinning would continue until the residual basal area per acre reached
120 square feet per acre. The regime was populated with eight individual treatments
repeating this same criteria. After growing all stands with this regime invoked resulted in
thinning entries at staggared starting years and repeated re-entries between fifteen and
fifty years per stand depending on site productivity and species composition. See Figure
143.
Of course the Forest Planner should invoke at least two other levels and intensities of
thinning prescriptions to identify the most productive selection-harvest silvicultural
regimes for any particular working forest ownership. As with the even-aged regimes,
these are only examples of the use of the FPS tools and databases.
Research continues on calibration and verification of the FPS Regional Libraries.
However, it has been very consistant over the past tweny years that selection harvest
regimes typically only provide approximately 40 – 75 percent of the volume of even-aged
regimes on a sustainable long-term basis.
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Figure 143. Results of Harvest Schedule limited to selection-harvest regimes only.
In this example inventory the selection regime provided 3,132,000 net board volume
annually which is 46 percent of the even-aged regimes presented earlier. The selection
regimes also tend to evolve to more shade tolerant species which in most cases carry
lower log values.
The Forest Planner should investigate this working forest further by cutting deeper in
each thinning entry and perhaps not waiting for a threshold of 200 square feet of basal
area per acre before the next entry. Care must be exercised however, because more
frequent entries with less removals per entry results in much higher operating costs
spread over more acres of the forest.
Defining Harvest Constraints:
The next major discussion becomes the application of constraints for watershed, wildlife
and environmental concerns. None-spatial constraints are defined in the SCHEDULE
table, such as maximum clearcut size, minimum age to harvest and minimum harvest
removals per entry. Habitat rules for wildlife nesting sites, cooridors and watershed
basins are defined in the HABRULE table (Figure 144). This table contains the
following columns (which are all spatial constraint parameters):
Code = Label for each type of constraint. These labels are reserved words in FPS.
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Circle = Indicates up to three concentric circles about each nesting site with “1” reserved
for the innermost circle. If this column is zero, then its constraints are applied to a basin.
Radius = Radius in feet (meters) of the nesting site circle for each of up to three circles.
Set this parameter to zero for basin constraints.
MinPct = The minimum percentage of area in acres (hectares) within the circle or basin
that must meet the Minimum Dbh and Minimum Density criteria. Each stand contributes
acres only if its size and density combination meets the MinDbh and MinDen criteria.
MinArea = Computed from the Radius value, or vice versa if only MinArea is non-zero.
MinDbh = The minimum quadratic mean diameter at breast height that a stand must
contain to qualify for meeting this constraint.
MinDen = The minimum number of trees per acre in each stand which are greater than
the Minimum Dbh value provided here.
A stand is considered within the basin or nesting circle if its centroid (X, Y) location falls
within that perimeter. All acres of the stand in question are included in the computations
regardless if some of the acreage is outside the restriction buffer (circle or basin). The
acreage of a stand applied to these constraints is the net-of-roads acreage (Area_Net)
from the ADMIN table. However, only the net-of-buffers acreage (Area_Rpt) is
available for harvest allocation.

Figure 144. Display of HABRULE table parameters.
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The HABRULE table is specifying that Owl circles require:
a) 100% of the inner 72 acres must contain at least 100 trees/acre over 11-inches Dbh;
b) 51% of the mid 500 acres must contain at least 100 trees/acre over 11-inches; and
c) 39% of the outer 1,336 acres must contain at least 100 trees/acre over 11-inches.
The HABRULE table is also specifying that individual watershed basins require at least
40% of the acreage in the basin contain 200 trees/acre over 9-inches Dbh.
A basin may be any irregular polygon area that may be defined in the GIS database
including Lynx habitat, elk home range, Grizzly bear range, etc. Simply define a 4character label for each constraint and set the Circle parameter to zero in the HABRULE
table. This constraint is tested against basins as defined by the column Basin in the
ADMIN table. If this column is set to zero, then this stand is not impacted by the Basin
constraints. The ADMIN table column Basin may be any numeric index to each unique
basin.
This current HABRULE table spatial constraint configuration will simultaineously solve
up to a maximum combination of 100 constraints over 100 periods containing 200
regimes applied to 1,000 nest site and basins. This is the only publicly-available harvest
scheduling system that 1) tracts every individual stand; 2) tracts both forested acres and
harvestable acres; 3) evaluates multiple alternative regimes by stand; and 4) provides
solutions for both spatial and non-spatial constraints with mixed silvicultural regimes
over the entire planning horizon in one pass. The typical application is one tree farm
with 10,000 to 1,00,000 acres, three to five alternative regimes per stand, twenty periods
of five years each, neighbor green-up limited to forty-acre openings and spotted owl
nesting sites every three to five miles apart.
The NESTSITE table contains the geographic locations of each wildlife nesting site or
den using GIS locations in feet (or meters). See Figure 145.
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Figure 145. Display of NESTSITE owl locations.
The following charts (Figures 146, 147 and 148) display the size and distribution of
nesting circle boundaries for the Puget database being used as an example of the harvest
scheduling constraints that may be invoked. Notice that adjoining ownerships could have
a significant role to play if nesting sites from those areas were included in these harvest
analyses. For this reason, fragmented ownerships will result in less constrained solutions
by these criteria than when applied to fully blocked ownerships.
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Figure 146. Location of nesting sites and inner no-harvest buffer restriction.

Figure 147. Location of nesting sites with 1st and 2nd buffers displayed.
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Figure 148. Location of nesting sites with 1st , 2nd and 3rd buffers displayed.
The first constraint to be incorporated into the harvest scheduling analyses is that of
maximum size of clearcut. This is incorporated by setting the size of opening allowed in
the SCHEDULE table using the Area_Max column. If this forest is in Oregon it might be
a 120-acre maximum. If this forest is in California it might be a 20 or 30-acre opening.
Existing stand polygons larger than this maximum acreage are included by spreading the
harvest over three periods starting with the period that the Scheduler has selected to start
the harvesting. Assuming the maximum acreage was set at 120 acres and a stand
contained 300 acres, then 120 acres would be cut initially followed by 120 acres more the
next period and 60 acres in the third period. This causes the 2nd and subsequent rotations
to also be staggered in time with the same acreage distribution. Running this constraint
alone causes the sustainable harvest level from Run #5 to drop to 5,979,000 Scribner
board feet (a 4% reduction). Comparisons for other maximum opening sizes are:
Maximum Opening Size
Average Harvest (MMbf)
Percent Reduction
500 acres (Alaska)
7,253
120 acres (Oregon)
6,751
- 7%
80 acres
6,649
- 8%
40 acres
6,577
- 9%
20 acres (California)
6,269
- 14%
These reductions do not include green-up or neighbor constraint conditions.
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Applying Harvest Constraints
The Harvest Scheduler works against only those acres (hectares) that are defined by the
Area_Rpt column in the ADMIN table. These acres have had both roads and stream
buffers removed. However, the forested acres (Area_Net) are all acres minus roads even
if these acres are within a stream buffer. Basin and wildlife constraints that require a
given percentage of acreage in mature forest canopy track forested acres using the
Area_Net values while harvestable acres are tracked using the Area_Rpt values. This
provides a significant advantage when considering habitat cover constraints over standard
linear programming harvest schedulers that consider only harvestable acres in the
evaluation of both harvestable acreage and restricted acreage.
Wildlife and Basin Constraints
Now that all basins and wildlife nesting sites have been defined and located on the GIS
database, the constraints must be assigned to each stand for each period prior to running a
harvest scheduling exercise. This is accomplished with a drop-down tool from the FPS
menu bar under the “Scheduler” item identified as “Compute Wildlife Constraints”
(Figure 149).

Figure 149. Invoking the FPS Wildlife update utility.
Execution of this tool populates the table NESTAREA table with a list of stands that are
associated with each nest site (Nest_ID) and with which constraint circle (Circle) sets the
threshold size and density constraints.
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As an example from this Puget database, stand # 2078 is constrained by circles 2 and 3 of
Nest # 2, by circles 2 and 3 of Nest #4, and by circle 3 of Nest # 5 for a total of five
spatial constraints for three spotted owl sites. Each time the Scheduler evaluates this
stand for harvest it will test each circle to determine if adequate forest cover still remains
should this stand be harvested. If not, then a second stand will have to be selected from
elsewhere on the forest. This process is repeated for each period and each stand in the
entire planning horizon as the Scheduler builds a harvest solution.
When starting up the Harvest Scheduler with Basin constraints selected the following
(Figure 150) displays are presented for each period in the planning horizon. These
displays are designed to verify which basins are active and to what degree the constraints
are causing an impact by basin.

Figure 150. Display of basin constraints based on habitat cover.
Applying only the basin constraint results in the Figure 151 harvest schedule.
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Figure 151. Results of Harvest Schedule with Basin constraints applied.
This schedule yields an average of 3,707,000 Scribner board feet per year with maximum
of 120 acre openings as compared to 5,902,000 per year without the basin constraints.
However, requiring at least 40% of each basin to meet forest cover threshold has deferred
almost all harvesting from occurring in the first period (2008 – 2017, mid-year 2012).
This causes the total inventory to build during the first decade thus bringing the 100-year
average closer to the un-constrained capacity. By reducing the threshold for each basin
down to 15% of the acres meeting the size/density constraint, results in an annual harvest
level of 3,624,000 board feet in the first decade and a 100-year average of 5,807,000. It
is obvious that basin constraints are not to be considered lightly!
When starting up the Harvest Scheduler with Nest Site constraints selected the following
displays (Figure 152) are presented for each period in the planning horizon. These
displays are designed to verify which nest sites are active and to what degree the
constraints are causing an impact by Nest_ID.
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Figure 152. Display of existing habitat constraints by period without harvests.
The spotted owl thresholds are 100%, 51% and 37%, respectively, for each of the three
circles around each nest site. It is apparent from this display that most acres do not meet
the expected size/density conditions within these buffers in this first decade.
Applying only the nest site spatial constraints with the condition of openings not
exceeding 120 acres in size results in the following harvest schedule of 3,596,000
Scribner board feet annually over the 100-year planning horizon (Figure 153):

Figure 153. Display of Harvest Scheduler results with nest site restrictions.
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Note that the initial four decades are constrained to less than three million board feet
annually due to nest site restrictions. This is compaired to an average of over five million
board feet annually without spatial constraints. Again, it is obvious that nest site buffers,
like basin constraints, are not to be considered lightly!
Neighbor Green-Up Constraint
The last spatial constraint to consider is the size and proximity of neighboring harvest
openings. This constraint is typically characterized by defining the maximum size of
harvest unit and the constraint that a second harvest unit cannot adjoin the first. This
constraint is also defined by a period of time to allow the harvested stand to regenerate.
The status of regeneration threshold is usually tied to a length of time in years or to an
attained height of the stand. As with other politically-defined forest management
constraints, there is little biological logic as to how these thresholds are defined and
applied from State to State. To accomplish this constraint from a common architecture
specify the maximum harvest unit opening in the SCHEDULE table column Area_Max
as acres (hectares). Then set the interval (years) in Schedule periods to equal the greenup delay requirement. In this Puget sample database the interval set at ten years for
execution speed in a workshop environment; whereas, a period of five years would most
likely be more representative of most Western State regulations.
Determining what constitutes a neighbor is the most complex part of this constraint. This
is why few forestry planning packages have included neighbor constraints as an option
integrated into their solution. It could be simply defined as adjoining polygons with a
common side of some minimum length. However, numerous wildlife biologists and
other environmental ecologists maintain that these polygons are limiting neighbors even
if they do not share a common boundary. There may be any intervening buffer, such as a
riparian buffer, that separates the two polygons with regard to a common boundary; but
not in the view of these other specialists.
The definition that appears common among the various disciplines is that a grid of
maximum-sized harvest units across the forest sets the basis for identifying neighboring
harvest units. This can be solved within a harvest scheduling analysis if individual stands
are assigned to locations within this grid. In this way two or more stands within the same
grid cell that do not sum in acres to the maximum allowable acres may be harvested
within the same period. As soon as the sum of stand acres within a grid cell exceed the
maximum allowable acres, the last stand added becomes constrained from harvest. Also,
if all neighboring grid cells must have no harvest, then any stand appearing in a
neighboring grid cell will be constrained from harvest selection in that period. The FPS
Scheduler uses a grid cell matrix in computer memory to identify the location of all
stands based on the cell area computed from the SCHEDULE table Area_Max. Each
time a stand is selected for harvest the acreage is added to the grid cell affected.
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Figure 154. Display of maximum opening sizes from SCHEDULE table (as hexagons).
This provides a control and tracking that is spatially-specific and automatically scaled to
the opening size specified in the SCHEDULE table column Area_Max. When the
Scheduler is evaluating a stand for harvest, the cell that its centroid is a member becomes
the focus. All six surrounding cells are evaluated for previously selected harvests
(stands) in this same time period. The sum of these previously selected harvest units
(Area_Rpt acres) from the surrounding six cells plus the focus cell must not exceed the
maximum acres in the SCHEDULE table.
See Figure 155 for shaded surrounding cells.
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Previously
scheduled
stands
Stand in
question
Figure 155. Display of Harvest Scheduler tracking harvests in multiple periods.
The FPS Scheduler has a built-in startup control (“Spatial Constraints by neighbors”) that
sets the sensitivity to the accumulated harvest acres in the surrounding cells (six crosshatched hexagons) at the time of evaluating an additional harvest unit in the target cell
(“Stand in question” in figure). If the control is set to zero, then this stand will be
rejected due to the accumulative acres in harvest units in the neighboring six cells.
However, if the control is set to its maximum (six neighboring harvest cells allowed),
then this stand will be accepted for harvest in this period.
Before accepting a final harvest schedule using
neighbor constraints, it is recommended to
evaluate the impact of altering the intensity of the
neighbor constraint. Do this by adjusting the
scale from zero to six adjoining harvest unit cells
using the slider bar in the Scheduler start up
control. Adjust the control and re-run the
Scheduler to observe the impact on the harvest
plan.
Selecting two adjacent harvest units results in a maximum allowable harvest of 120 acres
within the total seven cells of 280 acres regardless of their distribution among these cells.
This example is based on a forty-acre max opening. The next figure compares green-up
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neighbor constraints of 40 acres versus 120 acre maximum allowable harvest unit sizes.
Each of these maximum harvest unit sizes is then compared at increasing levels of
restrictions of the number of neighboring harvest units in the six hexagon areas
surrounding the harvest unit of interest. This example was computed from the Puget
11,000-acre database with a 100-year planning horizon. It contains the same non-spatial
constraints as all previous examples in this section. See Figure 156.
Green Up Constrained - Annual Allowable Harvest Levels (Mbf)
by Maximum Size of Opening and # of Neighboring Harvest Units
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Figure 156. Impact of Neighbor green-up constraints on sustainable harvest levels.
Upon inspection of the Puget inventory database and review of these harvest schedule
results it will become increasingly obvious that the working inventory must not contain
over-sized polygons. These large polygons must be broken down into stand polygons not
larger than the maximum allowable harvest unit opening allowed by wildlife,
environmental and political regulations. If the stand polygon is larger than the allowable
harvest unit size, then the Scheduler cannot determine which portion of the polygon may
meet neighbor constraints. In this case the entire polygon is rejected at every period
resulting in an overly severe reduction in allowable cut levels over the planning horizon
(as displayed in the previous figure).
The impact of green-up constraints is highly variable among ownerships due to the
history of past harvests. If the remaining mature timber is aggregated in upper-slope
valleys, for example; then the maximum harvest unit size and neighbor constraints may
be very restrictive. After having participated in various long-term harvest level analyses
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on many large ownerships in the West in the past thirty years, it is apparent to this author
that neighbor constraints will play a significant role in determining allowable cut levels.
Finally, the Puget Inventory database was used to determine the 100-year sustainable
harvest level given a 40-acre maximum harvest unit size, one neighboring harvest unit
(80 cut acres per 280 acres), basin cover constraints of 15% mature canopy and Stateregulated Spotted Owl buffers. The same four optional regimes with thinning were
included as in earlier analyses in this section. See Figure 157.

Figure 157. Results of Harvest Schedule given all silviculture and constraints included.
Combined results:
 First period annual harvest drops from 5,053 Mbf to 1,188 Mbf (24%)
 100-year sustainable harvest level drops from 6,259 Mbf to 2,664 Mbf (43%)
 First period net present value drops from $1,721,000 to $256,000 (15%)
 100-year net present value of harvests drops from $44,903,000 to $15,141,000 (34%)
This Section provides complete documentation for long-term forest planning considering
all aspects of existing inventory structure, species composition, site productivity,
silvicultural regimes, management costs, log values, economic discounting, alternative
goals and harvest restrictions due to wildlife, watershed, environmental and regulatory
conditions. See constraints displayed in Figure 158.
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Of over ten million acres managed for forest production in the West, it is known that few
of these ownerships have conducted a sustained yield analyses to the capacity and detail
presented in this Section. It is obvious that existing regulations and voluntary
management constraints play a deciding role in the future management of our forests.

Figure 158. Display of harvest units resulting from Harvest Scheduler with constraints.
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Establishing a Commitment to Sustainable Harvest Planning
On each working forest the preferred series of silvicultural treatments to develop a final
harvest by site class and major commercial species will be developed. These treatments
will be developed by running the Forest Projection System (FPS) growth model
iteratively as a case study and adjusting site preparation, planting (species, size and
density), brush control, pre-commercial thinning (timing, intensity and method),
commercial thinning (timing, intensity and methods) and fertilization (timing and
application rates). None, some or all of these types of silvicultural treatments may be
appropriate for given sites on given ownerships. Thinning methods will include
traditional thinning from below, from above, by spacing and specified cut/leave dbh
ratios. Levels will be defined in terms of residual stand characteristics of species, size
and stocking. Multiple thinning, fertilizations and combinations of these are possible
analytically. Associated administrative costs, treatment costs, logging costs and hauling
costs will be included against expected delivered log values by species and sort. All costs
and values will be appreciated for inflation and discounted to present day net values.
A reduced series of silvicultural treatments will be developed for each 10-foot site index
class and major commercial species or species group of interest on each Tree Farm. Each
of these series will be identified as unique regimes. The preferred set of regimes will be
those that meet local State requirements for watershed, fisheries and wildlife. Specific
regimes will be developed as needed for clearcut, seed tree, shelterwood or selection
harvest objectives. The associated yields in cubic and board volumes and values by site
class and species by regime will be documented as a working forest-based report.
Merchantability specifications will be the same as all year-end standard reports. These
yield table reports on a per acre basis become reference documents to the silviculturist
and the planner.
Developing the preferred silvicultural regime for a given stand condition is an easy step
for an experienced field forester. That person can walk into a stand and quickly
determine the state of health, operability and potentially upcoming silvicultural
treatments that are necessary to maximize volume and/or value from that stand. The
regimes developed thus far are designed to capture that forester’s view of individual
stand conditions and the impact of the associated treatment schedules. The individual
stand is optimized.
Developing the preferred working forest harvest plan often requires adjustments to the
final harvest timing and to the assignment of preferred silvicultural regimes. In order to
optimize the working forest ownership some individual stands will not be optimized.
This is dependent on the current acreage by species, size and age structure across the
ownership. This is also dependent on the spatial location of each stand with regard to
watersheds, stream buffers, nesting sites and wildlife corridors. The harvest scheduling
analyses are designed to draw these constraints out.
Using the working forest inventory database, every stand will be grown forward at least
one and one-half rotations in order to evaluate the influence of second rotation yields.
Each stand will be projected forward under three or more scenarios. These projections
will include a) no treatments, b) using the preferred silvicultural regime, and c) using an
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alternative regime to mitigate local constraints. The alternative regimes may be the result
of GIS-based proximity to streams or nesting sites. The alternative may also be required
if a given sub-watershed constraint mandates some minimum percent of forest cover of a
given size within that watershed. Examples of these constraints are no clearcutting in
stream buffers and recently proposed watershed constraints in the “rain-on-snow” zones
where acreage in forest cover in each sub-watershed shall be maintained at at-least 40
percent in size class two (9-inch average dbh) or greater in all time periods of the forest
plan.
The final harvest of each stand in the inventory provides an opportunity to identify by site
class and habitat class (e.g., wet soils, frost pockets, high north slopes) a new stand
regime for the second rotation. This regime may be any regime developed with the local
staff earlier in the planning analysis phase. With these regimes assigned by site class and
habitat class to each stand in the inventory, the harvest planning on the working forest
may begin.
The Harvest Scheduler looks at every stand in every time period in the planning horizon.
As mentioned earlier, the preferred horizon is well beyond one rotation length. Typically
all stands are grown out to midpoints at each five-year interval for a planning horizon of
100-120 years. All stands available for harvest within each period are sorted by the
parameter chosen to maximize in the plan (cubic volume, board volume or value). A
stand may be represented more than once (in a given period) if alternative silvicultural
regimes have been included. The Scheduler is then run given a set of global constraints
including min/max harvest unit sizes, min/max harvest ages, minimum residual standing
basal area/acre, minimum removal volumes and values (including thinning) and
minimum watershed-based forest cover limitations. While it may take two or three days
to develop all of the growth projections for all stands under all regimes, it takes
approximately 5-35 minutes to run each alternative harvest plan. In this way it is
efficient to test sensitivity to various thresholds of each or any combination of
constraints.
It should be noted that with the diverse array of spatially constrained State regulations
and current trends to disfavor clearcutting regimes, this type of stand-specific planning is
essential to developing an operationally feasible plan.
Recent analyses have
demonstrated that longer rotations in even-aged regimes, dependence on natural
regeneration in the second rotation or conversion to selection harvest regimes can cause a
10 – 40 percent reduction in the first period harvest. These results assume long-term
sustained yields as a principal objective.
At least three alternative plans will be developed for review and selection by senior
management for each ownership. These will include a low investment / silvicultural
regimes plan, a more aggressive silvicultural plan and a harvest plan with a conservative
watershed/wildlife impact relative to current local forest management regulations.
This planning phase will be repeated each year after inclusion of current-year harvest
depletions, silvicultural activities, new cruises, regeneration surveys and land
acquisitions/removals. The final plan for each Tree Farm will be documented to be part
of the year-end set of reports provided to senior management.
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Forest Planning Budgeting and Time Requirements
The initial database loading, review and reporting will require the necessary computer
hardware and software and approximately three months of time for the Inventory
Forester.
The long-term planning phase will require approximately six-eight weeks of time from
the Forest Planner with overlap from each Tree Farm Inventory Forester or Silviculturist
for two weeks per Tree Farm. Much of the individual stand silvicultural regimes may be
developed as a group or team analysis. The background objective is to train local staff to
develop the regimes, final year-end databases and forest plan scenarios on their own in
future years with only short reviews and involvement from outside analysts.
GIS Database Design Considerations
Forestry is made up of layers of information that are both static and changing at various
rates. Typical static layers are attributes about topography, streams, roads and public
land survey boundaries. Although roads will be added (or removed) over time for most
analyses and reports, the road network is considered static. Public land surveys are
subject to refinement from time to time due to new technology, but are considered static
in practice. Attributes that typically change over time are vegetation and ownership. We
think of ownership as static most of the time, but small tracts may be added or depleted at
any time. Layers of information about stream buffers, wildlife reserves and silvicultural
plans vary continuously. This varies with the recipient of the analysis and the group
specifying the parameters at that point in time and for that circumstance. In other words,
these last three layers of information are typically the most volatile.
Since each of these data sources (public land survey, topography, streams, roads,
ownership, vegetation, silvicultural regimes, stream buffers and wildlife reserves) change
at independent rates, it is most effective to maintain them independent of one another.
The inventory forester and forest planner may then incrementally change the parameters
on any layer without impacting the status of any other layer.
A geographic information system (GIS) is designed to efficiently handle these sources of
information. The reason for using a GIS system is due to the spatial relationship of these
data sources. Each of these data sources may be treated as a layer using the public land
survey layer to provide a control set of X and Y tie points. No attribute of one layer may
have anything in common with any attributes in another layer other than a common
physical position on the surface of the earth. GIS software utilities have been designed to
handle merging this type of information most efficiently.
GIS Layers - Points, Lines and Polygons
The GIS naming conventions change depending on the profession, organization and/or
software package being used. These are the basic components required:


A Layer is an overlay (vector / lines, points, polygons) or coverage (grid / picture)
on a map base of a given theme.
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A Point identifies a unique position on the earth’s surface, such as a well, nest or
rock pit.
A Line identifies a vector of a specified length without area, such as a stream, road
or power line.
A Polygon is a closed line, which may be of irregular shape. It has both perimeter
and area. Examples of polygons are vegetation strata (stands), lakes, ownership
parcels, Townships and Sections.

Throughout this guidebook forest polygons have been referred to as stands. Stands were
defined earlier as being generally continuous vegetation of a given species composition,
size and density. Stands are typically five to one hundred acres in size with an average
polygon size of about twenty-five acres. If the stand is greater than the maximum harvest
schedulable area the stand will not be scheduled. (see harvest scheduling for more
information) Vegetative polygons (stands) less than three acres in size are generally
absorbed into neighboring polygons. This is because stands less than three acres are not
operationally functional or economic for most activities in the field. As a result a certain
degree of irregularity is allowed when drawing or defining stand boundaries based on
vegetation. This irregularity may be species, size, stocking or spatial diversity.
Treating administrative overlays in forest cover polygons?
The legal, watershed and wildlife layers are only overlaid on the vegetation layers for
specific analyses and reports. They should never be permanently overlaid on the
vegetation polygons causing those vegetation polygons to be subdivided in the database.
The reason for not permanently overlaying these other layers is that they are
administrative layers rather than differences in observed vegetation. As such, their
definitions change with the objective of an analysis, interpretation of a regulation or
change in wildlife populations (perceived or real). Managing these various overlays is
the reason for maintaining a GIS database linked to the forest inventory database.
Should a mature size class stand polygon, with a stream buffer identified, be harvested at
some point, then the un-harvested stream buffer may become a separate polygon. This is
due to the actual vegetation outside the buffer becoming different than inside the buffer.
The degree of difference is based on the original definition for the vegetative
stratification in the first place. Clearcut of a partial polygon would result in two
vegetative polygons after the harvest. Thinning of a partial polygon may cause the
vegetative species composition, size and density to become more uniform across the
entire original polygon than existed originally.
Comparisons of a tiled GIS database to a continuous GIS database
Some Geographic Information System (GIS) professionals will recommend that your
forest inventory GIS database should be tiled to increase efficiency in editing and screen
refresh delays. The typical tile divisions are to break the database at Section, QuarterTownship or Quadrangle boundaries since these are usually where the breaks are made
for producing map sheets. They commonly recommend editing these tiles independently
for harvest depletion, road updates and edits of planimetric detail.
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The conflict comes when the GIS database is linked to the forest inventory database for
analysis of sustained yield, watershed buffers, wildlife corridors and harvest settings.
GIS databases should always be maintained as continuous databases, never tiled. The
tiling process generates anywhere from 2 to 20 polygons for each forest polygon in the
inventory because straight lines do not occur in nature and these administrative
boundaries are not visible on the ground. The result is a many-to-one linkage to the
forest inventory file to determine acreage in a given polygon, proximity to stream buffers,
average slope, elevation, etc. This makes many trivial database queries become nearly
impossible to accomplish. More destructive than the multiple record problems is the
usual result that polygon boundaries do not match across tile boundaries and some forest
polygon labels are not identical in each tile that the particular forest polygon occurs. A
really obtuse (but real) example was a delivery of a forest polygon GIS database from a
satellite imagery consultant where the 100,000-acre tree farm was tiled first and forest
polygons generated independently within each tile. The GIS database is worthless, since
pixel tallies in one tile do not result in the same vegetative label as the pixel tallies in the
neighboring tile for the same “Stand”. The polygon boundaries did not even occur at the
same intersections with the tile boundaries from one side to the other. The simple answer
is, “Do not tile your database!”.
The Geographic Base Layer
Since all of the layers in a GIS database are independent sources of information, they
may have little or nothing in common other than their spatial location on the surface of
the earth. Therefore these layers need to be tied to some common geographical base so
that the same point may be identified in each layer. This base is commonly a State-Plane
Coordinate System or the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) System. Each new GIS
database development must start here with a base, which the other layers may be
attached. This layer usually has little or no verifiable reference points on the ground for
the forester to find. All acreage determined in the GIS database comes from the control
points contained in this layer. Gross acres are defined as the area determined from the
GIS database for any polygon area of interest. No other acreage number takes precedent
for reporting or analysis. GIS gross acreage is the basis of all reports and analyses.
Legal Boundaries Overlay
The essential part of a legal boundaries layer is to provide a control base that is
referenced on the ground and may be found prior to initiating any field activities such as
cruising, road building or harvest. Legal acreage is also publicly available and
accountable based on locating the boundaries of this layer. The typical legal overlay is
the Township, Range and Section grid. The boundaries are usually marked at corner
crossings of Sections and sometimes at Quarter-Section corners. This grid provides the
reference points for most forestry work in the field and a basis to transfer that work to the
inventory database. Therefore, it becomes immediately critical that this layer is known
with verifiable levels of accuracy.
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Ownership Layer
One of the first reports requested from a forest inventory database is an accounting of the
acreage owned. This is usually the basis of many associated reports about the forest
composition and distribution. Therefore, before attempting to report anything, this
ownership layer should be determined with accuracy from all available sources. This
acreage should then be verified compared to all historic information and a final number
recorded as the currently correct gross acreage. This is becoming more critical each year
due to the frequency with which ownership is changing. Many organizations are
attempting to block-up their ownership by selling or trading-off small parcels in areas
remote from their main ownership blocks. This causes the total acreage number to be
changing on a continuing basis. It is recommended in this case, to take a snap-shot at
each year-end of the status of ownership and use that acreage number as the reporting
base.
It should be noted that this gross acreage, determined from the forest inventory GIS
database, would not equal the legal ownership numbers found in most public sources.
The reason for the difference is the fact that current cartographic technology is far more
precise than that used when the legal acreage numbers were developed. The Section
corners were originally located on the ground in most cases with rudimentary field
instruments in all seasons of weather. If a Section located originally was recorded as
containing 640 acres, the current GIS and Global Positioning System (GPS) satellites will
probably determine the acreage as a different number when the corners are referenced
and located in the GIS database. The acreage determined from the GIS database is the
correct gross acreage for all analyses and reports. Only reports relating to legal taxation
based on legal acres should use the legal acreage determined from County Courthouses
and other pubic institutions. On any given Section, the difference between legal acreage
and GIS acreage can be quite significant. Therefore, before comparing current ownership
acreage to historic values, be certain that both are determined on the same basis. Errors
of one to five percent in western lands are commonly found.
Road Networks and Classes
One of the most compelling reasons for establishing a GIS database is to locate the road
network and use it as a principal component of forest management and planning. After
determining gross acreage within an ownership, the next level of definition for forest
inventory reporting is determining the number of acres containing forest cover. Roads
obviously are devoid of trees and the acreage associated with the road should not be
included in the acreage associated with forest cover. All cruising, planting, silvicultural
treatments and harvesting is analyzed on a per-acre basis and compared to other tracts on
a per-acre basis for budgeting purposes. These analyses and reports must be based on
net-forest acres. Net-Forest acreage is defined here as all land within the forestcomposition polygon minus roads. Typical reductions in gross acres to net-forested acres
account for 3-8 percent of the gross area across an entire ownership.
Roads are typically identified in GIS databases as lines. Only very large roads, such as
Interstate highways, are usually identified as polygons containing area. Therefore, to
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determine area in roads, a system of road classification across an ownership is
recommended. This classification system should remain simple to apply and additions of
roads and changes in classification should be updated annually.
The following basic road classification system is recommended:
Class Description

Road Width (feet)

1

Trail

10

2

Native Surface

20

3

Gravel Surface

30

4

Paved Surface

40

5

Major Highway

100

The road layer should contain an indexed “Road_ID” integer column, the Class column
and the Width column. Other parameters may include road names and numbers,
accessibility, season of use, culvert locations, bridge locations and maintenance. Review
the road width recommendations by ownership. The values recommended here might not
be appropriate in all regions.
A subordinate layer should be computed each year after all updates to road locations and
classification. This layer is a polygon-based layer and need only contain a single polygon
ribbon of roads based on their width along each segment. Most GIS software packages
contain a utility to compute buffers along lines (in this case, roads). Be careful to
recognize that a buffer width in GIS is the distance on each side of the line, whereas, the
road width is from side to side (2 x buffer). This road polygon ribbon is then overlaid
using the vegetation layer to create road segments within each vegetative polygon. Then,
the vegetative polygon number is used to index the road segment polygons. These road
area segments may then be subtracted from the gross vegetative polygon areas to produce
net-forested areas.
Hydrographic Layer and Classes
Similar to roads, most hydrographic detail is usually recorded as lines (creeks, streams
and rivers). Only ponds, lakes and large rivers are digitized as polygons. Wells may be
recorded as points. Since proximity to stream channels has become a major
environmental and political issue in natural resource management, the accurate location
and classification of hydrographic features is critical. These are usually obtained, predigitized from a public agency or third-party cartographic agency. The problem will be
in verifying the accurate location of all hydrographic detail across the entire ownership as
compared to the legal layer, ownership layer and road layer. This is not trivial and may
become an ongoing analytical problem. The reason for the concern is that this layer has
been elevated to a regulatory base for all natural resource management. The degree of
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dependence for regulation far exceeds the accuracy found in most sources of this
information.
For example, width and class of streams flowing through or near a particular property
regulate forest management on that property. Current commonly available GPS tools
will locate forest boundaries and roads with high accuracy. The displayed GIS location
of hydrographic detail may not fit when the GPS detail is loaded into the database. In
other words, streams may appear in roads and forest polygons that are elsewhere or do
not exist on the ground. Stream classes may not match what is found in the field. Since
the hydrographic layer is being used as a regulatory layer, the inventory forester is facing
a political situation if the stream location or classification is corrected directly within the
GIS database. Any corrections must usually go back to the regulatory agency and be
accepted before local GIS changes can take effect. This is a situation not well recognized
or understood in natural resource management.
The following basic hydrographic classification system is suggested if none exist:
Class

Description

Buffer Width (feet)

1

Seasonal Flow

25

2

Perennial Flow

50

3

Fish-bearing

75

4

Width over 3 meters

100

5

Navigatable

200

The hydrographic layer should contain an indexed “Hydro_ID” integer column, the
hydrographic Class column, hydrographic description column and the buffer Width
column. Other parameters may include length; gradient; stream names and numbers;
culvert and bridge locations; and date, agency and basis of classification. The values and
definitions suggested here might not be appropriate in all regions.
A subordinate layer should be computed each year after all updates to hydrographic
locations and classification. This layer is a polygon-based layer and need only contain a
single polygon ribbon of hydrographic detail based on buffer width around each point,
line segment and polygon. Most GIS software packages contain a utility to compute
buffers around points (e.g., wells), lines (e.g., streams) and polygons (e.g., lakes). Be
careful to recognize that a buffer width in GIS is the distance on each side of the line, so
the buffer width is applied directly.
Prior to the current concern about activities within hydrographic buffers, most roads were
built in stream buffers to some extent. Notice the location of most Interstate Highways in
the United States! Therefore, the acreage in roads must be subtracted from hydrographic
buffers prior to applying these buffers to forest-composition polygons. In a number of
cases this has not been done mostly due to a lack of available GIS tools and
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understanding of the impacts. If this is not subtracted in series from the hydrographic
buffers, there is a good chance that these acres will be subtracted twice from the forestcomposition polygons.
This net-of-roads buffer polygon ribbon is then overlaid using the vegetation layer to
create buffer segments within each vegetative polygon. Then, the vegetative polygon
number is used to index the buffer segment polygons. These buffer area segments may
then be subtracted from the gross vegetative polygon areas to produce non-bufferedforested areas.
Topographic Layer
Some of the basic applications of topographic detail in a forest inventory include
stratification of harvesting equipment (slope constraints - Skidder versus Cable systems),
habitat stratification (elevation, aspect and slope – warm versus cool, moist versus dry),
watershed boundaries (ridge lines) and view sheds (visible terrain from any given point).
These are commonly derived from Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) provided by public
agencies or third-party agencies. To be useful to analysis and planning, these attributes
should be assigned to the vegetative layer as attributes of each vegetative polygon. The
most effective and efficient means of accomplishing this is to use the SiteGrid methods to
build an independent GIS point grid layer. This SiteGrid layer then interfaces with the
forest vegetation layer to maintain accurate and localized topographic detail in the
inventory database.
Soils Layer
Information from soils, topography and road networks provides a basis to determine
Accessibility (physically and seasonally) and Operability (types of equipment and season
of application). Soils information also provides a basis to determine the underlying
Productivity of the forest soil at any given location. The combination of productivity and
habitat classification provide a basis for determination of preferred species compositions
and densities across the landscape for silvicultural planning.
Basic parameters for soil productivity classification include some definition of soil parent
material, rooting depth, water holding capacity, drainage and texture. The layer should
have been integrated into the SiteGrid GIS point layer for interaction with the forest
vegetation layer.
This soils layer exists in some States where the Physical Site attribute has been used as a
basis for taxation indexed on soil productivity. It is worthwhile for each landowner to
make direct field measurements of macro-site capacity to determine site index values by
species. These values should be compared to the Physical Site maintained in the Soils
layer. Besides taxation, these site index values are the underlying basis for projecting
forest growth and yield. They have a tremendous influence on the prospective range of
silvicultural investment that may be considered on a given ownership.
The vegetative GIS layer should have a one-to-one polygon identity between vegetation
and the SiteGrid macro-site parameters. These values should remain static through time.
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Precipitation Layer
This layer is available from the National Weather Service for most regions. It is useful
even as gross annual rainfall isobars. Large ownerships may vary significantly in
topography and elevation. As such, a significant range of precipitation may be common.
This range may be indicative of a change in productivity or habitat type. It may identify
thresholds of operability or access in specific regions. The seasonal or annual
precipitation should be assigned to each vegetative polygon for reference through the
SiteGrid GIS layer. Precipitation together with elevation, slope, aspect, soil type and
rooting depth provides a reliable means of estimating physical site index across an
ownership where direct tree observations may not be available.
Vegetation Layer
This layer is the main GIS database layer for all forest reports, analyses and planning. It
is made up of polygons that characterize the attributes of each vegetative polygon in the
inventory database. Vegetative polygons are usually defined initially based on observed
similarities of forest stocking, major tree size classes and tree species composition from a
remote platform (airplane or satellite). They are usually defined with a minimum size of
5-10 acres. Some exceptions to the minimum always occur due to openings in forest
cover such as ponds, frost pockets or abrupt changes in size or species composition (oldgrowth stands). Maximum sizes may exceed 200 acres when initially creating polygons
based on observed vegetation. These large polygons should be subdivided using roads,
streams and ridgelines if possible. Vegetative polygons are most functional when they
are approximately 10 – 60 acres in size. Vegetative polygons in this size range lend
themselves to efficient and economical application of most silvicultural treatments. This
size also tends to have reasonable expectations of uniformity of topography,
precipitation, soils, operability and access. As a result, original polygons of both smaller
and larger size will become aggregated or subdivided as time passes and silvicultural
treatments are applied. The average size vegetative polygon has trended from about forty
acres in 1980 to about twenty-five acres in 2000. Most of the reasons for the trend to
smaller size polygons have been due to stream buffer and wildlife restrictions. Polygon
sizes should remain at about twenty-five acres for the foreseeable future on the basis of
field operational efficiency, long-term forest health and watershed habitat stability.
The structure and content of the attributes maintained in a vegetative polygon GIS
database have received little discussion in the forest inventory literature. However, the
inventory GIS design has major implications in efficiency and accuracy of database
analyses and reporting. One aspect of this design discussion is polygon acreage. The
gross total area in the polygon is easily computed within the GIS database. However, as
discussed earlier, road area must be deducted to provide net-of-roads forest acres. In
addition to road reductions are reductions for stream buffers not in roads. While the netof-roads acreage is appropriate for habitat cover and hydrographic canopy cover, net-ofbuffer acreage is necessary for harvest flow computations. The vegetative polygon
should not be permanently split to report these subdivisions because they are not
permanent as well. Therefore, the vegetative polygon should contain a series of three
columns of attributes, which are gross acreage, net-of-roads acreage and reportable
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acreage. The last two columns may be recomputed at will without major rebuilding of
the GIS database. The vegetative layer should be about what is observable on the ground
in terms of vegetation. It should not contain polygons split or lumped with regard to
various regulatory, habitat, wildlife or conservation easement administrative boundaries.
These boundaries are subject to change independently of the observed vegetation or
actions by forestry staff on an specific ownership. Therefore, keep administrative
boundaries in an independent GIS layer away from the vegetation layer.
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Appendix: Timber Type Label Definitions
These definitions should provide both a clearly defined administrative hierarchy and a
consistent database structure for each geographically contiguous forest ownership:
Tract - Generally a subdivision of the forest (5,000 to 60,000 acres) within each
ownership delineated to improve staff workloads, haul zones to mills and minor
watersheds.
Basin – A hydrographic stratification based on major topographic drainages. The basin
is usually the logical spatial classification to evaluate forest health, wildlife habitat and
hydrographic stability. A tract may be based on patterns of basins.
Logging Unit - Physically contiguous unit approximately 10 to 600 acres in size that
results in a common silvicultural regime even if various subsets of the area were
previously treated in different ways.
Stand - A contiguous area on the ground that is the smallest defineable area (polygon)
carried in the database and displayed on forest cover maps (usually 5 to 100 acres in
size).
Vegetative type - a descriptive attribute of a Stand (polygon) which provides for the
delineation and identification of homogeneous timber or other plant cover types as
classified from aerial photography. The vegetative type code includes:
1) primary tree species code from Timber type,
2) stand size class,
3) stand stocking class.
Timber type - name the two principal species based on percentage of basal area/acre by
species.
80% one species - name only primary species;
or
50+% one species - name primary species first
20+% second - name secondary species
<20% second - name species group
CX - mixed conifer, or
HX - mixed hardwood;
or
50+% conifer - name CX, mixed; or
50+% hardwood - name HX, mixed
and second - name primary species
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Appendix: Species Codes and Equivalents:
The following list may be used for conversions between species codes from different
agencies.
==================================================

Standard Numeric and Alpha Species Codes
--------------------------------------------------

FBRI
-------DF
DF
DF
WH
WH
MH
BS
ES
NS
SS
WS
AL
WL
WL
AF
GF
NF
SF
RF
WF
YC
IC
PC
RC
BP
LP
MP
PP
RP
SP
WP
WJ
PY
RW
GS
PB
RA
BM
QA
GC
PD
CH
CO
MA
WI
OA
OA
BO
WO
CX
HX
XX
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USFS BCFS
---205
205
202
263
263
264
93
98
72
73
71
19
17
22
11
21
15
42
81
41
242
108
124
122
117
119
60
231
211
212
376
351
312
746
431
492
760
740
361
920
540
542
800
815
1
4
999

---F
Fd
Fd
H
Hw
Hm
Sb
Se
Sa
Ss
Sw
La
Lw
Lt
Bl
Bg
Bp
Ba
Bm
Bc
Yc
C
C
Cw
Pt
Pl
Pa
Py
Pr
P
Pw
J
Tw
Rs
Rg
Ep
Dr
Mb
At
Gp
V
Ac
R
W
Q
Qg
Xc
Xh

Western Species
-------------Douglas-Fir
coastal Douglas-Fir
inland Douglas-Fir
Hemlock species
Western Hemlock
Mountain Hemlock
Black Spruce
Englemann Spruce
Norway Spruce
Sitka Spruce
White Spruce
subAlpine Larch
Western Larch
tamarack
subAlpine Fir
Grand Fir
Noble Fir
pacific Silver Fir
shasta Red Fir
White Fir
Alaska yellow Cedar
Incense Cedar
Port-orford Cedar
western Red Cedar
Black Pine
Lodgepole Pine
Monterey Pine
Ponderosa Pine(yellow)
Red Pine
Sugar Pine
western White Pine
Juniper species
Pacific Yew
Coast Redwood
Giant Sequoia
Paper Birch
Red Alder
Big leaf Maple
Quaking Aspen
Golden Chinkapin
Pacific Dogwood
CHerry species
COttonwood species
MAdrone species
WIllow species
Ash species
Oregon Ash
Oak species
oregon White Oak
misc. Conifers
misc. Hardwoods
unknown species
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Appendix: Database Structure
This section explains the organization and structure of the Forest Biometrics default
forest inventory database. The discussion here assumes the use of Microsoft’s Access
Database software in Windows Xp or Windows 7. The Forest Biometrics Compiler,
Growth Model and Harvest Scheduler software packages assume the structure and
definitions described here. A user may add as may other database tables, queries, forms
and reports as the need suggests. These additional tables and functions only enhance the
usefulness of this inventory database.
This organization of tables and columns within tables may be transferred and used in any
other Microsoft Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) compatible database such as SQL
Server.
TITLES Table
T_code
T_lbl
Title

SPECIES Table
Basis
Species
Spnane
Rpt_grp
Stump
Log_size
Log_min
Log_dib
Log_dbh
Defect
Rule

Trk_dib
Green
Cords

Numeric index to all titles, 1 = Name of this Database
Alpha index to all titles, sets English / Metrics units if T_code = 1
= ‘ENGL’ for databases in inches, feet and hectares
= ‘METR’ for databases in centimeters, meters and hectares
Full title for parameters coded with T_code or T_lbl (32 digits)

Link to ADMIN table for alternative selection of attributes
Species code from PLOT, DBHCLS tables and SPECIES.LIB
Full local name of species
Sort label for subtotals in reports (i.e., all conifers, etc.)
Height of stump in feet or meters
Length of log in feet or meters (2% added for trim)
Minimum length of log accepted for merch volumes
Minimum log diameter inside bark for merch volumes
Minimum tree diameter for merch volumes
Additional reduction to field estimates for breakage & hidden defect
Scribner log rule to apply (1=short log, 2 = long log)
Short log = USFS 20-foot multiples
Long log = Columbia River Log Scaling Rules
3=short log rule with minimum of one full butt log per tree
4=long log rule with minimum of one full butt log per tree
Minimum log diameter threshold to get on truck and get value.
Value is assigned in the Sorts Table if size exceeds Trk_dib.
Green weight multiplier on Specific Gravity of Species
Number of cubic feet of wood found in an average cord
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ADMIN Table
Std_ID
Veg_Lbl
Rpt_yr
Msmt_yr
GIS_ID
GIS_lbl
Flag
Owner
State
County
Township
Range
Section
Tract
Region
Area_Rpt
Area_Gis
Area_Net
Area_Buf
Hab_cls
Hab_grp
Regime
Plan_yr
Site_phy
Site_shp
Site_ind
Site_spp
Elev
Aspect
Slope
GDay
Precip
Root_dep
Stock
Log_sys
Haul_len
Xgis
Ygis
Org_Lbl
Grp_Lbl
Hab_Lbl
OldSite
OldFlag
Basin
Access
LandUse
Birth
Basis
Origin
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Polygon number (Unique numeric identification number)
Forestry phototype or vegetative label (e.g., Species, Size, Stocking)
Current reporting year of all parameters in this record
Most recent year of field measurements (may be zero, if none)
Reference to GIS polygon number in external database
Any temporary label transferred to or from the GIS database
If > 0, this polygon will be used by the Forest Biometrics software
Land owner code (4 digits), reports may reference TITLES table
State or Province code (2 digits)
Numeric county or political identification (reference TITLES table)
Legal GLO Township label (4 digits)
Legal GLO Range label (4 digits)
Legal GLO Section (numeric)
Local subdivision for subtotals and grouping
Index to local SPECIES.LIB for species site, taper & growth
Subset of polygon area for use in reports and analyses
Total polygon area
Net polygon area after removing roads, right-of-ways, etc.
Recorded legal area in polygon (may not equal Area_Gis)
Index to macro-site strata (Elevation, Solar, Precipitation, Soils)
Index to 2nd rotation yield tables for Scheduler
Assigned silvicultural treatment regime (from Scheduler)
Assigned year of next harvest (from Scheduler)
Physical soil/site index for use in FPS growth model
Shape of the height / age curve as percentage of 10-meter site index
Site index (from Forest Compiler)
Site index reference species (from Forest Compiler)
Average elevation of polygon
Average aspect of polygon in degrees
Average slope across polygon in percent
Number of growing season days above 10 degrees celcius
Average annual precipitation
Soil rooting depth (inches or centimeters)
% Stockability of vegetation on one acre (hectare) in this stand
Logging system proposed (4 digit label) for cost calculations
Hauling distance for cost assignments
X centroid of polygon (feet or meters)
Y centroid of polygon (feet or meters)
Original Veg_Lbl saved
Modified Veg_Lbl to group un-cruised stands
Veg_Lbl created from running Habitat Classification
Saved copy of Site_Phy
Saved copy of Flag
Watershed basin numeric index
Physical access constraints
Land Use Classification index
Year of origin for this stand (user input)
Linkage code to background tables
Silvicultural Regime label (4-digit) defining actual past treatments
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STAND Table
Std_ID
Rpt_yr
Regime
Status
Tbr_lbl
Flag_yr
Tot_age
Trees
QDbh
Basal
Top_ht
CCF
RelD
Clump
CubicTot
CubicGrs
CubicNet
BoardGrs
BoardNet
ValueGrs
CostGrs
ValueNPV
ValueSEV
ValueIRR
APCS
ADIB
Mstems
MDbh
MBasal
Mage
MCCF
MRelD
Cords
StemDry
BoleDry
BarkDry
CrwnDry
RootDry
CarbTree
CarbBole
CO2Tree
CO2Bole

Reference to ADMIN table
Current reporting year for all parameters in this record
Current silvicultural regime link to SILVICS table
Status code as 0 = Live, 1 = Cut, 2 = Dead summary record
Timber type (primary / secondary species mix) label (4 digits)
If > 0, this record will be used in Forest Scheduler
Total stand age of main canopy in years
Number of trees per acre or hectare in the polygon
Quadratic mean diameter at breast height for all trees
Basal area per acre or hectare in the polygon
Top height (average of largest 100 trees / hectare in diameter)
Crown Competition Factor (average Competitive Stress Index)
Relative Density index (Basal / Sqrt(Qdbh) in inches & feet)
Clumpiness index from Forest Compiler used by FPS growth
Total stem cubic volume per acre or hectare
Merchantable stem cubic volume per acre or hectare
Net stem cubic volume per acre or hectare
Merchantable Scribner board volume (per acre or hectare)
Net merchantable Scribner board volume (per acre or hectare)
Computed value of merchantable stems (per acre or hectare)
Computed cost to harvest (per acre or hectare)
Net Present Value (Value - Cost) discounted to present
Soil Expectation Value – same basis as ValueNPV
Internal Rate of Return – same basis as ValueNPV
Average number of pieces (long logs) per 1000 board feet
Average diameter inside bark (dib) of pieces
Merchantable number of trees per acre (hectare)
Merchantable quadratic mean diameter
Merchantable basal area per acre (hectare)
Average age of merchantable stand
Crown Competition Factor for only merchantable sized trees
Relative Density Index for Merchantable trees
Number of Cords of Merchantable size trees
Total Dry Weight of entire tree stem (pounds/acre)
Dry Weight of Merchantable bole (pounds/acre)
Total Dry Weight of bark (pounds/acre)
Total Dry Weight of branches and foliage (pounds/acre)
Total Dry Weight of roots (pounds/acre)
Total weight of carbon in tree stem
Total weight of carbon in merchantable bole
Metric tons of CO2 equivalents in whole tree
Metric tons of CO2 equivalents in merchantable bole
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DBHCLS Table
Std_ID
Rpt_yr
Species
Grp
PlotTree
Age
Trees
Dbh
Height
BoleHt
Taper
Crown
CubicTot
CubicGrs
CubicNet
BoardGrs
BoardNet
ValueGrs
Defect_b
Defect_m
Defect_t
DbhCls
Cords
StemDry
BoleDry
BarkDry
CrwnDry
RootDry
CarbTree
CarbBole
CO2Tree
CO2Bole
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Reference to ADMIN table
Current reporting year for all parameters in this record
Species code for this diameter class
Sub-group in Species, may be:
Understory, Overstory, Marked or Wildlife tree;
Snags, Down woody debris or non-timber vegetation
Numeric index to tree within Species group
Total age of trees in this diameter class
Numbers of trees in diameter class per acre or hectare
Diameter at breast height in inches or centimeters for this class
Total height of trees in this diameter class
Total height to fork or broken top
Relative height to 80 percent of Dbh (see Taper Appendix)
Live crown length divided by total height
Total stem cubic volume per acre or hectare in diameter class
Merchantable cubic volume per acre (hectare)
Net Merchantable cubic volume per acre (hectare)
Gross Board Volume per acre (hectare)
Net Board Volume per acre (hectare)
Total gross value prior to all costs per acre
Defect in butt third of stem
Defect in mid third of stem
Defect in top third of stem
Dbh class from CLASS table
Total number of Cords / acre
Total Dry Weight of entire tree stem (pounds/acre)
Dry Weight of Merchantable bole (pounds/acre)
Total Dry Weight of bark (pounds/acre)
Total Dry Weight of branches and foliage (pounds/acre)
Total Dry Weight of roots (pounds/acre)
Total weight of carbon in tree stem
Total weight of carbon in merchantable bole
Metric tons of CO2 equivalents in whole tree
Metric tons of CO2 equivalents in merchantable bole
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CRUISE Table
Std_ID
M_Date
Msmt_yr
Cruiser
BAF
Baf_dbh
Plot_area
Veg_area
Transect
Plots
Tph_err
BA_err
CCF_err
Cub_err
Brd_err

Reference to ADMIN table
Measurement date (Month/Day/Year)
Measurement year by growing seasons (i.e., Feb. 1996 = 1995)
Cruiser name or initials (4 characters)
Basal area factor for trees equal or larger than Baf_dbh value
Limiting Dbh for trees tallied by prism sweep
Fixed area plot size for trees less than Baf_dbh value
Fixed area plot size for snags and non-tree vegetation
Length of line transect for down woody debris sample
Number of plots in polygon (from Forest Compiler)
Sampling error in trees / acre estimate (from Forest Compiler)
Sampling error in basal area / acre estimate (from Forest Compiler)
Sampling error in Crown Competition Factor (average density/acre)
Sampling error in cubic volume estimate (from Forest Compiler)
Sampling error in board volume estimate (from Forest Compiler)

PLOTS Table
Std_ID
Plot
Tree
Species
Grp
X_arc
Y_dist
Msmt
Dbh
Trees
Height
Ht_code
Tap_dia
Tap_ht
Tap_code
Age
Age_code
Crown
Crn_code
Crn_cls
Status
Damage
Defect1
Defect2
Defect3
Def_code
CSI

Reference to ADMIN table
Plot number within polygon (required input)
Tree number within plot (optional input)
Species code (required input)
Sub-group in Species, may be:
Understory, Overstory, Marked or Wildlife tree;
Snags, Down woody debris or non-timber vegetation
X-coordinant (East-West orientation) tree location (optional)
or azimuth from point center to tree
Y-coordinant (North-South orientation) tree location (optional)
or distance from point center to tree
Growing season measurement year (i.e., Feb. 1996 = 1995)
Diameter at breast height (1-in or 2-cm class for cruises,
exact measurement for permanent plots)
Tally of the number of observed trees of this species, Dbh class
Total height measurement in feet or meters
1 if measured in field, zero otherwise
Measured upper-bole stem diameter
Measured upper-bole height to Tap_dia measurement
1 if measured in field, zero otherwise
Measured tree age
1 if measured in field, zero otherwise
Measured crown length / total height
1 if measured in field, 3 if defect measured, zero otherwise
Crown class code (see Tree Condition codes)
Tree status (used for permanent plots, see Tree Condition Codes)
Tree damage (see Tree Condition Codes)
Defect in butt third of tree (0.00 format)
Defect in mid third of tree
Defect in top third of tree
Set to 1 if defect has been sampled on this tree (even if 0%)
Competitive Stress Index (from FPS Growth Model)
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YIELD Table - Used only by Harvest Scheduler for 2nd rotation yields
Region
Index to local SPECIES.LIB for species site, taper & growth
Hab_Grp
Index to 2nd rotation yield tables for link to ADMIN table
Site_Cls
Physical site index rounded to nearest 10-foot class
Rpt_yr
Tot_age
Regime
Tbr_lbl
Stems
QDbh
Basal
Top_ht
CCF
RelD
Clump
Origin
CubicTot
CubicGrs
CubicNet
BoardGrs
BoardNet
ValueGrs
CostGrs
ValueNPV
ValueSEV
ValueIRR
APCS
ADIB
Mstems
MDbh
MBasal
Mage
MCCF
MRelD
Cords
StemDry
BoleDry
BarkDry
CrwnDry
RootDry
CarbTree
CarbBole
CO2Tree
CO2Bole
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Current reporting year for all parameters in this record
Total stand age of main canopy in years
Current silvicultural regime link to SILVICS table
Timber type (primary / secondary species mix) label (4 digits)
Number of trees per acre or hectare in the polygon
Quadratic mean diameter at breast height for all trees
Basal area per acre or hectare in the polygon
Top height (average of largest 100 trees / hectare in diameter)
Crown Competition Factor (average Competitive Stress Index)
Relative Density index (Basal / Sqrt(Qdbh) in inches & feet)
Clumpiness index from Forest Compiler used by FPS growth
Stand Origin – “NATR”, “PLNT”, etc link to SILVICS table
Total stem cubic volume per acre or hectare
Merchantable stem cubic volume per acre or hectare
Net stem cubic volume per acre or hectare
Merchantable Scribner board volume (per acre or hectare)
Net merchantable Scribner board volume (per acre or hectare)
Computed value of merchantable stems (per acre or hectare)
Computed cost to harvest (per acre or hectare)
Net Present Value (Value - Cost) discounted to present
Soil Expectation Value – same basis as ValueNPV
Internal Rate of Return – same basis as ValueNPV
Average number of pieces (long logs) per 1000 board feet
Average diameter inside bark (dib) of pieces
Merchantable number of trees per acre (hectare)
Merchantable quadratic mean diameter
Merchantable basal area per acre (hectare)
Average age of merchantable stand
Crown Competition Factor for only merchantable sized trees
Relative Density Index for Merchantable trees
Number of Cords of Merchantable size trees
Total Dry Weight of entire tree stem (pounds/acre)
Dry Weight of Merchantable bole (pounds/acre)
Total Dry Weight of bark (pounds/acre)
Total Dry Weight of branches and foliage (pounds/acre)
Total Dry Weight of roots (pounds/acre)
Total weight of carbon in tree stem
Total weight of carbon in merchantable bole
Metric tons of CO2 equivalents in whole tree
Metric tons of CO2 equivalents in merchantable bole
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HABITAT Table
Std_ID
Rpt_Yr
Veg_Lbl
HabCode
Htt_Div
Dbh_Div
Tbr_Lbl
SizeCls
DensCls
AgeCls
SiteCls
RainCls
SoilCls
ElevCls
AspCls
DayCls

Reference to ADMIN table
Current reporting year for all parameters in this record
Forestry vegetative label generated from CLASS table
10-byte code combining “Sun-Wet-Patch-Veg_Lbl-Tbr_Lbl”
Height diversity index within this stand this year
Diameter diversity index within this stand this year
Primary/Secondary species following STAND table methods
Diameter classification from STAND using CLASS table
Crown Competition Factor from STAND using CLASS table
Total age from STAND grouped by CLASS table
Physical site from ADMIN grouped by CLASS table
Average annual precipitation from CLASS table
Average Soil depth from Class table
Average Elevation from Class table
Avereage Aspect of the Stand from the CLASS table
Average Growing Season Days from the CLASS table

VEGCLS Table
Std_ID
Rpt_Yr
Species
Form
Pct
Height
CarbTree
CO2Tree

Unique Reference to ADMIN table
Report year for this observation
Species group code of non-tree species
Life Form of non-tree species
Average % occupancy from field sample
Average observed plant height
Total weight of carbon in plant stem
Metric tons of CO2 equivalents in whole species

SORTS Table – provides parameters used to break the tree into log segments
Basis
Link to ADMIN table for alternative selection of attributes
Species
Species code link to SPECIES table (2-character)
Grade
Any 2-character alphanumeric label
Label
Any 12-character alphanumeric label to explain Grade code
Rpt_Grp
Reporting groups of similar species and value (user specified)
Value
Log value as assigned by Flag code basis (volume, weight, etc.)
Flag
Must be > 0 for inclusion, 1=gross cubic, 2=net cubic, 3=gross
board, 4=net board, 5=green weight, 6= dry weight, 7=cords
MinDib
Minimum small-end diameter of log, inside bark
MinDbh
Minimum tree diameter at breast height to include this log segment
MinLen
Minimum log segment length in feet (meters)
MaxDef
Maximum log segment defect in percentage basis
MaxSeg
Maximum log segment position 1=Butt, 2=Mid, 3=Top
MinVol
Minimum log volume or weight based on Flag column
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CLASS Table – used by Habitat classification function on FPS Menu
Basis
Link to ADMIN table for alternative selection of attributes
Label

Specific codes to identify which parameter is being classified

AGES = Total age groupings from STAND table
DBHC = Mean diameter grouping from STAND table
DENS = Crown Competition Factor grouping from STAND table
DIBC = Small-end log diameter grouping from DIBCLS table
RAIN = Precipitation class grouping from ADMIN table
SITE = Physical site index grouping from ADMIN table
SIZE = Diameter breast height grouping from STAND table
GDAY = Growing Season Days grouping from ADMIN table
ELEV = Elevation grouping from ADMIN table
SOIL = Soil depth grouping from ADMIN table
Code
Min
Max
Comment

Any numeric label 0-999 for this level of this class
Minimum value of parameter to be tallied in this class
Maximum value of parameter to be tallied in this class
Any general comment or descriptive label (optional)

HARVEST Table – used by logging cost computations in many functions
Basis
Link to ADMIN table for alternative selection of attributes
COST

Specific codes to identify which parameter is being addressed

CODE

ADMN = specifies interest rates
SKID, LINE, HELO and other user defined logging systems
AREA = specifies fixed logging costs per acre (or hectare)
FERT = specifies fertilization treatment costs per acre (hectare)
HAUL = specifies haul costs per Mbf per mile
MBFT = specifies fixed logging costs per 1000 BdFt
PREP = specifies site preparation costs per acre (hectare)
PLNT = specifies planting costs per acre (hectare)
PCTC = specifies pre-commercial thinning costs per acre (hectare)
YEAR = annual fixed operating expense per acre (hectare) per year
Cost codes based on Area, Volume, Weight, Size or Distance
INFL ADMN Inflation rate per year for ADMN code
APPR ADMN Real wood appreciation rate per year (1.25% = 0.0125)
DISC ADMN Discount rate per year (7.8% = 0.078)
AREA Any cost that is based on per acre (hectare)
GBFT Costs that are charged on a gross per 1,000 board-foot basis
NBFT Costs that are charged on a net per 1,000 board-foot basis
GCFT Costs that are charged on a gross per 100 cubic-foot basis
NCFT Costs that are charged on a net per 100 cubic-foot basis
DWGT Costs that are charged on an oven-dry per ton weight basis
GWGT Costs that are charged on a green-ton weight basis

TREE Costs charged on a per tree basis (e.g., numbers of trees planted)
XDIB Coefficient for logging costs multiplied by average log diameter
XVOL Coefficient for logging costs multiplied by volume per acre
Note: For SKID, LINE, HELO the COEF Columns are used as follows:
$/Mbf = Coef(GBFT) + Coef(XDIB) * (Avr Dib) + Coef(XVOL) * (Volume)
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SCHEDULE Table – used by the harvest scheduler to select stands for harvest
Basis
Link to ADMIN table for alternative selection of attributes
Plan_Yr
Brd_Min
Cub_Min
Val_Min
Area_Min
Area_Max
Age_Min
Age_Max
Brd_Goal
Cub_Goal
Val_Goal

The mid-point calendar year for each harvest period
Minimum net board volume requited for specific Stand to be selected
Minimum net cubic volume required for a specific Stand to be selected
Minimum log value requited for specific Stand to be selected
Minimum harvest area for specific Stand to be selected
Maximum harvest area for specific Stand to be selected
Minimum total age for specific Stand to be selected
Maximum total age for specific Stand to be selected
Target net board volume (by Period) to be scheduled (total inventory)
Target net cubic volume (by Period) to be scheduled (total inventory)
Target net value (by Period) to be scheduled (total inventory)

SILVICS Table – used by growth model and harvest scheduler to apply treatments
Basis
Link to ADMIN table for alternative selection of attributes
Regime

A 4-character Label identifying each unique silvicultural treatment

Grp
Trt_Nbr
Regen
PctHt
PctSur
Trt_Key
Trt_Val
Thin_Meth
Thin_MV
Thin_Lvl
Thin_Lvlv
Thin_Sp
Fert_Rate
Cost
Thin_Min
Fill_Plt

Usually set to “..”, but may target treatments to unique species.groups
Numeric index to each treatment within a given regime code (max=20)
Alpha code (N/P) for Natural or Planted stand origins
Height growth as % of 10m Site Capacity to reach 6-meter total height
Tree survival at 20-ft (6-meter) total height from initial establishment
Index to timing of treatment: 1=Age (or Year), 2=CCF, 3=Basal Area
Minimum value based on Trt_Key index
Index to thinning method: 1=from Below, 2=from Above, 3= dib/Dib
Dbh limit for Thin_Meth = 1 or 2, cut/leave Dbh ratio for Meth = 3
Index to intensity of cut: 1=residual Trees, 2=Basal Area, 3=CCF, 4=Rd
Residual value of parameter based on Thin_Lvl code
Preferred species to retain in stand if all other conditions can be met
Nitrogen applied in pounds per acre (kilograms/hectare)
Alpha Code (Y/N) for assigning site preparation treatment costs
If > 0, Thinned volume must exceed this value per acre (hectare)
If > 0, Fill-plant this Stand using YLDSPP table species and stocking

SLnn = reserved for Selection regimes to exclude 2nd rotations

GISLINK Table – loaded from the GIS database after depletion updates occurred there
Tag_ID
Old_ID
New_ID
Area
Old_Lbl
New_Lbl

Unique auto-number record ID
The current Std_ID used in the FPS inventory database
The new Std_ID to be used in the FPS database coming from the GIS
Total area within this unique polygon (Tag_ID) from the GIS database
Existing Veg_Lbl value in the FPS inventory database
New Veg_Lbl value for update from the GIS database
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Appendix: Working with FPS in the Windows 7 Operating System
The Microsoft Access view and operation of FPS databases has changed significantly
from Access 2000 to 2003 formats. Some changes are good and some will require time
to become familiar.
The first change will be the ability to get to the “FPS Menu” bar for all functionality.
This is, of course, only if all “Trust Center” and “Macro” settings allow the “FPS Start
Up” dialog to close normally after clicking the “Start” button. If this is not the case, then
read and follow the steps in the next Appendix.

Click on the “Add-Ins” tab to
find the “FPS Menu” bar with
all standard functions.
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The traditional “FPS Menu” bar will appear in the “Add-Ins” tab as in the following
view.

After opening an Access table to view or edit (such as ADMIN) it will be necessary to
toggle back and forth between “Add-Ins” and the other standard Access tabs such as
“Home”, “Create”, “External Data” and “Database Tools”. All of the functionality is
there, but it will take some time to become familiar with where to find common editing
features for managing data in the various FPS tables.
Clicking the topics on the FPS Menu bar will bring up the suite of tools for managing the
forest database in groups for Inventory, Growth and Planning.
The standard Inventory Management tools are found under the “Compiler” and “Strata”
topics. The standard growth and planning are “Growth” and “Scheduler”.
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“Database” for SQL Servers

“Selection” for picking groups of Stands

“Compiler” for Cruise Selection and Compiler “Strata” for Expansion to un-sampled Stands
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“Editors” for access to GIS and Macro-Site

“Growth” for Silviculture and Growth options

“Scheduler” for Harvest Scheduling options
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Appendix: Installation Conditions for Windows 7 Operating Systems
On first install of FPS there may be limiting restrictions which block most of the
functionality of FPS Menus within the Access database. Go to Windows Explorer and
find an FPS Microsoft Access database.
The demo databases are in
“C:\Fps\Data\Cascade” or “C:\Fps\Data\Puget”. Double-click any database. After the
FBRI Start form comes up, click on the “Start” button. If nothing happens and the Start
form is still present, then Microsoft Windows 7 has blocked the FPS menus and macros
from functioning.
Secondly, if you are successful by clicking the “Start”’ button, then select the Cruise
Compiler from the FPS Add-In Menu to verify that it will pop up. If the Cruise Compiler
dialog window does not appear then the following window may appear:

When you click “OK” the following screen pops up…

There are two steps that you must achieve to cause the Windows 7 Access database to
interact with FPS software. These are:
1) Set the Macro Security Level to “Low”, then create a “trusted” location; and,
2) Set the Registry Sandbox to Level “2”.
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Step 1: The Trust Center
The following screen shots will guide you through these steps. You may then need to
close and open your database once more for these to take effect.
This only needs to be done once on a computer, the changes will be permanent.

First, Go to the Main File Dropdown

Second, Click on Access
Options

A dialog form will then pop up. Click on “Trust Center” as in the example on the
following pages.
However, if you are using Windows 7 with Office Access 2010 then there is one more
window to move through to get to the Trust Center as in the next view.
Once in the “File” menu window select “Options” to get to “Access Options” and the
“Trust Center”.
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Click on Access Options
to get to the Trust Center
and Macros Settings.
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Click on “Trust Center Settings”

Click “Enable all macros…” radio
button as demonstrated. Then click on
the “OK” buttons to exit.
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Now click on “Trusted Locations” to set up directories for use with FPS databases.

Click on “Add new location” to set up a path (or paths) to the drives and folders where
FPS databases will be functional. These paths should then show up in the “Trust Center”
dialog window above.
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Step 2: The System Registry
Your Computer Network Manager may have blocked you from making these kinds of
changes. We will proceed assuming you have administrative privileges. The Registry
SandBox status is blocking execution of FPS executables from within Access. We will
lower the Registry SandBox setting to allow full execution of FPS utilities and macros.
Go to Windows Explorer and find the C:\Windows folder as shown in the following
figure.

Scroll down within the Windows folder until you find “regedit.exe”. Then double-click
on “regedit.exe” to cause it to open.
Within the Registry Editor gradually open each folder in the following series:
“…\HKey_Local_Machine\Software\Microsoft\Office\12.0\Access Connectivity Engine\Engines”

Alternately, a Windows 7 64-bit Operating System will have the following path:
“…\HKey_Local_Machine\Software\Wow6432Node\Microsoft\Office\12.0\Access
Engine\Engines”

Connectivity

In the inner-most folder you will find the SandBox Mode switch. It will likely be set to
“3”.
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Views 1, 2 and 3 follow as snap-shots at each level within the Registry.
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Note the setting “3”.

Note the level within the Registry.
This must be correct.

Windows 7 64-bit registry path to SandBox mode is shown below.

Right-click the “SandBoxMode” item to
get the “Modify” option to appear. Then
click on “Modify” to get the dialog box
“Edit DWORD Value”.
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Change the “Value data” to “2” and click “OK”.

The final result should be the value “2” in
the “SandBoxMode” data field.
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ODBC Registry Permissions
There may be one additional lock stopping execution of FPS tools. That is the ability to
interact with Open Database Connection (ODBC) databases. The forester may not have
write permissions to these services.
Open the registry by running REGEDIT from the start menu or command prompt.
1) Navigate to:
a. HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\ODBC

b. on 64-bit installations:
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\ODBC
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\Microsoft\ODBC

2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Right click on the "ODBC" key
Select "Permissions..."
Select "User" from the list of groups and users
Click "Allow" Full Control in the permissions section
Click "OK"
Exit the registry editor

The results should be immediate. If not, then reboot your computer.
You are done…
Close and re-open you FPS Access database. Everything should now be fully functional.
Note: This is a temporary solution for new purchasers of computers and updated
Microsoft operating systems (“Vista” and “Windows 7”). The Forest Biometrics
Research Institute continues in revising the FPS software package to be a “Trusted
Microsoft Product”. This should provide immediate and full functionality on any
Microsoft Operating System without blocking FPS software or drop-down menus.
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Appendix: Biometric Transformations among Volume, Weight &
Carbon
Metric / English Conversions:
UDb = 2.54000
UHb = 0.30480
UAb = 2.471054
UWb = 0.45359237
UMb = UHb**3
UVb = UAb * UMb
UKb = 0.3048 * 5280 / 1000.
UCb = 100. *UMb
UTb = 2000.*UWb
CO2 = 44 / (12 * 1000)

(centimeters per inch)
(meters per foot)
(acres per hectare)
(kilograms per pound (2.20462262 lbs / kilogram)
(cubic meters per cubic foot)
(cubic meters/hectare per cubic feet/acre)
(kilometers per mile)
(2.8317 cubic meters per 100 cubic feet (values)
(907.18 kilograms per English ton (values)
(CO2 metric tons / kilogram of carbon)

1,000 kilograms / cubic meter = 62.427961 pounds / cubic foot
Cubic feet / acre = (cubic meters / hectare) / UVb
Pounds / acre = (kilograms / hectare) / (UAb * UWb)

Merchantable Bole:
Cnt = Number of Trees or Logs / hectare
VolLog = cubic meters / tree
Voldry = Cnt * VolLog
BoleDry = VolDry * Name%Spg(Lib) * 1000
BarkDry = BoleDry * Large%Slwt(Lib,2,Idhc)
CarbBole = BoleDry * Name%Carbon(Lib)
CO2Bole = CarbBole * CO2

(cubic meters / hectare)
(kilograms / hectare)
(convert bark weight)
(Carbon kilograms / hectare)
(CO2 metric tons / hectare)

Cords = Voldry / (UVb * Name%cords(Lib))

(cords / acre)

Total Tree:
Cnt = Number of Trees / hectare
CVTS = Total cubic volume of tree
VolDry = Cnt * CVTS
StemDry = VolDry * Name%Spg(Lib) * 1000
TotWt = StemDry / Large%Slwt(Lib,1,Idhc)
BarkDry = TotWt * Large%Slwt(Lib,2,Idhc)
CrwnDry = TotWt * Large%Slwt(Lib,3,Idhc)
RootDry = TotWt * Large%Slwt(Lib,4,Idhc)
CarbTree = TotWt * Name%Carbon(Lib)
CO2Tree = CarbTree * CO2

(cubic meters / tree)
(cubic meters / hectare)
(kilograms / hectare)
(convert bole weight)
(convert bark weight)
(convert crown weight)
(convert root weight)
(Carbon kilograms / hectare)
(CO2 metric tons / hectare)
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Index
“In-Place” inventory, 5
10m Site, 113, 114, 309
abney level, 15
Admin.Origin, 46
aerial photos, 25
ArcView, 11, See GIS
Area_Gis, 42
Area_lgl, 302
Area_net, 44, 302
Area_rpt, 222
binary search, 4, 213, 220, 221, 222,
237, 245, 258
biomass production, 207
CACTOS, 13
carbon content, 143, 179, 207
CCF, 17, 18, 21, 22, 23, 303, 306, 309
CFI, 10, 5, 25, 31, 46, 130
clinometer, 15
clumpiness, 7, 12, 18, 23, 144, 182, 199,
210, 232, 245
Clumpiness, 144, 210, 303, 306
Competitive Stress Index. See Stand
Density, See Stand Density, See Stand
Density, See Stand Density, See Stand
Density
Continuous Forest Inventory, 10, 5, 25
Crown Competition Factor, 17, 18, See
Stand Density, See Stand Density, See
Stand Density, See Stand Density, See
Stand Density, See Stand Density
Crown ratio, 24
Cruise Compiler, 41
Cruise Expansion, 12, 47, 163, 164, 165,
166, 169
CRYPTOS, 13
CSI, 22, 23, 305
Database Structure, 8, 301
defect, 7, 8, 36, 38, 111, 134, 135, 140,
141, 142, 143, 144, 146, 151, 159,
160, 177, 189, 301, 305, 307
Density Diagrams, 18
DFSIM, 13, 291, 296
Distant-Dependent, 12
Distant-Independent, 12
Down-woody debris, 139, 140
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EPS, 30, 31
even-aged, 3, 6, 13, 16, 17, 18, 23, 35,
38, 111, 133, 134, 141, 178, 182, 189,
190, 214, 216, 217, 230, 245, 254,
280, 293
FBRI, 11, 45, 115, 142, 300, 315
Field recorders, 35
field sheets, 35
Forest Health, 6
forest manager, 1, 2, 7, 9, 13
Forest Manager, 1, 178, 190, 210
Forest Planner, 1, 176, 178, 281
Forest Projection System, 19, 5, 8, 13,
41, 295
Forest Scheduler, 41, 220, 222, 303
form class, 33, 136, 137
FPS, 19, 8, 13, 35, 41, 42, 46, 47, 50,
222, 302, 303, 305, 306, 308, 309
Gis_Lbl, 50
Group Selection, 12, 180, 189, 190
growth capacity, 4, 5, 6, 35, 51, 53, 111,
112, 115, 121, 122, 177, 180, 182,
197, 204, 209, 211, 212, 218
Growth Capacity, 11, 6, 112
intolerant species, 175, 189, 190, 191,
195, 216
Inventory Design, 25, 31
Inventory Forester, 1, 43, 47, 75, 117,
120, 176, 178, 281
linear programming, 4, 213, 222, 245,
268
live crown ratio, 23, 34
MapInfo, 11, 50
Microsoft Access, 11, 42, 46, 220
neighbor constraints, 272, 274, 275
nesting sites, 4, 5, 78, 228, 263, 265,
268, 279, 280
net-of-roads, 11, 12, 51, 105, 108, 109,
263, 287, 288
ODBC, 11, 301
Order of Activities, 41
planning horizon, 1, 160, 177, 210, 211,
215, 216, 221, 222, 226, 227, 228,
229, 230, 231, 236, 237, 240, 242,
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243, 244, 245, 252, 253, 255, 256,
258, 260, 264, 269, 270, 271, 275, 280
Plot Design, 33
PPS, 30, 31
Prognosis, 13, 294
project-level, 3
Rd, 17, 18, 20, 23, 309
regime, 5, 46, 75, 160, 177, 178, 182,
189, 190, 192, 197, 207, 211, 212,
216, 217, 219, 220, 225, 227, 228,
229, 231, 232, 248, 252, 257, 258,
279, 280, 299, 302, 303, 306, 309
relaskop, 15
Relative Density Index, 17, See Stand
Density
Residual Inventory, 6, 75
Riparian buffers, 88
Scaling Rule, 158
SDI, 16, 17, 18, 23
silviculture, 4, 7, 35, 213
Silviculture, 1, 5, 178, 179, 293, 314
Silviculture Forester, 1, 178
site index, 12, 5, 7, 34, 50, 222, 295,
302, 306, 308
Site_ind, 302
Site_phy, 222, 302
Site_spp, 302
SiteGrid, 11, 47, 50, 51, 53, 54, 56, 57,
58, 59, 60, 61, 63, 64, 65, 66, 69, 70,
115, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121
SitePrep, 309
Size Class, 29
Spatial Join, 60, 61, 64, 69, 119
Species, 25, 28, 34, 35, 295, 300, 301,
302, 304, 305, 307
SPS, 12, 13, 291, 298
stand density, 12, 13, 16, 17, 18, 23
Stand Density Index, 16, See Stand
Density, See Stand Density
Stand.Regime, 46

Std_ID, 42, 50, 221, 302, 303, 304, 305,
307, 309
Stocking Class, 29
stratified, 25, 171, 172, 174, 292
Stratified, 25
stream buffers, 12, 6, 13, 45, 94, 124,
222, 223, 268, 279, 280, 281, 283,
286, 288
Sustainability, 12, 214, 215
Sustainable Capacity, 5
taper, 12, 18, 8, 9, 14, 36, 38, 129, 132,
134, 135, 136, 137, 139, 141, 142,
143, 146, 151, 157, 177, 302, 306
Taper Class, 295
thinning by Q-factor, 194
thinning by spacing, 177, 187, 195, 199,
205, 258
thinning by staying within, 188
thinning from above, 185, 195, 199, 204
thinning from below, 182, 195, 279
thinning on a diameter cut/leave, 186
timber type, 25, 30
tolerant species, 175, 189, 195, 216
treatment, 13, 37, 161, 171, 177, 179,
180, 182, 183, 185, 186, 187, 188,
191, 194, 195, 199, 211, 212, 230,
279, 302, 308, 309
Tree Measurements, 34
tree taper, 11, 14
un-stratified, 25
Veg_lbl, 45, 46, 47, 302, 303
Veg_Lbl, 42, 50, 307, 309
VegPoly, 42, 44, 47, 48, 50, 51, 64, 71,
72, 73, 74, 78, 79, 81, 83, 90, 94, 96,
97, 98, 100, 108, 109, 110, 117, 118,
119, 120, 127, 245, 246, 249, 250
watershed basins, 263, 264
working forest, 12, 1, 2, 6, 14, 31, 41,
45, 53, 70, 178
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